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MAPSEP (Mission Analysis Progravo for Solar Electric Propulsion)
is a computer program developed by Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver
Division, for the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center under Contract
NAS8-29666. MAPSEP contains the basic modes: TOPSEP (trajectory
generation), GODSEP (linear error analysis) and SIMSEP (simulation).
These modes and their various options give the user sufficient
flexibility to analyze any low thrust mission with respect to
trajectory performance, guidance and navigation, and to provide
meaningful system related requirements for the purpose of vehicle
design.
This volume is the third of three and contains a description of
the internal structure of MAPSEP including logical flow. Prior
volumes relate to analytical program description and to operational
usage.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
MAPSEP (Mission Analysis Program for Solar Electric Propulsion)
is intended to provide sufficient flexibility to analyze a variety
of problems related to trajectory performance, guidance and naviga-
tion.	 However, since low thrust technology is never static, future
E
changes are expected to the models and algorithms contained in MAPSEP.
f
i
This volume, along with the program listings, is intended to provide
t the programmer/analyst with sufficient information about MAPSEP
structure to enable him to make suitable modifications. 	 The program
itself is structured such that computational modules are as self-
contained as possible thus facilitating their replacement. 	 It is
highly recommended that the programmer/analyst review the two preced-
ing volumes (analytical and user's manuals) before making program
changes in order to understand the reasoning behind many of the models
7
and analysis techniques that are coded.
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4MAPSEP is composed of three primary modes; TOPSEP, GODSEP and
S33 SEP (Figure 2-1). A fourth primary mode.. REFSEP, is actually a
submode of TOPSEP in a functional sense. In addition, a secondary
mode, TRAJ, is used by all four primary modes to provide integrated
trajectory information. As described in both the Analytic and user's
Manuals, the primary modes each serve a specific function in the mis-
sion and system design sequence.
MAPSEP
TOPSEP	 COTISEP	 S YMSEP
TRAJECTORY	 LINEAR	 TRAJECTORY
GENERATION	 ERROR	 S IW1LATION
ANALYSIS 'r	 a
3
-E
Figure 2 M-1. MAPSEP Modes
All of the routines and structure of MAPSEP are constructed to
mLnimize core storage (thus reducing turn-around time and computer
run cost) yet retain the flexibility needed for broad analysis re-
quirements. Furthermore, routines are built as modular as possible
to reduce the difficulties in future modifications and extensions.
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2.1 Input/Output
The user interface or input to MAPSEP is primarily through
cards using the NAMELIST feature, with supplementary means depend-
ing upon mode and function (Table 2-1). All modes require the
$TRAJ namelist which defines the nominal trajectory and subsequent
t-
I
INPUT OUTPUT
Mode Namelist Forma ted Tape Punched Tape
Cards (or disc) Cards (or disc)
TOPSEP $TRAJ None STM. None STM
$TOPSEP GAIN
$TRAJ States
GODSEP $GODSEP Event STM Covariances STM
$GEVENT Data GAIN Guidance GAIN
SUMARY
$TRAJ None STM Statistics STM
SIMSEP $SIMSEP GAIN
$QUID SUMARY
REFSEP $TRAJ Print STM None STM
Events
TABLE 2-1. MAPSEP User Input/Output
mode usage. However, if recycling or case stacking is performed
it is not necessary to input $TRAJ again unless desired. The second
namelist required for each mode corresponds to mode peculiar input
and bears the name of that particular mode. Additional namelist, 	 5
formated cards, and tape input are generally optional. Besides
}	 ,j
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the standard printout associated with MAPSEP, auxiliary output can
be obtained which will facilitate subsequent runs.
From an operational viewpoint, MAPSEP employs a maximum of six
data files (Table 2-2). Most of these files are not normally saved
from run to run, the primary exceptions being STMFILE and GAINFIL
used in GODSEP.
Mode Usage
1/0 File.
Number File TOPSEP AND GODSEP SIMSEP
REFSEP
ITAPE 3 STNS $TRAJ 
I
$TRAJ namelist, $TRAJ
namelist trajectory and namelist
state transition
matrix data
TAPE 4 GAIN - ^	 a-priori covar- $GUID
iances and namelists
filter gain
matrices
TAPE 5 INPUT input data input data input data
TAPE 6 OUTPUT printout printout printout
TAPE 7 PUNCH - punched punched
covariances statistics
TAPE 8 SUMMARY trajectory event data $SIMSEP
summaries summaries namelist
TABLE 2-2. Data Files
}
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2.2 Overlay Structure
The structure of MAPSEP is organized into three levels of
'overlays" which are designed to minimize total computer storage.
At any given time, only those routines which are in active use are
^i
II
f.
i`.
i^
f`	
F
4
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loaded into tho working core of the computer. 	 The main overlay
I(Figure 2-2) is always in core and contains the main executive,
MAPSEP, and all utility routines that are common to the three modes.
The primary overlays contain key operating routines of each mode,
that is, those routines which are always needed when that particular
mode is in use.	 Also included as a primary overlay is the data
initialization routine, DATPM, where $TRAJ namelist is read, trajec-
i
tory and preliminary mode parameters are initialized, and appropriate
I
parameters are printed out.
The secondary overlays contain routines which perform various
computations during a particular operational sequence.
	
Included are
data initialization routines, analgous to DATAM, which operate on
j
mode peculiar input and perform mode initialization.
	
An example of
core usage in the changing overlay structure may be provided by a
s standard error analysis event sequence. 	 Error analysis initializa-
tion is performed by the overlay DATAG.
	
Transitlon matrices are then
read from the STM file, the state covariance is propagated to a
meas=urement event, and the overlay MEAS is called, which physically
}
replaces, or overlays, the same core used previously by DATAG.
Similarly at a guidance event, overlay TRAJ will replace MEAS to
compute target sensitivity matrices and overlay QUID will then
replace TRAJ to compute guidance corrections. 	 Overlay switching is
performed internally and is transparent to the user.
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2.3 Subroutine Hierarchy
	
T
	 Each major overlay is supported by number of routines, some
of Val ch are contained in that overlay, others are in higher over-
	
::	 lay&. Figures 2-3, 2-4, 2-5, 2-6, and 2-7 illustrate the subroutine
hierarchy for the major overlays TRA3, TOPSEP, GODSEP, STMSEP, and
REFSEP, respectively. Multiple calls to subroutines and entry points
are not shown, but may be found in the detailed subroutine descrip-
tions (Chaper 3). The hierarchies also do not distinguish between
routines called from different overlays.
2.4 Blank Common
One convenient feature of the CDC 6000 series computer (on
E4aich MAPSEP was developed), is the.ability to specify the location
in core where blank common is loaded. This allows blank common to
be loaded behind the longest secondary overlay to be loaded for the
current mode. Thus, the length of blank common may be adjusted
merely by changing the amount of core requested for the job. The
resultant convenience factor is a core saving on many runs. Wherever
possible, large arrays whose dimensions vary as a function of input
parameters are loaded in blank common. Each mode in its data overlay
computes the locations of these arrays as required by the input.
Each mode starts using blank common from the first word, and defines
for the TRRd overlay the first available word of blank common it
may access. TRAJ stores all information evaluated for integration
steps in blank common. For an example of the disparity in blank
common lengths required for different runs, the sample error
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analysis included in the User's Manual (Vol. II Sec. 3.2.2) requires
5184 decimal or 12.100 octal words of blank common. The same run
without guidance would require only 2304 10 (4400 8) words of blank
common. A TOPSEP run which does no targeting or optimization --
merely integrates a reference trajectory -- requires less than 3.0010
words of blank common.
2.5 Program Ioading
The recommended usage of MAPSEP, which also minimizes computer
core for a given runt, is to load only those overlays and related
routines which are necessary for the run. This is performed by
"satisfying" from a master library file which contains all of the
MOSEP routines. In this case the deck necessary to run MAPSEP
consists only of the overlay structure and the input data decks.
The advantage is a direct result of not having to load all utility
routines in the main overlay. Instead, the utility routines are
loaded only in the overlays where they are used. In addition, blank
common can easily be set to the size necessary to handle specific
mode runs, thus, reducing further the overall core requirements.
Figure 2-8 illustrates core utilization when satisfying from a
library file.
If a library file is not used, then the utility routines would
be loaded after the 1/0 buffers in Figure 2-8 and before the primary
overlays. Although the core required for each prims.ry overlay would
be smaller, the total core (utility + primary) would be greater.
Furthermore, blank commc.i would start at the end of the last routine
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(DATAS) so that the overall core penalty, if the entire program is
loaded at once, would be approximately 3k to 20k, depending upon
i	 the operating mode.
For those users who can vary the amount of blank conunon storage in
their runs, a guideline to estimate the total MAPSEP core requirements
is given below.	 Blank common length is related directly to the dimen-
sion of the dynamic state (NDIM) used in transition matrix (STM) com-
putation, and,
	 the total augmented (knowledge) state (NAUG).
	 The values
of "program" and "blank common" must be added to compute the total decimal
core for a CDC 6500.	 Other operating systems must scale these requirements
	
1
appropriately.
i
TOPSEP:	 program	 = 23400	 2	 (N L- number of
blank common = 800 + 68 (N)+(N)
	
contro	 Para-
meters
GODSEP:	 program	 = 23900
blank common = 100 + 9 (NDIM ) 2	 (if STM created)
100 + 9 j2NDIM)	 (if STM used)
5 (NAUG)
= 100 + 13 (NAUG ) 2
	(if PDOT used)	 j
i
SIMSEP:	 program	 = 39100	 (N = number of
blank common = 900 + N NAUG) 2
	guidance(
events)
REFSEP:	 program + blank common =
	
21000
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y	 2.6 Labeled Commons
The labeled common blocks are grouped according tL the principal overlays
in which they are used: MAPSEP, TOPSEP,.GODSEP, and SIMSEP. The type of each
variable will be specified as follows:
Type	 Designation
Real	 R
Integer	 I
Logical	 L
Hollerith
	 R
Assigned C40 TO	 S
Statements
All units will be in km, km/sec, days, radians, kg, kW, km/sec t , or km3 /sect
unless otherwise noted.
i	 I
y	 The following index of common blocks is intended to facilitate- their location
by the reader.
Common Principal Overlay Page
CONICS MAPSEP 17
C*NST MAPSEP 16-B
CYCLE TOPSEP 27
DATAGI GODSEP 35
DATAGR GODSEP 36
DIMENS GODSEP 36
DYNOS SIMSEP 51
EDIT MAPSEP 17
ENCON MAPSEP 17
EPHEM MAPSEP 17
GRID TOPSEF 27
GUIDE GODSEP 38
IASTM MAPSEP 18-A
ISIl++I1 Simi, 51
ISIM SIMP 52
KEPCON GODSEP 39
LABEL GODSEP 39
LOCATE GODSEP. 40
LOGIC ODDEEP 41{	
FAST GODSEP 42
MFA.9R MTMRP 4&
I	 I	 I	 I
16-B
Principal OverlaV	 Page
I
Common
PRINT TOPSEP	 28
PRINTH TOPSEP	 28
PRIPI GODSEP	 45
PROPR GODSEP	 46
SCHEDI GODSEP	 47
SCHEDR GODSEP	 49
SIMIAB SIMSEP	 52
Simi SIMSEP	 53-A
SIM2 SIMSEP	 53-8
STOREC SIMSEP	 53-C
TARGET MAPSEP	 18 -B
TIME MAPSEP	 19
TOP1 TOPSEP	 28
TOP2 TOPSEP	 32
TRAJ1 MAPSEP	 19
TRAJ2 MAPSEP	 22
TRKDAT MAPSEP	 26
TUG TOPSEP	 34
WORK MAPSEP	 25
2.6.1 MAPSEP Labeled Commons
Most common blocks that appear in MAPSEP primarily are used to save in-
formation created by the overlays DATAM and TRAJ. 	 Other common bl^^ks that
appear in MAPSEP are used to transmit information from the Conic subroutines.
a) - Common/CONST/program-constants - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Name Dimension Type Definition
AU 1 R 149597893.	 (km/AU)
10V0BIG 1 R
ECEQ 3 x 3 R Transformation matrix from Earth equatorial
to Earth ecliptic coordinates
FOP 1 R 10-15
FOV 1 R 10-25
_
•.	
-:—
f4
17
I.
l
Name Disnens ion; Tyke Definition
GHZERO I R Greenwich Hour angle at launch
t
OMEGAG 1 R 6.304388099 Earth rotation rate in rad/day
PI 1 R 3.14159	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 (PI)
RAD 1 R 57.29
	
.	 .	 .	 .	 (deg/rad)
SMALL I R 10-20
i
TM 1 R 86400.0 (sec/day)
b) ~ C ommon/CONICS / Osculating conic perameters	 J	 T
Name Dimension Type Definition
PV 3 R Eccentricity unit vector
QV 3 R Unit vector orthogonal to WV and PV
rr
WV 3 R Angular moment •; m unit vector
1
RM I R Position Magnitude
VM 1 R Velocity Magnitude
RDV 1 R r • v
H 1 R Angular momentum magnitude
r 1 R Semi - latus rectum
c)	 Common/EDIT / future modification storage
Name Dimension Type Definition
EDIT 50 R Miscellaneous storage array; intended for use
.= by temporary modifications until permanent
storage (labeled and blank common) is arranged.
 Common/ENC(AN / local
- - ------------------------------------
variables for subroutine ENCON (see PP.-534, 535)	 —
^
1
d)—	 — — — -- — — — .^ — — -- — — — — -- — — -- — 
_
Common/EPHti+i/ ephemeris constants
---------------r.._---_-^-___ -_--_--- ^-_ -__--
Name Dimension 'Type _	 Definition
F 	 _ g	 `ECC 4 x 1O R Eccentricity constants of theYplanetsP
CMEG
CGT
CSAX
DJ 1900
EM
PLANET
PMASS
PRADIS
SMASS
SPHERE
SRADIS
STN
18-A
Dimension Tune Definition
4 x 10 R Inclination constants of the planets
4 x 10 R Mean anomaly constants of the planets
4 x 10 R Longitude of the ascending node constants of
the planets
G x 10 R Longitude of periapsis constants of the planets
2 x 10 R Semi,-major axis constants of the planets
1 R Julian Date of January 0.5, 1900
15 R Lunar ephemeris constants
11 II Hollerith label for the planets
11 R Planetary gravitational constants
11 R Planetary radii
1 R Solar gravitational constant
11 R Planetary SOIs
1 R Radius of the sun
1 H Hollerith label for the sun
f)T Common1,IASTM/ Sens itivity ^t^i^c ^a^aineCe^s
IASTM 1 I Flag designating method of computing targeting
sensitivity matrix
IJH 2x30 I array of flags identifying active controls
LISTAR 6 I Array of flags identifying active targets
THETA 6x20 R Sensitivity of final state to changes in thrust
controls
PHI 6x6 R Sensitivity of final state to changes in initial
state (STM)
I8-B
Comanon1TARGET/Osculating Conic Conditions _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1
Name	 Dimension	 Type	 Definition
VCA	 I	 R	 Speed at closest approach.
6	
CA	 Z	 R	 Radius of closest approach
k
TCA I R Time of closest approach
BDT I R B	 T
BDR I R B	 R
TSI l R Time of sphere of influence crossing
VHP I R Hyperbolic excess velocity
SMA I R Semi-major axis
ECC 1 R Eccentricity
RINC I R Inclination
OMEGA I R Longitude of the ascending node
S •1 0 GA I R Argument of periapsis
ALAN I R Mean anomaly
TA I R True anomaly
Fl I R Hyperbolic anomaly
B 1 R B-vector magnitude
BV 3 R B-vector
TAD4 1 R Theta aim (angle between the B-vector & Taxis)
SV 3 R S-vector (unit vector in direction of VHP vector)
i'
19
1	 }`
s.
h)	 Common/TIME/ti.me parameters! _ T T T _	 _ _ r	 r — —
Name Dimension Type Def init ion
EPOCH 1 R Julian Date . of launch
TCP 1 R Total CP time required to integrate a trajectory
TDUR l R Trajectory termination time from launch in
seconds
TEND 1 R Trajectory termination time from launch in
days
TENI'NT l R Trajectory event time in seconds
I
i
TRCA 1 R Time of closest approach
TREF l R Trajectory start time from launch, 	 in seconds
TSOI 1 R Time at the sphere of influence of the target body
i
TSTART l R Trajectory start time
TS1¢P 1 R Actual trajectory termination time
Common/TRAJi/trajectory propagat*on parameters
t
Name Dimension 131pe Definition
l
ACC l R Integration step-size scale factor
ALPHA l R Inverse semi-major axis of the reference conic
APERT 3 x 12 R Gravitational acceleration vectors due to the
a
perturbing bodies
APRIM 3 R Gravitational acceleration vector due to the
primary body
E ATOT 3 R Total differential acceleration vector
BODY 3 H Hollerith label of the planets included in the
^ integration
DRMAX 3 R Maximum deviation from the reference conic
t ENGINE 24 R Array that defines the thrust and power subsystems
E'
^r
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^ Name Dimension Type Definition
FRCA 1 R Fraction of the semi-major axis of the target
planet to begin closes:- approach tests
j GMil 3 R Matrix of partial derivatives for transition
matrix integration
CM12 3 R Matrix of partial derivatives for transition
matrix integration
CM21 3 R Matrix of partial derivatives for transition
matrix integration
GM22 3 R Matrix of partial derivatives for transition .
matrix integration
GT 3 x 3 R Matrix of partial derivatives for transition
matrix integration
GTAUI 3 x 3 R Diagonal matrix of inverse correlation times
E
(first 'process)
-GTAU2 3 x 3 R Diagonal matrix of inverse correlation times
(second process)
Gil 3 x 3 R Matrix of partial derivatives for transition
- matrix integration
?i G12 3 x 3 R Matrix of partial derivatives for transition
matrix integration
G22 3 x 3 R Matrix of partial derivatives kor transition
matrix integration
QNOISE 6 x 6 R Matrix of process noise
RCA I R Local variable used in TRAJ
f
RPACC 3 R Acceleration vector due to radiation pressure
RSTOP 1 R Desired stopping radius
SCMASS 1 R Initial spacecraft mass
- SCMVAR I R Initial spacecraft mass variation
,
STATEO $ R First three elements are the initial position
vector
F:.
Definition
Second three elements are the initial velocity
vector
Seventh element is the position magnitude
Eighth element is the velocity magnitude
CP time at the beginning of the integration
Acceleration vector due to thrust
Array used to define the operation of the
thrust subsystem
First three elements contain thrust noise for
the first process
Second three elements contain thrust noise for
the second process
Reference conic position vector
Reference conic position magnitude
Position vectors of all the bodies included in
the integration
Position vectors of the spacecraft relative to
all the bodies considered in the integration
Magnitudes of UREL
S/C position vector relative to the primary
body
S/C position magnitude relative to the primary
body
Reference conic velocity vector
Reference conic velocity magnitude
Velocity vectors of all the bodies considered
in the integration
Velocity vectors of the spacecraft relative to
all the bodies considered in the integration
21
TCPI	 1
THRACC	 3
THRUST 10 x 20
TNOXSE
	 6
j	 UENG 3	 R
UENCM l	 R
UP 3 x 12	 R
•	 UREL 3 x 12	 R
URELM 12	 R
UTRUE 3	 R
UTRUEM I	 R
VENC 3	 R
4
VENCM R
VP 3 x 12	 R
1	 VREL	 3 x 12	 R
Type
R
R
R
R
r
i ' 22
Name
]]
Dimension ime Definition
1	 VRELM 12 R Magnitudes of VREL
i
t	 VTRUE 3 R S/C velocity vector relative to the primary
body
VTRUEM 1 R S/C velocity magnitude relative to the primary
body
WPOWER 1 R Power available
i
XPRINT 1 R Print interval
ZK 3 R Direction cosines of the reference star
T) _Common/TRAJ2/Trajectory Flags
Name Dimension Type Definition
TAUGDC la I Array of flags used to augment the state for
t transition matrix or covariance integration
ICALL I I Flag used to initialize TRAJ or to initialize
TRAJ and to start integration or to continue
integration from the previous time
IENRGY I I Flag that determines the kind of power sub-
system
IEVENT l S Local variable used in TRAJ
IEVNTI I S Local variable used in TRAJ
IEVNT2 1 S Local variable used in TRAJ
IEVNT3 1 S Local variable used in TRAJ
IEP 1 I Flag used to locate information about the
ephemeris body (I = Sun, 2 - E;arth,,... )
IMODE 1 I Submode designation in TOPSEP
INIT 1 I MAPSEP initialization flag
INTEG 1 I Flag used to determine the type of equations
to be integrated
23
s	 1 Name Dimension Type Definition
INTEG2 I' S Local variable used by TRAJ
1
3
INTEG3 1 S Local variable used by TRAJ
IPFLAG 1 1 Flag used to designate a control phase change
IPHASE 1 S Local variable used in TRAJ
TPHASO 1 S Local variable used in TRAJ
IPHASI 1 S Local variable used in TRA
IPl1AS2 1 S Local variable used in TRAJ
MACE I S Local variable used in TRAJ
TPRI 1 T Flag used to locate information about the
primary body
MINT 1 7. Flag used to manipulate the trajectory print
options'
- IPRT 1 S Local variable used in TRAJ
IPRTI I S Local variable used in TRAJ
IRECT 1 1 Flag used to control rectification
ISTEP I I Number of integration steps taken
ISTMF 1 T Flag used to control STM file use
TSTOP 1 I Flag used to set the trajectory termination
logic
ITEST 1 S Local variable used in TRAJ
TTP l 1 Flag used to locate information about the
target body
I,TRAJ l 1 Local variable used in TRAJ
JPFLAG l 1 Flag used to designate a primary body change
JPHASI 1 S Local variable used in TRAJ
JPHAS2 1 S Local variable used in TRAJ
y
i
k
r
LPRINP
_LOCAL
LOOM
i
LOCDT
I
L(bCDY
t
}
WCET
E
_. LOCK
L^CF¢
F
i
LOCH
I
i
LOCM
i
LOCPR
i
{ LOUT
LOCR
LOOS
. Y
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Dimension
	
Type
	
Definition
1
	
S	 Local variable used in TRAJ
1
	
S	 Local variable used in TRAJ
1
	
S	 Local variable used in TRAJ
1
	
I	 Flag used to designate whether to test for
control phase changes
1
	
I	 Flag used to designate the actual trajectory
stopping criteria
1	 S.	 Local variable used in TRAJ
l
	
S	 Local variable used in TRAJ
1
	
I	 Location of the output mass variation in
blank cormnon
1
	
I	 Location of the temporary derivatives in
blank common
I
	
I	 Location of the nominal derivatives in blank
corm on
1
	
I	 Location of the integration event time in
blank common
x
	
I	 Location of the F matrix in blank common
1
	
I	 Location of the covariance to be integrated
in blank common
1
	
I	 Location of the integration step-size in blank
common
x
	
Z	 Location of the output mass in blank common
1
	
Z	 Location of the integration print time in
blank common
I
	
Z	 Location of the actual print time in blank
common
x
	
Z	 Location of the stored position magnitudes in
blank common
x
	
Z	 First location in blank common that can be
used by TRAJ
t
^......,
	 •:arc:..
WCTE
LOCYC
LOCYP
LOCYT
LOU
EL. Q
MEQS
MEQ8
MEVENT
MODE
NPLAN
MSTOP
NB
NBOD
NEP
NLP
f i^
	 NOISED
WCTC
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Dimension IyRe Definition
l I Location of the stored trajectory times in
blank common	 -
1 T Location of the output transition matrix or
covariance in blank common
I Not used
l Location of the nominal integrated solution
in blank common
l I Location of the intermediate integrated
solution in blank common
1 I Location of the temporary integrated solution
in blank common
l I Location of the trajectory time in blank
common
1 I Total number of equations to be integrated
1 I Dimensions of the augmented transition matrix
or covariance
1 I MEQ minus 8
i
l I Flag used to set event detection logic
9
l I Flag used to set the MAPSEP mode of operation
(T¢PSEP, GODSEP, SIMSEP) 	 F	 ^
1 I Number of bodies included in the integration
l S Local variable used in TRAJ
i
ll I Planet codes of the bodies to be included in
the integration
l .I Number of bodies in NB
I Planet code of the ephemeris body
I Planet code of the launch body.:
l I Flag used to turn off the noise for the
simulation mode
f}
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Name Dimension Type -	 Definition
NPHASE 1 I Flag to test for primary body changes
NPRI 1 I Planet code of the primary body
NPRINT l S Local. Variable used in TRAJ
NRELT l T Number of rectifications executed
NSTOP 1 S Local Variable used in TRAJ
NTP 1 I Planet code of the target body
NTP14AS I I Number of the current control phase
Common/TRKDAT/ ___ -- _Tracking Data — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 
ELVMINk 1 R Minimum elevation angle for tracking
IOBS* 1 I Location in STAIOC of astronomical observatory
YARDS* 1 I Number of formatted print schedule cards fol-
lowing the %TRAJ namelist
NSTA* 1 I Number of S/C tracking stations
STALOC 3x9 R Station location coordinates
STARDC 3x9 R Star direction cosines
* Variables exclusive to the REFSEP mode
-f)—
	
WIRE/ — — — — -- — — Working Storage .._ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
WORK	 200	 R	 Array used as local variables to conserve
core locations
a} COMMON/CYCLE!TOPSEP Cycle Flab
Name	 Dimension	 Type
	 Definition
ICYCLE	 1	 1	 Mode cycle flag.
= 0, Do not store namelist varia-
bles on disc.
1, Store namelist variables on
disc.
b) _ COMMON/GRID/Blank Common Locations
Name Dimension Type Definition
LOCK I I Blank common location of the target
errors associated with the first
step of the control grid.
LOCE2 I I Blank common location of the target
— errors associated with the second
step of the control grid.
LOCEMI I I Blank common location of the target
error indices associated with the
first step of the control grid.
LOCEM2 1 I Blank common location of the target
error indices associated with the
second step of the control grid.
LOCEN l I Blank common location of the nominal
trajectory target errors in the grid
mode.
LOCF1 I 'I Blank common location of the perform-
ance indices associated with the
first step of the control grid.
LOCF2 I I Blank common location of the perform-
ance indices associated with the
second step of the control grid.
28
is
h
i
C0101$Nf rRINT /Printout Parameters
Nuum. Dimension Type	 - — _ -- --	 --_--_ Definition	 .
CNTROL 20 R Initial values of all possible con-
trols other than thrust controls.
ETLOUT 6 R Target tolerances in print -out units.
i
i
GOUT 20 R Performance gradient in print-out
units.
BOUT 10x22 R Perturbation array in print-out
units.
KNTROL 20 H Holl erith names of controls in
CN1ROL.
SOUT 120 R Sensitivity matrix in print-out
units.
TAROUT 6 R Desired target values in printout
units
._
i) _COMMON/PRIIITH/Printout Labels
Name Dimension lype Definition
UMELT 6 H Hollerith names of chosen targets.
IABEL 25 H Hollerith names of all possible
targets.
3
1
i
s
i.
E
l	 ^
e)_ COMMON/TOP3/TOPSEP Parameters - Real Variables
	
_	
r — — r r
Name	 Dimension	 Type	 Definition
BTOL	 1	 R	 Tolerance on control bounds.
CHI	 1	 R	 In plane &v direction angle at
injection.
CNVRTT	 6	 R	 Conversion constants from input
units to internal units for selected
targets.
F
^i f 	 .
I
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Name	 Dimension Type Definition
CWRTU	 20 R Conversion constants from input
units to internal units for
selected controls.
CTHETA	 1 R Cosine of optimization angle.
DEL'VO	 1 R Injection AV
DFMAX	 1 R Maximum increase allowed in the
cost index (F) per iteration.
DPSZ
	
6 R Target error to be removed during
current iteration.
DP2	 1 R Estimated region of linearity in
the control space.
E	 6 R Target errors of the current tra-
jectory.
EMAG	 1 R Target error index.
EPSON	 1 R Scalar multiple for control pertur-
bations.
ETOL	 6 F Target tolerances.
ETR	 6x6 R Array of target errors of the refer-
ence and all trial, trajectories
evaluated during a single iteration.
F	 .1 R Performance index of the current
trajectory.
FTR
	
6 R Vector of performance indices of
the reference and all trial trajec-
tories evaluated during a single
• iteration.
20 R Performance gradient.
GAMA	 1 R Scale factor providing the best con-
trol change.
GAMMA	 6 R Vector of trial trajectory control
change scale factors.
1f
I
.1
I
^!	 I	 I	 I	 I	 !	 f
is 30
Name Dimensions Tvee Definition
4
GTRIAL 5 Y: One-dimens ions l search constants.
G 10x22 R Control perturbation array.
. Ht UTIT 20 R Vector of scalar multiples of theI
H array to determine the second
step of all controls in the control
grid.
OPT)ND 1 R Cosine of the optimization angle
which is used to test convergence
in the targeting and optimization
mode.
I
OSCALE I R Scale on the performance index when
simultaneously targeting and opti-
mizing.
FCT I R Percentage of the target error to
. be removed during an iteration.
-PRTURB 20 -R Vector of contr6l perturbations;
- summary of H array.
PSI 1 R Out of plane AV direction angle	 1
j at injection.
i PI 6 R
I
Vector of net cost values for the
reference and all trial trajectories
evaluated during a single iteration.
PIP2 6 R Vector of combined target error
! indices and net cost values for the
reference and all trial trajectories
evaluated during a single iteration. 	 j
P2 6 R Vector of target error indices for
the.reference and all trial trejec-
tories evaluated during a single
iteration.
I
S 6x20 R Target sensitivity matrix.
STAIR $x6 R Array of initial states for the
reference and all trial trajectories
evaluated during a single i teration.	 r
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Name Dimensions _ Type Definition._
ST¢L 1 R Test variable for determining line-
arly dependent columns of the
weighted sensitivity matrix.
TARGET 6 R Vector of desired target values.
TARN¢M 6 R Target values evaluated for the
reference trajectory.
TARTAR 6 R Target values of the most recently
generated trajectory.
IARTOL 25 R Vector of all possible target
tolerances.
TARTR 6x6 R Target values of the reference and
all trial trajectories evaluated
during a single iteration.
TLOW l R Limit of target error index below
which optimization only is per-
formed.
TUP 1 R Limi.-: of target error index above
which simultaneous targeting and
optimization is discontinued and
targeting only is initiated.
U 20 R Selection of controls for the
specified mode run.
UWATE 20 R User input weights on controls.
VPARK l R Circular parking orbit velocity
magnitude.
WE 6 R Vector of target weights.
XMH 1 R Mean motion of s/c in parking orbit.
PRO 1 R Radial distance at injection.
PINC 1 R Geocentric ecliptic inclination at
inject ion
PTO l R Time of injection
1
9L.
t om.._. «..J .._._u_.._._,_^,...^..,.. ^.w..r....T..........,...
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f) TC^M ON7T$P_2hOPSEP Parameters - Integer YTariable!
I	 ,
€	 Name --Dimensions Type-- Definition
INACTV 20 I Vector denoting, which controls are
active, on bounds, or within bound
tolerance regions.
INSG 1 I Flag set when S and G are input
through namelist.
ITERAT 1 1 Iteration counter (in grid mode
ITERAT indicates the index of the
. control being changed for a grid
trajectory).
IWATE 1 I Flag designating the desired con-
trol weighting scheme.
=	 3MAX 1 I Number of mission thrust phases.
JWATE 1 1 Flag designating target weighting.
KMAX l I Dumber of thrust controls (THRUST
(I,J)) chosen to be elements in
U.
KI^TYTR.7 1 I Convergence flag.
i9CCDC 1 I Blank common location for storage
of the inner products of the
. weighted se^isitivity matrix columns.
LOCCM 1 I Blank com►non location for storage
of the magnitude of the weighted
sensitivity column vectors.
`	 LOCDU 1 I Blank common location of the total
control correction vector (not
scaled by GAMA).
LOODU1 1 I Blank common location of the per-
fozmance control correction vector
(not scaled by GAMA).
LOCDL*2 l I Blank common location of the con-
e straint control correction vector
(not scaled by GAMA).
LOCRFM 1 I Blank common location of the s/c
- masses evaluated at event times
for the reference and all trial
trajectories in a single iteration.
i
I
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Name Dimensions Tyne Definition
LOCSDU l I Blank common storage location for
the original control correction
vectors when a number of controls
! must be dropped during an iteration.
i
LOCSI* 1 I Blank common location of the pseudo
inverse of the weighted sensitivity
matrix.	 8°
LOCSWG 1 1 Blank common storage location for
the original weighted performance
gradient when a number of controls
must be dropped during an iteration.
LOCSWS I I Blank common storage location for
the original weighted sensitivity
matrix when a number of controls
must be dropped during an iteration.
LOCTS l I Blank common location of event
times for the reference and all
I trial trajectories in a single	 {
iteration.
S
.. LOCUL l I Blank common location of minimum
and maximum control bounds.
LOCWG* l I Blank common location of the
` weighted performance gradient. 	 r
LOCWS* 1 I Blank common location of the
' weighted sensitivity matrix.
LOCWU l I Blank common location of the con-
. trot weights.
j LOUR l T Blank common location of the 6-	 }
:.	 { component state vectors associated
with the event times of the refer-
ence and all the trial trajectories
j
r
of a single iteration.
MIN 1 I Index on the scale factor in the
3
GAMA	 vector which provides the
F
best control correction.
ii
*May be in compressed form if controls have been dropped during the	 j
i^
iteration.
3'
is
j:
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Name Dimensions Type , Definition
MPRINT 10 1 Flag designating TOPSEP print
options.
NMAX L I Maximum number of iterations.
NT 1 1 Number of targets.
NTNP 120 1 Vector of primary bodies associated
with the event times of the refer-
ence and all trial trajectories in
a single iteration.
NTPH 20 L Vector of control phase numbers
associated with the event times of
the reference an. ! all trial trajec-
tories in a single iteration.
NTR 1 I Trial trajectory counter (NTR=I
indicates the iteration reference
trajectory).
NTYPE 1 1 Flag designating the type of con-
trol correction to be made during
an iteration.
NU 1 I Number of controls.
INJLOC L I Index locating the selected injection
controls in the U vector.
g)— Common/TUG/Tug Ad—Parameters
Awl AZMAX 1 R Maximum launch azimuth constraint
AZMIN 1 R Minimum launch azimuth constraint
RP1" i R Inner parking orbit radius
TGFUEL 1 R Full capacity of tug stage
TUG 1 L Flag controlling injection computations
i!	 TUGISP 1 R Specific impulse of tug stage
TUGWTx 1 R Dry weight of tug stage
9
i
i
i
E
tf	 .`
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!	 2.6.3 GPDSEP Labeled Commons
GODSEP labeled commons were created following two specific guidelines
as much as possible -- organization first by variable function, and second by
variable type. Organization by function will hopefully simplify understanding
of the program and minimize the number of common blocks required for any given
subroutine. Organization by type is to facilitate conversion to machines which
require double precision for many real variables, or which merely allocate
different numbers of bytes of core for real, integer or logical variables.
Any variable for which further descriptions may be found under input
description is denoted "(See Input)" and refers to Reference 1, Volume II
(User's Manual) Section 2.3.
a)_ Common/DATAGI/Integer Variables Required Only for DATA Overlay
Name	 Dimension	 Type	 Definition
CONRD	 1	 L	 Used for input only
=F, set a priori control equal to a priori
knowledge
=T, assume a priori control is read in namelist
$GODSEP
IAUG	 SO	 I	 Parameter augmentation control (see Input)
IGF¢RM	 I	 I	 =0, input control uncertainties packed
=l, input control uncertainties unpacked
(see Input)
IPFORM	 1	 T	 =O, input knowledge uncertainties packed
=1, input knowledge uncertainties unpacked
(see Input)
MAXAUG	 l	 I	 Maximum length allowed for augmented state
vector (including S/C state) allowable maximum
governed only by available core and dimensioned
lengths of LIST (see Common/DIMENS/) and AUGIAB
(see Common/LABEL/) arrays
I
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Name Dimension	 l  Definition
MAXDIM 5	 I Maximum allowable input dimensions on individ-
ual state vector partitions corresponding to
actual dimensions of covariance partitions
in subroutine NMLIST
MAXDIM(l)	 6 (S/C state)
MAXDI14(2)	 10 (solve-for parameters)
M4_XDIM(3)	 13 (dynamic consider)
MAXDDI(4) = 15 (measurement consider)
MAXDIM(5) = 10 (ignore)
XUB 50	 H Parameter Hollerith labels corresponding to
parameters as ordered for TAUG (see Input,
IAUG)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
b)	 Cm	 on/DATAGR/Real variables
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
required only for DATA overlay
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DOPCNT 1	 R Average number of doppler (range-rate) measure-
ments taken per day during tracking arcs
(see Input)
SIGRS I	 R Standard deviation in spin radius for equiv-
alent station location errors (see Input)
SIGLON I	 R Standard deviations in longitude for equiv-
alent station location errors (see Input)
SIGZ 1	 R Standard deviation in z-height for equivalent
station location errors (see Input)
CORLON I	 R Station-to-station longitude correlation for
equivalent station location errors (see Input)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0	 Common/DIMENS/Covariance dimensions and sub-block locators
- - - -	 - - - - -	 - - - -
LIST 30	 1 List of parameters included in augmented
state vector in the order in which they appear
in the covariance.	 LIST is used for locating
elements of covariance and transition matrices
where necessary.	 All parameters augmenteci are
denoted by parameter number used for Input
(see IAUG in Input).	 S/C state components
x s y ) Z 5*2 y ^ z - are denoted by "I,-23.-32-4,-5,-65
respectively.
LISTDY 20	 1 List of dynamic parameters included in transi-
tion matrices read from STM file.	 Parameter
numbering and ordering conventions are the
same as for LIST (above).
37
Name	 Dimension
	
Type Def ini t ion
fiLOCAUG	 5x5	 I Array of locations of first word of covariance
^. partitions within complete augmented covariance
matrix.	 For example, since covariance blocks
are ordered, S/C state, solve-for parameters,
dynamic consider, measurement consider, ignore
parameters)
--LOCAUG(1,3) locates the first word of the
k sub-block of correlations between the S/C
x state and the dynamic consider parameters.
LOCBLK	 5x5	 I Used for locating first word of covariance
partitions when sub-blocks are stored separately
but contiguously in core (for further explan-
ation see AUGCNV Sec 3.3.1 and PPAK Sec 3.3.31)
LOCLAB	 5	 1 Locates within LIST and AUGIAB arrays the
beginning of the parameter (LIST) or label
(AUGLAB) lists for the five augmented state
vector partitions
(1)	 1
(2) = beginning of solve-for parameters
(3) = beginning of dynamic consider parameters
(4) = beginning of measurement consider parameters
(5) = beginning of ignore parameters
l
f	 I	 NAUG	 1	 I Dimension of augmented state vector
1	 {l
-
NAUGSQ	 1	 I Total number of elements in augmented covar-
iance matrix (=NAUG*"-2)
NBLK	 I Total number of elements required to store
individual, packed covariance partitions (for
further explanation, see AUGCNV, Sec 3.3.1,
and PPAK, Sec 3.3.31)
NDIM	 5	 1 Dimensions of individual state vector partitions
(1) = S/C state
(2) = solve-for parameters
(3) = dynamic consider parameters
(4) = measurement: consider parameters
(5) = ignore parameters
NPHSTM	 1	 I Number of dynamic parameters (including VC
4 firaks) used included in state transition
matri yes on	 file.
i
s
tti,
f3
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Name Dimension Type Definition
d)	 Common /GUIDE /Guidance Related Variables Not Specifically Used for Scheduling
or Propaghtion
II BU. RNP r _ _G .. -- _ _ R ^ ^ ~ r w
	
_Guidance interval parameters	
w.
(1) - vehicle mass at guidance start
(2) - thrust acceleration magnitude at guidance start
(3) - vehicle mass at guidance end
(4) - thrust acceleration magnitude at guidance end
CONWT 5 R Control weighting factorsafol .lowing correspondences
assumed
(1) - acceleration magnitude
(2) - cone angle
(3) - clock angle
- (4)	 - cutoff time
(5) - startup time
DELAY 1 R Guidance delay time for current maneuver
S 6x5 R Guidance sensitivity matrix of S/C state at cutoff
time with respect to controls
%IAT 15 R Sensitivity matrix of target parameters w.r.t.
control parameters
TARWT 3 R Target parameter weights
TBURN 1 R Length of burn interval for current guidance maneuver
"GSTOP 1 R Stop time for integrator if either guidance or predic-
tion requires integration of transition matrices to
some time past TFINAL.	 For both guidance and predic-
tion TDUR (Common /TIME/) is defined according to the
maximum of TGSTOP and TFINAL
TOFF 1 R Cutoff time for current guidance maneuver
TON 1 R Execution time for current guidance maneuver
UMAX 5 R Maximum ( 143) control corrections allowed
VARDV 4 R Array of variances of delta -V execution error
parameters
%2)(1) - magnitude proportionality (100
F (2) - magnitude resolution (kml^s2)
(3) - in-ecliptic pointing (rad )
(4) - out-of-ecliptic pointing (rad2)
VARMAT 18 R Variation matrix, sensitivity of target conditions
with respect to S/C state at cutoff time
IFOL 1 I Guidance policy flag for current guidance event
(see IGPOL, Input)
IREAD l I Read policy for namelist $GEVENT for current
guidance event (see IGREAD, Input)
NCON 1 I Number of controls to be used for low thrust
guidance
39
e)	 Common/KBPC¢N/Transformations Required When Ephemeris Body State is int
Keplerian Elements
Name	 Dimension Type Definition
DKDKAF	 36 R Transformation from Keplerian to cartesian
I elements for ephemeris body evaluated at
cutoff time of guidance event
DXDKBR	 36 R Transformation from Keplerian to cartesian
ele• .ients for ephemeris body evaluated at
guidance maneuver execution time
DXDKST
	 36 R Transformation from Keplerian to cartesian
elements for ephemeris body evaluated at time
TSTM, the current trajectory time as defined
by the STM file
LISTPH	 6 x List of ephemeris parameter numbers for
whichever set (Keplerian or cartesian) is
augmented to the S/C state
f)	 Common/LABEL/Labeling Arrays
.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AUGLAS	 30 H Array of parameter labels, AUGLAB(I) contains
a six-character Hollerith label which corres-
ponds to the parameter number in LIST(I)
(see LIST, Common/DPfENS/)
EVIAB	 2x5
JOBFAB	 10
NESLAB	 2x1D
PGIAB	 5x5
H	 Array of event labels
(1,1),(2,1) - propagation
(1,2),(2,2) - eigenvector
(1,3),(2,3) - thrust
(1,4),(2,4) - guidance
(1,5), (2,5) - prediction
H	 Run identifying label input through namelist
$GODSEP and printed at the fop of the first
page of each measurement and event print
H	 Array of measurement labels used for printing
in MEASPR (see 1MASPR, sec. 3.3.22 for further
details)
$	 Array of labels for control covariance sub-
blocks, used primarily for punching. Upper
triangle elements are identical to those names
used for control uncertainty input (aSG,CXUG
etc). Lower triangle blacks correspond to
transposes of upper triangle blocks	 their
labels are so denoted by an added dollar sign
(CXSG$,CXUG$, etc).
P
j`
F_
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Name Dimension Tempe Definition
PLAB 5x5 H Array of labels for knowledge covariance
sub-blocks.	 Upper triangle elements are
identical to those names used for knowledge
uncertainty.input (CXS, CXU, etc). 	 Lower
triangle blocks correspond to transposes of
upper triangle blocks 	 --	 their labels are
so denoted by an added dollar sign (X5$,
CXUS, etc).
VECLAB 2x5 H Array of word labels for augmented state
vector partitions
state
(1,2),(2,2)	 -	 solve-for
(1,3),(2,3)	 - dynamic
(1,4),(2,4)	 - measurement
(1,5),(2,5)	 -	 ignore
-	 - - - - - - -
g)	 Common/LOCATE/Parameters
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
	 - -	 - - - - 
-
Used To Locate Matrices In Blank Common
-	 -	 -	 - - - -
	 -	 - - - - - - - - -
	
- - - - - -	 -	 l
3
P 1 I
^
Location of current knowledge covariance in
blank common
7
PG 1 I Location of current control covariance in blank
common, if guidance events are included
PWLS 1 I Location of weighted least squares reference
covariance in blank common if using sequential
weighted least squares OD algorithm
3
PHI 1 I Location of complete augmented transition
matrix in blank common if not using covariance
integration option
PTEMP 1 I Location in blank common of temporary working
area the size of the augmented covariance
(and therefore transition matrix, also)
By convention the output of COVP is always
located by PTEMP
PL$CAL 1 I Location in blank common of local working
. storage area the size of the augmented co-
irvrianno mnl-rtiv	 Th-ic ornn is 4n4-anAnA f-n 4%0
Name	 Dimension	 Type
PG2
I	 I	 Location. of observation matrix in blank common
Z	 I	 Location of gain matrix in blank common
1	 I	 Locations of four augmented covariance
I	 size blocks in blank common used for
guidance computations
as
h) Common/LOGIC/Logical Variables
CHEKPR
	 10	 L	 Array of flags controlling checkout print
options (see Input)
DYNOIS	 1	 L	 Flag controlling computation of effective
t	 process noise
-TRUE., compute effective process noise
= • FALSE • , do not compute effective process
noise
GAINCR
	 l	 L	 Flag controlling creation of GAIN file (TAPE 4)
= • TRUE • , create GAIN file
= • FALSE • , do not create GAIN file
GENCOV
	 1	 L	 Flag indicating if current run is generalized
covariance run
=•TRUE • , generalized covariance run
= • FALSE • , not generalized covariance run
MESH	 1	 L	 Flag indicating if scheduled trajectory time
can be meshed with some time print on the
STM file within specified forward and backward
tolerances (TOLFOR,TOLBAK,common/PROPR/)
= •TRUE • , meshing successful
=•FALSE • , meshing not successful
PD	 1	 L	 Flag controlling covariance propagation
= •TRUE•, propagate by integration of covariance
{	 variational equations
f=-FALSE., propagate by state transition matrices
r
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Name	 Dimension	 Type
e
Definition
i
PRINT
	 1	 L Flag controlling measurement print
=•TRUE • ; causes full print before and after
current measurement
=.FALSE., suppresses measurement print except
for that on SbM-iARY file if summary print
requested (see SUrARY, common/LOGIC/)
PRNCOV
	 5	 L Array of flags controlling print options on
covariance sub-blocks (see Input)
PRNSTI.	 5	 L Array of flags controlling print options on
transition matrix partitions (see Input)
PROPG
	 l	 L Flag controlling propagation of control
covariance
=.TRUE., propagate control simultaneously
with knowledge covariance
=.FALSE., do not propagate control covariance
PUNCHE	 5	 L Array of flags controlling punching of complete
_ augmented state uncertainties for different
event types (see Input).
SCHFTL	 1	 L Flag controlling termination or continuation
of run after mesh failure on STIM Rile
if MESH = .TRUE., SCHFTL has no effect.
if MESH = .FALSE., then SCHFTL = .TRUE., will
terminate error analysis processing, while
SCHFTL = .FALSE., will result in diagnostic
print and the currently scheduled measurement
or event will not be processed
SUMMY
	 1	 L Flag controlling SUMARY file print
=.TRUE., prints summary information for all
measurements on SUMMARY file (TAPE 8)
=.FALSE., no si mmYary print
VRNIER	 1	 L -	 Flag indicating if current guidance event is a
vernier (=.TRUE.) or a primary (=.FALSE.)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
i	 i)	 Common /rIEASI/Measurement
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Related Integer Variables
- - - - - - •- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
i
r	 IAUGPH	 l	 I Parameter number of first ephemeris element
} as used for input (See IAUG,Input).
BRAD 1	 I
IB STAR 1	 I
IB 2W AY 1	 I
IB3WAY 1	 I
IDATYP 1	 I
IDMAX 1	 I
IEPHEM 1	 I
ZGAIN	 l	 Z
ISTA1	 Z	 I
ISTA2	 1	 I
Definition
Parameter number for first station location
parameter
Parameter number for first azimuth-elevation
angle bias parameter
Parameter number for apparent planet diameter
measurement bias 	 a
Parameter number for right ascension/declination
measurement biases
Parameter number of first star-planet angle
measurement bias	 3
Parameter number of first 2-way  DSN measure-
ment bias term
Parameter number of first 3-way DSN measure-
ment bi=Aa term
Leading digit of decoded measurement type
=1, ground-based range-race
=2, ground-base range
=3, azimuth-elevation angles
=4, on-board optics - star-planet angle
=5, on-board optics - apparent planet diameter
?i
Maximum number allowed to be assigned to a
dyn ,t mic parameter. All parameter numbers less
than or equal to IDMAX are assumed to corre-
spond to dynamic parameters. Those greater than 	 j
IDMAX are assumed to be measureatiznt parameters.
If any ephemeris elements included in aug-
mented state vector, denotes form
=0, time-evolving cartesian
=1, stationary cartesian
=2, stationary Keplerian
Flag indicating gain computation algorithm
to be used (see Input;
Parameters used in decoding measurement codes.
For further explanation see OBSERV, sec. 3.3.26.
q
t
Maximum number of stations for which station	 i
location errors and range and range-rate biases
can be augmented to the state (maximum number 	 E
accommodated by ZAUG array). See OBSERV, sec.
3.3.26 for further explanation.
Dimension
l	 I
1	 Z
1	 Z
1	 ..... _
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Nine Dimension Type Definition
NEPHGL 1 I Number of ephemeris elements augmented to
state for current error analysis curt
NR 1 I Dimension of obsevvation vector for mea-
surement currently being processed
NSOLVE 1 I Total number of variables and parameters being
estimated by OD algorith+i (number of S/C state
variables plus number of solve for parameters)
NST 7 I Total number of ground stations defined in
STALOC array for possible use in ground-based
observations (maximum 9).	 For further expla-
nation see NST and STALOC, in Input.
j) Common /HEASR /Measurement Related Real Variables
AZM[MH 	1 R Azimuth angle in degrees from station ISTAI
(OBSERV, sec 3 . 3.26) computed onl ,, for azimuth-
elevation angle measurements
AZMTH2
	 1 R Azimuth angle in degrees from station I SfA2
(OBSERV, sec 3.3.26) computed only for azimuth-
elevation angle measurements and if ISTA2 ;)^ 0.
BDYDEC	 I R Declination angle of the target body (in
degrees) as seen from the designated observation
BDYRTA	 1 R Right ascension angle of the target body (in
degrees) as seen from the designated observatory
ELEV	 I R Elevation angle in degrees from station ISTA1
(OBSERV, sec 3.3.26) computed for all ground-
based measurements
ELEV2	 I R Elevation angle in degrees from station ISTA2
(OBSERV, sec 3.3.26) computed for all ground-
based measurements when ISTA2 y 0
R	 16 R Dual purpose measurement noise matrix. 	 Before
the knowledge covariance is updated at a
measurement, R is the covariance of the mea-
surement white noise.	 After the knowledge
covariance is updated, R is the measurement
residual matrix.	 For further explanation see
Vol. Z, Analytical Manual, sec 6.4.
RANGE	 1 R Range in km from station ISTA1 (OBSERV, sec
3.3.26) computed for all ground-based mea-
surements
aRANGE2	 R	 Range in km from station ISTA2 (OBSERV, sec
3.3.26) computed for all ground-based measure-
ments if ISTA2 >0
RRATE 1 R Range-rate in Ian/s from station ISTA1 (OBSERV,
sec 3.3.26) computed for doppler (range-rate)
measurements only
RRATE2 1 R Range-rate in km/s from station ISTA2 (OBSERV,
sec 3.::.26) computed for doppler (range-rate)
measurements only, and only if ISTA2 ,.0
SCDEC	 I.	 R	 SIC geocentric equatorial declination in
degrees, computed for all ground-based measure-
ments
SCGLON	 1	 R	 SIC geocentric equatorial longitude in degrees,
computed for all ground-based measurements
STALOC	 3x9	 R	 Array of station locations in cylindrical
equatorial coordinates
STALOC (1,I) = spin radius (km)
STALOC (2j) = longitude (degrees externally,
radians internally)
STALOC (3,1) = height (km) (See Input)
STARDC
	
3x9
	
R	 Array of ecliptic star direction cosines (or,
equivalently, unit vectors in star directions)
See Input
STPANG	 3	 R	 Array of star-planet angle measurements in
degrees, computed only for star—planet angle
measurements.
(1)-angle between planet/target body and
star ISTA 1 (OBSERV, sec 3.3.26)
(2),(3) - same as (1) above only for star.
ISTA2 and ISTA3 respectively
VARMMES	 10	 R	 Array of measurement white noise variance.
Default values and input are by standard
deviations in array SIGMES (see Input)
internal values require units conversion
as well as squaring.
(1), 2-way doppler (km2/s2)
(2), 2-way range (km2)
:	 (3), 3-way equivalent frequency drift (km Is2}
(4),3-way range (km2) 2
(5),azimuth angle (rad )
}
i
J,
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1	
Name Dimension Type Definition
_J
(6), elevation angle	 (rad2)
(7), on-board optics-star-planet angle (rad 2)	 2
(8), on-board optics-apparent planet diameter (rad )
(9), on-board optics-center finding uncertainty2
in conjunction with star-planet angle (rad )
(10), not used
k)	 Common/PR¢PI/Propagation Related Integer Variables
IPR¢P I Flag controlling print options with propagation
event
=0, no print
=1, print standard deviations and correlation
coefficients for S/C state vector only
=2, full eigenvector print
LATTER 1 I not used
LBURN l I not used
DELAY 1 X not used
1)	 Common/PROPR/Propagation
- - - - - -	 - - - - - - - - -
Related real Variables - - - - 	
_ _ _	 _ _ - - _ _
-	 -	 - - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 - - -	 -	 -
EPTAU 3x2 R Array of correlation times for thruster process
noise termsrEPTAU(2,3) represents correlation
time for process whose variance is EPVAR(I,3)
(See Below)
EPVAR 3x2 R Array of variances for thruster noise processes.
All elements are used for covariance integration,
while only elements EPVAR(I,l) are used in the
effective process noise model.
Primary processes
(l,l), magnitude variance
(2,1), cone angle pointing variance
(3,1), clock angle pointing variance
Secondary processes
(1,2), magnitude variance
(2,2), cone angle pointing variance
47
Name Dimension Type Definition
GTBURN 3x3 R GT	 matrix (See DYNO, Section 3.3.10) evaluated
at the beginning of a guidance burn interval.
GTDLAY 3x3 R GT matrix (See DYNO, Section 3.3.10) evaluated
at cutoff time of guidance interval.
GTSAVE 3x3 R GT matrix (See DYNO, Section 3.3.10) saved at
beginning of each propagation interval during,
normal knowledge propagation.
Q 6x6 R Effective process noise matrix computed in
DYNIO (Section 3.3.10).
SAVACC 3 R Thrust acceleration magnitude for bias, and
first and second noise processes.
TG 1 R Input epoch for control uncertainties if
different from epoch for knowledge uncertain-
ties.
TOLBAK 1 R Backward tolerance on reading transition
matrices from STM file.
TOLFOR 1 R Forward tolerance on reading transition
matrices from STM file.
XG 6 R not used.
3
i_
{
m) Common/SCHEDI/Scheduling Related Integer Variables
IGPOL	 20	 1	 Array of guidance policy control flags
=0, no maneuver, print control. uncertainties
=l, target to cartesian state, XYZ, at time
specified by TIMFTA
=2, 'two variable B—plane targeting (B-T, B-R)
=3, three variable B-plane targeting (B-T,
B-R, TSOI)
=4, closest approach targeting (radius of
closest approach, inclination, time of
closest approach).
W5, XYZ targeting, yariabld.time of arrival.
IGREAD	 20	 1	 Array of guidance event read control flag:.
(See Input)
ITPUL
	 20	 1	 Not used.
MCOUt^
HESEVN
MNEXT
MPCNTR
MPFREQ
NCNTE
NCNTG
NCNTP
NCNTT
NEIGEN
NGUID
NPRED
NSCHED
	
1	 x
	
I	 x
	
I	 T
	II	 I
	
II	 T
	
^.	 x
	
I	 T
	
i	 I
	
I	 T
	
I	 T
	
I	 ^	 T
	
I	 T
	
I	 I
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Definition
€	 NTHRS'T.	 1	 x
Array of measurement (and propagation event)
codes used in scheduling (See SCHED, Section
3.3.36).
Measurement counter, total cumulative number
of measurements processed.
Current measurement or event code.
Code for measurement (or propagation event)
to be scheduled after the current event.
Array of counters for classes of data types
used for measurement print control (See
Input) .
Array of print frequencies for measurement
print control (See Input).
Counter indicating number of current (or
most recently executed) eigenvector event.
Counter indicating number of current (or
most recently executed) guidance event.
Counter indicating number of current for
most recently executed) prediction event.
Counter indicating number of current (or
most recently executed) thrust event.
Total number of eigenvector events to be
processed.
Total number of guidance events to be
processed.
Total number of prediction events to be
processed.
For input, number Gf scheduling cards to
be read.
During execution, number of elements of
SCHEDI 1 (rrmmon/SCHEDRI) to be tested for
scheduling.
Total number of thrust events to be pro-
cessed.
is 49
(	 Name	 Dimension	 Type	 Definition
i
n) Common/SCHEDR/Scheduling Related real Variables
DELTIM	 1	 R
SCHEDM	 3x50	 R
TCURR 1	 R
TCUTOF 20	 R
TDEIAY 20	 R
TEIGEN 20	 R
TFINAL I	 R
TGUID 20	 R
TIMFTA I	 R
TMNEXT 1	 R
TPAST	 1	 R
Propagation interval length, time between
previously and currently scheduled event.
DELTIM computed between STM file time when
reading STM file, and between actual sched-
uled times for PDOT and STM file generation.
Array of measurement schedule times.
SCHEDM(l,I) = Next time to be scheduled
for measurement type MCODE(I)
SCHEDM(2,I) = Stop time for MCODE(I)
SCHEDM{9,I) = Time increment for scheduling
MODE (1) .
Cdrrent trajectory time.
Array of guidance event cutoff times.
.Array of guidance event delay times.
Array of eigenvector event times.
Final trajectory time for current run.
Array of guidance event times.
Target condition evaluation time for fixed
time of arrival targeting.
Time of next measurement (or propagation
event) to be scheduled (See SCHED, Section
3.3.36).
Time of most recently scheduled measurement
or event. Set to previous :scheduled time
when generating STM file or executing PDOT.
Set to previous STM file time when reading
from STM file.
Array of prediction event times.
Array of times predicted to for prediction
events.
10	 R
10	 R
Q 
	
Rn
Name
	 Dimensionrye	 Definition	 {
TSTM	 1	 R	 Current time from STM file when reading STM
file.
f	 TTHRST	 20	 R	 Array of thrust event times.
I
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I	 2.6.4 SIMSEP Common Blocks
I	 The SIMSEF overlay of MAPSEP has seven common blocks: DYNOS, ISIMI,
ISIM2, SIMI, SIM2, SIMLAB and STOREC. DYNOS contains the random number
seed and thrust noise terms; it is essent:al to all SIMSEP routines that
call the random number generator, RNUM. SIMI and ISIMI are common blocks
containing information essential to the operation of SIMSEP and execution
of the Monte Carlo loop. SIMI contains real data and ISZ'M1, integer
da,a. SIM2 and ISM have a correspondence similar to SIMI and ISIM1
and contain accumulated statistical data. SIMLAB contains Hollerith
labels used throughout the program. Finally, STOREC is a storage common
block with three sets of data, each pertaining to the actual, estimated,
and reference world integrating conditions.
a) Common/DYNOS/Process Noise Variables
- - - - - - - - - -
	
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Name	 Dimension	 Type	 Definition
IRAN	 1	 I	 Random number seed.
TVERR	 6x3	 R	 Time varying thrust errors.
b) Common/ISM/SIMSEP Integer Variables
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
IEPH	 5	 I	 Ephemeris planet code.
IGL	 5	 I	 Guidance Flag.
i
State vector read-in flag.
Printout frequency flag.
Punch output flag.
Maximum number of iterations allowed in non-
linear guic
INREF
	
l
	
z
IOUT
	
1
	
I
IPUNCH
	
1
	
I
ITMX
	
5
	
I
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Name Dimension a Definite on
JMAX 1 1 Number of the last active thrust control phase.
3I	 1 1 1 Number of the first active thrust control phase.
KDIM 5 I Dimension of the augmented knowledge covariance.
KTERR 5 1 Option flag for calculating target errors after
a guidance correction.
LSTAR 6x5 I List of target variable codes.
MTPR 5 1 Thrust phase number at a guidance event.
NCYCLE 1 I Number of Monte Carlo cycles.
NEP2 2 1 Active ephemeris planet code.
NGUID 1 I Number of the guidance et;ent
NTAR 5 1 Number of target variables.
NTC 5 I Number of control variables.
NTPL 5 1 Number of the target planet.
-	 - - - - - - -	 - - -
c)	 Common/ISIM2/Monte
- - -
Carlo
-	 - -	 - - -	 - -	 -	 - - -	 - - - -	
-	 -	 -	 - - - - - - -	 -
integer Variables
KATH 1 I Dimension of the ATHCOV covariance matrix
i (see Common SIM2).
MC 1 1 Number of Monte Carlo cycles executed previously.
N SAMP 5 I Number of Monte Carlo cycles executed previously
for a given guidance event.
- - - - - - - - - - -
d)	 Common/SIMLAB/ SiMSEP
- - - - - - - - --	 - - - - - _ - - - - - -	 - - - -
	 - - -	 - - -
Labels
i
LABCON 12x5 I Stores Hollerith data pertaining to control
variables.
LABTAR 12x5 I Store Hollerith data pertaining to target
variables.
€	
NAMEX 12 1 Store Hollerith state vector labels.
i53A
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
	 - - - _ - - - - - - -	 _ - - - - - - - - - - - - _
e)	 Common / STMd/Trajectory Simulation Real Variabi
- -. - - - - - w - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Name Dimension Type Definition
AOK l R Backup convergence tolerance for the weals
convergence test.
CONWT 6x5 R Control weights.
CPMAX 1 R Computer processing time limit.
DVMDOT 1 R Mass flow rate for chemical propulsion system.
DVMfIN 1 R Maximum delta-velocity magnitude step.
EPMERR 6x7x2 R Ephemeris error covariances ( in eigenvector/
eigenvalue format) for the ephemeris bodies.
EXVERR 4 R Midcourse velocity correction execution errors.
GMERR 3 R Gravitational constants errors.
MEND
^.
1 R S/C reference mass at TEND.
PG 6x7 R Spacecraft control error matrix (eigenvector/
eigenvalue format).
RMGE 5 R S/C reference mass at a guidance event.
RHTAR 5 R S/C reference mass at a target point.
RX GE 6x5 R Reference state vector at a guidance event.
RXTAR 6x5 R Reference state vector at a target point.
SCERR 10 R Spacecraft errors.
SMAT 36x5 R Sensitivity or guidance matrix.
SPPIMP l R Specific impulse for chemical propulsion system.
TCERR 6x20 R Thrust bias errors.
TEPH 2 R Epoch of evaluation of the ephemeris errors.
TGE 5 R Guidance event epoch
l	 TOL 5 R Target condition tolerances.
E
i.
F,	 ,
I'	 I	 i	 I	 I	 I
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Name Dimension Type Definition
TTAR 5 R Target epoch.
i
UNTAR 6x5 R Conversion factor for converting target vari-
ables from internal to external printout units.
REND 6 R Reference state vector at TEND.
XEPH 6x2 R Ephemeris planet state vector.
XTARG 6x5 R Reference trajectory target variables at TTAR.
f)	 Common/ SIM2 /Monte Carlo Real Variables
ADVT 2 R Total delta-velocity magnitude statistics.
AMASS 2 R Accumulated final spacecraft mass statistics.
ATRGOV 420 R Accumulated total thrust control statistics.
CNCOV 42x5 R Accumulated active thrust control error
statistics.
DVC¢V 3x4x5 R Accumulated delta-velocity vector eri-or matrix.
DVMAGS 2x5 R Accumulated delta-velocity magnitude statistics.
ENDCOV 6x7 R Spacecraft control error covariance at the
final trajectory time TEND.
GCCOV 6x7x6 R Accumulated spacecraft control error statistics
evaluated at guidance events.
GMCOV 2x5 R Accumulated mass error statistics evaluated
at guidance events.
TCCOV 6x7x5 R Accumulated spacecraft control error statistics
evaluated at the target points.
TERCOV 42x5 R Accumulated target error statistics.
TMCOV 2x5 R Accumulated mass error statistics evaluated
at target points.
i
i
J
I	 I	 I	 !	 I
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
g) Common/STOREC/Stored Variables
Name	 Dimension Type Definition
SCRA1 1 R Stored radiation pressure coefficient.
SECCI 4x10 R Stored planetary eccentricities.
	
3
SEMI 15 R Stored lunar orbital elements.
SEXV1 I R Stored exhaust velocity.
SINC1 4x10 R Stored planetary inclinations.
SMEANI 4x10 R Stored planetary mean anomalies.
SNTPHI 1 R Stored thrust phase number.
SOMEG1 4x10 R Stored planetary nodes.
SOMGT1 4x10 R Stored planetary longitude of APSES.
{
SP111 11 R Stored planetary masses.
1 SPOI 1 R Stored 'electric power con6tant.
.	 SSAX1 2xiO R Stored planetary semi-major axes.
SSCM1 1 R Stored S%C mass.
SSMI I R Stored
3
solar mass.
"	 STEF'F1 I R Stored thruster efficiency.
STHRT1 6x20 R Stored thrust control profile.
SXPPHI 6x2 R Stored ephemeris body cartesian states.
Note	 that there are, in fact, three sets of data in STOREG corresponding to
post-scripts, 1,	 2, and 3.	 For example, SCRA1 contains the radiation pressure
.	 coefficient used while integrating an actual trajectory.
	 SCRA2 also contains
a radiation pressure coefficient but is used while integrating an estimated
trajectory. Likewise, SCRA3 zind all post-script-3 constants are used for
generating
e
the reference trajectory.
i
E
1
Y
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3.1 Subroutine: MAPSEP
Purpnse:	 44APSEP is the executive routine that selects the mode
of operation (primary overlay): TOPSEP, GODSEP, SIMSEP,
or REFSEP. In addition, 14APSEP calls a fifth primary,
overlay DATAM, to initialize many trajectory parameters,
and to print the initial trajectory information.
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
MODE I C Flag determines the program's
operational mode.
+ 1, Targeting and Optimization
(TOPSEP).	 I
= + 2, Error analysis (GODSEP).	 !
+ 3, Simulation (SIMSEP).
+ 4, Reference trajectory pro-
pagation (REFSEP).
Positive values will cause re-
cycling back to the MAPSEP main,
while negative numbers will cause
recycling back to the mode main.
ICYCLE 0 C Flag used for writing the mode's
namelist onto disc when recycling
back to the mode's main.
0, Do not store the namelist
variables on disc.
= 1, Store the namelist variables
on disc.
t
INIT 0 C Flag used to read namelist $VrW 3
from disc during recycling.
Local Variables:
#. Variable Definition
ISEND Index used to select the program's mode of
operation.	 ISEND is the absolute value of
x MODE.
i
i
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MAPSEP-2
Subroutines Called: DATAM, T$PSEP, CODSEP, SIMSEP, REFSEP
Common Blocks:	 (BLANK), CONST, CYCLE, EDIT, EPHEM, TIME, TRAJ1,
TRAJ2, TRKDAT,WORK
Logic Flow:
iF
56
	
BLKDAT-1
f
}
i
r
xt
f
3.1.1	 Subroutine: BLKDAT
Pt:rn ose: To initialize default values of program
constants.
Method: DATA statements.
Remarks: The following four pages contain a listing of
BLK.DAT with respect to the default constants
in MAPSEP.	 The variables are defined in
appropriate common blocks	 (Section 2.6).
Common C,`NST:	 AU, PI, RAD, TM, FOP, BIG, SMALL
Common EPHEM:	 D31900, SUN, PLANET, SMASS, PMASS,
GSAX, CECC, CINC, C01MEG, COMEGT, CMEAN, EMN,
SPHERE, SRADIS, PRADIS
Common TRAM :
	
UP, VP
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	 BUDAT- 2
DATA AU/1.4yS97893Ed/
DAT4 MODY /12 *6H
DATA UJ19u0/2415U20,U/
DATA PIgHAD/3.141bV2b53n89 19323e4s57.29577yz)13u8232/
DATA T'4/ot%4UU.U/
DATA SMALLsf:tI(3 q r: P%F(V/I,t-2U i I E20i I E--l:-)s 1.t — eb/
DATA SUN4FLo N4ET/6HSUV	 gtHMEgCkYv6HVLNUo soHEt4RTH s6HMAHb s
$ 6HJUP I T rc s 6H5A TUHi'4 9 6^iUPAP4US s 6HNEP f NE 9 6riPUU T U i bHENCKE s 6HMOUN f
DATA UP{1,11ii3^{2s1}sUF{3s1}sVF'{1s1)sVi^{2s1isVN{3s1)/b^`O.U/
DATA 5MA5SiPMASS/
S 1.32712499E II
M 2-eI b 1"9169 34t+472E+U4,
v 3.24t-,6,t1GJU054b10E +US*
E 4.0350 39 1666 7 7469t+0S s
A 4.2b?U443ob35bbbhE. +04
J I.Zb7U771rsd3d0a76E+^1t3s
S 3.7926525 1 7 7.12 J3dE + 07 s
U 5. 76772346e T 12^dhE+t!6 -
N 6*61Lj 157627e9b#a444t +Uh,
P 7. 324 Uo9 34d76Dd492.+Q4 i
x I.0	 +
`
M 4.8983099 [0967a462t'3
 
A /
9
SEmIMAJOH	 Ax15	 OF	 UK h iT	 (tc,A)
DATA CSAA/
m 5.7909134V4.320410t+01. u.	 s
.
V -	 l.t}ti2Unn8:330U3its'lr_+OEs, ^1.	 +
E 1r491591Y2-14r7b146E+091 Ur
A U.	 q	 j{	 J 7 r 1r532b3Fb444(J IbPL +O sls 0.	 s
s }, r4^6^i^°l t<144ti77{4 t+f}^s Jr	 9
U 2.13bqbRddevb.3jgeoE+0`'J, -d, 52d27b b d41440 00t+044
•N 4.4vo4 T179b r;	 -).325f + 09s L,8lU.382d37b0,G377t +05:
P 3.b9v2j j7 o 5146 f.33E +09s us
x 04	 9 lie
ECCENTRICITY	 OF' PLANET f1 KNIT
DATA (CECC(I)sI=1+2J)/
M 2.0t)61421uuo00000E -01s drU400GU0UUUUUUU0c.-034
M -3.0000uuuouooGooGE- 0bq u,
V bod20d40000000000t-03s —4r174UU0000UU0000t - U5s
1	 V 9.1000000110000000E-08s Ur	 s
E 1eb751040U0000U00E-02s —4r1d00U0U00U000U0r--05s
E --i.e6OODU00VU00nOOG-07. Lie
A 9.3.3129000fi00GvUoE-02s Vr20b460000u00000t-059
A -7,7000000000000OGE - 089 Ur	 a
J 4rd337A00U0000000E-02s 106302000000000UOt-049
J U.	 , u r
DATA (Ct:U1-(l)ti=4194U)/
S 5ebb9UG0UUU0;]uUUOE-02t -3.470500000U0U000E-04+
0 r	 9 0 •	 '
LY 4. 104630000000,000L-02i 2.720400000000000ta-049
U 0.	 ! 0.	 9
N A*5?8440U000U0000E-039 1.701000000U0000OL-059
N' ow	 9 0,	 !
2.4eb0:30t)3626Y24E-019 U.	 !
Ue	 9 ^e
X 0 0
	! E1.	 t
^C 0 r	 4 u .
INCLINATION Or	 PLANET	 (MBIT
DATA IC1^rl:dI}tl=i^2G?/
m 1.2222.132,et3I8.33J8E-t11+ J.24f76btj49752789t- U5!
m - 3el99 T7w2 y^322940E- 0 79 0.	 !
V 5.923002t)79072bb4E-029 1475551U33929763OL-059
v dl. b9b64 lts3.s883378E-0b 9 lie	 t
E 0e
	 9 0.	 !
E 04	 ! 00	 t
A 3.22V440b9 2606639E-02i -1,17,3UV7245046184t-05t
A 2.201U-.)4112237303E-07 s u.	 s
J 2.284102b9bl4l1.^52E-02s —9. b `3b273622190714 E-05t
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DATA14-1
3.1.2	 Subroutine: DATAM
Purpose: To read input data and initialize trajectory
and spacecraft parameters for all MAPSEP modes.
Method- After DATAM executes the default value initial-
ization, the namelist $TRA3 is read. 	 The	 dimen-
sions and definitions for variables contained in
this namelist are discussed in detail. in Section
2.1 of the user`s Manual. 	 The input data are
processed and stored in labeled common for sub-
sequent use in any of the three possible modes.
User options specified by input determine the
degree of data preparation and the logic opera-
tions within the main cycle of the program.
Remarks: Some variables appearing in DATAM are initialized
from the namelist with units specified in the
User's Manual.
	
Before these variables are
stored in common, they are converted, if neces-
sary, to internal units which are: 	 kg, kw, km,
sec s km/sec, and radians
Input/Output:
input/ Namelist/
Variable Outout Common Definition
ACC (STEP) I N/C Scaling factor of the inte-
gration step size.
BIG 0 C Large constant, 1*1020.
BODY 0 C Hollerith names of bodies
considered in integration.
62'	DA .AM-2
Input/ Namelist/
Variable Output Common Definition
BODYIN I N Input ephemeris data for
body not included block
data.
CECC I/O C ,Array of orbital eccea-
tricities and rates.
CINC I/O C Array of orbital inclina-
tions and rates.
CMEAN I/O C Array of mean anomalies
and rates.
CO MEG I/O C Array of longitudes of
ascending node and rates.
COMEGT I/O C Array of longitudes of
. periapsis and rates.
CSAY I/O C Array of semi-major axes
and rates.
DJ1900 0 C .Julian date of year 1900.
DRMAX I/O NIC Maximum deviation from the
reference conic before
rectification.
ECEQ O C Transformation matrix from
Earth equatorial to ecliptic.
ENGINE I/O NIC Spacecraft subsystem para-
meter.
EPOCH(MC1) I/O C(N) Launch epoch.
-	 FRCA I/O NIC Specification for testing
closest approach along tra-
jectory (See Section 2.1,
User's Manual).
IAUGDC I/O NIC Flags specifying parameters
which are used to augment
the state transition matrix.
=ALL 0 C Trajectory package initial-
ization flag.
4
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j	 Input/ Namelist/
Variable
	
Output Common Definition
ICOORD I/O N/C Flag indicating relative
to which body the input
state corresponds.
IENRGY I/O N/C Flag specifying type of
power subsystem.
INIT 0 C Cycle flag.
INTEG(IOT(1)) 0 C Flag specifying equations
to be integrated in the
trajectory package.
IPRINT I/O N/C Print option flags.
ISTMF I/O N/C STM file flag and data
cycle flag.
ISTOP I/O N/C Flag specifying stopping
conditions.
JPFL(aG 0 C Primary body change out-
put flag.
KTRAJ(IOPT(2)) 0 C Control phase change out-
put flag.
LOCS 0 C 'First location in blank
common available for use
in the trajectory package.
MEVENT(IOPT(3)) 0 C Event detection logic flag.
MODE I/O N/C Mode specification flag.
MPLAN 0 C Number of bodies included
in the integration.
NB I/O N/C Flag specifying bodies to
be included in the inte-
gration.
NBOD 0 C Number of bodies specified
in NB (MPLAN-1) .
i
1
A
r	 yariaoie Vurpue t,ommon ..,	 uera.nLcaon	 .....^
s:	 XBOY
l
I/O NIC Hollerith name of input body.
XPRINT 1/0 NIC Trajectory print frequency
(days).
f
ZK 1/0 N/C Direction cosines of the
reference star.
DUM fY I N Not used.
3	 ELVMIN
i
1/0 N/C Minimum elevation angle.
GHZEF4 0 C Greenwich hour angle at
r
launch epoch.
I¢BS I/O N/C Index designating location of
astronomical observatory in
STALOC .
KARDS 1/0 N/C Number of formatted print
schedule cards to be read dur-
i
ing a REFSEP run.
x	 PRNML I N Logical flag specifying that
the $TRAJ namelist be printed
(TRUE) or not be printed (FALSE) .
STALOC I/O N/C Tracking station coordinates.
Local. Variables.
Variable	 Definition
A0, Al, A2, A3
	
	
Constants used in the obliquity computa-
tions.
DJCENT	 Days in a Julian Century.
j
DI0R	 Constant 10 .
IOPT
	
	 Option flags used to set parameters in
TRAJ .
JMAX	 Number of thrust control phases.
STATER	 Magnitude of initial position vector.
STATEV	 Magnitude of initial velocity vector.
}	 Subroutines Called: BLKDAT, ZEROM, MMAB, VECMAG, TIME
Calling Subroutine: 14APSEP
Common Blocks:	 CONST, EDIT, EPHEM, TIMR, TRAJI., TRAJ2, TIORK, TREDAT
PRE' 01MI 
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3.1.3 Subroutine: T MP. (DAY, IYR, MO, IDAY, IHR, MIN, SEC; ICODE)•
Purpose:	 TIME converts a Julian Date to the .corresponding
calendar date or'a calendar date to the correspond-
ing Julian Date.
Inputj0utput:
Input / Argument/
Variable Outnut Common Definition
DAY I/O A Julian pate.
IYR I/O A Calendar year.
bf¢ I/O A Month.
IDAY I/O A Day.
THR I/O A Hour.
MIN I/O 'A Minute.
SEC 110 A Second.
ICODE I A Flag that determines whethe7-
to convert from a Julian
' Date to calendar day or vice
versa.
0, Convert to a Julian Date
94 0, Convert from a Julian.
Date
Subroutines Called: None
Calling Subroutine: DATAM
i
Common Blocks:	 None
7I`
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3,2	 Subroutine: TOPSEP
Purpose:	 To execute the proper submode Operation.
Remarks:
	
T¢PSEF is the primary overlay which controls the
targeting and optimization mode.
Input/output:
Input/	 Argument/
	
Variable	 Qutnut	 Common_	 Definition
	
MODE	 I	 C	 Submode designation.
MODE	 I	 C	 Mode designation.
-1, Cycle back within mode
1, Cycle back to MAPSEP
main
Local Variables:
	
Variable	 Definition
	
WORK	 Working storage.
Subroutine's Called:	 DATAT, FEGS, GRID, PGM
Calling Subroutines:	 MAPSEP
Common Slacks:	 (BLANK), ALTF'IL, CONST, EDIT, EPREM, GRID, TIPS,
TOF1, TOP2, TIiAJI, TRAJ2, WORK
Flow;	 TOPSEP-2
70
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3.2 .1
 Subroutine: BUCKET (X, Y, N, XX, YY, NP)
Purpose_:	 To sort a set of independent elements in ascend-
ing order and to find a right bounded minimum
from the associated set of dependent elements.
Remarks:	 This routine is used in preparation for the
polynomial curve fitting routine, MINMUM, to aid
in calculating trial control profiles. BUCKET
sorts pairs of elements (Xi , Yi) in ascending
order of the elements Xi to form the pairs of
elements (XXV YYi) and locates the element
YYNP such that
YYNP < YYNP+l
i
If this condition cannot be satisfied the
pointer, NP, is set to zero to indicate that no
i	
right bounded minimum exists.
Input/output:
l	
Input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Qutgut	 Common	 Definition
N	 I	 A.	 Number of elements to be
sorted.
r^	 0	 A	 Pointer to a minimum
dependent element.
72
	 $UCUT-2
input/	 Agrument/
	
Variable	 Outuut	 Common	 Definition
V	 A	 Vector of dependent elements
associated with X.
Yy	A.	 Vector of dependent elements
associated with XK.
Local. Variables:
	Variable	 Definition
	
TEND	 Termination flag.
	
SAVE	 Intermediate variable.
Subroutines Called: 	 Norle
Calling ubroutines : GMEN
	
-•Common Blocks;	 None
73
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3.2.2	 Subroutine: DATAT
Purpose: To read input data and initialize the trajectory
targeting and optimization mode.
Method: After DATAT executes the default value initial-
ization, the namelist $T¢PSEP is read.	 The
dimensions and definitions for variables con-
tained in this namelist are discussed in detail
in the TOPSEP section of the User's Manual.	 The
input data are processed and stored in labeled
common for subsequent use in any of the three
possible submodes.	 User options specified by
input determine the degree of data preparation
i and the logic operations within the main cycle 	
j
g	 P	 Y
or the program.
Remarks: Some variables appearing in DATAT are initialized_
from the namelist with units specified in the
User's Manual.	 Before they are transmitted to
other routines, they are converted, if necessary,
to internal operational units which are: 	 kg, kw,
km, sec, km/sec, and radians.
Input/output:
Input/	 Namelist/
Variable Outout	 Common	 Definition
BIG T	 C	 Large constant, 1.E20
r
j BTOL I	 N/C	 Tolerance on control
bounds.
r
LZ
s
Input/ Namelist/
Variable Gutnut Common Definition.
CHI 0 C In plane	 AV	 direction
angle at injection.
GNTROL 0 C Initial values of all
possible controls other
than thrust controls.
CNVRTT 0 C Conversion constants from
input units to internal
units for selected targets.
CMTU 0 C Conversion constants from .
input units to ini:ernal
units for selected controls.
DE7..V0 0 C Injection JAY1.
DFMAX I/O N/C Maximum increase allowed
in the cost index (F) per
iteration.
DP2 110 N/C Estimated r gion of linear-
ity in the c`antrol, space.
E 0 C Target errors of the current
trajectory.
ENGINE(l) I N/C Power from solar panels at
1 AJ r
ENGINE(10) I N/C S/C exhaust velocity.
EPSON I N/C Scalar multiple for control
perturbations.
ETLOUT 0 C Target tolerances in print-
out units.
ETOL 0 C Target tolerances.
G l/0 NIC Performance gradient.
GOUT 0 C Performance gradient in
print-out units.
GTRIAL 1/0 N/C One-dimensional, search con-
stants.,
DATAT-3
-
i
E
r
Variable
irk; ut/
Outon t
Namelistf
Common Definition
H I/0. pi/C Control perturbation array.
111ULT I/O NfC Vector of scalar multiples
of the H array to determine
the second step of all con-
trols in the control grid.
HOUT 0 C Control perturbation array
in print-out units.
ICYCLE I/O C Mode cycle flag.
1140DE 1/0 N/C TOPSEP submode designation.
INACTV 0 C Vector denoting which con-
trols are active, or bounds,
or within bound tolerance
regions.
!NJLOC 0 C Index of the control pre-
ceding the injection
controls in U.
INSG I/O N/C Flag set when S and G are
input through namel.ist.
ITERAT 0 C Iteration counter.
IWATE 110 N/C Flag designatio6 the desired
control weighting schemes.
JMAX 0 C Number of mission thrust
phases.-
JWATE I/O N/C Flag d.esi.;nating target
weighting.
YMAX 0 C Number of thrust controls
(THRUST(I,J)) chosen to be
elements in U.
KONVRJ 0 C Cinver'gence flag.
LABEL 0 C Hollerith names of all pos-
s sible targets.
C
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Input/ Namelist/
Variable Output Coir.mon Definition
l
LABELT 0 C
'
Hollerith names of chosen
targets.
LOCCDC 0 C Blank common storage loca-
tion for the inner products
! 3of the weighted sensitivity 	 3
matrix columns.
L¢CCM 0 C Blank common location for
storage of the magnitude
of the weighted sensitivity
column vectors.
si,
L¢CDU 0 C Blank common location of
the total control correction
vector	 (not scaled r. , GArfA).
LOCDUI O C Blank common location of	 i
the performance control
correction•vector	 (not	 I
scaled by GAMA).
LOCDU2 0 C Blank common location of
the constraint control cor-
rection vector (not scaled
by GAMA).
LOCEI 0 C Blank common location of
the target errors associated
with the first step of the
control grid.
LOCE2 0 C Blank common location of	 )
the target errors associated
with the second step of the
control grid.
r
L¢CEM 0 C Blank common location of the
target error indices associ-
ated, with the first step of
the control grid.
LOCM12 0 C
r
Blank common location of the
- target error indices associ-}
ated with the second step of
F the control grid.	 I
7 9 DATAT-5
Input/ Namelist/
Variable Outout Common Defcinition
LOCBN 0 C Blank con non location of
the nominal trajectory
target errors in the grid
mode.
LOCFI 0 C Blank common location of
the performance indices
associated with the first
step of the control grid.
LOCF2 0 C Blank common location of
the_performance indices
associated with the second
step of the control grid.
LOCRF11. 0 C Blank common location of
the S/C masses evaluated
at event times for the
reference and all trial
trajectories in a single
iteration.
LOCSDU 0 C Blank common storage
location for the original
control correction vectors
when a number of controls
must be dropped during an
iteration.
LOCSI* 0 C Blank common location of
the pseudo inverse of the
weighted sensi-tivity matrix.
LOCSWG 0 C Blank common storage loca-
tion for the original
weighted performance gradient
when a number of controls
i
	
	 must be dropped during an
iteration.
L Sd	 0	 C	 Blank common storage 	 --,	 CGS S	 	 s	 a coca_	 g
ti.on for the original
weighted sensitivity matrix
when a number of controls
must be dropped during an
-iteration.
*May be in compressed form if controls have been dropped
during the iteration.
F
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} input/ Namelistj
Variable Outout Common Definition
LOCTS 0 C Blank common location of
event times for the refer-
ence and all trial trajec-
tories in a single iteration.
LOCJL 0 C Stank common location of
minimum and maximum control
i
bounds.
L0CWG* 0 C blank common location of
I the weighted performance
gradient.
L0CWS* 0 C Blank common location of
the weighted sensitivity
matrix.
LOWU 0 C Blank common location of
the control weights.
L$CXR 0 'C Blank common location of
the 6-component state
vectors associated with
the event times of the
reference and all the trial
trajectories of a single
iteration.
MPRIIqT 110 NIC Flag designating TOPSEP
print options.
NLP I C Integer designation for
launch planet.
k	 R= TfO NIC Maximum number of iterations.
NT 0 C Number of targets.
j	 NTNP O C Victor of primary bodies
associated with the event
times of the reference and
f all trial trajectories in
i a single iteration.
*11ay be in compressed fora if controls have been dropped
during the iteration.
't
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i
Input/ Namelist/
Variable Output Con-Ron Definition
1
NTPH 0 C Vector of control phase
numbers associated with the
event times of the refer-
ence and all trial trajec-
tories in a single iteration.
I
NTR 0 C Trial trajectory counter
(NTR = l indicates the
iteration reference trejec-
tory).
NTYPE 0 C Flag designating the type
of control correction to
be made during an iteration.
NU 0 C Number of controls.
i OPTEND I/O N/C Cosine of the optimization
angle which is used to test
convergence in the target-
ing and optimization mode.
t_
<	 OSCALE I/O N/C Scale on the performance
index when simultaneously
targeting and optimizing.
• PCT I/O N/C Percentage of the target
error to be removed during'
` an iteration.
PRTURB 0 C Vector of control perturba-
ti.ons; summary of H array.
PSI 0 C Out of plane by	directionjangleat injection.
P1 0 C Vector of net cost values
for the reference and all
r trial trajectories evalu-
ated during a single iter-
ation.
P122 0 C Vector of combined 'target
error indices and net cast;
values for the reference
and all trail trajectories
evaluated during a single
iteration.
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E Input/ Namelist/
Variable Output Common ..	 Definition
P2 0 C Vector of target error
indices for the reference
and all trial trajectories
evaluated during a single
iteration.
RAD I C Number of degrees in one
radian.
i	 • S IIO N/C Target sensitivity matrix.
SGMASS I C SIC initial mass.
S¢tIT 0 C Target sensitivity matrix
in print-out units.
STATEO I C Initial state.
STOL I N/C Test variable for determin-
ing Linearly dependent
columns of the weighted
sensitivity matrix.
STORE 110 C Blank common variable.
f T'ARGE'T I/O N/C Vector of desired target
values.
TAROUT 0 C D2::red target values in
print-out units.
i
TART¢L IIO N/C Vector of all possible tar-
get tolerances.
"r
THRUST , z C missionthrust controls.
TLOW I NIC Limit of target error index
below which optimization
only is performed,
I 1
L C
Y
Number of seconds in a day.
i
i TSTART I C
.
Reference trajectory start
time.
jUP I' NIC Limit of target error index•
above which simultaneous
targeting and optimization
is discontinued and targeting
only is initiated.
input/ Namelist/
Variable Output Common Definition
U C Selection of controls for the
specified mode run.
ULIMIT I N Control bounds.
UWATE I/O N/C User input weights on controls.
VPARK ( C Parking orbit velocity at in-
jection.
WE C Vector of target weights.
R111M C Mean motion of s/c in parking
orbit.
MtAY N/C Maximum launch azimuth con-
straint.
AZMIN I/O N/C Minimum launch azimuth con-
straint.
IASTM I/O N/C Flag specifying the method of
computing the targeting sensi-
tivity matrix.
PRNML I N Logical flag specifying that the
namelist $TRA.1 be printed (TRUE)
or not be printed (FALSE).
RP1 1/0 N/C Inner parking orbit radius.
TGF'UEL I/0 N/C Fuel capacity of tug.
TUGISP 1/0 N C Specific impulse of tug.
TUGWT I/O N/C Dry weight of tug.
TUG ¢ C Logical flag designating injec-
tion computations.
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
k
KOUNT	 Control counter.
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Subroutines Called: ZEROM, COPY, UKV, UNITV, SCALE, SUB,
UDOTV, PRINTD, INJECT
Calling Subroutirzs: TOPSEP
Common Blocks:	 (BLANK), CONST, CYCLE, EDIT, EPHEM, GRID, PRINT,
PRINTH, TIME, TOPI., TOP2, TRA31, TW2, WORK,
IASTM, TUG
Ii
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DATA-10
DeterW ne: U, PRTURB,
CNVRTU if THRUST Or
Initial Cartesian State
Elements Are Used As
Controls
Are	
NoInjection Controls
Used
Yes
Compute: PTO,' PINC, PRO,
DELVO, CHI, PSI, U,_.
PRTURB, and CNVRTU
Determine U, PRTURB, And
CNVRTU If ENGINE(1),
ENGINE(10) Or SCMASS
Are Used As Controls
Determine Which Controls
Are Initially Active, Ofi
Bounds, Or Within The
Tolerance Regions Near
The Bounds
i
I
E,
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Select The Appropriate
Targets And Compute
CNVRTT
i
i
I
INSG=O
I
I
No
G
Convert Input S And G
Arrays Tb Internal
i	 Units
I
i
t
j
Set The Locations
1 Of All The Variable
Length Parameters
Stored In Blank
_	 Common
Yes
E
i
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Subroutine: DBLU (SdS, WG, UPSI, UP2, NT, NU, NTYPE, SINN,
PG2, DUI, DU2, DU).
l	 -
PurRose:	 To compute the control correction based Upon
the method of projected gradients.
Method:
	
	
The.projected gradient algorithm used in TOPSEP
is described as follows. Let:
U = Set of control parameters;
E = Set of target errors;
P = Performance index;
G = Performance gradient	 (a I3} ;
T = Set of targets;
^T
S = Sensitivity matrix	 (7) U)'
We seek a control correction AR to increase
the performance (decrease the cost) and
de g rease the target error.- Then
^$ U = D4 91 + ^ 14U2
where
$U2 =-ST (SST ) -I E
4U =— jj UT 	 U (I-P) G
^i	 - 2 A _2
U (L-P) G L
w
t. and
..x
1' = ST (SST)	 S
t:
j	 P
i g$	 DELU-2
1K 0, for targeting only
1, for optimization
0, for optimization only
1, for targeting
Remarks:	 DELU is called only after transforming the
control space to a weighted space. 	 Thus, WS
and WG are a weighted target sensitivity matrix
and a weighted performance gradient respectively.
The control corrections, therefore, are also
i weighted. -
I
The performance correction is modified-to
.
I
account for an estimated region of linearity
(DP2).	 This control correction may then be
represented as follows:
A Ul W REGION ' *	 (I- P) G
I	 s Y 	(l DP22ET (SS	 ` (l+ REGS^N	 -	 _	 )
CTG - (SG)T(SST)-l(SG)
I
Input/Output:
Input/ 	 Argtwient/
Variable
	
Output	 Common	 Definition
DPSI	 I	 A	 Target error to be removed
• during current iteration.
DP2	 110	 A	 Estimated region of linear-
ity in the control space.
.E
IInput/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
DU 0 A Total control correction
vector (.tot Mlled).
DUl 0 A Performance control vector
{not scaled).
DU2 0 A• Constraint control correc-
tion (not scaled).
NT I A Number of controls.
NTYPE I A Flag designating the type
of control correction to be
made during the current
iteration.
NU I A Number of controls.
PG2 0 A Magnitude of the projected
gradient squared.
SINV 0 A pseudo-inverse of the target
sensitivity matrix if NU
NT; actual inverse of target
_ sensitivity matrix if NO =
NT.
WG I A Performance gradient.
WS I A Target sensitivity matrix.
ALPHA
Local Variables: -
Variable Definition
ALPHA Scale on DUl when computing DU; if
not making a performance correction
ALPHA set to 0, otherwise set to 1.
BETA Scale on DU2 when computing DU; if
not making a constraint correction
_	
BETA set to 0, otherwise set to 1.
Cl ET * (S*ST)	 E

91	 DELU-5
Ii
P	 l
92-A
DELU-5
E
I
!	 i	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
92-B
	 DIRECT-1
3.2.3A Subroutine: DIRECT (DUI, DU2, DU, SINV, ULIXIT, WG, WS, WU,
I
NUD, NTD)
Purpose: To compute the control correction,41A.
Method: The method of projected gradients is used to com-
pute &U.	 Preliminary computations include:
• Determining linear dependency among columns
of the sensitivity matrix, S, thus averting
numerical problems when computing the pseudo--
inverse of S.
• Determining which controls lie on their re-
spective bounds, if any, and which control
corrections violate the control constraints.
• Determining the maximum allowable scale fac-
tor for the current iteration.
Input/Output:
O
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common	 Definition_
BIG I C	 Large constant, I.E20.
CTEETA 0 C	 Cosine of optimization angle.
DFMAX I C	 Maximum increase allowed in
the cost index (F) per
iteration.
DPS1 0 C	 Target error to be removed
during current iteration.
DP2 IN C	 Estimated region of linearity
in the control space.
I!,
Ir 	 i
r:
i
I
l
i
input/ Argument/
Variable ,Output Common Definition
DU 0 A Unscaled total control
correction.
DUl 0 A Unscaled performance con-
trol correction.
DU2 0 A Unscaled constraint control
correction.
E 0 C Target errors of the current
trajectory.
EMAG 0 C Target error index.	
j
G 0 C Performance gradient.
GAMA 0 C Scale factor providing the
best control change.
GAMMA 0 C Vector of trial trajectory
control change scale factors.
GTRIAL I/O C One-dimensional search
constants.
INACTV I/O C Vector denoting which con-
trots are active (1), on
bounds (0), or within
bound tol.
KGMAX 0 C Index identifying the con-
trol which will reach bound
if AULis scaled by GMAX.
r
ITERAT I C Iteration counter.
LOCCDC I C Blank common location of the
	 {
inner products of the-columns
of the sensitivity matrix.
LOCCM I C Blank common location of the
magnitude of the sensitivity
column vectors.
LOCSDU I C
i
Blank common storage location
for the original control cor-
rection vectors when a number
of controls must be dropped
during an iteration.
92-D DIRHCTM3
1 Input/ Argument/
Variable Output, Common Definition
LOCSW(; T C Blank common storage loca-
tion for the original
weighted performance gradi-
ent when a number of controls
must be dropped during an
iteration.
LOCSWS I C Blank common storage loca-
tion for the original
weighted sensitivity matrix
when a number of controls
must be dropped during an
iteration.
MINT T C Array of TUPSEP print
flags.
NT I C Numbez of targets.
NZD I A Integer used to variably
{	 f; dimension SINV and WS.
y, NTYPE I C Flag designating the type
of control correction to be
made during an iteration.
NU I C Number of controls.
NUD I A Integer used to variably
dimension DU, DUI, DU2,
SINV, ULIMIT, WG, WS and
WU
OSCALE I C Scale on the cost index when
simultaneously targeting and
optimizing.
PCT T C Percentage of the target
i
92-E
Input / Argument/
Var.,,25le Output Common Definition
P1P2 0 C Vector of combined target
error indices and net cost
values for the reference and
all trial trajectories evalu-
ated during a single iteration.
P2 0 C Vector of target error in-
dices for the reference and
all trial trajectories evalu-
ated during a single iteration.
S I C Target sensitivity matrix.
SINV 0 A Test variable for determin-
ing linearly dependent
columns of the weighted
sensitivity matrix.
U I C Selection of controls.
ULIMIT I A Bounds on controls.
WE I C Vector of target weights.
W G 0 A Weighted performance
gradient.
WS 0 A Weighted sensitivity matrix.
WU 0 A Control weights.
DPIDS 0 C The first derivative of the
net cost function (PI) evalu-
ated at '6 = 0.
DP12DS 0 C The first derivative of the
combined net cost function
and target error function
(P1P2) evaluated at !6 = 0.
DP2DS 0 C The first derivative of the
j
i
i
I
i
x	 ^
F	 ^
E
JVariable 
	 Definition
DUIMAG (:JJ0RK(1) )	 Magnitude of & ul .
EPRIME (=WORK(10))	 Weighted target errors.
ES (=WORK (16))	 ETS.
GAM (=14ORK (36))	 Vector of maximum allowable scale
factors for each element of the
control correction.
GFMAX	 Estimate of the scale factor which
will cause the DPMAX constraint
to be violated:
KDEP	 Number of controls on bounds.
bDEP
	 Vector indicating which controls
are to be dropped from the con-
trol correction.
MU	 Number of active controls in the
current iteration.
SSINV (=WORK (80))
	 Storage for the pseudo-inverse
of the sensitivity matrix.
UNEW (=WORK (60))	 Updated control vector used to
compute INACTV.
Subroutines Called:	 COPY, CENMIN, STEP, DELTU
Calling Subroutines:	 PGM
Common Blocks:
	 (BLANK), CONST, EDIT, T¢Pl, TOP2, WORK,
STZE
Logic F^ low :	
92-G	
DIRECT-6
SI E
}
j1
f	 '
Initialize
Parameters
Compute
DPST
WKGHT
Make Transformation
To Weighted
Control Space
STEST
Determine Which
Columns of the Sensitivity
Matrix Are Linearly
Dependent
NDEP = 0 Yew--S1
tCompute the Maximum
Allowable Scale Factor,
GMAX, [dhich Will Restrict
The Control Vector To The
Feasible Region
Compute: GAMMA(2)
And GTRIAL(2)	 {
RETURN
a
3.2.35 Subroutine. DTDUO
DTDUO-1
Purpose:
	
To compute the appropriate columns of the target-
ing sensitivity matrix which relate changes in
target values to changes in the initial state.
Input/output:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
ETA I A Sensitivity of targets to
changes in final state
IJR I C Array indicating active controls
M I A Number of targets
N I A Number of controls
PHI I C State transition matrix
SPRIME O A Partition of sensitivity matrix
Local Variables
Variable Definition
DXFDXO Sensitivity of final state to
changes in selected elements of
initial state
Subroutines Called: 	 COPY, MMAB
Caller Subroutines: STMTAR
j-
i
.J0GSY	 ad uat i.uur.aaac•	 i'aJ^v
Purpose:	 To calculate the performance index, the target
errors, the targeting sensitivity matrix, and
the performance gradient.
Methodhod; PEGS provides the interface between the abstract
control space targeting, and optimization search,
and the actual low thrust trajectory generation.
Trajectory parameters such as
1) Initial conditions
• ecliptic state relative to primary
body;
• injection from parking orbit;
• spacecraft mass;
2) Spacecraft engine characteristics;
3) Thrust controls;
are reset as specified by non-zero values of the
H array (control. perturbations). Subsequently,
the trajectory propagator is called and trajectory
information is collected.
Subroutine FEGS performs two major functions for
TOPSEP depending upon the input value of IT. if
IT equals 1, the target sensitivity matrix (S) and
the performance gradient (G) are computed by finite
differencing. A trajectory is generated for esch
a
i
1
i 	 ^
,FI
S,
^
1
w
94	 FEGS-2
perturbed control resulting in the computation of
I	 '
a column of the S matrix and an element of the G
s vector.	 The perturbations to the controls are
t input in PERT, a variable in the argument list.
If IT is -1, a trial trajectory is generated.
	 In
this case all the specified trajectory parameters
are reset before the trajectory 
	 isx3'' 
called.	 After the trajectory is generated, the
performance index, (F) and the target errors (E)
3
are evaluated.	 If IT is 0, a grid trajectory is
E
J
generated.	 Basically the same logic flow is fol-
lowed as for the trial trajectory generation.
^.^
The primary differences are that only one element
of PERT is ncn-zc 1ro and that no trajectory event
i
times are stored in blank cotmmon.
Remarks:
f°
When the STM method of targeting is flagged
	
j
 
3
(IASTM = 1) subroutine STRYAR constructs F, E,
j
and S.	 Subroutine FEGS only generates the trial
trajectories and the final reference trajectory.
InRut/Output:
Input/	 Argument/
Variable Out ut	 Common	 Definition	 1
Cal
i
I/O
	
C	 in plane AV direction angle at
injection.
	 j
DELVO 1/0	 C	 Injection &V.	 j
E 0	 C	 Target errors of the current
f trajectory.
l
-!	 ENGINE (1)
i€
110	 C	 `Power from solar array at 1 au.
Ifi
3
Maputl	 Argument/
Far-l able	 Output	 Common	 Definition
ENGINE(10) 1/0	 C	 Exhaust velocity.
F	 I	 C	 Performance index.
FTR(l)	 I	 C	 Performance index of the
f	 t	 t	 fre erence	 ra^ec Wry
	
or
the current iteration.
G •0 C Performance gradient.
IT I A 1, generate perturbed'
trajectories and
	
.compute S and G
0, generate a grid tra-•
•	 jectory and compute
F and E
. -1, generate a trial tra-
jectory-and compute
F and E.
ITERAT I C Iteration counter CIT =I or -1); Control iden-
tifier for grid submode(IT =0).
MAX I C Number of thrust controls
(THRUST (1,.1)) chosen to
be elements of U.
WCM I C Blank common location of
the current slc mass,
L¢CTS I C Blank common location of
event times for the ref-
erence and. all trial
trajectories in a single
iteration.
XL? I C Latinch planet identifier. .
(normally-Earth).
NT I C Number of .targets,
NTR I C Trial trajectory counter.
t
F
Input/ Argument/
Variable Out'Put COMMDn Definition
NU I C Number of controls.
PERT I A Vector of control perturba-
tions.,
13ST 1/0 C Out of plane	 AV direction
-angle at injection.
st
S 0 C Target sensitivity matrix.
SCMASS 1/0 C SIC mass corresponding to
the trajectory start time(TSTART).
STATED 110 C SIC state corresponding to
the trajectory start time
(TSTART).
STATR 110 C Array of initial states
for the reference and all
trial trajectories evalu-
ated during the current
iteration.
TARGET I C Vector of desired target
values.
TARKOM 0 C Target values evaluated
for the reference trajec-
tory.
TAUAR 0 C Target values of the most
recently generated trajec-
tory.
TARTR I/O C_ Target values of the ref-
erence and all trial
trajectories evaluated
during a single iteration,
TH I C Conversion constant:
Number of seconds in a
day.
TSTART 1/0 C Trajectory start time,
r ^ '.
96
97
T.
input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
U C Selection of controls for the
specified mode run.
VPARK 1/0 C Parking orbit velocity at in-
jection.
XMM 1/0 C Mean motion of s/c in parking
orbit.
PRO I/O C Radial distance at injection.
PTNC I/O C Ecliptic inclination at injec-
tion.
PTO I/¢ C Injection time relative to
TLNCH.
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
A	 Semi-major axis of parking orbit.
CNTRIL	 The nominal value of the control plus its
perturbation.	 1
TTR7AL	 Trial step counter.
KALL	 Statement number to which the logic flow
returns after S and G are computed.	 !
KOM	 Control indent.
a5EGA	 Longitude of the ascending node of the
parking orbit.
SOMEGA	 Argument of periapsis of the parking orbit.
XECC	 Eccentricity of the parking orbit.
XMEAN	 Mean anomaly of the s/c in parking orbit.	 i
Subroutines Called: CARTES, CONIC, Copy, PRTNTI, VEGMG, MATODT,
MODIN	 ;
i
.3
Calling Subroutines: GRIM, PGM, TOPSEP
Common Blocks;	 (BUNK), CONST, EDIT, BPIEM, T1I1E, TOPI,
TOP2,' TRA31,. TRAJ2, WORK
99.
FEGS-7
s
i
I
4	 ^
1
f
IT = 1	
Ya s
Restore	 No
5	
STATEO To
Nomi,na 7
Values
Are Any Orbit	 No
Injection
Controls Used?
Yes	 1
Reset Values Of
STATEO By Perturbing
the Specified
Injection Controls:
PRO, PING, PTO,
DELVO, CHI, or PSI
i
1
esrore b'iwEiskj
and Injection  
D
	 Controls To Th
Nominal Values
l0l
y
[1	 ^
Reset. Values Of
ENGIIM (l) , ENGINE (10) ,
or SCMSS if Flagged
By Nor.-Zero Values In
The H Array
F
	
IT = 1	 \, Yes	 2
Restore	 No
9
ENGINE (1) ,
ENGIn (10). Or
i
	
	
SCMASS To he
Nominal Values
1.02 '
	
PEGS-10
'i
Compute F, The Appropriate
Column of S, And The
Appropriate Element Of C
,t
i^
iE
1•	 E
3.2,5	 Subroutine:. FGAMA (IS)
Purpose:	 To evaluate the net cost index afid target
error index of a trial trajectory.
Method:	 Subroutine FGAMA scales the control correction
A I by GA_-Mi.A (M), which is computed in GEMIN,
and calls FEGS to generate a trial trajectory.
Preceding the call to FEGS for the second trial
trajectory generation, a computation is made to
estimate the scale factor which will reduce the
value of the final spacecraft mass to some
specified limit (FTR(l) - DF). This scale
factor becames the inaxiniam allowable scale for
future trial steps, unless the scale is further
restricted by explicit control bounds. However,
no additional constraint is placed on the scale
-actor if the final spacecraft mass is increased
by taking larger trial steps in the AIL direc-
tion. The scale factor is not restricted due
to the performance constraint prior to the
a
'	 J
second trial step for lack of information to make
an accurate estimate.
Remarks:	 The cost index 'F is actually the negative of
the final spacecraft mass. If the cost index
is decreasing (becoming more negative) in the
1	 ^	 .
Au direction the esti± r ation loop is bypassed.
1If the Loop must be entered because the cost
is increasing, a modification must be made .to .
the cost index 'values (FTR) so that the rou-
tines MIMIUM and THPM may be used. To find
the minimum value of the final spacecraft mass
the negative.of the cost index is minimized in
the Au direction.
[
t
Input /Out put :
Input / Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
DFMAX I C Maximum percentage decrease
all.crwed in the sle .final
mass for iteration.
E 0 C Target errors of -the cur--
rent trajectory.
ETOL I C Target tolerances.
ETR I/O C Array of target errors of
the reference and all trial
trajectories evaluated dur-
ing a single iterati on.
F 0 C Cast index of the current
"	 trajectory.
FT
.R. I/O C Vector. of cost indices of
- -the reference and all trial
trajectories evaluated dur-
ing a single iteration.
G t) C Performance gradient:.
GAMMA I C Vector of trial trajectory 
control change sca le fac
tors.
.^ GTR7AI(2) I/O E Maximum allowable value
for GAI!RI.A.
105 TGAMA--3
w	
input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
Is	 T	 A	 Trial trajectory number.
i
LOCDU	 I	 C	 Blank common location of
the control correction
vector k u.
LOCSDU	 T	 C	 Blank common loc,^tion of
the trial step (GAXMA (NTR)
L ); used as such only
when generating trial tra-
jectories.
L¢GSI	 I	 C	 Blank common location of
the pseudo inverse of the
weighted sensitivity
matrix.
E	 NT	 I	 C	 Number of targets.
f
NTR	 0	 C	 Trial trajectory counter
l }
	
	
(NTR = 1 for the iteration
reference trajectory),
NU	 I	 C	 Number of controls.
r
•	 ¢SCALE	 T	 C	 Scale on the net cost
index PI when simultane-
ously targeting and opti-
mizing.
f	 P1	 0	 C	 Vector of net cost values
for the reference and all
trial trajectories evaluated
r	 during a single iteration.
P1P2	 0	 C	 Vector of combined target
error indices and net cost
values.
t	 .
P2	 0	 C	 Vector of target error
indices for the reference
'..'	 and all trial trajectories
evaluated during a single'
iteration.
TARPAR
	
0	 C	 Target values of the most
'	 recently generated trajec-
tory.
3
I
3
1
E
f
106
Input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
VIE	 I	 C	 Vector of target weights.
Local Varieblest
Variable Definition
DF Maximum decrease allowed in the final
s jc mass.
DP1DS first derivative of P1 evaluated at
GA nk(1) = 0.
EPRINE (=WORK(1)) Vector of target errors divided by 	 a
tolerances.
FMAX Estimated maximum cost evaluated in
the Au, direction.
FTEST (-14¢RK(55)) Vector of cost indices corresponding
'to the scale factors GTR(I), I = 1, 3
where GTR(l) { GTR(2) < GTR(3) .
GDU (=idORK(13)) Linearized approximation to change
in cost function required to perform
a minimum - norm correction back to
the targeted manifold.
GTR (1) (=140RK(50)) GA10% (1) .
GTR (2) (-WORK (51)) 14IN	 GAM (2) , GTR (4)
GTR(3) (=WORK(52)) MAX	 GA10%(2), GTR(4)
GTR(4) (=WORK(53)) Scale factor corresponding to FMAX.
GTS .(--WORK (7) Intermediate storage in GUT computa-
tion.
IERR Flag set to 1 to direct MINKM and 	 .
THPM to compute GTR(4) given F(GTR(4))
using the prescribed polynominal
expansion.
i	 Subroutines Called:	 COPY, FEGS, MATOUT, MINMUM, MMAB, MMATB,i
MANTRA, NEGHAT, SCALE, THPM, ZEROM
Calling Subroutines: GENMIN
F
Common Blocks:	 (BLANK), EDIT, TOPI, TOP2, WORK
I
{
k ii
II
VGAMA-6
MT. IvNUR
Estimate The Minimum S/C
Mass (F^IAX) And The
Corresponding Triad. Step
Scale Factor (GTR(4)) In
The AS Direction
GTR(4)=I.EIO Yes	 2
No
FTR(l) ^DF<FMAX	 Yes	 1
No
3
^	 k
i
i
e
I
d
109
3
r
THPM
Estimate The Trial Step Scale
1
	
	 Factor Corresponding To she
Maximum Allowable Decrease In
Final S/C Mass Using A 3--Point
Curve Fit
I
i
_	 2	 .
MINIMUM
I	 j
(	 Estimate The Trial Step Scale
f	 Factor Corresponding To The
Maximum Allowable Decrease
In Final S/C Mass Using a
2-Point, 1-Slope
	 #
i	 s
GTR (4) GTRTAL (2 ) Yes	 GTRIAL (2) GTR (4)	 1
o	 '^
f	 ^
Yes GONA (3) =GTRIAL (2)	 k
=
GA(3) ? GTR7AL (2 )
No
5
110
GENMIN -1
3.2.6 Subroutine: GENRIN (X, Y, DYDX1, GTRTAL, YES, MIN)
's
EurRose•:	 To choose the best control, change scale factor
r- rased on a one-dimensional search in the new
control vector direction.
Remarks:	 The best scale factor will be defined as that
which provides for the minimum value of the net
cost-function as described in subroutine SIZE.
The one dimensional search will consist of a
series of second and third order polynomial
curve fitting techniques.
i
i
f
r.
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument(A)/
Variable Output Common(C) Definition
DYDX1 I A Value of the first
derivative of the net
cost function evaluated
at X(1)=O
GTRIAL(1) I A If X(I+l)C GTRIAL(1)*X(I),
then X(I+1) is set equal
to GTRIAL(1) *X(I)
GTRIAL(2) I A Maximum allowable scale
factor value
GTRIAL(3) I A The percentage of X(I+1)
to X(I) above which the
search will be terminated.
GTRIAL(4) I A The percentage of YES(I) to
Y(1+2) below which the
search is terminated
GTRIAL(5) I A Flag designating the extent
of curve fitting in the
new control direction (i.e.,
GTRIAL(5)=4 signifies all
four techniques may be used)
MIDI A Pointer designating the
minimizing scale factor
X(1) X A X(1)=O, value of scale
factor associated with
current net cost function value
r
I .
3f
cl
Input/	 Argument(A)J
Variable	 Output	 Common(C)	 Definition
X(2) I A Value of scale factor for
first trial net cost-function
evaluation
X(3) A Scale factor returned from
"two point, one slope"
curve fitting routine
XM A Scale factor returned from .
"three point, one slope"
curve fitting routine
X(5) A Scale factor returned from
"three point" curve
fitting routine
X(6) A Scale factor returned from
"four point" curve fitting
routine
Y(l) T A Value of current net
cost--function
Y(2) 4 Y(6) ¢ A Trial net cost-function
values associated with
X(2)-;o X(6)
Yea 0 	 A	 Vector of estimates of net
cost-function values..
returned from the curve
fitting routines
Local Variables:
'	 Variable
	
Definition
MAX
	
The number of trial net cost-function
values which must be tested for
t	 the local minima i
MINSV	 The number of a trial net cost-function
• value which is a local minimum but 	 j
not necessarily the global minimum
}
quuruut^Lues Uatsuu:	 F UUNr.s ? runrul, rI.Lneura
Calling Subroutines:	 SIZE
Common Blocks:
	
None
r
s
I^
i
f
i
i
i114
Logic Flaw:	 GENMTN	 GENMIN-4
E	
1	 0'	 DYDX1
	 = 0 •	 2
i
CO.
Is Y(1) Input
	
	
No	 FGAMA
Compute Y(1)
Yes
FGAM
Compute Y(2)
Mi NIMUM
Calculate X(3) and YES(1) Using
"Two Point One Slope" Technique
S
YesX(3) C GTRIAL (1) -A X(2) 	 X(3) = GTRIAL (1) x X(2)
No	 3
1
X(3)? GTRIAL (2)	 Yes	 X(3) = GTRIAL (2)
No
J7
Ix
3
	
	
X 2)	 GTRIAL (3 }	 No3
- -X(2
Yes
FGAMA
i Compute Y (3)
NoYES (1) Y (31 Z GTRIAL (4}	 ,3
x	 K
Yes	 M	 R
.	 7
GTRTAL(5) W 1	 Yes	 3
	
1	
( 5
I
THPOSM
Calculate X(4) and YES(2) Using
"Three Point One Slope" Technique
X(4)< GTRIAL(l)
	
X.(3)	 Ye	 X(4) - uTRIAL(1) x X(3)
No
X(4)	 GTRIAL(2)	 Yes	 X(4) _ GTRIAL(4}{
No
X(3)_	 ND? GTRIAL (3)	
iE 
Yes
FGAKAA
Compute Y(4)
a
	
I	 !<1 YES( 	 -Y(4) 1GTRIAL(4)	 No	 3Y(4)	 1	 I
Yes
	
I	 l
	
I	 G 	 (5) a 2.	 Yes	 3	 '
No
I
e
BUCKET
Find Three
	
j	 Hest X's
For Next Fit
r	 3j
	
`EE
	 5
	
• 1	
1
Calculate X(5) and YESO)
Using "Three Point" Technique
117
FOPMIN
Calculate X(6) and YES (4)
I Using "Four Point" Technique
GEnMI N- 7
X(6)C GTRIAL(l) X X(5)
	
Yes	
X(6) = GTR!AL(l)
X(6) 7 GTRIAL{2)	 Yes	 X(6) = GTRV
No -
r
X(6) -K(5)
GTRIAL(3)	 Nb	 3
X(5)
Yes
_ . [77FGAMA
Compute Y(6)
Yes
3
From the Values of Y(I)
Fired Y(MIN) and specify
X(MIN)
.	
1	
^
Y
RETURN
s
b
r
E
'F
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119	 GRID-1
3.2.7A	 Subroutine: GRID
Purpose: To generate a family of trajectories in order
to obtain performance and error index infor-
mation.
Method: Consider an W-dimensional control space and a 	 +
nominal control vector u. 	 A grid of trajectory
target error indices and performance indices is
generated based upon two steps from the nominal
	
i
control vector in each control direction.	 The
i
first step in the ith control direction is
specified by the i th element of FRTURB.	 The
second step for the same control i.s specified
1 by HMULT i
	
k	 l'RTi3RB i
.:^	 Remarks: The user can take advantage of the cycling
capability of the TOPSEP ,node to specify more
i
than two steps in each of the control directions
by stacking cases.	 ^+
Tneut/Output'
S
} Input/	 Argument/
Variable Output	 Common	 Definition
I	 CNt1RTT T	 C	 Conversion constants from
ternal target units to
output target units.
3
Y
E	 I	 C	 Target errors of current
trajectory.
ETR(l, 1) O	 C	 Target error index of
nominal trajectory.
ti
it
:I
i
t
4
E!
°s
Inpiitf Argument/
Variable output Common Definition
I C Performance index of
` current trajectory.
FTR(l) 0 C Performance index of
nominal trajectory.
-HMULT I .0 Vector containing the
scale on the elements of
PRTURB for the second
step in each control di-
rection.
I,TERAT 0 C Index specifying which
control element is being
changed.
KONVRI 0 C Index specifying the step
number in the control di-
rection under consideration.
I,ABELT I C Hollerith labels for spec-
ified targets.
LOCDUI I C Location in blank common
of the first control. steps.
LOCDU2 I C Location in blank common
of the second control
steps.
WCE111 I C Location in blank common
of the target error indices
associated with the first
control steps.
LOCEM2 I C Location in blank common
of the target error indices
associated with the second
control steps.
LOCEN I C Location in blank common
of the target errors of the
nominal trajectory.
10CE1 I ,C Location in blank common
of the target errors associ-
ated with the first control.
steps.
i
GRID-3
Inpv	 Argument/
i	 1	 Variable	 output	 Common	 Definition
LOCE2 I C Location in blank common
of the target errors
associated with the second
control steps.
LOCK T C Location in blank common
of the performance indices
..associated with the first
control. steps,
LOCr2 I C Location in blank common
of the performance indices
assrciated with the second
control steps,
NT I C Number of targets.
NTR I C Flag used to set the
branch of logic followed
in PEGS (always set to l).
kILT l C "Number of controls.
PRTURB I C Perturbations to the con-
trols for the first step
in each control, direction.
STORE I C Blank common variable for
storage,
WE l C Vector used to compute
target error index, containing
l
TARTOL(l)2
WORK I C Working storage.
Local_ Variables:
Variable	 Definition
PERT (= MATE)	 Vector used to transfer the control
steps to I;EGS where P and E are
computed.
i
it,
k
122	 GRID-•4
Variable	 Definition
r
WETOL (= S)
	
	
Array whose off-diagonal elements are
zero and whose diagonal elements are
WE (I)
t
Subroutines Called:	 COPY, FEGS, miATBA, PRINT2, ZEROM
,Calling Subroutines . :	 TOPSEP I
Common docks_:	 (BLANK), EDIT, GRID, PRINTH, TOP1, TOP2, WORK
•	 Logic Flow:
FEGS
Generate
Nominal Trajectory
Compute FTR and ETR
and Store E in Blank Common
1
i
J	 1.
GRID
IDC I-1, NU
3.23-A
'	 l
1
FEGS
Generate a Trajectory Associated With
The First Step in the i th Control Direction
Store E, F and the Target
Error Index in Blank Common
FEGS
Generate a Trajector Associated With
The Second Step in the :. th Control Direction
Store E, F and the Target
Error Index in Blank Common
PRINT2
Print Summary
Output
RETURN
1
s
i
a
ii
.	 z
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
AZMAX I C Maximum launch azimuth constraint.
AZMIN I C Minimum launch azimuth constraint.
CHI I/O C In-plane	 dV direction angle at
injection.
DELVO I/O C AV at injection.
ECEQ I C Transformation matrix from Earth
equatorial to ecliptic.
H I C Array of control perturbations.
z'
E
MY.rm^.a_:	 ^___
k
1
I
k
-	 i
123-B	 INJECT-1
3.2.7B Subroutine: INJECT
Entry Points_:	 PODINJ
TUGINJ
Purpose:	 To generate tug injection data
Method:	 The analytic discussion of the injection process
may be found in Reference 1, Section 9.5, page
124.
Remarks:
	
	 Subroutine INJECT consists of three related com-
putational blocks. Each block corresponds to an
entry point.
• INSECT, computation of outer parking orbit
and injection parameters: PRO, PINC, PTO,
DELVO, CHI, and PSI.
• MODiNJ, computation of the initial state based
upon perturbed injection parameters.
• TUGINJ, computation of inner parking orbit and
fuel requirements for the parking orbit transfer.
Input/Output:
"] -, Ir Input/ Argument/
Variable Out2ut Common Definition
'1NJI#C I C Location of injection parameters
in control vector.
NLP I C Launch planet designation.
PING 1/0 C Ecliptic inclination of outer
parking orbit.
PIMASS I C Vector of planetary masses.
PRO I/O C Geocentric radial distance to
S/C at injection.
PSI I/O C Out-of-plane	 AV direction angle
at injection.
PM 1/0 C Injection time relative to launch
epoch.
RAD I C Angle conversion constant (radians
to degrees).
RPI I C Inner parking orbit radius.
SCHASS I C Initial S/C mass.
ST&TEO I/O C Initial S/C state.
TGFUEL I C Fuel capacity of tug vehicle.
TUG I C Logical flag specifying injection
computations if TRUE.
TUGISP I C Specific impulse of tug vehicle. 	 t
TUGWT I C Dry weight of tug vehicle.
U I C Control vector.
VPARK 1/0 C Parking orbit velocity at injection.
Mm I/O C S/C mean motion in outer parking
orbit.
123-D	 INJECT-3
fi
r
i
Local Variables:
Variable
ANGLE (= W¢RK(30))
DELVA (= TNIURK(32))
DELVE (= WORK(33))
DELV1 { m WORK(41))
EC	 (= W#RK(40))
EQIMAX (= WORK(28))
EQIMIN	 WORK(29))
EQI1 (= WORK(31))
EQI2 (= WORK(27))
GRAV
PHILAT
STATEQ (= WORK(21))
VINF (= WORK(39))
WFRIA (= WORK(35))
WFUELB (= WORK(35))
WFUELT (= WORK(38))
WFUE LO (= WORKO M
WFUELI (= WORK(42))
WTOT { = WORK(34) )
XECC
Definition
Plane change required during parking
orbit transfer.
First impulsive 6V.
Second impulsive AV.
Single maneuver injection AV.
Eccentricity of hyperbolic escape orbit
for single maneuver trajectory.
Maximum equatorial inclination constraint.
Minimum equatorial inclination constraint.
Equatorial inclination of inner parking
orbit.
Equatorial inclination of outer parking
orbit.
Gravitational constant.
Latitude of launch site.
Initial state in equatorial coordinates.
Hyperbolic excess velocity
Fuel required for first tug maneuver.
Fuel required for secGnd tug maneuver.
Total fuel requirement.
Fuel required for third tug maneuver
(injection).
Fuel required for single tug maneuver
(injection) from inner parking orbit.
Total tug weight plus payload prior to
any maneuvers.
Eccentricity of outer parking orbit.
y
s;^ 4
123_E	 INnCT-4
Subroutines Called: ADD, M &TB, SCALE, UDOTV, UNiTV, UXV, VECMAG
Callftg Subroutines: PCB, PEGS, TREK, STUTAR
Common Blocks:	 COHST, EPHER, TOP1, TOP2, TRAS1, TRA32, TUG,
WJRK
Logic Flow:	 See listing
1
^	 t
124 '
3,2,8	 Subroutine: MIINDI (X, Y, DYDXl, )MIN, YKIN, IERR)
Entry Points
THPH
Toft'l
Pp. MIN
Purpose: T6 estimate a local minimum of the cost
function Y(X) and the minimizing independent
variable X* by fitting selected sample points
with a quadratic or cubic polynomial.
Input/output:
Ar gumen t (A)
Variable 1/0 Common _(C)	 Definition
DYDXl I A	 Value of the first derivative
of Y with respect to X
evaluated a l - X(l)
IM 0 A	 'Flag whose non-zero value
-indicates that two of the
given X values are identical.
X I A	 Vector of independent
variable sample values
XMIN 0 A	 Minimizing independent
variable X*
Y Y A	 Vector of cost function
sample values
YMIN 0 A	 Local minimum of the cost
function, Y(X*)
125
	 rzNr^z
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
.
	
	 A	 Cubic polynomial coefficients
Subroutines Called: None
Calling Subroutines: GENMIN, PGAMAl
i
j	 Common Blocks:	 None
Method: The function Y(X) is approximated by either a
second or third order polynomial in order tv
compute analytically the minimizing parameter
X*. The polynomial approximation is of the form
n
Y (X) 
P (X) _
	
	
ai Xy
J=O'
where n = Z or n = 3, The following four cases
describe the method of approximation and the
resulting minimization process
I Case 1: Y is fitted with a quadratic polynomial based on
1) Y(a)
2) dY i
dX X=O
3) Y(Xo) where Xo>0 is an initial estimate of X*
The q uadratic polynomial coefficients are
'i
'	
	
The independent variable value minimizing the
quadratic is
a1
- 
2a2
Case 2	 Y isfitted with a cubic polynomial based on:
i 1) Y (0)
.	 dY
2) ;ix—
3) Y(X0) where Xo>0 is a sample value
4) Y(X1) where X1>0 is a sample value
Tha cubic polynomial coefficients are calculated
from the following formulas
max X Xx
a
min o , X1^/2
a o	 Y(0)
dY
g l dX^X= O
[Y(Xa) _ a 3Y(a) - aa(1+a) a
a2 	 1- C4 3
^. (1+a+a2 ) ao ,(A2a2)-^
a	 Baal + ao (l+a) + aZY(a)- Y(aa) (X3a2)-13	 1-a
The independent variable value, X* minimizing t is
a 2 -3a a	 k
2	 3 l
i
i
312 7 	 . MINMU-1-4
A quadratic polynomial is fatted to Y(Xo), Y(Kl),
Y(K2) where X 	 KZ are greater than or equal
to zero and represent sample values of X (not
necessarily the s.-me values as in prior cases).
It is assumed that:
1) Xv Xl<X2
2) Y(X0)>Y(Xl)<Y(X2)
The formulae for the quadratic coefficients
are as follows:
b . . - X. X.
C -X +K
i3 	 i	 j
d. - X. --X.
a-3 	 z	 3
ao ^ 
a12a	
o
Y (x} + d bOd2 Y (X1) + d bat	 + • Y (X2)
	
01 02	 10 12	 20 21
a1	 d	 o
	
= .. C12
	
Y (g} _ Zd	 Y (X1) - 
d 
Cal	 Y (XZ)
	
Ol	 02	 10 12	 20 21
Y (X 6)Y (X1) + Y (K2)
a2	 d01d02 + d10d12	 d20d21	 .
The independent variable value is the same as in Case 1.
^- a
X*	 1
2
I
1.2$	 MZNMUM^S
Case 4	 A cubic polynomial is fitted to Y(Xo) , Y (X1)
E
i
I
gl
i
i
1
Y(X2)' Y (K3) . The formulae for the polynomial
coefficients are as follows
Yi -- Y (Xi )
Bij Xi xi
dij r Xi — Xi
A3 G -
	 Yo	 +	 Yl	 Y2	 + Y3
d10d20d30	 d10a21d31	 d20d21d32	 d30d31d32
	(Xl+X2"X 3)	 (Xo+X2+X3}	 (Xo+h1+X3)
A2 r d1.0d20d30 _ Ya
—
d 10d21d31 - Y1 + d20d21d32 Y2 -
(X +x +X2) .
d30d31d32 3
(B31+831.+$32)	 (B 20+$30x-3 32) 	 (B10+B30+B31)Al P 
d10d20d30 .Y° + - d10d21d31	 Y1 - d20d21d32	 +
(B10+B20+B21)
Y
d30a3ld32	 3
Ap = Yo - (AX Q+A2Xo2 -i-A3Xo3)
The independent variable value minimizing P is the same'as
that in Case 2:
X* - [ -A2 + 
^A2 - 3A1
	
-
Fi
MxNMU^^t
Solve Case 1 Coefficient
Equations - "Wo Point
One Slope" Curve Fit
CA 2 ] 0.
	 No..
Yes
XMIN = 1.E10
YMIN = -1.E10
XMIN = -AI
130	 rfINMUri-y
v'
F
THPM
i
3 5olve*Case 3 Coefficient
Equations
	 - "Three Point
Curve Fit
A2>  0,	
No MIN =	 I.El0
YMIN = -1.E10
Yes -	 -
Al
'^.
i
)MlIN	 ;=	
2A 2
)MIN =Ao + A	 XMIN + Am1il	 2
•	 X73
i
-
!
THPOSM
Solve Case 2Coefficient^^
Equations -	 Three Point
One Slope" Curve
Z
_
^,
r
:;^=^.^-
I
d ^ ^^
w
r+
is
00
!I
^	 I	 i
132	 PGM-1
3.2.9	 Subroutine: PGM
	
I	 ,
	i	 Purpose:	 To generate a tdrgeted and optimized reference
trajectory.
.	 } Method:	 PGM (Projected Gradient Method) is the organ-
izational routine for the targeting and opti-
mization submode. The logic for a complete
^ 
iteration may be found in this routine. Basi-
cally, the iterative scheme proceeds as follows:
o A reference trajectory is generated	 r
using the namelist input variables in
	
'	 $TRAs. i
o The target error index is calculated.
o The method of control correction is
determined and convergence is tested.
	
j	 o Target sensitivities to changes in
controls are computed by numerical
differencing or STAi techniques.
o A control correction is computed and
j
scaled.
I
o The control correction is applied to
the current control vector.
o The trajectory associated with the
i
i
new control vector becomes the refer-
;	 -
ence trajectory for the next iteration.	 a
I
..	 5
j4	 1.
r
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
CHI 0 C In plane	 AV direction
angle at injection.
DELVO 0 C Injection	 &V.
E I C Target errors evaluated
for the current trajectory.
EMAG I C Target error index.
EPSON I C Scalar multiple for con-
trol perturbations.
ETR (I,1) 0 G I = 1, NT; Target errors
of the reference trajectory
for the current iteration.
F I C Performance index of the
current trajectory.
FTR(I) 0 C Performance index of the
reference trajectory for
the current iteration.
GAMA I C Scale factor providing the
best control change.
1
3
i
is
j:
}
1
E
E
f
3
E
1	
..^
♦ 	 ,
1
i
i
f
^	 1
Remarks:
133
	
PGM-2
This process continues until convergence has
been achieved or the maximum number of itera-
tions has been reached.
A check is made on the remaining central
processor, (CP), time after every iteration.
If the estimated processor time for the next
iteration is larger than the remaining CP
time, the iteration process is terminated.
Input/Output:
134	 PGrM-3
li
^k
Input/ Argument/
Variable_ Output Common Definition
H I/O C. Control perturbation array.
INJLOC I C Index on the control pre-
ceding the injection con-
trols in. the vector U,	 i
INSG I/O C Flag set when S and G are
j not calculated for current
iteration.
' ITERAT 0 C Iteration counter.
KMAK I £
i
Number of thrust controls
(THRUST(I,J)) chosen to be
mode controls (•).
K¢NVRJ I C Convergence flag.
LOCDU I C Blank common location of
the total control correc-
-tl.on "vector (not scaled
by GAM) .
LOODUI I C
is
Blank common location of
the performance control
correction vector (not
staled by GAMA).
LOCDU2 I C Blank common location of
the constraint control
• correction vector (not_
scaled by GAMA).
LOCRM I C Blank common location of
the S/C masses evaluated
at event times for the
reference and all trial
trajectories in a single
iteration.
3
LOCSI* I C Blank common Location of
the pseudo inverse of the
- weighted sensitivity	 j
matrix.
}
1
f	 _
"	 If	 .
135	 PGbi-4
Input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
LOCTS	 I	 C	 Blank common location of
i event times for the refer-;;
ence. and all trial trajec-
tories in a single iteration.
r;
L¢CUL	 I	 C	 Blank common location of
minimum and maximum control
bounds (ULIMIT).
r
LOCWG* I C Blank common location of
the weighted performance
gradient.
LOCWS* I C Blank common location of
the weighted sensitivity
matrix.
WCWU	 I	 C	 Blank common Location of
f	 the control weights.
1 LOCXR	 T	 C	 Stank common location of
^..	 the 6-component state
r	 vectors associated with
the event times of the
reference and all the
trail trajectories evalu-
ated during a single
iteration.
MIN	 I	 C	 Index of the scale factor
in the GAMLMA vector which
'	 provides the best control
t	
correction.
NLP	 I	 C	 Integer designation of the
launch planet.
NT	 x	 C	 Number of targets.
NTNI.'	 I	 C	 Vector of primary bodies
associated with the event
times of the reference and
all trial trajectories in
}a single iteration.	 ;.
*Arrays may be in compressed form if controls have been 	 1
dropped during the iteration.`
f
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PGM-5
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
NTR I C Trial Trajectory counter.
NU I C Dumber of controls.
PMASS I C Vector of planetary gravi-
tational constants.
PRTUR.B I C Vector of control pertur-
bations.
PSI C Out of plane	 &V direction
angle at injection.
STATEO I/O C S/C state at trajectory
start time for the reference
trajectory of a given iter-
ation.
STATR T/6 C Array of initial S/C states
fc%r the reference and all
trial trajectories of a
given iteration.
TARNOM I16 C Target values evaluated
for the reference trajectory.
TARTR I C Target values evaluated for
the reference trajectory
and all trial trajectories
in a given iteration.
U 1/0 C Selection of controls for
the specified mode run.
VPARK C Parking orbit velocity at
injection.
WE I C Vector of target Weights.
KMM 0 C Mean motion of S/C in park-
ing orbit.
IASTi, I C Flag specifying method of
computing the targeting
sensitivity matrix.
MODE 0 C TOPSEP submode flag.
137
	
PM-6
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition_
PRO I C Radial distance Of 9/C at
injection.
PING I C Ecliptic inclination of S/C
at injection.
PTO I C Injection time relative to
launch epoch.
TUG I C Logical flag specifying in-
jection computations (TRUE).
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
KOM	 Index counter for the control vector U.
TCPITR	 CP time for the first iteration (exclud-
ing reference trajectory generation).
TCPNPV	 Current CP time relative to the start
of the job.
TCPREF	 CI' time from job start to the end of
the reference trajectory generation.
Subroutines_ Called: 	 COPY, FEGS, MMATBA, PRINI'O, SECOND, SIZE, STEP, TEST,
TgiELIM, ZEROM, STMTAR, INJECT
Calling Subroutines: TOPSEP
Common Blocks:	 (BLANK), CONST, EDIT, EPHEM, TOPI, TOP2, TRAJI,
TRAJ2, WORK, IASTM, TUG
'.f
I
it
c
s
4.
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Logic Flow:
f	 #	 PGM
_.
i
No
IASTM
	 1
Yes
STTSTAR
E FEGS
.^	 Generate the Generate the
nominal traw nominal
jectory and trajectory
compute	 S
Compute EMAG
1
Store the appropriate
information from the
nominal trajectory in
TARTR, ETR, FTR
I
i
`	 TEST
Logic Flocs:
i
r.
E
i
i
by generating a
trial trajectories
series of
{
4 }
r
140
4
STEP
f'
Scale the Control
Correction and Add
To The Original
Control Vector
PGM-9
Choose the Best Trial
Trajectory To Be The
Reference Trajectory for The
Next Iteration. Reset:
TARt^ri, E, EriAG and P
i
The Estimated j
AnotherNecessary to Rues	 3Iteration Viola
.Fob Ti--me Li
No
	
MIN = 1
	
.0	
3
Ye s
	EPSAN ? 0	 Yes
D
3^_	
No 
	 The
Control
	
PRINTb 
	 [Modify
erturbations
Print Summary
1
I	 ^	 I	 I	 I
t
141-A
Pc*1-Z 0
67
Compute New Parking
Orbit. Reset:
BELVO, CHI, PSI,
PRO, 'PINC, PTO
5
7
3
i
i
	
'S
Q
?j
l
j
TUG = TR
Yes
INJECT
Compute new
parking orbit
Generate new reference
trajectory resulting
from last iteration
RETURN D
1
9
a
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
CNVRTT I C Target parameter conver-
sion constants.
CINVRTU T C Control parameter conver-
sion constants.
DPSI T C Target error to be removed
during current iteration.
DP2 I C Region of linearity in
control space.
E I C Target errors.
MG T C Target error index.
ETOL I C Target tolerances.
ETR I C Array of target errors for
iteration trial steps.
F T C Performance index.
FTR I C Vector of performance
indices for iteration
trial steps.
G T C Performance gradient.
1
3.
4
1-
}
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PRINTO-1
3.2.10	 Subrouti:«+: PRTNTO (KFLAG)
Entry Points:	 PRIMI, PRINT2, PRINT3
Purpose:	 To provide print sun•.maries for the various
TOPSEP submodes.
Remarks:	 An iteration summary, a perturbed trajectory
summary, a grid summary, r a termination summary
is printed depending upo the entry point called.
Input/output:
	
C
^ 143 PRINFO-2
input/ Argument)
Variable Output Common Definition
' ITLRAT I C Iteration number.
1
I'LAG I A Print specification flag.
KORVRJ I C Convergence flag.
KOUNT I C Index on control under
t
Y consideration.
LABELT I C Hollerith target labels.
LOCDU I C Blank common location of
total control correction
vector.
LOCDU1 I C Blank common location of
performance control correc-
tion vector.
LOOCDU2 I C Blank common location of
the targeting control
correction vector.
WCEM1 I C Blank common location of
the target error indices
associated with the first
step of the control grid.
LOCEM92 I' C Blank common location of
the target error indices
associated with the second
step of the control grad.
LVCEN I C Blank common location at
the.target errors associated
with the first step of the
control grid.
LOCE2 I C Blank common location of
the target errors asso-
ciated with the second
step of the control grid.
L001 I C Blank common location of
the.performance indices
associated with the first
step of the control grid.
Input / Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
LOCF2 I C Blank common location of the
performance indices asso-
ciated with the second step
of the control grid.
NT I C Number of targets.
NU I C Number of controls.
PG2 I C The square of the projected
gradient magnitude.
PRTURB I C Control perturbation.
5 T C The sensitivity matrix.
TARGET I C Desired target values.
TARPAR I C Target values of perturbed
trajectories.
TARTR Y C Target values of the trial
trajectories.
U I C Control ;sector.
LABEL I C Hollerith labels for all
possible targets.
KINC I C Ecliptic inclination.
OMGA I C Longitude of ascending mode.
SOFMGA I C Argument of periapsis.
XMAN I C Mean anomaly.
TA I C True anomaly.
'F
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
:.	 CDU (= WORK(121))	 The scaled control change ( converted
to output units).
DUJOTJT ( = W¢RK(l.))	 Converted performance control change.
DU20UT ( = WORK ( 21))	 Converted constraint control change.
9
^	 5
E
l
i
Variable Definition
ENOI (= WORK(73)) Converted target errors of the nomi-
i
nal trajectory,
ETIOUT (= WORK(85)) Converted target tolerances.
!	 EIOUT ( = WORK(61)) Converted target errors of the first
step grid trajectories.
E207JT (= WORK(67)) Converted target errors of the
second step grid trajectories.
	
t
TAROT ( W WORK(79)) Converted target values.
UOLD (= WORK(101)) Converted control vector of previous
iteration.
UOUT (= WORK(41)) Converted control vector.
WORK Working storage.
f	 TSTOPN
i
Hollerith labels of requested stop-
1 ping conditions.	 i
KOFF Hollerith labels of actual stopping
conditions.
Subroutines Called:	 SCALE, STEP
Calling Subroutines:	 FEGS, GRID, PGM, TREK, SDITAR
Common Blocks:
i
i
k
(BLANK), GRID, PRINTH, TOp l, TOP2, WORK, TARGET
i
I
i;
{
i
146
Logic Flow:	 PRINT©	 PRINT[}-5
i
t Iteration SummaryFDU27,es: ITERAT, GAtiA, PG2,AG, E. DPSI, G, DU1,, 	 CDU, UOLD, U, an SS
RETURN
PRINTI
Print Perturbed Trajectory
Summary Variables: KOUNT,
U(KOUNT), PRTURB, G, S,
TARPAR, LABELT
RETURN
PRINT2
}
r
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3.2.11	 Subroutine: PRICNTD
PRINTD-1
Purpose:	 To print submode input summaries.
Remarks:	 PRINTD is in the DATAT overlay and does not
remain in core during TOPSEP's submode opera-
tion.
Input/Output:
input/ 'Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
CNTROL I C Initial values of all
possible controls.
CNVRTU I C Conversion constants from
input units to internal
units for selected controls.
DFMAX I C Maximum increase allowed in
the cost index: (F).
DP2 I C Estimated region of lin-
earity in the control
space.
EPSON I C Scalar multiple for con-
trol. perturbations.
GOUT I C Performance gradient in
print-out units.
GTR7AL I C One-dimensional search
constants.
ROUT I C Control perturbations in
printout units.
IMODE I C TOPSEP submode designation.
I1UkCTV I C Vector denoting which con-
trols are active, on
bounds, or within bound
tolerance regions.
INSG I C Flag set to I when S and G
are input through namelist
(nominally 0).
3
i
J
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input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
SWATS i C Flag designating the
desired control weighting
scheme,
JIM i C Number of mission thrust
i phases.
?t KKAX C
F
Number of thrust controls
	 + `
(TIMUST (i, J')) chosen to	 ?
be elements in U.
KWROL i C Hollerith names for the
elements in CONTROL.
LOCUL i C Blank common location of-
minimum and maximum control
bounds.
MAX i • C Maximum number of iterations.
TAT i C -Number of targets.
NU i C Dumber of controls.
PCT i C Percentage of target error	 3
rr to be removed during an
iteration.
SPOUT i C
i
Target sensitivity matrix
in printout units.
Q
STOL T C Test variable for determin-
ing linearly dependent
columns of the weighted
' sensitivity matrix:.
TLOW Z C Limit of target error index
below which optimization
• only is performed.
- r
TUP I C Limit of target error index
above which simultaneous
f targeting and optimization
? is discontinued and target-
ing. only is initiated.
j.
ft'.
i
C ^
1	 I	 1	 I,
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Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
UWATE I/O C User input control weights.
WORK I C Working storage.
Vocal Variables:
Variable. Definition
KOUNT Contro l counter.
UL (= WORK(1)) The minimum and maximum values of the
control bounds in printout units.
Subroutines Called:	 None
Calling Subroutines: DATAT
Common Blocks:	 (BLANK), COST, EDIT, EPHEM, GRID, PRIMP, PRINTH,
TIME, T¢P1, TOP2, TRAJ1, TRAJ2, WORK
PRINTD
IMODE
11	 1 2	 13
	
Print Title	 Print Title	 Print Title
For Reference	 For Targeting	 For Grid
	
Trajectory	And Optimization	 Trajectory.
150
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I
Print List Of
Target Names,
Values And
Print Array Of
Thrust Control
Perturbations
Are Initial Conditions,
Available Power, or
	 No
Exhaust Velocitv
Used As
Controls
Yes
Convert C\TROL To
To Print-Out
Units
Print KNTROL,
•	 CNTROL. And
The Corresponding
Perturbations	 }i
.a
Print iJWATE,
UL, and IVACTV
No
INSG = 1
Yes
Print SOLT
'	 And GOUT
RETCRN
I	 ^	 I	 I
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3.2,12	 Subroutine: SIZE
Purpose:	 To size the control correction.
Method:	 The basic procedure for sizing the control cor-
rection is as follows:
1. Compute the target error to be removed during
the current iteration. Often i t is not wise
to remove all the target error in one step,
due to the nonlinear relationship of the
targets to the controls.
2. Compute the control correction d U based upon	 i
the method of projected gradients.
3. Perform a one-dimensional search in the A U
direction to determine a scaled control cor-
rection which will minimize either the t.,rget
error, the cost index, or both.
Supplementary computations include:
o Determining linear dependency among columns
I
of the sensitivity matrix, 3, thus averting
numerical problems when computing the pseudo-
_,
inverse of S.	 i
• Determining which controls lie on their respec-
tive bounds and which control corrections
	 l
violate the control constraints.
• Determining the maximum allowable scale factor
for the current iteration
SIZE-2
s	 i
Remarks:	 Steps 1 a«d 2 of the control sizing procedure are
completed in the secondary overlay DELTA which is
called from SIZE. In addition, DEI,TU performs
most of the supplementary calculations. The third
step is completed within subroutine GENMIN. Sub-
routine SIZE monitors the overall procedure. Elabo-
ration of the third step in terms of the coded logic
follows.
Subroutine size calls subroutine GENMIN to compute
the value of the scaling factor Y (GAM A) which
minimizes a function P CY) in the combined constraint
direction, Au 2'  and the optimization direction, Au 1,
or each direction individually depending upon the
value of NTYPE. The function P(Y) is the sum of two
functions, Pl('Y) and P2(Y). Pl(Y) is the net cost
index and P2(Y) is the target error index.
P('Y) = a- %-Pl(Y) + S -P2('Y)
where
	
1, for optimization only or simultaneous	
-,
a =
	 targeting and optimization.
0, for targeting only
1, for targeting only or simultaneous
targeting and optimization,
r'	
F	 0, for optimization only
—	 X = Weighting of the net cost index (OSCALE)
'i
SIZE-3
GENKIN evaluates P(Y) for different values of Y
so that a polynomial approximation of the function
cars be uu:rie . Once the p«1 ynr,ud s 1 f ri formul a ted
t 
the minimizing Y may We computed analytically.
I
	 To reduce the number of point evaluations of
P(t), SIZE provides GERIIN with the first deriva-
tive of the function at Y = 0. The first deriva-
tive (DP12DS) is of the form
P f (0) =	 P Y)	 = a • 1 • P1^(0) + fl-P2"(0)
d/
	 %= 0
For the special case when only the target error is
to be minimized, the first derivative (DP2DS) is
P .1 (0) = P2'(0)
Likewise, for the case when only the net cost is
to be minimized, the first derivative (DP1DS) is
P^(0) = a • P1 (0)	 i
I
 
	 The function P2(Y) to be minimized along the con
_
straint direction, Au V  is the sum of the squares
of the target errors {E) divided by the target
tolerances (ETOL).
P2 01
	
ET (u +7Gsu2} jd E(si ^YQu2)
I
EThe first derivative evaluated at I = 0 is
simply
P2 e (0) = 2ET
 (u) S u2
where S is the target sensitivity matrix ( 	 ).
The function Fl( Y) to be minimized along the
optimization direction Au I  is defined
V@5!r-s
P1( Y )	 F(u + y^ul} - F (v) +
-1
T (u)	 -S (SSTG	 } E (u + Y 4, u1)
where A represents the change in performance pro-
duced by a step of length y along 4u and D
(	 represents the linearized approXimation to change}
s
t
ii
i
i
e^^ 1
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in performance required to eliminate the target
error produced by a step of length y along
F is the cost index (negative of the
5/(; mass) and G is the cost gradient 	 F
The first derivative evaluated at 	 7	 0 is then
P i 0) ET (R) d u
The functions P .0 M Y F1 (0), and P2'f (0) are
initialized in the secondary overlay DELTU. The
point evaluations of the functions P(Y), PI(Y),
and P2( 1) are computed in GENMIN and stored in
the vectors PIP2, PI, and P2 respectively. The
various values of the scale factor, Y	 are
stored in the vector GAMMA while the minimizing
scale factor is stored in the variable MIA.j-
ii
i,
I'
I^
In ut/OuG t,t:
input/ ,argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
BIG 1 C Large constant,	 1.E20
'	 DP1DS I C Pi(0)
DP12DS I C P $(0)
DP2DS I C P2'	 (0)
DP2 1/0 C Scale on optimization cor-
rection.
GAMA 0 C Scale factor providing the
best control change.
GA>~iMA 0 C Vector of control change scale
factors for the trial trajec-
tories.
GMAX 0 C Largest allowed scale factor.
GTRIAL I/O C One-dimensional search
constants.
INACTV 1/0 C Vector denoting which con-
trols are active (1), on bounds
(0), or within bound tolerances.
INSG 1/0 C Flag set when S and G are
input through namelist.
ITERAT I C Iteration, counter.
KGMAX I C Index on control which will
reach a bound if GMAT scales Au.
LOCUL 1 C Blank common location for the
control bounds,
MIl^I 0 C Index	 of	 minimizing scale
factor in GAM.
NTYPE 0 C Flag specifying the type of
control correction.
P)0
i
3
ii
y
h.
4	 '^
i
157 SIZE-7
input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
NU I C Number of controls.
P1 0 C Vector of net cost values
corresponding to the scale
factors in GAMMA.
P1P2 0 C lector of combi«ed net cost
and target error index value:
corresponding to the scale
factors in GAMMA.
P2 0 C Vcctor'oi target error index
values corresponding to the
scale factors in GAMMA.	 i
U i C Control vector.
UL1M1T I C Control bounds.
i
Locai variaeies:	 i
Variable	 Definition
P1EST
	
Vector containing the estimates of
Pl( -r for the trial trajectories.
P12EST	 Vector containing the estimates of
P(T ) for the trial trajectories.
PZEST	 Vector containing the estimates of
P2( X`) for the trial trajectories.
l
UNEW	 Updated control vector used to compute
INACTV.
Subroutines Called:
	
COPY, DELTU, GENMIN, STEP
Calling Subroutines:	 PGM
i
Commas Blocks:	 (BLANK), CON ST, EDIT, T¢P1, TOP2, WORK, SIZE*
t
1
3
f	 ;
158	 SIZE-8
Logic Flow:
Pages 159 through 165 have been deleted.
s
t
a
^ d{
i
t
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3.2.13 Subroutine: STEP (WLD, SCALE, DELU, IM, UNEW)
Purpose: To update the control vector.
Method: The new control vector is updated by the follow-
ing algorithm:
UNEW (I) = UOLD (I) + SCALE * DELU (I)
In ut/Out ut:
Input/ Argument/
Variable---- ---Output- Common Definition
DELU I A Control correction vector.
NU I A Number of controls,
SCALE I A Scale on control correction.
UNEW C A Updated control vector,
UOLD I A Previous control vector.
Local Variables:	 None
Subroutines Called:	 None
	 j
Calling -Subroutines: GRID, PGM
Common Blocks:	 None
3
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3.2.14A Subroutine: STEST	 (WS, NT, N.1j, ST¢L, CDOTC, CMAG, LDEP,
NDEP)
Purpose: To compute the inner products between columns
of the weighted sensitivit y
 matrix in order to
determine linearly dependent control sensitiv-
ities.
Method: The normalized inner products between columns
of the weighted sensitivity matrix arr 	 omputed
and stored in the CDOTC array.	 These values are
then tested to determine whether the y
 fall within
some tolerance	 (STOL) of unity.	 The control
sensitivity vectors, whose inner products do
fall within this tolerance region, are considered
to be linearly dependent and at least one of the
associated controls will be dropped from the
control vector during the concurrent iteration.
For example, if S i and S 	 represent two columns
of the weighted sensitivity matrix and
1 -	 Si	
Si	 STL
lS^
then S i and S	 are considered linearly dependent.
Wtether the, Vi and I&j
 component is dropped from
the control vector depends upon the other column
Linearly dependent then control u^ will be dropped
since this measure will allow mcrt controls to
remain active. The fact that a tolerance region
is. used to test linear dependency does permit Si
and 
Sk to remain linearly independent although both
vectors are linearly dependent with S.
j
. If 
S 
and S.
are the only linearly dependent vectors the control
with the lower index is arbitrarily dropped.
Remarks:	 STEST is called only once per iteration and only
when considering controls in the weighted space.
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
CDOTC 0 A Array of normalized inner
products; CDOTC	 (I, J) is
the inner product between
the I and J columns of WS.
CMAG 0 A Magnitude of the sensitivity
column vectors.
LDEP 0 A Vector of flags nominally
- zero but set to l to denote
which controls should be
- dropped.
NDEP 0 A Number. of dropped controls.
NT I A Number of targets.
NU I A Number of controls.
STOL I A Minimum difference allowed
- between normalized inner
products of the control
sensitivi ty vectors and
unity before the vectors
are considered linearly
dependent.
169
STEST-3
i
k' input/ Argument/
# Variable	 Output Common	 Definition ^..—
WS	 Z A	 Weighted sensitivity matrix.
^	 1
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
MATRIX Integer array the same dimensions as
CDOTC whose components are nominally
zero but set to 1 when (1-CDOTC 	 Cij
STOL)
sf
MRC IAN X 2 array; the first column repre-
sents the sum of the elements across
the rows of MATRIX; the second column
represents the sum of elements down
the columns or MATRIX.
MRCSUM NU X 1 Vector whose elements represent
the sum across the rows of MRC.
C74
 ITEST
3
Index of the largest element of DMCSMI.
i
Subroutines Called:	 ZEROM
Calling Subroutines_: 	 SIZE `
170
Log c Flow.	 STEST
i
Compute the Normalized
Inner Product CDOTC (I,J)
H	 Between the
Columns I and J of WS
n
No
1-CDOTC (I, J) C STOL
pH
MATRIX (1,J) = I
STEST-•4
Sum the Elements Across The
Ith Row of MATRIX and	 g
Store in 11RC (I,I)
	
-	 3
i
p
Sure the Elements Down The
.	 Ith Column of MATRIX and
Store in MRC (I22)
Sum the Elements Across The
I th Row of MRC and
Store in MRCSCiM (I)
l
t	
^	 _
•	 4
STEST-5
Set ITEST to the
Largest Element of
MRCSUM, Set K to
Appropriate Index
-U	 yr E ST
>U
7
1
	
	
thZero Out the la
Column and Kth Row of
MATRIX and set
LDEP(K) = 1
y
2
F
t NDEP Equal To The
mber of Elements of
LDEP whiLh are 1
a
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3.2.14E Subroutine:	 STMTAR (IT)
Purpose:	 To compute the targeting sensitivity matrix from
the :agmented state transition matrix..
Hethod:	 The method of computing the sensitivity matrix, S,
from the partitions of the augmented STMs, 0 and
9, is described in Reference 1, Section 9.7,
page 140.
Remarks:	 During each iteration the reference trajectory (i.e.
i the trajectory defined by the $TRA3 variables in
the zeroth iterate and the "best" trial trajectory
in each subsequent ite
f
ration) must be integrated
to compute 0, 9, and S. If a portion of this refer-
:
ence trajectory remains constant throughout the
iterative process, itis integrated during the
zeroth iterate only.
Tnput/Output•
Input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
CA	 0	 C	 Closest approach computed in BPIANE
E	 0	 C	 Target error vector
ETAA( =STATR(1,2)) 0	 C	 Sensitivity of targets to changes
in final state
E	 0	 C	 Cost index (negative of payload)
13H	 I	 C	 Array of flags indicating active
controls
IPRTNT	 0	 C	 Trajectory print flag
I	 I	 I	 I	 I!	 I	 i
171-C SU4TAR-2
r
ii Input/ Argument/
Variable Out Rut Common Definition
IT I A Flag indicating integration of
the	 fixed	 tra inrtory art,	(-.l) or
intagrsst icsn	 n!	 .`,'I'Mts	 (f)
MW. I C Number of active thrust controls
f
f	 LISTAR I C Array of flags indicating select-
;^
i
ed targets
10CM I C Blank common location of final
S/C mass
LOCM1 I C Blank common location of the S/C
masses evaluated at event times{
i	 LOCTS I C Blank common location of event
times
LOCXR I C Blank common location of the S/C
states evaluated at event times
MPRINT I C TOPSEP print flags
NPRI I C Primary body designation
NT I C Nursber of ':argets
NTNP 0 C Vector of primary body denigna-
tions associated with trajectory
i event times
Nl'P I C The target body code
NTPH I C Vector of control phase numbers
E
associated with event times
NTPHAS I C Thrust phase counter
i
NU
i
I C Number of controls
j	 PHI 0 C State transition matrix (6x6)
{	 RV" 0 C Target planet encounter radius
1
computed in TRA7
f
S 0 C Targeting sensitivity matrix
SCMASS I C S/C mass at trajJectory start time
f!	 E
i
5[
iI
a
r
171-D	 STMTAR- 3
Variable
input/
Output
Argument/
Common Definition
STATEO I C 5/C state at trajectory start
time
STAIR I C Array of initial, states corres-
ponding to the reference and
each trial trajectory
TARGET 0 C Desired target values
TARNYM 0 C Target values evaluated for the
reference trajectory
TCA 0 C Time of closest approach computed
in BPU,NE
TEND I C Trajectory end time
THETA 0 C Sensitivity of final state to
changes in thrust controls
TM 1 C Time conversion constant (days
to seconds)
TRCA 0 C Time at closest approach computed
in TRAJ
TS1 0 C Time at SOT computed in MANE
TS01 0 C Time at SO! computed in TRAJ
TSTART I C Trajectory start time
TUG 1/0 C Logical flag indicating injection
computations if TRUE
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
NPRIO	 Primary body designation at tine TSTART for the refer-
ence trajectory
REF°MO	 SIC initial mass at time TSTART for the reference
trajectory
REFXO	 SIC initial state at time TSTART for tho reference
trajectory
171-E
	
STMTAR-4
Subroutines Called: COPY, DTDUO, ECQMP, MAT-OUT, MMAB, HUNPAK, PRINT3,
SUB, TCOMI', THCOMP, TREK, TUG1N.1, VECMAG
Calling Subroutine: PGM
Common Blocks:	 (Blank), CONST, IASTM, TARGET, TnV,, TOPI, TOPZ,
TRAJ1, TIRA.72, TUG
171-F
S114TAR
TRUE
TUG
FALSE
IT = -1	 No
Yes
TREK
Integrate reference
trajectory to first
active thrust con-
trol phase
S7MTAR- 5
TUGIN3
Generate tug
injection data
r^
1	 THCOT	 I
Integrate reference tra-
jectory from the first
active control phase to
the end time and generate
0 and 8.
TWMP
Compute TARNOM
PRINT 3
Print termination
summary
IM?M1Yes
i	 DTD`UO
Compute the partition
of S associated with
initial condition
controls
RETURN
r
t	 i
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,3,2.1. Subroutine: TES
Pur,Hose: To test for convergence and to determine wh,'-her
the next control change will be a targeting
and/or optimization correction.
Method: The determination or the type of control correc-
tion is based upon the size of the error index
(EVAG).	 The value of EMAG is compared to user
-input limits which direct the calculation of
the next control change to be either a constraint
correction, a performance correction, or simulta-
neous. constraint and performance corrections.
The iteration process is considered converged
and the run is terminated when the performance
index is maximized.
Remarks: A summary of the control, correction decision
process is given in the following table.
IF THEN
ENAG } TUP TARGETING
TL&<EMAG { TUP TARGETING AND OPTIMIZATION
EMAG e TLOW OPTIMIZATION
Search Direction Options
F
i
i	 .
I'
r:
173-A	 TEST-2
The input limits TUP, TLOW, and OPiEND allow the
user flexibility in determining the type of target-
;'
ing and optimization strategy. For example, the
t
`	 user may concentrate un targeting exclusively by
i1
is
is
	
	
setting TUP = TLQV = 1, and OPTEND = 0. When the
trajectory is targeted the run will terminate
without optimizing.
The angle (9) between G and ,Q u l is used to test
convergence in subroutine TEST. Optimization is
considered complete when
cos 9 - G • b ul
I G ^ *yllul^
approaches 0 (when 9 approaches 90 deg) and when
EMAG < TLOW. The user may override this conver-
gence requirement by specifying IPTEND. When
OPTEND < 9 < 90 and EMAG < TLOW the run is termi-
nated. Figure 3-1 illustrates the convergence
process.
r
TEST- 3
Zero Error Contour
^— Constant Error Contours
Constrained Maximum
Constant Cost
r Contours
I
t
r
/ ids
Figure 3 - 1	 Geometric Interpretation of Convergence
Input/Output:
;u
Input / Argument/
Variable Output Common_ Definition
CTHETA I C Cosine of the convergence
	
t
test angle,	 As opti-
mization process converges,
E) approaches 90 degrees and
I
CTHETA approaches 0 .
^
}
i
EMAG I C Quadratic error index.	 3
j
3
ITERAT I C Current iteration number.
r KONVRJ 0 C Convergence flag.
f
= -1, maximum iteration
number reached
=	 0, iteration in process
..
convergence
NMAX I C Maximum number of itera-
tions allowed.
174	 TEST-4
e!	 l;
input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
NITXPE 0 C Flag designating type of
next control correction.
= -1, optimization only
=	 0, targeting and opti-
mization
1, targeting only
OFTEND Z C User specified convergence
tolerance on optimization
process
	
(e.g.,	 CTHETA iS
OPTEND indicates convergence).
TI$? T C Upper limit of EMAG for
which optimization only is
performed.
TUP T C Lower limit of bmu for
which targeting only is
performed.
Local Variables:	 None
Subroutines Called: None
Calling Subroutines: PGM
Common Blocks:
	
EDIT, TOP1, TOP2
x
Logic Flow * 	 None
Y
4
1 ^	 I
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3.2.16	 Subroutine: TREK (IT, KOUNT)
PurRose:	 To organize calls to the trajectory propagator
and to evaluate target conditions.
Method:	 The trajectory propagator, TRAJ, performs two
basic functions for TOPSEP: 1) trajectory
integration from some specified starting time
(TREF) to the stopping condition denoted by
IST¢P, and 2) trajectory integration from the
starting time to an event time (TUNT). In
the latter case TRAJ may be recalled and tra-
jectory integration continued from the current
event time to the next event time without
requiring initialization of the trajectory
routines and parameters. These capabilities
are utilized in TOPSEP's submodes in different
ways. For the sample trajectory propagation
submode, TRAJ is required to integrate from
the start time to the termination time. However,
the targeting and grid submodes require that
TRAJ return to TREK at certain phase times so
that the s/c mass and state may be stored in
blank common. This requirement is necessary
only for the reference and trial trajectory
when elements of THRUST(I, J) are used as con-
trols. When TREK is called to setup grid
1
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TREK-2
trajectories and perturbed trajectories the
appropriate mass and state are selected from
blank common. TRAJ then integrates the trajec-
tory from the beginning of the associated thrust
phase to the terminal time thus avoiding the
duplication of known trajectory segments. When
elements of THRUST(I, J) are not used as con-
trols, however, TRAJ integrates from the start
time (TSTART) to the terminal time. TRAJ
returns the s/c terminate state, and mass and
the final time upon completion of the trajec-
tory integration. To compute additional termi-
nation data or to compute target parameters such
as BDT and BDR or orbital elements, subroutine
BPLANE must be called. Subroutine.TCOVI is then
called to select and to store the appropriate
target parameters in the vector TARPAR. .
The flag returned from TRAJ which dissects urther
computation of termination data is KUTIFF. The
following table provides a summary of the KUT(5FF
options.
177 TREK-3	 i
^ Computed GO To
Actual Stopping Requested Stopping 	 Statement
KUTOFF Condition ISTOP Condition	 Number
I
f
1 Final Time l Final Time	 400
2 Final Time 2 Encounter	 100
3 Final Time 3 Sol	 100	 I
j 4 Final Time 4 Stopping Radius	 100
i
Encounter .2 Encounter	 200
{
i
5 Encounter 3 Sol	 200
7 Sol 3 Sol:	 300
' 8 Stopping Radius 4 Stopping Radius	 400
9 Event Time CIA Event Time	 700
i
i
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument/
•
Variable	 Outvut Common	 Definition	 if
• BIG	 I C Constant equal to 1.E20
CA	 I C Closest approach. i
ECC	 I C Eccentricity of orbit rela-
tiv'e to the target planet
at the actual, stopping condi-
tion.
ICALL	 0 C Trajectory initialization	 3
flag.
IMODE	 I C TOPSEP submode, designation.
IN.CEG
	
0 C Flag indicating which equa-
tions are to be integrated
in TRAJ.
t	 :-
' IPRIkNT
	
0 C Trajectory print flag.
.	 s
i
i
' 178 TREK-4
t Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
IT I A Flag indicating type of in-
itialization preceding the
call to TRA,T .
ITP 0 C Index of the target planet in
the NB array (bodies included
in the trajectory integration).
low I C Number of thrust controls	 j
(THRUST (I, J)) chosen to be
i
elements of u.
KOUNT T A Index on control.
KUTOFF 0 C Termination flag.
WCM 0 C Blank common location of final
5/C mass.
y
LOCRFM I C Blank common location of the
S /C masses evaluated at event
times for the reference and
y all trial trajectories in a
single iteration.
LOCTS I C Blank common location of event
times for the reference and all
trial trajectories in a single
iteration.
LOCXR T C Blank common location of the
1 6-common state viw^-tor s asso-
ciated with the event times of	 s
the reference and 411 the trial
trajectories of a single itera-
tion.
MEVENT 0 C Flag designating trajectory
propagation to event times.
1
MPRINT I C Submode print option flags.
NPRI 0 C Primary body designation. 	 F
NTNP 0 C Vector of primary bodies as4o-
:.: ciated with the event times cif^.
the reference and all trial
trajectories in g single itera-
tion.
^k
.	
tE
i___	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
1.
i^
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Input / Argument/
Variable ^Output Common.- _ _	 Definition
NTP I C The target body code
(NB (TmpNI) .
NTPH I C Vector of control phase num-
bers rssociated with the event
times of the reference and all
trial trajectories in a single
iteration.
NTPHAS 0 C Thrust phase counter.
NTR I C Trial trajectory counter.
NU I C Number of controls.
RCA 0 C Target planet encounter radius.
SCMASS 1 /0 C S/C mass at the trajectory
start time.
	 .
SMA 0 C Semi -major axis of the approach
orbit relative to the thrget
planet.
STATED 1/0 C S/C state at trajectory start
time.
STORE 1 /0 C Blank common variables.
TARPAR 0 C Target values of the most recent-
ly generated trajectory.
TCA 0 C Osculating time of closest
approach.
TEVNT 0 C Event ti,.p to Le monitored by
TRAJ.
TM , I C Number of seconds in a day.
TRCA 0 C Time of closest approach deter-
mined by TRAJ if KUTQ;FF equals
5 or 6, otherwise set to TCA.
TREF 0 C Reference time used by TRAJ to
begin trajectory propagation.
a	 'i
s
r
a -;
is
s'
Input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
TSOI	 0	 C	 Time at sphere of influence
determined by TRAJ if KUTOFF
equals 7, otherwise set to
^TSI.
TSTART	 T	 C	 The reference trajectory
start time.
	 a
orthogonal to the ecliptic
plane.
t
BDR	 0	 C	 Osculating B-plane element in
the ecliptic plane.
IASTM
	
I	 C	 Flag designating the method of
computing the target sensitivity
matrix.
TSTOP 0 C The actual trajectory termina-
tion time.
UREL 0 C Array containing the position
components of the SIC relative
to the bodies flagged in the
NB array.
URELM 0 C Vector containing the magni-
tude of the position com-
ponents of the S/C relative
to the bodies flagged in the
NB array.
UTRUE 0 C S/C position components rela-
tive to the primary body.
VGA 0 C Osculating velocity at closest
approach.
VRELM 0 C Vector containing the magnitudes
of the velocity components of
the S/C relative to the bodies
flagged in the NB array.
VTRtM 0 C S/C velocity components re La-
tive to the primary body.
BDR 0 C Osculating B-plane element
i
i,
I V
fs
Z^
s =f
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Input / Argument/
Variable Output Common	 _ _ 	 Definition
LISTAR' I C Array of indices identifying
selected target variables.
NT I C Number of target variables.
TSI 0 C Time of sphere of influence
crossing based upon osculat-
ing B-plane conditions.
TUG 0 C Logical flag determining
whether injection conditions
should be calculated.
VHP 0 C Hyperbolic excess velocity.
VREL I C Array containing the velocity
components of the S/C rela-
tive to the bodies flagged in
the NB array.
(	 7
t
Local Variables
Variable	 Definition
JUMP	 Index on the thrust controls (THRUST
(I, J)) chosen to be elements of u.
MISS	 flag set to 1 if osculating elements
are calculated outside the target
planet's sphere of influence.
NPRIO	 Primary body at time TSTART for the
reference trajectory.
NTPHC	 Thrust control phase number at time
TSTART for the reference trajectory.
I
3	 ^
^i
REFMO	 S 11 initial mass at time TSTART for
the reference trajectory. 	 s
REFXO	 S/C initial state at time TSTART for
the reference trajectory.
Subroutines Called: BPLANE, COPY, VECMAG, TUGINJ, PRINT3, TC0MP1
F
Calling S?ubroutines: FEGS, STMTAR
r
Common Blocks:	 (BLANK), CONST, EDIT, EPM1, GRID, PRINTH, TARGET,
TIME, TOPI, TOP2, TRAJI, TRAJ'2, WORK, IASTM, TUG
j:
Ili
is
Page 182 has been deleted.
183
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REK
Compute NPRIO, NTPRO,
REFXO, and REFMO
Default Trajectory
Parameters: ICALL,
i	
Y
INTEG, NEVENT to
Integrate A Reference
Trajectory (.ICALL= 1)
YesIT = I Pk I
No
IMODE Yes
Ye s
KMAX = 0
Yes	
2
No
1	 0 Yes	 3
%Noo
4Generate A Reference
Trajectory For The
First Iteration In The
Targeting Submode?
No
i
MAX = NU
	
No
a^	 Yes
t
,II
1
Set Trial. Trajectory
Parameters:
j	 TREE', NPRI, NTPHAS, STATED,
and SCMASS to The Proper
ti.	 Values Corresponding To The
--	 Phase Time In Which The First
Control Is Implemented
^	 5
JUMP > KMAX
No
i
^	 k
F
i
i
3
i
i
TREK-l1
YOUNT > MXYes	 -r,	 2
i
No
€
Set Grid Trajectory Parameters
TREF, NPRI, NTPHAS, STATEO, and
SCMASS To The Values Corresponding
To The Beginning Phase Time In
Which The Control MOUNT)
€
Is Implemented
{
KMAX	 o And	 No
KPUNT ^ MAX
Yes
TREF = TSTf1RT .
I
Set Perturbed Trajectory !
TREF, NPRI, NTPHAS; STATED,
and SCMSS To The Values
Corresponding To The Beginning
Phase Time In Which The Control
U(KOUNT) Is Implemented
2
i;
r 6
i`
i'
t
E.
4 ^.
I
i-
s
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2)
TPA r
Integratf- the Trajectory
from Time TREF to the Time
Specified by KUTOFF
I4	 ^
]A
SITOP
KUTOFF = 9	 Yes
No
BPLANE
Compute Osculating
Conic Data
2,3,4	
KUTOFF	
5 6
1,7,8
Store Mass and State
of S /C at TEVNT in
Blank Common and Store
NPRI in NTNP
NTR = 1
and	 NO	 5
IASTM=1	 ^-
Yes
Return
Termination Data
	 Appropriate Parameters
Estimated from
	 Set According to
Osculating Conic
	 Termination Computation
Calculations	 in TRAJ
Reset NPRI, NTPHAS, STATEO,
And SCMASS To The Values
Stored In NPRIO, NTPHO,
REFXO, And REFMO
RETURN
!
l
I
F
'
t'
i^
^t.
i
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4
6
TGUMP I
Determine The Target
Parameter Values
E
i
f
t
}
i
i.
i	
188	 WEIGHT-1
3.2.17 Subroutine: WEIGHT (DUl, DU2, DU, SINV, WG, WS, WU ) IM, WD)
Entry Points:	 UMATE	 .
Purpose;
	
To perform the appropriate control and target
space transformations by weighting and unweight-
ing the controls, gradients, sensitivities, and
I	 targets.
I
Method:	 Several different weighting algorithms have been
i
devised to transform the control and target
spaces in order to facilitate targeting and
optimization. The weights are applied to
i .	 'condition" the effects of selected controls
I
C,
	
	
when targeting and optimizing. The weighting
algorithms are as follows:
f	
1. User input weightingii
t
WU (3') =
	
	
1
UWATE (J )
2. Unitized control weighting
i
189	 WEIGHT-2
t
is	
- 4. Combined sensitivity, target error, and
i.	 control weighting
NT
^^' ^S (1, J) ETR (XWU (J)	 , 1)j	 U (J)	 UWATE (J)
I	
^_1
5. Target gradient weighting
NT
G2 (J) = 2
	
	
S (1, J) * ETR (I, 1)
T^1
WU (J)	 1 G2 (J)--
r' G3 G2
6. Averaged gradient and control weighting
.l
WU (J) = (10 * U (1) * UWATE (J) + G2 (J
(UWATE (J) * U (J) 2 + G2 (J) 2
Remarks . :	 This routine is used to weight controls and
targets before the control correction is cal-
culated and to unweigh.t the same variables and
certain additional parameters before the trim.
trajectories are made.
Input/Output:
Input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Getout	 Gammon	 Definition
DPS1	 T	 C	 Target error to be removed
during current iteration.
DU	 1/0	 A	 Total control correction.
F
M
^I
9.
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
Dul A Performance correction.
DU2 1/0 A Constraint correction.
ETOL 1 0 Target tolerances.
ETR I C Array of trial trajectory
errors.
G I C Performance gradient.
DTATE I C Flag specifying type of
weighting.
1, User input weighting
2, Unitized control
weighting
3, Sensitivity weighting
4, Combined sensitivity,
target error, and
control weighting
5, Target gradient weight-
ing
6, Averaged gradient and
control weighting
IWATE I C Flag specifying target
weighting.
NT I C Number of targets.
NTD I A Integer variable used to
dimension arrays in the
argument list (number of
targets).
NIT I G Number of Controls.
NUD I A Integer variable used to
dimension arrays in the
argument list.
_._	 I	 I	 I	 1	 I	 I	 __ I
l3f
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EIf ' ,
Input/ Argument/
Variable Outr'uC Common Definition
S C The sensitivity of targets
to changes in controls.
SINV 1/0 A Pseudo inverse of the
sensitivity matrix.
U 1/0 C The control. vector.
UWATE I C User input weights on
controls (used in each
weighting algorithm).
WG 0 A Weighted performance
gradient.
WORK I C Temporary working storage.
WS 0 A Weighted sensitivity matrix.
W'U I A Control weighting vector.
.' Local Variables:
I. Variable Definition
G2 Target gradient.
G2MAG Magnitude of the target gradient.
STORE Temporary storage location.
Subroutines Called: AMAXI, bZIATB
Calling Subroutines: SIZE
Common Blocks:
	
EDIT, TOPI, T¢P2, WORK
Logic Flow:
^J
7
i
_-.
kCalculate
Target
IWATE = 5 or b
	
Yes	 Gradient
G2
No
(DO J	 1, NU)
i
Z
IWATE
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 b
r
Calculate	 Calculate	 CK lculate	 Calculate	 Calculate	 Calculate
WU (J) by 	 WU (J) by	 WU (J) by	 WU (J) by
	
WU (J) by
	
WU (J) by
User Input	 Sensitiv	 Combined
	 Target	 Averaged	 Unitized
Scheme	 ity	 Sensitiv-
	 Gradient	 Gradient	 Control	 a
Wezghti.ng	 ity	 Scheme	 and--
Schemes	 Error and	 Cont
Control	 Sche
Scheme
t
I
U (J)	 = .0 (J) * WU (J)
WG (J)	 = G (J) /WU (J )
WS(I,J) = S(I,J) /WU(J), I = 1, NT
^	 F
a	 ^
I
i
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I
1	 Weight Targets: (T=1, NT; J=1, ICU)
WS (I, J) = W5 (I, J) /ET¢L (1)
DPSI(I) = DPSI(Z)/ETOL(I)
RETURN
UNWATE
I 	 3
Do J = 1, NUI
DUl (J) = DUI (J) /WU (J)
i
DU2 (J) = DU2 (J) /WU (J)
I
U(J)	 -- U(J)AM(J)
SINV(J,T) = SIW(J,I)/14U(J),I=I,NT
3
1 
U	 IWATE
l
SINV (3, I) =SlNV (J, I ETOL (I ,
	
T=I,NT	 a
WS (I, J)=WS (I, J) ^ETOL (I) ,
T=I.NT
Q
IWATE	 }j
li
DPSI(I)=DPSI{I) ^ET L(I),
	
1-1, NT	 t
i
1
RETURN
it	 -
^3	 Y
r
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GODSEP-).
3.3	 Program: GODSEP
Purpose:	 Executive control for error analysis.
Input/Output:
	
Inputs are all trajectory data provided by
DATAM. Outputs-are all error analysis data.
Local Variables:	 None
Subroutines Called:	 BLKDTG, COPY, C¢VP, DUMP, MASSIG, MATOUT,
SCHED, SETEVN, SETGUI, STMGEN
Calling Subroutines: MAPSEP
Common Blocks:	 KIM, (BLANK), DIMENS, EDIT, ENCON, LABEL,
LOCATE, LOGIC, SCHEDI, SCHEDR, TRAJ1, TRAJ2
C
(	 rl
1
s.
3.95
GODSEP
No	 7STHF 
I 
I
_ Yes
FSTAiGE\
Generate ST,
file
OVERiAY DATA
Set default
values; read and
transform input
SCRED
Determine next
event time and
code
a
s"
i
i
#100
Previous trajectory time
(TPAST) set from STki file
7	 time unless PD¢T = .TRUE,
then TPAST set from
previous scheduled time
1
MESEVN C 0
GIs next event past
final time?)
No
C¢VP
Propagate knowledge
and control covariance
to event time
f
2
i
Yes
3
_; 1
1196~A
Yes	
MESEVN { 10
(Is this an event
rather than mea.s?)
No
OVERLAY MEAS
Process
Measurement
SETEVN
Perform all necessary
computations and print
for eigenvector, thrust,
propagation and
prediction events
MESEVN ? 4
(Guidance event?)
Yes
SET GUI
Process guidance
event
No	
1
^n
3	 RETUR[3
Variables Definition
GRII#N Greenwich hour angle at
TCURR.
GEQSTA Geocentric equatorial co-
ordinates of the observatory.
A
GECSTA Geocentric ecliptic coordi-
nates of the observatory.
RHOEC
s
Topocentric ecliptic posi-
tion of the ephemeris body.
zi
f
1
e
.91
j]j1q
7
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	 ASTOBS -1
3.3.0 Subroutine: AST¢BS (HECP, HECE, TCURR, HMAT)
Purpose;	 To compute the obser-,ation partials for astr,,,...
nomical observations of the target body.
Method:	 See Volume I, Analytic Manual, Section 6.3.
Input/Output:
f	 ^
I
{
FInput/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
HECP I A Heliocentric ecliptic
coordinates of the
ephemeris body.
HECE I A Heliocentric ecliptic
coordinates of the earth.
TCURR I A Current trajectory time.
HMAT 0 A Observation matrix.
GHZER0 I C Greenwich hour angle
evaluated at launch
(TLNCH).
WEGAG I C Rotational rate of the
earth.
STAWC I C Tracking Station/
Observatory locations.
BCEQ I C Ecliptic to equational
transformation matrix.
Focal Variables:
I
A
ASTOS -2
It
S
3
i
3
1
q
1
9
Local Variables:
r
Variables	 Definition
REOEQ
	
Topocentric equatorial
position of the ephemeris
body.
r.	
AEQ	 Geocentric equatorial right
t.
	 ascension of the ephemeris
body.
DEQ	 Geocentric equatorial de-
clination of the ephemeris
is
	 body.
i
I	 1
;l
1
i
Hsi
	
Temporary storage for the
observation matrix.
Subroutines Called: MQEC, WCLST, LODCOL, MATZ, VECMAG, ZER014
Calliiig Subroutines: OBSERV
Common Blocks:	 C¢NST, D MENS, KEPCVN, MEASI, MEASR, TRKDAT, WORK
Logic Flow:
	
None	 9
1
3
.i
l` F
AUGCNV (COVIN. COVOUT, 1OPT)
To convert internal storage format of the aug
mented state covariance information from "block"
(see Remarks) to augmented (see Remarks) form.
The augmented covariance form is assumed as
follows, where the individual matrix partitions
or subblocks are defined in Input (Vol. II,
User's Manual, Sec. 2.3):
P CXS CXU CXV	 CXW
CXST PS CSU CSV	 CSW
CXUT CSUT PU CUV	 CUW
CXVT CSVT CUVT PV	 CVW
CXWT CSWT CUWT CVWT 	PW
The "block" form assumes that all active par-
titions are stored contiguously in packed form
in the following- order:
P, CXS, CXU, CXV, CXW, PS, CSU, CSV, CSW, PU,
CUV , CTIW, PV , CVW, PW .
C¢V]N and COVOUT may share the same location.
Therefore, in order to prevent writing over
elements which have not been properly relocated
in going from block to augmented form, PL] is
relocated first, then CVW and so on up the above-
mentioned ordering of the block form. For the
same reason, in going from augmented to block
3.3.1 Subroutine:
Purpose:
Remarks-
CJ
t
1
}
r	 ^
}
a
^i
	 i
Input/output:
Input/ Argument/
Variables Output Common Definition
'C¢VIN I A Augmented covariance in
either block or augmented
form according to IOPT
WV¢UT 0 A Augmented covariance in
opposite form from COVIN,
according to IOPT
IOPT T A Conversion control' flag
}
1. =block form augmented tos aug
=-I, block to augmented form
WCAUG I C Array locating first word of
each covariance partition
within augmented form
IOGBLK I C Array locating first word of
t
each covariance partition
within block form
W-UG` X C Length of augmented state
vector
ND..M I C Array of lengths of individual
state vector partitions
I!
fora the forward ordering (P, CXS, etc.)
sequence is followed in relocating.
3
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AUGCNV-3
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
E	 -
XSUB	 Subscripts used for locating elements
,ISUB
	
at LOCAUG and LOCBLK
NCOL	 Number of columns in current covariance
sub--block
NROW	 Number of rows in current covariance
sub-block
i	 Subroutines Called: MPAK, MUNPAK, Swfup
{	 Calling Subroutines: PPAK
l^	
Common Blocks:	 WORK, D]3ENS
E
Logic Flow:	 None
1
.i
l
i
y
a
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!L' B=TG -1
.
3.3.2	 Subroutine:	 BLIWTG
Purpose: To initialize label arrays in common /LABEL/
by DATA statements.
Input/Output:
- Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
AUGLAB 0 C Augmented state vector
element labels
EVLAB 0 C Event labels
MESLAB 0 C Measurement labels
PGLAB 0 C Control covariance parti-
i
tion labels
,E FLAB 0 C Knowledge covariance par--
I tiri.an labels
VECLAB 0 C Augmented state vector
partition labels
local Variables: None
Subroutines Called: Hone
Cell%ngt Subroutines: GODSEP
Common Blacks:	 LABEL
Logic Flow:	 None
r	 .
s
C
L^
F
P
l'
i
t
i
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BOMB-1
3.3,3	 Subroutine: BOMB
Purpose: To force abnormal termination with traceback.
Method: BOMB computes and attempts to use the square
root of -I.0.
Remarks: On CDC 6000 series computers any attempt to use
the square root of a negative number when op-
erating with real variables causes program
termination and provides a rraceback to the
main program of subroutines called and the
location called from each.	 BOMB is called
from several places in WDSSP and its associated
secondary overlays to indicate an unresolvable
conflict of control variables.
Input/Output: None
Local Variables: None
Subroutines Called: None
Calling Subroutines: STMRDR, GATNF, DEFALT, DIMENS, MUST, OUTPTG
Common Blocks: None
Logic Flow: None
Subroutine: CORREL (PVAR, I0PTN, PUNCH, C¢VLAB)
To compute, print, and optionally, punch stand-
ard deviations and correlations coefficients
from an input covariance matrix.
Since VARSD (covariance to standard deviations
and correlation coefficients) operates strictly
on the upper triangle of a covariance matrix,
only the diagonal of ?VAR need be saved outside
PVAR. The remaining lower triangle terns are
then copied into the upper triangle.
Remarks:
In2ut/0ut2ut•
Input/ Argument/
Variable Out ut Common Definition
PVAR I A Input covariance matrix.
I¢PTN I A Option flag.
=	 1, PVAR in covariance
form
= -1, PVAR already in
standard deviation:
and correlation
coefficients
PUNCH I A Logical flag indicating
standard deviations and
correlation coefficients
are to be punched.
C¢VLAB I A Array of labels to be us(
for punching, if PUNCH
*TRUE*
AUGLAB I C Augmented state vector
labels.
3
}
'.t
3.3.4
Purpose:
Q
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f
I
C¢RREL-2
i'
1
E' 
input/ Argument/
y Variable Output Common Definition
LOCAUG I C Array locating partitions
of augmented covariance
matrix,
WCLAB I C Array locating state vector
partition labels in AUGLAB.
NAUG I. C Length of augmented state
vector.
NDI^i I C Array of dimensions of
augmented state vector
partitions.
PRNC¢V I C Logical array denoting
which partitions of stand-
and deviations and correla-
tion coefficients are to be
printed.
f
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
P¢S 10' RSS position uncertainty.
VEL 1 T RSS velocity uncertainty.
. Subroutines Called: 	 NPAK, V.ECMAG, VARSD, PRSDEV, PUNSD, PRCORR,
PUNCOR, SYW, MUNPAK.
Calling Subroutines:	 SETEVN, GUIDE, bMASPR
Common Blocks: WORD, DIMENS, LABEL, LOGIC
I	
.^µ^J
1
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b1PAK
Save PVAR
Diagonal In
WORK
Yes	 IOPTN -^
PVAR
Standard
	 No PVAR
Deviation and	 Full
Correlation
	 Covariance
Coefficients
VARSD
Compute Standard
Deviation and
Correlation
Coefficient
rC,RR,L
Write
FOS, VEL
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DO	 11, 5
A`
PRNCOV F	 PRNCOV(I)
or NDTM (I}
NDIrf = On
PRNCOV = T
and
NDIM >	 0
PRSDEV
Write Standard
Deviation, Cor-
relation	 Coef-
ficient for Ith
Diagnol Block
rue,,
PUNCH
FALSE
DO J = I+l, 5
0 NDIM(J)
0
PRCORR
Write
Correlation
Coefficients
PUNSD
Punch Standard
Deviation and
Correlation Coeff
^r
3
PUNCH
SYKL0
Yes	 Copy PVAR
IOPTN = -1	 Longer Triangle
Into Upper
No	 Triangle
MU NTAK
Reload PVAR
Diagonal From
WORK
RETURN
(-.. I
20,
COVP- 1
3.3.5 Subroutine:	 COVP (T, TF, MO., FIN)
Purpose:
	
To propagate a covariance between Wo time
points.
Method:	 Three options are available:
1) propagation by transition matrices read from
STM file;
2) propagation by transition matrices computed
as needed and not saved; or
3) propagation by integration of covariance
variational equations.
Remarks:
	
Independent of propagation method, the output
of COW is always stored in blank common located
by the integer variable PTEMP. This is true
even for zero length propagation intervals, in
which case the input covariance is merely copied
to that location.
a
Additionally, when the option to read the SDI
file is exercised, COVP automatically propagates
i
the control covariance if control propagation is
I
indicated (logical variable 1'R4PG) .
When COVP is called with both SURD and PDQT
false (nominally for preaiction events only)	 r
r
tests are made to subdivide the complete propaga-
tion interval into as many subintervals as necessary
LU YUC%LiaMLCC L.LLdL LLU L.1d115.LL.LU1i LLLULL•LA FLULJ^
a!dtion crosses a thrust phase change, since
that would vidlate effective process noise model
assumptions.
Input/Output:
i
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
t	 T I A Beginning time of propa-
gation interval
TF I. A End time of propagation
interval
j	 STMRD I A Logical variable iadicat-
}< ing source vi: transition
matrices if transition
matric•.^s are to be used
=T, read transition
matrices from STM file
=F, generate transition
matrices by calling
i
1
TRA3 overlay
i
PIN	 A	 Input augmented covariance
DELTIM	 I/O	 C	 Propagation interval length 	 I
i
DXDKST	 0	 C	 Kdplerian to cartesian
transformatiCIL for ephemeris
body 3
f	 It
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
DYNOIS I C Dynamic noise flag
CT I/O C Transformation matrix
1
from thrust cone-clock
system to heliocentric
ecliptic coordinates
evaluated at end of prop-
agation interval
GTSAVE 0 C Same transformation matrix
as GT, but evaluated at
i
beginning of propagation
interval	 t
:1AUGDC . I C Dynamic augmentation vector 	 s
ICALL 0 C Initialization parameter
for TRAJ (sec.	 3.5)
IEP I C Locator in UP, VP of	
j
elements corresponding to
ephemeris planet
f
IEPHEM I C Flag indicating form of
ephemeris elements,
	
if any
INTEG 0 C Control parameter for TRAJ
(sec.	 3,5)
!STOP 0 C Control parameter for TRAJ i
(sec.
	 3.5)
LIST Z C Array cf state vector augmen-
tation parameter numbers
i-
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l_	
1
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
LISTDY I C Array of dynamic parameter
numbers included in transi-
tion matrices
LOCF¢ I C Location in blank common
of covariance matrix to be
integrated when PDOT option
is selected
IO CTC I C Location in blank common
Of either transition matrix
• or covariance matrix returned
by TRAJ (sec. :.=	 } after
integration
LPDOT I C Ordered list of parameters
expected by TRA3 (sec. '2.F. )
when covariance integration
option is'selected.	 LPDOT
is equivalenced to IGPOL
array in common /SCHEDI/
since no guidance events are
permitted when integrating
covariance variational equa-
tions
i 
t	 MEVENT	 0	 • C	 Control flag for TRA3 (sec 3.5)
	Input/	 Argument/
	
Variable . Output	 Common	 Definition
NAUG L C Length.-of total augmented
state vector
NEPHEL I C Number of ephemeris elements
augmented to state vector
NTPHAS I C Number of current thrust
phase
PDOT I C Logical flag
=T, integrate covariance
variational equations
=F, propagate covariances
• by transition matrices
PG I C Location in blank common
of control covariance
PHI. I C Location in blank common
of transition matrix
PL¢CAL I C Location in blank common
of working storage block
as large as the augmented
covariance matrix
PR¢PG I C Logical flag, operative
only if PDOT = FALSE and
STMRD = TRUE
=T, propagate control co-
variance simultaneously
with knowledge
 J.
i;
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I	 _-
input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
	
s
=F, do not propagate con-
trol covariance
Q O C Effective process noise
matrix
SMASS C Mass of Sun.
STATED Q C Initial heliocentric
ecliptic S/C state for
TRAJ (sec 3 .5) when TCALL =
i^
_^ 1
1
TG9RR I C Current trajectory time
T M T 4 C Event time for propagation
(either of covariance or
transition matrix) to by
TRA3 (sec 3.5)
TG I: C Epoch of input control co-
variance referenced to TLNCK
TM I C Conversion factor, seconds/
day
TREF 0. C Reference time for TRA3•
(sec 3.5)
MIRST I C Array of thrust event times
UP I C Array of n-body heliocentric
position: vectors
i
i
i
4	 ;^
is
i.
i
Variable Definition
FRSTIM Logical flag used when PDOT = TRUE
to control one-time only initializa-
tion of parameters for TRAJ (sec 3.5)
=T, first pass through COVP
=F, not first pass through COVP
ILIST List of augmented dynamic parameters
T1 Start and stop tames respectively
T 2 forpropagation subinte	 alsubinterv s as
governed by thrust events (see
Remarks)
Subroutine. Called: AMABT, CARKEP, COPY, DYNO, L¢ADRC, MMAB, WIABT,
MIJNPAK, PROP, STyiPR, STMRDR, STMUSE, ZER¢M
Common Blocks: WORK, (FLANK), C$NST, DIMENS, KEPCON, LOCATE,
LOGIC, MEASI, PROPI, PR¢PR, SCH,EDI, SCHUR,
EPHEM, TIME, TRAJ1, TIiAJ2
1
r
}
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
UTRUE T C S/C heliocentric position
vector
VP T C Array of n-body heliocentric
velocity vectors
VTRUE I C S/C heliocentric velocity
vector
Local Variables:
Logic T''IoLiJ
l
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COVP
;are
(7s
 prgat?ro)alte
DELI i ' :. 0,
#5o
'C orr input
covariance to
output
(Oovariance integration.
.4
STMRD
Read transition
	 `^0	 2
matrices from S--'.' file?
-+ 
L-- sS E. a:D4i
Read transition
ma t r i.{
(SM^I file is	 'es
already positioned
within tolerance?)
No
i] z
Compute
process noise
PROPG = -TRUE.
(Is control to be
propagated?)
Yes
r^
C PROP, COPY
Propagate con-
trol covariance
PROP
Propagate know-
ledge covariance
No
is	 -
^`	 216	 COW 1^
3
r
N
o^ (Is this • first	 .
entry into	 +Il'?;
des
Tnitialize
parame ters
f or even is and
covariance
integration
t
r
fi
Set event,
i	 time
W:7T
r
A7
j
i	
LOADRC
Put covariance
in correct form
ai,d location a
'Integrate
covariance	
,
I
CYEQEC-1
3.3.6 Subroutine:	 CYEQEC (STACYL, GRWN, ECEQ, OMEGA, GEQSTA,
GECSTA)
Purpose:	 To compute instantaneous geocentric equatorial
and geocentric ecliptic cartesian coordinates
of a point (station location) given in geocentric
equatorial cylindrical coordinates.
Method:	 Given cylindrical coordinates s, X,-Z(sgin radius,
longitude, z - height) instantaneous Greenwich
hour angle (G), and sidereal rotation rate,vi,
equatorial coordinates are
xeq = r  cos (,\+ G)
y eg, = r 
s 
sin (N + G)
-zeq z
yeq = -bj r  sin ( X + G) = -W yeq
yeq 4PrS cos ( + G) = W xeq
xeq j 0
Ecliptic position and velocity are computed
by the application of the equatorial to ecliptic
transformation axecla xeq
["e] 
_axeC/axeq
	 yeqP 	 PQ
Input/ Argument/
Variable Cutout Common Definition
STACYL I A Station cylindrical co-
ordinate (r S , ?1	 z)
GRLON I A Instantaneous Greenwich
hour angle
ECEQ I A Equatorial to ecliptic
transformation fec/axeq)
ONEGA I A Earth's sidereal rotation
rate
a
GEQSTA 0 A Station geocentric aqua-
torial position and velocity
GECSTA 0 A Station geocentric ecliptic
position and velocity
219
i
E'k
1
i
7
t
3.3.7 Program:	 DATAG
Purpose:	 Executive control of GODSEP data overlay.
Remarks:	 DATAG performs no computations. It merely
calls three separate subroutines to break the
data overlay coding into more easily managed
blocks.
Input/Output:	 All initialization parameters for GODSEP.
Local Variables:	 None
Subroutines Called: DEFALT, INPUTG, OUTPTG
Calling Subroutines: GODSEP
Common Blocks:	 None
Logic Flow:	 None
Input/ Argument
Variables Output Common Definition
EPOCH I C Julian date of launch
epoch
GHZERO O O Greenwich hour angle eval-
uated at time EPOCH
IAUGDC I C Array of flags controlling
dynamic parameter augmen-
tation for transition
matrices
IAUGPH 0 C Location of ephemeris
element flags in IAUG array
71UGST 0 C Location of station location
parameter flags in IAUG
array
IBAZEL O 4, Location of azimuth and
elevation angle measurement
bias flags in IAUG array
F '
r
r,
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3.3.8 Subroutine:	 DEFALT
j
	 Purpose:	 To establish default values for all error
analysis inputs.
Remarks:	 Only those variables not having default values
defined in GODSEP input (Vol. 11, User's Manual,
Section 2.3) will be included in the following
Input/Output list.
Input/Output:
Variables
input /
Output
Argument
Common Definition
IBDIAM 0 C Location of apparent planet
diameter measurement bias
flag in IAUG array
IBSTAR 0 C Location of star-planet
angle measurement bias
r
flags in IAUG array
IB214AY 0 C Location of 2-way range
and range -rate measurement
'bias	 flags	 in IAUG array
IB3WAY 0 C Location of 3-way range
and range -Fate measurement
bias flags in IAUG array
.M.M 0 C Maximum allowable parameter
i
is
f^
s
number for any dynamic param-
I,
DEFALT-3
Input/ Argument
Variables
s
v
Output Common Definition
t	
LIST 0 C Array listing parameter
I
numbers of augmented state
Ii
l
vector.	 For first six
locations (for basic S/C
state) LIST(I) = -I
LISTDY O C List of parameter numbers
of all dynamic parameters
augmented to S/C state for
transition matrices.	 De-
fining values determined
' by IAUGDC array.
IOCS 0 C parameters locating first
word of blank common avail-
able to TRA3 (sec.	 3.5	 )
default value.,
,
— 1
MA.XAUG 0 C Maximum allowable length
of augmented state vector.
Determined by dimensions
of LIST and AUGLAB arrays.
Tc,	 ^.,1 a .rw^.. a	 An
. r
w ^
4
t
i223 AEEALT -4
f°
1.
I!
input/ Argument
Variables
	
Output Common Definition
MAXDTM	 0 C Array of maximum allownblr
dimensions an individual
state vector partitions.
Values set are governed
by dimensions of input co-
variance matrices in sub-
routine MUST (sec 3.3.25).
Default values are:
(1) = b, S/C state vector
(2) = 11, solve-for parameters
(3) = 13, dynamic consider
parameters
(4) = 15, measurement con-
sider parameters
(5) = 10, ignore parameters
MAXSTA	 0 C Largest station number
allowed for augmenting
2-way or 3-way range or
range-rate bias to the S/C
state vector
NPHSTM	 0 C Length of augmented state
vector of dynamic parameters
used in transition matrices
i
l
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DEFAbT-5
Input/ Argument
Variables Output Common Definition
WEGAG 0 C Earth sidereal rotation
rate default value
= 6.3003$5099 rad/day
i	 RAD 1 C Conversion factor, degrees/
radian.
E	 TEND I C Trajectory end time in
{ days referenced to EPOCH
as defined in tTR .AJ name-
list (Vol. 11, User's
Manual, sec. 2.1)
THRUST	 C	 Array defining thrust con-
,	 b	 \ 	
... ^.,
yJ	 trol policies, phase end
times and specific param-
eter values (see common
f*2 AJ1/)	 1
TM	 I	 C	 Conversion constant, seconds/
day
i	 TSTART	 1:	 C	 Trajectory start time in
i
days referenced to EPOCH,
as defined in ftRAJ namelist
(Vol. II, User t s Manual,
Sec. 2.1)
L
a
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DEFALT-6
f
l;
i
i
c
a
Input/
	
Argument
Variables Output
	 Common	 Definition
XLAB	 0	 C	 Six-character Hollerith
labels corresponding to
input parameters as defined
by IAUG array (see Vol. II,
User's Manual, Sec. 2.3)
Local. Variables:
Variable	 Definition
MAXPAR	 Maximum number of parameters available
for augmentation. Governed by dimen-
sions of IAUG and XLAB arrays. Current
default value = 50.
TFRAC	 Fraction of a day the initial Julian
date, EPOCH, is away from midnight
Greenwich Mean 'lime. Used in computing
GHZERO .
Subroutine Called:	 BOMB, LOCATE
Calling Subroutines: DATAG
Common Blocks:	 WORK, (LLANK), CONST, DATAGI, DATAGR, DIMENS,
GUIDE, KEPCON, LABEL, LOCATE, LOGIC, MAS1,
MEASR, PROPI, PROPR, SCHEDI, SCHEDR, Tla+it:, 	 f
TRKDAT, TRA31, TRAJ2
Logic Flow:	 None	 ,
5f
f	 '.
'
'	 k
	
itF
4
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DIME NS-1
3.3.9	 Subroutine: DIMENS
Purpose: To define dimensions and locations of all
matrices located in blank common.
Remarks: Blank common locations set aside by the
variables PHI, PL¢CAL and PTEMP are normally
allocated the same number of words of storage
as for a covariance matrix.
	
There are, how-
ever, two exceptions to this standard. 	 If
the dimensions of transition matrices to be
read from the STM file are greater than those
of the augmented covariance matrix, or if both
the transition matrices from the STM file and
the augmented covariance are smaller than 9x9
and guidance events are to be executed. 	 The
second case requires a minimum 9x9 area since
thrust bias sensitivities are required for low
thrust guidance maneuver evaluations.
Since only one secondary overlay may reside in
core at any one time, all blank common location,
associated only with.secondary overlays begin a
the same address.	 Therefore, LOCS (trajectory)
H (measurement) and PGI. (guidance) are set to
the same location.
,i
r
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DIME NS - 2
n	 ^^
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
AUGLAB 0 C Hollerith labels for all
parameters augmented to
state vector.
CONRD I C Logical flag indicating
if control uncertainties
read in.
H 0 C Location in blank common
of observation matrix,.
IAUG I C Array of parameter augmen-
tation flags.
IAUGDC 0 C Dynamic parameter augmen-
tation flags.
	
s
IAUGPH I C
1
Location in IAUG array of
ephemeras element flags.
IDMAX I C Maximum parameter number
allowed for a dynamic para-
meter in IAUG array.
	
j
IGAIN I C Integer flag for OD algo-
rithm.
IGFORM I C Integer flag indicating
input form of control
uncertainty matrices.
IPFOgM I C
i
Integer flag indicating
input form of knowledge
uncertainty matrices.
LIST 0 C Array containing parameter
numbers for all parameters
in augmented state vector. 	 3
LISTDY 0 C Dynamic parameter augmen-
tation numbers.
LOCAUG 0 C Array locating sub-blocks
within augmented covariance.
(See AUGCNV, Section 3.3.1).
LOCBLK 0 C Array locating covariance
sub-blocks within block
form (See AUGCNV, Section
3.3.1) .
228
DIMENS-3
I
A"
i
Input/ Argument/
Var iable Output Common Definition
LOCLAB 0 C Array locating state vector
partitions within LIST and
AUGLAB arrays.
LOGFO 0 C Location in blank common
where	 TRAJ
	
(Section 3.5)
picks up covariance matrix
to be integrated.
LOOS 0 C Location in blank common
of areas available to TRA3
(Section 3.5).
M XAUG I C Maximum allowable length
of augmented state vector.
MAXDIM I C ~ Array of maximum allowable
-dimensions of individual
state vector partitions.
NAUG 0 C Length of augmented state
vector.
NAUGSQ 0 C NAUG* NAUG .
NBLK 0 C number of words occupied
by augmented covariance
stored in block form (See
AUGGNV, Section 3.3.1).
NDIM 0 C Array of current dimensions
of individual augmented
state vector partitions.
NEPHEL 0 C Number of ephemeris elements
in augmented state vector.
NGUID I C Number of guidance events
• to be executed.
NPHSTM 0 C Number of dynamic parameters
included in transition
matrices on STM file.
.NSOLVE 0 C Total number of parameters
to be solved-for by filter
(including SIC state).
input/ Argument/
Variable OutPut Common _	 Definition
P 0 C Location in blank common
of knowledge covariance.
PDOT I C Logical flag for covariancE
propagation.
=T, integrate covariance
=F, use state transition
matrices.
PG 0 C. Location in blank common
of control. covariance.
PGl_ 0 C Location in blank common
of NAUG X NAUG storage
PG2 0 C blocks used for guidance.
s.
i'
E:
E:
f
EI
PG3 0 C
PG4 0 C
PHI '0 C
PLOCAL 0 C
PTEMP 0 C
PWLS 0 C
XLAB I C
Location in blank common
of transition matrix.
Working locations in blank
common for intermediate
operations on covariances
and transition matrices.
Location in blank common
of weighted least squares
reference covariance.
Array of Hollerith labels
for all parameters available
for augmentation.
Local Variables:	 None
Subroutines Called: BOMB
Calling Subroutines : INPUTG
Common Blocks:	 WORK, (BLANK), DATAGT_, DATAGR, DIMENS, LABEL,
LOCATE S LOGIC, MEASI, SCHEDI, TRAJ2
4
230
DIMENS
Compute NEPHEL, Zero NDIM
Array. Redefine IAUG Array
To Distinguish Between
Measurement And Dynamic
Consider Parameters
200
Compute NDIM(I),
LIST(I), AUGLAB(I),
NAUG, NAUGSQ
Compute Blank Common Locators
If No Guidance, Leave No
Storage Behind PG.
If No WLS Filtering, Leave
	
^.i	 No Storage Behing PWLS
1
DO I=1, 5
d
Yes
	7NMDIM(I)t 	MAXDIM(I)
Is I	 Augmented State. Vector 	 1
Partition  Within Allowable
Dimensions?
No
IPFORM = 1, Or
CONRD = T And IGF &M = I	 Yes
Have Either Knowledge Or
Coutrol Uncertainties Been Input
In Unpacked Form?
F
No
NDIM(I)*NDIM(J) MAXDIr1(I) ',1AXDIM(J)
Does Total Length of Any Packed
	
x`	 Covariance Sub-Block EYCeed Total 	
Yes	 2
Length Allotted To It On Input?
No
f
w
k
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r
k4	 '
(Than
1^;GAUG
Is	 ted	 yes
tatrter
 wable
Bo;iB
Terminate Processing
Input Covariances
Have Overflowed Bounds
#800
Define LOCLAB,
LOCAUG, LOCBLK
.Arrays and NBLK
232
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,DYNO-1
3.3.10 Subroutine: DYNO (T, DT, PHIMAT)
Purpose:	 To compute effective process noise.
Method:	 See Volume I, Analytical Manual, Section 6.2.
Remarks:	 For PDOT, DYNO is used to modify the thrust bias
and noise partitions of the augmented covariancq
when the number of thrusters has changed (at
thrust switching events).
To change the process noise model, subroutines
DYNO, OUTPTG, and LOADFM ( in TRAJ) may be
affected for PDOT, and subroutines DYNO and
STMUSE may be affected for STM lusage (effective
process noise) .
Input/Output '
Input / Argument/
Variable output
__
Compton Definition
T I A Trajectory time at begin-
ning of propagation
interval (STM only)
DT I A Interval length (days).
PHIMAT I A Augmented transition
matrix over propagation
interval
EPTAU I C Array of process noise
correlation times,
EPVAR I C Array of process noise
variances.
GT I C Transformation matrix
from magnitude, cone
clock to ecliptic carte-
sig n coordinate system
evaluated at end of prop=
agation interval,
GTSAVE , C Same as GT matrix, only
evaluated at beginning of
propagation interval
a	 ^
i'
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DYNO-2 
Input/ Argument/
Variable
f:
output Common	 Defcinition
NAUG I C	 Length of augmented state
vector.
NTPHAS I C	 Humber of current thrust
phase.
f	 P I C	 Location in blank common
of knowledge covariance.
PTEMP I C	 Location in blank common
of temporary covariance.
Q 0 C	 Effective process noise
matrix (6x6)..
THRUST I C	 Array of thrust phase
i definition parameters.
1
?	 TM I C	 Conversion constant,
seconds/day.
Local Variables:
iii	
Variable Definition
NCPHAS Number of next thrust phase
1
OMECOV Effective velocity covariance in
magnitude, cone, clock coordinates.
PHISUB 6x3 sub-block of PHIMAT representing
sensitivity of position and velocity
at end of interval to velocity at
beginning of interval.
FHRSTR Ratio of operating thruster at phase 3
change.
VEFF1 Effective ecliptic certesian velocity
covariance at begirning of interval.
VEFF2 Effective ecliptic cartesi.an velocity
covariance at end of interval.
Subroutines Called: AMABT, L¢CLST, MMABAT, MPAK, MUNPAK, SCALE, SDVAR, ^.
t SY"MUP, [►ARID, 7EROM
Calling Subroutines: COVP, GULDE, SETEVN
Common Blocks: WORK, (BIANK) , C¢NST , DnIENS , LOCATE, LOGIC,
PROM, TI2AJl, TRAJ2
f
p
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DYNO-3
Logic Flow:
s
Scekle Covariance
According to
Number o f
Operating
Thrusters
, TYDYNfi
ZEROM
Zero Out Q
Matrix
THRUST
(1, NTPHAS)
	
Yes
9
Coast Phase?
No
Compute Velocity
Covariance At
Beginning of
Interval
NMABAT
Rotate Velo^ tty
Covariance To
z liptic
Coordinates
Compute Velocity
Covariance at End
Of Interval
MMABAT
Rotate Velocity
Covariance Into
Ecliptic Covar.
Toad Terminal Velocity Covariance
.Into Q, Propagate Initial Velocity
Covariance Through Interval And
Add To Q. Scale Q By Time,
{
00( RETURN
I
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EI:GPRN- 1
^'	 1=	 3.3.11 Subroutine: EIGPRN (A, N, PVS IJB, PZERO, VZERO)
Purpose:	 To compute and print eigenvectors and eigen-
values of an , input matrix.
Remarks:	 Two options on computing eigenvalues and
t
6
vectors are provided. The first operates on
the complete input matrix. The second operates
on the 3x3 position and velocity sub-blocks
only, which are assumed to be the first and
second 3x3 diagonal sub-blocks, respectively.
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
A I A Input matrix.
N I A Dimension of input matrix
(assumed to be square).
PVSUB T A Logical flag controlling
computation option.	 I
operate on position
and velocity sub-
blocks.
=F, operate on complete
matrix.
?ZERO I A Off-diagonal annihilation
9
value for complete..-:ix
if PVSUB = .FALSE. or for
position sub-block only
if PVSUB = .TRUE.
VZERO I A Off-diagonal. annihilation
value for velocity sub-
block if PVSUB = .TRUE.
Not used if PVSUB = .FALSE.
1236
ETGPRN-2
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
TCYCLE
	
	
Cycle control flag when PVSUB =
.TRUE. indicating whether processing
position or velocity sub-block.
¢DZERO	 Off-diagonal annihilation value given
to EXGEIIV.
VALPV
	
Array of eigenvalues returned by
ETGENV .
i'
I	 VEGPV	 Array of eigenvectors returned by
ETGENV.
}	 Subroutines Called: EIGENV, MATOUT, SQRT, MPAK
Calling Subroutines: SETEVN, RELCOV
is	-
Contmon Blocks!	 None
t
i
Logic Flow
1
S;`
r=
EIGPRt:-3
3
i
i
1
3
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EIGPRN
ODZER¢
PZERY
PVSUB = .TRUE.
Operate On	 yes	 l
Position & Velocity
Sub-Blocks Only?
No
EIGE%'V
Compute
Eigenvectors
and
Eigenvalues
MATOUT
Print
Eigenvalues
Compute
Eigenvalue
Square Roots
_77
MATOUT
Print
Eiaenvector
and
Eigenvalue
Square Roots
' 238	 EIGPRN•-G
i
ICYCLE = D 1
f
MPAK
Fetch 3x 3
Position
Sub-Block
- #30D
   ^EIGEi^fV
Compute _ ?
Eigenvectors
And Values
• i
Write a
Bigenvectors
and
Eigenvalue
Square Roots
= I
Yes Terms	 RETURN-- .
_ed?
qNo
 _.
ICYCLE = I
=JODZERO
VZERO
i
E riPAK^ .
Fetch 3x3
Velocity
Sub-Block
r;
s
t
i
i
i
i	 f
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ESCHED-1
3.3.12	 Subroutine_: ESCHED (KIND, NUT, NSTOP, TIME)
Purpose: To modify event counters to guarantee that of
all events requested in namelist %GODSEP, only
those occurring between the initial and final
times of the present error analysis are sched-
.. ul,ed.
Method: if five events of a single type are scheduled -
according to namelist %GODSEP, three of which
occur before trajectory time TCURR, the remain-
ing two events are.not shifted into the first
two locations for that event.	 Rather, the
event counter is set to 3, informing the
scheduler that the fourth event of that type
krill. • be the first scheduled.
Remarks" any guidance events are scheduled, but the
last is not scheduled within 	 .5 day of error
analysis final time, this subroutine automatically
schedules an additional guidance event of policy
zero.	 This merely forces a print of all control
uncertainties at the final time.
Also, to minimize complexity of SCHED (Section
3.3.35), guidance event times are adjusted by
the delay time in this subroutine.
1
	
f	 ^`
	
4	 4
is
	
•
is
i^
f' 240
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4SCHED-2
Input/Output:
Input/ Namelist/
Variable Output. Common Definition
KIND I A Event code.
= 2, eigenvector
= 3, thrust
4, guidance
= 5, prediction
NGNT 0 A Event counter, set equal
to number of events sched-
uled by namelist ^GODSEP
which must be skipped dur-
ing execution.
NST.OP 110 A Total. number of events of
type KIND, including Chose
skipped according to NCNF.
TIME I A Array of scheduled event
times.
i
s
I
EVLAB I C Array of Hollerith event
labels.
IGPOL I C Array of guidance policy
flags.
IGREAD I C . Array of guidance namelist
i
read control flags.
TCURR I C Current (and initial) tra-
jectory time.
TCUTOF I C Array of guidance event
cutoff times.
TDELAY I C Array of guidance event
- delay times.
TFINAL I C Trajectory final time.
TPRED2 I C Array of times predicted
f
to
1
4 I	 I	 l	 ;_	 I	 l
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SSLE-1
l
3.3.13A Subroutine: SSLE (P, N)
Pu, rpose:	 To load equivalent station location errors
into augmented covariance matrix.
Input/output:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
P I/O A Augmented covariance
matrix still in standard
deviations and correlation
coefficients.
N I A Dimension of augmented
covariance matrix.
CORLON I C Station-to-Station longi-
tude correlation coeffi-
cient.
IAUG I C Parameter augmentation
list.
IAUGST I C Location of station loca-
tion parameter flags in
IAUG array.
LIST I C List of parameters con-
tained in augmented state
vector.
NST I C Number of tracking stations.
SIGLON I C Standard deviation in sta-
tion longitude.
SIMS I C Standard deviation in sta-
r; nn	 cni n	 vnA4 ti.c .
Variable Definition
EQSLE Local array equivalenced to station
location standard deviation terms.
EQSLE	 (1) = SIGRS
(2) = SIGLON
(3) = SIGZ
(4) = CORL¢N
ILOC Counter for number of stations whose
location uncertainties are included
in the augmented state.
LOCATE Array	 used to locate off diagonal
positions where longitude correla-
tions must be loaded if more than
one station's location errors are
augmented.
Subroutines Called: None
Callire Subroutines: INPUTG
Common Blocks:	 WORK, DATAGI, DATAGR, DD ENS, MEASI, MEASR
Logic Flow:	 None
C
S
E
i
e
I
I
i
i
i
i
f	 '
i
E
i
i
f
e
si
1
I
I
Local Variables:
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FBURN-I
3.3.13B	 Subroutine: FBURN (SMAT, UMAX, NTARG, NCON, C.6NWT, TARWT,
TECO, GAMMA, VMAT, BURNP, LTARG, LABS, LABCON,
VTA, NAUG, TBURN, LPON)
Purpose: To compute the low thrust guidance matrix and
associated guidance parameters.
Method: See Analytic Manual, Section 6.6 (Guidance)
Input/Output
3
Input/ Argument/
Variable Out Rut	 Common Definition
AUGLAB I C Vector of labels for
augmented state.
BURLAP I A Mass and thrust accelera-
tion at guidance epoch and
cutoff.
CONWT I A Control parameter weights.
ENGINE(10) 0 A Exhaust velocity.
GAMMA 0 A Guidance matrix,	 j
a
LABCON I A Vector of control parameter
labels.
LABS I A Vector of printout labels.
LP16N I C Location in blank common
of knowledge covariance.
LTARG I A Vector of target fables,
NAUG I A Dimension of augmented state.
NCON I A Number of control parameters.
NTARG I A Number of target parameters.
PTEMP I C Location in blank common of
temporary (working) covariance.
SMAT I A Sensitivity matrix of target
WRT control parameters.
{
244-B
FBURN-2
Tnput/ Argument/
Variable OutRut Common	 Definition
TARWT I A	 Target parameter weights.
TBURN I A	 Duration of guidance burn.
TECP I A	 Target ezror covariance
before guidance.
UMAX I A	 Vector of maximum control
corrections allowed.
VRAT I A	 Variation matrix of target
WRT state (at guidance
epoch).
VTA I A	 Logical flag for variable
time of arrival guidance.
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
CGAM Guidance matrix for constrained
control parameters.
CSWATE Weighting factor for time parameters.
DCON Scaling factor.
`	 GANT Guidance matrix transpose used as
a
working array.
LCON Local vector of control labels
(LABCON).
LISTC Vector of control parameter numbers
(new ordering).
LISTU Vector of control parameters numbers
(old ordering).
NO Number of constrained controls.
NUN Number of unconstrained controls.
STDT Local sensitivity matrix (SHAT).
,P,Drdfl rcfcn7 t'ti ncy
iR
I
l
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FBURN-3
Variable	 Definition
U	 Control parameter correction matrix.
UMAXI	 Local vector of control bounds (UMAX).
UWATE	 Local vector of control weights (CONWT).
Subroutines Called: ADD, AMAB, AMABT, CJ6PY, C,0PYT, GENIWJ, ICOPY,
IDENT, LOADRC, MATOUT, MIABT, MMATBA, NEGMAT,
PRSDEV, SCALE, VARSD, ZEROM
Calling Subroutine: GUIDE
Common Blocks:
	
(BLANK), CONST, LABEL, LOCATE, TRAJi, WORK
'Logic Flow:
i244-D
FBURN-4
1
1
E
Compute Guidance Pfttrix (GAK4A)
and Control Uncertainties (U) for
Unconstrained Controls
Check Each Diagortal of U Aga:.nst
Its Constraint (UMM) and Scale
If Violated
Compute Residual Target Error
(TRCOV)
i
i
Reorder Control Set:
Any
	 Unconstrained Parameters
	
Constraints	 Yes	 First, Constrained next
Violated
0
i
Compute Final Guidance Matrix,
Control Coxmections, Guidance
ruel Ro quirements
	Any	 Compute Residual State
Constraints Yes Error and Update
Activated
	 Knowledge Covariance
i
E
-	 i No
f	 f
i
e Return	 ^I
f
r
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FILTR-1
3.3.14 Subroutine: FILTR (P, PC$N, H, R, No NS, h'R, GAIN, RESID,
PP)
Entry Point: FILTR2
Purpose: To compute the orbit determination filter gain
for a measurement and update the knowledge
covariance using that gain.
Method: A general purpose filtering routine (See
Analytic Manual, Sections 6.4 and 6.5) which
nominally computes the Kalman-Schmidt (KS)
gain and updates the knowledge covariance.
Alternately, via the entry point, FILTR2, the
covariance. can be updated with an input gain.
Remarks: Several places in FILTR computations require
the use of sub--blocks of an input or inter-
mediate matrix.	 Wherever possible, advantage
is taken of internal storage formats so that
the full matrix may be accessed using only the
correct sub--Ii'Ock dimensions, eliminating
requirement for pulling out the sub-block and
storing it in an intermediate array.
Definition
Knowledge covariance before
measurement.
Observation matrix. i
t
In ut/put ut:
input/
	
Argument/
Variable	 Uutput	 Canon
P	 I	 A
H	 I	 A
Yi'
4`.
3
f
i
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Input/ Argument/Variable
outu Common
GAIN 0 A
PP 0 A
N I +A
NR I A
NS I A
P CON	 I	 A
R	 I	 A
P.ESID	 0	 A
FILTRw2
Defies
Gain matrix.
Knowledge covariance after
measurement.
Dimenaion of augmented
covariance.
Dimensioa of currept
measurement,
Total number of variables
and parameters being esti-
mated by filter.
Location in blank common of
working storage as large as
augmented covariance matrix,
Measurement white noise
matrix.
Measurement residual matrix.
Local Variables-
Variable	 Definition
HP
	
	 Product of observation matrix, and
input covariance matrix.
INURES
	
	 Location in common/WORK/ of inverse
of measurement residual matrix.
II RS2
	
	 Location in common /WORK/ of working
storage.
Subrountines Called: AMUT, AXATBT, COPY, INVSQM, MMAB, M %TB, SCALE,
7tl7.re7+1y Z
i
{
r
!` 11
z'
i.
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FILTR 3
Calling Subroutines:	 MEAS
Common Blocks:	 WORK
t=ic Flow:
FILTR
FILTR2
	 (RESID) _ (H) * (P) * (H) T + (R)
(RESID) _ (H) * (P) * (H) T + (R)	 (J) - (RESID)-1
GAIN) - (H)*(P)*(J)
Update Knowlege Covariance
(PP) a
 (I--(GAINV*(H)*(P)*(I- (GAIN)*(H))T
+ (GAIN)*(R)'k(GAIN)T
RETURN
9
-	 ia
a
q
i
1r'
	
i
Pages 247 and 248 are deleted.
W
i
i
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GAINF-1
3.3.15 Subroutine: GAINF (K, RDWRIT)
Purpose:	 To read gain matrix from or write gain matrix
to GAIN file (TAPE 4).
Input/Output•
Input/ Namelist/
Variable Output Common	 Definition
K I/O A	 Gain matrix (real).
RDT-TRIT I A	 Read/write control flag
= 4HREAD, read gain matrix
= 519iRITE, write gain
matrix..
CHEKPR(4) T C	 logical check print flag,
operative for both read
and write modes.
T, print gain matrix to
output
F, do not print gain
matrix.
MSEVN I C	 Measurement code corre-
spondiag to gain matrix.
NR T C	 Number of columns in gain
matrix.
NSOLVE I C	 Number of rows in gain
matrix.
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
MEV Measurement code read from GAIN file.
NEV is compared to DJESEVN, the code
provided from SCHED (Section 3.3.36)
to guarantee proper meshing of gain
with its original data type.
Subroutines Called: MATOUT, BOMB
GAINF-2
Caj ling Subroutine: M` S
Common Blocks:	 LOGIC, MEASI, SCHEDI
Logic Flow:	 None
r
^r	
1
a
,
y
i
I
	
3
i
I
4
7 q
f
I
I
r
^
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s
r
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GAZNUS- l
3.3.3 b Subroutine, : GAINUS (K)
I.
s
PurpurJs•; To ha, ropItic vc] by iir;c-r I f nny gnIn acwtrIx
cil.gorithrii Is desired ut]rer than Kalman-Schmidt,
i
3	 sequential weighted least squares, or read
from GAIN file.
Remarks:	 Users-supplied gain is expected to be an infre-
quently exercised option. The user who wishes
to incorporate his own algorithm should be
very familiar with filtering theory. Though
there are no "wrong" algorithms, any algorithm
not carefully thought out -- and many that are
will generally be meaningless and harmful. The
only bsolute rule is that the gain matrix hasY	 g
dimensions NSOLVE by NR (common/MEASI/).
Calling Subroutine:	 MEAS
r
i}	
_
GUIDE-1
Subroutine. GUIDE.
Purpose:	 To perform all computations and printout for the
execution of a gu idance maneuver.
Method:	 Both low thrust and impulsive AV guidance are
available. See Vol. I, Analytical Manual, Sec.
6.6
	
for details.
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
AUGIAB I C Hollerith label array for
all augmented parameters.
CHMR(5) I C Check print flag
=T, low thrust guidance - print,
knowledge and control un-
certainties at end of burn
t interval and transition
`— matrix over burn interval.
AV guidance - prints eigen-
values and eigenvectors
of AV covariance.
=F, no optional print
GONWT 1/0 C Array of control weights.
I)EIAY I C Guidance delay time .for
current maneuver.
IDCDKSR I C Keplerian to cartesian coord-
inate transformation for
ephemeris body at beginning of
burn interval.
I}Y $ C Dynamic noise flag
FOT I C VelocO.y covariance off-
diagonal annihilation value
for ,eigenvalue/vector compu-
tation.
GT I10 C Transformation matrix for
dynamic noise computation.
GTBURN	 I	 C	 GT matrix evaluated at be-
ginning of burn interval,	 p..
i
r
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GUIDE-2
TO I	 C
PG4
	
I	 C.
1
Input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
GTDLAY	 I	 C	 GT matrix evaluated at
beginning of guidance delay
period.
GTSAVE	 I/O	 C	 Transformation matrix for
dynamic noise computation.
IEP	 I	 C	 See UREL, VREL below.
IPOL	 I	 C	 Guidance policy for current
maneuver.
IREAD	 I	 C	 Namelist $GEVENT read control
flag for current a.,.neuver.
ITP	 I	 C	 See UREL, VREL below.
L¢CTC	 I	 C	 Location in blank common of
transition matrix from cutoff
time to target condition. time.
NAUG	 I	 C	 Length of augmented state vector.
NCNTG	 i	 C	 Number of current guidance
.maneuver.
NCON	 I	 C	 Number of low thrust controls.
NEPHEL
	
I	 G	 Number of ephemeris elements 	 1
in augmented state.
NPHSTM	 I	 C	 Dimension of state transition
matrix from 'BRA.	 (Sec. 3,5
	
)
with dynamic parameters on1.y.
NTP	 I	 C	 Code number for target body.
P	 I	 C	 Location in blank common of
knowledge covariance at
beginning of guidance delay
period.
PG	 Y	 C	 Location in blank common of
control covariance at beginning
of guidance delay time.
PG1
	
I	 C	 Locations in blank common
for intermediate covariances
PG2	 I	 -	 C	 required for guidance compu-
tations.
Input/ Argument/
Variable output Common Definition
PHI I C Location in blank common of
transition matrix over delay
period.
PI I C Mathematical constanty
PLAB I C Array of knowledge covariance
labels.
PLOCAL I C Location in blank common of
covariance-sized working SLoragv.
PTEMP I C Same as PLOCAL.
RAD i C Conversion constant, degrees/
radian.
S I C Sensitivity matrix, Cutoff
state w.r.t. controls.
SMAT I/O C Sensitivity matrix, targets
WRT controls.
TBURN I C Burn interval duration for
curr, , nt maneuver.
TIMFTA I C Target condition eVtjUatiOLI
time f •r fixed time of
arrival guidance.
TM I C Conversion constant, seconds/day.
TOFF I C Cutoff time for current maneuver.
TON I C Startup time for current
maneuver*
TSTM I C Most recent STO file time point.
TSTOP I C Trajectory stop time from into-
grator for 5-plane or closest
approach targeting,
UREL(I,IEP) I C S/C position relative to ephemeris
body at target condition time.
VARDI► I C Array of execution error variances.
"RMAT 1/0 C Variation matrix, sensitivity
of target conditions to CUL3ff
state,
C S/C velocity relative to
ephemeris body at target condition
time.
ti
t^
I
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input / Argument/
Variable	 Output
if
Common	 Definition
VRNIER	 I C	 Logical flag
= T, current maneuver is
vernier.
= F, current maneuver not
vernier.
Local. Variables:
Variable Definition
LABCON Array of control kollerith labels,
CSWATE Dimensional weighting for start-up and
cutoff time controls.
DELTAV Expected velocity update for &V guidance.
DVCOV Impulsive ,&V covariance
DVM Mean AV magnitude.
ETA Variation matrix, target conditions wart
state at target condition time.
GA?dMA. Guidance matrix
LABS Labelling array
ITARG Input parameter to E,COMP (Sec.3.6.5)
JSTOP Input parameter Lo E;COMP (Sec.3.6.5)
LPGOFF Location in blank comma of control
covariance at cutoff time.
LPGON Location in blank common of control
covariance at startup time.
LPOFF Location in blank common of knowledge
covariance at cutoff time.
LPON Location in blank common of knowledge
covariance at startup time.
NTARG Number of targets.
PRIBRIQ 6 x 6 state transition unatrix over
burn interval.
PHIW 6 x 6 state transition matrix: from
cutoff to target condition time.
256
GUIDE-5
Variable
SIGDV
LABTAR
TARTIM
TEMP
LTARG
TRS
VMAT
VTA
i
Subroutines Called:
Common Blocks:
Definition
Standard deviation in j,V.
Array of target labels.
Target condition evaluation time.
Hollerith prefix.
Current target label.
Trace of j& V covariance.
Variation matrix, target parameters
WRT state at guidance epoch.
Logical flag for variable time of
arrival low thrust XYZ guidance
(if TRUE).
ADD, COPY, CARREL, DYNO, ECOMP, EIGENV,
FBM4, GENINV, ICOPY, MATOUT, MMAB,
101ABAT, MPAK, MUNPAK, NEGMAT, PROP, PRSDEV,
PUNCOR, RELCOV, SCALE, SUB, VARSD, VERB.
WORK, (BLANK), CONST, DIMENS, GUIDE, KEPCON,
LABEL, LOCATE, LOGIC, MEASI, PROPR, SCHEDI,
SCHEDR, TIME, TRAJ1, TRAJ2.
t
I
3
't
g^
`f
is
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GUIDE- 5
f
Logic Flow:	 G VIDE
SCALE
Perform dimen-
sior -,o'eighting
of S matrix
time entries
Set LPON, LPC;ON>
Punch S
matrix if
not read
C
IPL -= o
	maneuver,	 Yes
nt contro]
rtainties'
No
Setup for
EC$MP and
define target
labels
#700
(IREAD ^2) . nr. (VRNI ER. and.
IPOL = IGP¢L(NCtiTG-Z))
(Read variation matrix or use Yes
from previous maneuver ?)
No
ECOMP, PUNCOR
Compute And
punch variation
matrix
I '
c2
E
i
i
k
1 ^^ E	 {
Q
258'	 GUIDE-7
TREADD
(Read nasneli st	 NO
GEVED, ?}
Yes
Read $GEVENT	 7
4900
C;
DELAY ^ 0
(Is delay time	 Yes
than zero)
No
Propagate
knowledge and
control to
execution time
#1000
Print knowledge
and control
uncertainties at
execution time
I
E
:a
1GUIDE-8
'	 TBURN > 0.i
(Impulsive	 Yes
guidance ?)
i
No
i
Propagate
knowledge and
control through
t
C
CHEKPRt
 No
Yes
rint burn interval
transition matrix,
knowledge and
control at cutoff
low
Store 6x6 control covariance for
maneuver sizing COIN (P14)CAL).
Use control minus knowledge for
Vernier. Use target relative if
ephemeris body and target body are
the same.
i
5
260
GUIDE-9
4
FBURN
Compute low
thrust guidance
corrections
5
261	 GUIDE-10
5
Yr2 0 0 0
Impulsive
AV
computations
06 #300
Write before and
Wafter maneuver tar-
get condition
uncertainties
COPY
Update control c04
variance to know-
ledge at beginninj
of delay interval
7
C)_^^^#9999
RETURN
1
.^	 1
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 i
INPUTG-1
^V3
1,J 1 3.3. 18 	Subroutine: INFUTG
Purpose: To control all inputs to GODSEP
1
Remarks: Common/LOCAL/ appears. in this subroutine only and
•	 i
is an ordering artifice to equivalence its dements
to the array LOCATE.
F: Input/output.
It.put/ Argument/ E
Variable Output Common Definition
CONRA ¢ C Logical flag
WT, control uncertainties read in
. =F, control uncertainties not read in
IEPHEIM C Flag indicating coordinate system
of ephemeris elements.
_ IGFORM 0 G Flag indicating form of input
control uncertainties.
'•< IPFORM 0 C Flag indicating form of input
knowledge uncertainties.
ISTNF I C STM file usage flag
MM DI I G Array of maximum, dimensions
allowed on input covariance
sub-blocks.
HAUG 0 C Length of augmented state vector.
P C. Location in blank common of
is knowledge covariance.
PG C Location in blank common of
:.rt control covariance
XIAB I C Array of Hollerith labels for	 !	 ',..
all possible augmentation
parameters.
Focal Variables:
s	 !	 ^:
Variable Definition
'-` CXS, CXU, CXW, PS, CSU, CSV, CSW, Locations in blank common of
.' PU, CuV, CUW, PV, CVtd, PTq, input covariance matrix sub-
blocks of the same name.
TOT	 Total number of words. allocated for
each of knowledge And contrai uncer-
tainties to be read in namelist
$GODSEP.
Subroutines Callen:
	
MILIST, DIMENS, PPAK, ESLE, SM40
Calling Subroutines: DATAG
Common Blocks:
	
WORK(BIANK), DATAGR, IWAGI, DDIENS, LOCATE,
IMASI, TRAJ2, LOCAL
Lo,%i.c ` lour:	 None
264
r
L¢ADRC»1
3.,3.19 Subroutine: WADRC (A, MA, NA, LISTA, C, M, N, LISTC, LTRAN)
i' Entry Points:	 LODC¢L, LODROW
^I
i
'i9
i
Purpose:	 To Load selected rows or columns from one matrix
to another.
Method: A list of codes (LISTA for matrix'A and LISTC
for matrix C) is associated with either column
entries, row entries or both. The two matrix
codes are compared and rows or columns having
comiuon codes are loaded from A to C.
WDCOL uses LISTC to define the columns of C.
Letting the index J run from I to N, for each
value of J, LISTA is searched for an element
JJ such that LISTC(J) W LISTA(JJ). If no
equality is 'found, no operation is performed
an column J of matrix C. If an equality is
found, the elements of rota JJ in matrix A
are copied into row J of C.
LODROW functions the same way for the rows of
C as LODCOL does for columns. LISTC and LISTA
are then assumed to define the rows of C and
A, respectively.
LOADRC loads rows and columns simultaneously
for square matrices where a single list can
i
A
G4	 _-
i.
i
eI-
Remarks:
25.5
WADRC-•2
denote ordering for both rows and columns, such
as covariance and transition matrices. For the
simultaneous loading, an intermediate transfor-
mation array LTRAN is used. LTRAN(1) is zero
if the Ith parameter of LTSTC does not appear
in LTSTA, or is equal to II if LISTA(iI) =
LISTC(I). Individual elements are transferred
from A to C by
C (T, J) = A (LTRAN (l)) , LTRAN (J) )
if LTRAN(I) > 0 and LTRAN(J) > 0, otherwise
element C(1,J) is not changed from iriput value.
The argument LTRAN is working storage and is
used only when L¢ADRC is called. It must have
a length at least as great as LISTC. The
inputs NA and N are ignored for LOADRC, A is
assumed to be MAxMA, and C to be MvX.
1
Input/output:
Input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
A I A Input matrix.
iA T A
M
Number of rows in A.
NA I A Number of columns in A.
LTSTA I A Vector list of code numbers
for rocs /columns of A.
C 0 A Output matrix. )
•	 t
266
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l
LOADRC-3
Input/ Argument./
Variable Out2ut Common Definition
M A Number of rows in C.
N
r
I A Number of columns in C.
LISTC A Vector list of code num-
bers for rows/columns of
C.
LTRAN 0 A Transformation List from
A to C in LOADRC designed
as working storage with
no specific output func-
tion.	 Must have length
greater than or equal to
E that of LISTC.
i
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
MIN LODCOL - minimum of {M, MA)
LODROW - minimum of (N, NA)
i
• When copying rows or columns MIN is
E the row or column length. 	 It guar
antees that the length of rows or
columns in neither A nor C is	 i
exceeded.
S'ubroutiines Called:	 None
^	 s
ffFIl3:ng Subroutines: STMRDR, GUIDE, COVP, PRED, MUSE, RELC¢V
Cb=ou Blocks:	 None	 `	 y
Logic Flow:
	
Norie
E	 267
LOCLST-1
}
..3.20A Function: L¢CLST QPARAM)
Purpose:	 To locate the position of a parameter in the
augmented state vector.
is
if
Input/Output:
4
Input / 	Argument
Var i able	 Output	 Common	 Definition
IPAI3AM	 I	 A	 Code number of parameter
to be located.
MUG	 T C Dimension of augmented
state vector.
LIST	 I C Vector of code numbers in
augmented state.
I$CLST	 0 F* Parameter location, if in
augmented state.
-_.-	 Local Variables: None
f	 Subroutines Called: None
^^
r
Calling Subroutines_: OBSERV
Common Blocks: DINE NS
p
Lozic Flow;
LO LST
k
Default
L¢CLST = 0
f
Nn.
j
LIST(1) = IPARAM
Yes
LOCLST - I
j	
r
' RETURN
R	 "Fuaction Value Output
268-A MASSTG-1
3.3.20B	 Subroutine: MASSiG (IFLAG, P, PG, DT)
Purpose: To compute the estimated and cumulative
E=
!k
spacecraft mass variances.
Method: See Analytic Manual, Section 6.2 (Covariance
i
Propagation).
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument/
' Variable Outj2ut Common Definition
DT I A Propagation interval.
ENGINE(10) I C Exhaust velocity.
EPTAU I C Thrust noise correlation
times.
r
k
I EPVAR I C Thrust noise variances.
_ IAUGDC I C Vector of flags for dynamicg	 Y
parameters.	
a
IFLAG I A Flag for computational con-
trol.
j = 0, do not average accel-
era t'i.on.
1, initialize SAVACC.
= 2, update mass variance,
3, update and print mass	 3
variance.
NAUG I C Dimension of augmented
state.
ij NTPHAS I C Current thrust phase number.
E
P I A Knowlege covariance.
3
PG I A Control ewBriance,
SAVACC I/O C Previous thrust acceleration.
SCMASS I C Current.S/C mass,
t SCMVAR I/O C Current mass variance*
THRACC I C Thrust acgelerat on vector,
THRUST I C SIC thrust array.r
S!
d'
1268-B
	 MASSIG-2
^f
I
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
FLOW
	
S/C mass flow rate.
INITA	 Initialization flag
0, do not average acceleration.
1, use average acceleration.
TAMAG
	
Thrust acceleration magnitude.
Subroutines Called: COPY, LOCLST, VECMAG
Calling Subroutines: GODSEP, SETEVN
Common Blocks:	 CJONST, DIMENS, LOGIC, PROPR, TRA31, TRA32, Wf$RK
Logic Flow:
	
None.
3268-C
s^ MEASo l
fl
3.3.21	 Program: MEAS
PurLzose , Executive control for measurement processing.
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
GAIN 0 C Location in blank common of
gain matrix.
H 0 C Location in blank common of
observation matrix.
IDATYP 0 C See OBSERV, 3.3.26.
i
IGAIN I C Gnin matrix flag.
- 1, Kalman-Schmidt (KS)
2, sequential weighted
least squares (WLS).
3, user-supplied.
4, read from GAIN file
ISTA3 0 C See: ¢BSERV,	 3.3.26.
i	 NAUG
i
I C Length of augmented state vector.
NR 0 C Length of measurement vector.
P I C Location in blank common of
knowledge covariance after
measurement.
e
PRINT 0 C Logic 'flag
=T, full print for current
measurement
=F, do not give full print
j
i
for current measurement.
PTEMP I C Location in blank common of
knowledge covariance befort3
I
measurement,
PWLS I C Location in blank common of
WLS reference covariance,
SUMMARY I C Logical flag
=T, summary print for all
measurements,
=F, no summary print,
fl
^4
269-A
MEAS-2
i
Local. Variables:	 None
Subroutines Called:
	
	
FILTR, GAINS, GAINUS. MEASPR, MNOISE, OBSERV,
	 =
PCNTRL
Calling Subroutines: GODSEP
k Common Blocks`
	
	 WORK, (BLANK), DIMENS, LABEL, LOCATE, LOGIC,
MEASR, MEASI
LoEic Flow:
l
i
MEAS i
1
FILTR
Yes	 Compute K—S gain matrix
IGAIN a Z
and updatE CO M¢N (P)
t
	
	 i
No
i
FILTR
IGAIN 2 Yes
Compute WLS gaits and
update COMMON (PWLS)	 3
+	 No
^^	
d
1	 -	
f
ii
°l
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MEA5-3
YesGA7."
Read gain from gain file.
No
i
FMTR2
3:GAIx	 Yea
Update COMpiOx (P)
3.3.22	 Subroutine: bMASPR(TYPE,)
PMose-	 To control all measurement print
Input/Output:
270
NEASPR-1
:Y
Input/ Argument/
Variable _O!jtp Ut Common, Definition
TYPE I A Print type
=6HBEFORE, , before measurement
print
=5HAFTER,jafter measurement
print
AUGLAB I C Array of augmented parameter
Hollerith labels.
AZIaH2 I C S/C azimuth angle from station
ISM.
AZMM I C S/C azimuth angle from station
ISTAI.
CHEKPR(3) I C Print covariance before and
after measurement (if TRUE).
DELT114 I C If > 0, print transition matrices.
DXDKST I C Keplerian to cartesian trans-
formation for ephemeris elements.
ELEV I C SIC eleva^ion angle from station
ISTAI
ELEV2 I C SIC elevation angle from station
ISTA2
GAIN I C Jacation in blank common of
gain matrix.
R I C Location in bleak common of
observation matrix.
1))ATYP I C General data type flag (See
OBSERV,	 (Section 3.3.26).
ISTAI I C
I,5TA2 I C See OBSERY, Section 3.3.26.
ISTA3 I C
LOCLAB I C Array locating state vector
partitions in AUGLAB.
t271
NEASPR--2	 .
44 ^
Input/ Argument /
i
e`;
Variable Output Common Definition.
''SEV Z C Measurement code for current
data type.	 j
MESLAB I .0 Array of measurement Hollerith
labels.
NAUG I C Length of augmented state vector.
NDDI
.
I C
G
Array of lengths of individual
state vector partitions.
i
NEPHEL I C Number of ephemeris elements
augmented to state.
NR I C Length of current measurement
f vector.	 1 .
NSOLVE I C Total number of variables and
parameters being estimated by
filter.
P X C Location in blank common of
• knowledge covariance after	 ..
--i measurement.
PHI I C Location in blank common of
transition matrix.	 .
FLAB Z C .Array of knowledge covariance 	 s
sub-block Hollerith labels.
PLOCAL I C Location in blank common of
covariance-sized working
storage.
t
PRxN7? I C Print control flag
=T, full print
	 '?
F, not full print
Eft.
PTEMP I C Location in blank common W.
knwledge covariance before
s' measurement,
R Z C Before measurement, measure- i
rent white	 noise matrix;	 !;
after measurement, measure-
/ ment residual. -matrix.
j. SCDEC I C SIC geocer-tric equatorial
^'declination.
272
input/
	
Argument/
Variable Output Common Definit ion
SCGLON I C SIC geocentric longitude 	 .
SMIASS I C SIC mass
SUMARY I C Print, control flag
=T, summary print
I', no summary print
T-C RR C Current trajectory time
t
TEAST I C Previous. trajectory time
VECL4B Y C Array of state vector
partition Hollerith labels.
vocal Variables:
f'
Variable
	
Definition	
r ^
AZ	 "Azimuth" Hollerith label
E _^
	
BTAL IK	 Hollerith "blank"
DEC	 "Declination" Hollerith. label
EL	 "Elevation" Hollerith label
ESTA	 "From. Station" Hollerith label
ETiT.FFt	 Flag on SUMARY print file
If full print is made for current data. type 	 i
FULPR = 5HPRINT; otherwise FULPR = Hollerith
blank.
	 _.
Holm	 Array of Hollerith numbers
LON	 "Longitude" Hollerith label
Hubrnuti nes Called: MK, SQRT, JOBTLE, k1RINT'T, STMPR, CORREL, RELC¢V,
COPY, COPYT, MTOUT, MART
GaTTine Subroutines: MEAS
Common Blocks:	 WORK, (BLAND), MIENS, KEPCON, LABEL, LOCATE, LOGIC,
MEA.SI, MEASR, SCFLDI, SCHEDR, TRAJ1, TRAJ2.,
SUD%LMARYk -TRUE_
Yes	 (No summary
print)
No
at SIC
state and
solve- for std.
dev. to summary
file (TAPE S)
#200
	
RINT 4 . TRUE.	 •"'•'°yes	 RETURN(No fu 11 
print ?)
No
Print data
type labels
PRINTT
Print
trajectory
_t'on
/and
Before measurement, print know-
edge uncertainties, observatio
trix, measurement white noise.
ter measurement, print measure
t residual and going matrices
 knowledge uncertainties
'^^ 	 RETC3P.N
3.3.23 * Subroutine: MNOISR
Input / 	Argument/
Variable	 Output	 _ _	 Common	 Definition
IDATYP	 I	 C	 Basic data type
1, doppler
w 2, range
= 3, azimuth-elevation
= 4, star -planet angle
= 5, apparent planet
diameter.
= b, right ascension-
declination.
ISTA3
	 I	 C	 Data sub-type for range
and doppler..
= 0, 2-way
= 1, 3-way
2, simultaneous 2-way/
3-way
3, di.fferenced 2-way/
3-way
NR	 I	 C	 Dimension of measurpme^nt
noise matrix.
R	 O	 C	 Measurement noise matrix.
 
. 1 	 C	 Array of measurement white
noise va^^iances.
a
z
	 ^^
6­A_- -	 _
Loca l
 Variables: None
Subroutines Called:
	 None
Calli ng 	 Subroutines: MEAS
Purpose:	 To define the measurement white noise matrix.
Method.	 Required elements from the measurement variance
array, VARMES, are loaded into the measurement
i
noise matrix, R.
Input/output:
MSCHED-1
3.3.24 Subroutine: MSCHED
Purpose:	 To set up measurement and propagation event
information for use by the scheduling routine
SCHED (Section 3.3.36).
Remarks:	 If the current error analysis reads gain matrices
from the gain file (generalized covariance run)
all scheduling and measurement print control
information will also be read from the gain
file and any scheduling cards in input will be
ignored. MSCHED automatically writes this
information on the gain file if gain file
creation has been specified in namelist 5GODSEP.
Each card read is assumed to contain four vari-
ables - START, STOP, DELT, MESCOD (for input
format see GODSEP input, Section 2.3). If the
interval (START, STOP) is not completely con-
tained. in the interval (TCURR, TPYNAL), the
values of START and/or STOP will be adjusted
so that only those events within the (TCURR,
IFINAL) interval will be scheduled. Measure-
ment events are denoted by MESCOD equal to
the number of the data type, and propagation
events by MESCOD equal to zero. An additional
PREMING PAGE BLANX NOT FIUM
option is also available to schedule measurements
in any sub-interval of (TCURR, =TFINAL) . When
any input card contains a value for DELT less
than or equal to zero, all succeeding event cards
are scheduled in the (START, STOP) interval
defined by.that card until a new card with DELT
less than or equal to zero is encountered.
Input/Output:
- Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
IGAIN I C Integer flag controlling
filtering algorithm
IGAIN	 4 means read gain	 i
J from gain file.
GAINCR I C Logical flag controlling
gain file creation,
f
= .TRUE., create gain file.
.FALSE., do not create
gain file
MPFREQ I/O C Array of measurement print	
h
control flags.
MCODE 0 G
i
Array of measurement and
propagation event codes,
r
NSCHED 1/0 C Input as number of schedul-
ing cards to be read. 	 i
Output as number of entries	 i
in SCHEDM MCODE arrays to be
operated on for scheduling 	
I
current run.
SCHEDM 0 C Array defining scheduling	 }
of events found in MCODE.
Each MCODE (I) will be
scheduled starting at
f SCHEDM (l, I), stopping at
SGHEDNM (2, I), in increments
of SCHEDM (3, 1).
a}
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?4SCHED -3
Input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
TCURR	 I	 C	 Trajectury start time,
lower bound for measurement
scheduling.
TFINAL I C Trajectory stop time, upper
bound for measurement sched-
uling.
Local Variabies:
Variable Definition
BEGMES Beginning of allowable event schedulinf.
interval, initially set to TCURN.
DELT Scheduled time interval between measure-
ments.
ENDMES End of allowable event scheduling inter-
val, initially set to TFINAL.
IBIAS Running counter of number of schedule
cards read but not loaded into SCHEDM
and MODE arrays.
MESCOD Measurement code read from input card.
START Beginning of scheduling interval for
measurement type MESCOD.
STOP End of scheduling interval for measure-
ment type MESCOD.
Subroutines Called: 	 None
Calling Subroutines: OUTPTG
Commor. Blacks:	 CONST, SCHEDI, SCHEDR, MEASI, LOGIC, WORK
f.
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_	 Logic Flow:
	
MSCHED	 MSCHEA-4
Read-NSCHED,
Yes	 SCHEDM,
	
IGAIN =	
MODE from
	
No	 GAIN File
Yes
	NSCHED W 0	 2
No•	
I
Initialize
BEGMES = TCURR
ENOMES = TFINAL
DO T = 1, NSCHED
}
1	 'I' Read
START, STOP,
DE LT, MESC^D
I
j	 DELT:O
i i
100	 Reset:
A4just START, STOP
	 BEGMES = Max
	 j
To Include Only Times
	 (START, TCURR)
Between BEGMES and	 ENDMES = Min
	
ENDMES	 (STOP, TFIK-%L)	
r
200
Is Anything
.	 Left In	 No	 Increment
(START, STOP)	 IBIAS
I	 Interval?
Yes
i
300	
Load START,
f
	
	
STOP, DELI,
MESCOD Into
SCHEDM, MCODE
	 s
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i'
}	
r
I
i"
^ j	
-
i
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NZMIST- I
3.3.25 Subroutine: 101LIST
Puraose:	 Read $GODSEP namelist
Remarks:	 All knowledge and control covariance matrix partitions
are provided as arguments to NMLIST in order to
minimize the number of modifications necessary in
'the event maximum dimensions of any sub-block are
changed. Dimensions of these arrays in NMLIST must
correspond to those specified for WDIM array in
subroutine DEFALT (Sec. 3.3.8)
If GAIN file is being created, N*iLIST writes all
variables in namelist $GODSEP to GAIN file (TAPE 4)
r	 in binary format. Similarly, if GAIN file is being
`	 read, NMLIST reads default values for namelist
$GODSEP in binary format: from GAIN file (TAPE 4)
and then reads normal namelist $GODSEP from input
to modify defaulted values as desired.
Input/Output:	 See GODSEP Input, Volume II, User's Manual Sec. 2.3
Local Variables:	 None
Subroutines Called: JOBTLE, BOMB
Calling Subroutines: INPUTG
Common Blocks:
	
DATAGI, DATAGR, DDIENS, GUIDE, LABEL, LOGIC, NEASI,
IIEASR PROPI PP MVP SCHEDI SCHEDR TRA.I2
Logic Flow:
	
None
{y
^E
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^)BSERV-I
3.3.26	 Subroutine: ¢BSERV (HMAT)
Pur2ose: To compute observation matrix
Met od: See Volume i, Analytical Manual, Sec.
input out ut:.
input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition_
HMAT 0 A Observation matrix	 t
AMTH2 ¢ C Azimuth angle from station
ISTA2
AZIMH C Azimuth angle from station
ISTAI
DXDKST C Keplerian to cartesian trans-	 :.
formation for ephemeris elements. 	 I
ECEQ L C Rotation matrix from equatorial
I	 r to ecliptic coordinates.
ETZV 0 G Elevation angle from station
ISTAI	 x
• ELEV2 0 G Elevation angle from station
I ISTA2
E GHZERO T C Greenwich hour angle at launch
• IAUGST i C
f
Location in 7AUG array of
station location flags.
IBA.ZEL I C Location in MUG -array of
I azimuth-elevation angle meas-
urement bias flags.
IBDIAX i C Location in IAUG array of
apparent planet diameter
measurement bias flag.
IBSTAR I C Location in IAUG array of star-
planet angle measurement bias
flags.
^'. IB29AY I C Location in IAUG array of 2-way
-' range and range--rate measure
y ment bias flags. 1
. IB3WAY I C Location in IAUG array of 3-way
range and range-rate smeasure-•
inent bias flags.
is
!
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i
PBSERV-2
Input/ Argument/
'Variable Output Common Definition
IrATYP C General data type decoded
from MESEVN.
=1, range-rate measurement
=2, range measurement
=3, azimuth-elevation angle
measurement
--4, on--board optics, star-
}
planet angle
=5, on-board optics, apparent
i
planet diameter
iSPBEN I C Ephemeris body coordinate
^	 l
system flag
=0, non-stationary cartesian
=1, stationary cartesian.
=2, stationary Keplerian
I
ISTAI C For IDATYP = 1,2,3	 ISTAI =
station number of first station. I
!r For IDATYP=4	 Number of first
star.	 For I.DATYP=5 ignored.
l
ISTA2 C For IDATYP=1,2,3	 ISTA2 = station
y number of second station (if
data type requires)
For IDATYP=4 number of second star.
For IDATYP=5 ignored.
ISTA3 C Ignored if IDATYP =3,4,5
If ID&TYP=I , 2: t
=0, 2-way data from station ISTAI
=1„ 3-way data from stations
ISTAI and ISTA2
=2, sinultaneous 2-way/3-way data
from station IST-kl and iSTA2
=3, differenced 2-way/3 .-way data
from stations IST-AI and ISTA2.
t
i LIST I C List of augmented parameter
. numbers. ►
_ LISTPH I C List of ephemeris element
parameter numbers.
MAXSTA I C R?-ximum station number for which
station location errors and 2-way:_
J or 3-way.biases are allowed,
14ESEVN I C .Measurement code of current
data type.
r 	 .
is
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PBSERV-3
input:/	 Argument/
,I.
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
HUG	 JC	 C	 Length of au mented state
vector.
C Array of bodies usad in traj-
ectory integration.
NBOD l C Number of bodies used in
trajectory integration.
NEP S C Number of ephemeris body.
NEPHEL I C Number of ephemeris elements
augmented to state.
NR 0 C Length of current measurement
vector.
OMEGAG L C Earth sidereal rotation rate.
PRADXS 1 C Array of planetary radii
RAD I C Conversion constant:, degrees/
radian
RANGE 0 C Range fry:  station XSTAL to
SIC or range from S/C to
ephemeris body.
RANGE2 0 C Range from station ISTA2 to SIC
SCDEC 0 C SIC geocentric equatorial
declination.
SCGLON ¢ C SIC geocentric longitude.
STA.L¢C T C Array of station Location
cylindrical coordinates.
STAR.DC l C Array of star direction cosines.
STPANG 0 C Array of star planet angles.
TCURR L C Current trajectory time.
Tai . x C Conversion constant, seconds/day.
{P	 L	 C	 Position array of bodies used
._"	 in trajectory integration.
285
BSERV-fir
f^
r
Input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
UREL	 T	 C	 Relative position array of
SIC to bodies for trajectory
integration.
VP	 I	 C	 Velocity array of bodies used
in trajectory integration.
VREL	 I.	 C	 Relative velocity array of SIC
to bodies for trajectory
integration.
Local Variables:	 For all variables and equations, see Volume 1,
Analytical Manual, Section 6.
Variable	 Definition
GACB	 COS (azimuth) x COS (elevation)
CALPHA	 COS (azimuth)
CBETTA	 COS (elevation)
CGM MA	 COS (star-planet angle)
DABDX
DABDXS	 CJ 3:
DELR	 Vector position difference between
stations ISTAI and ISTA2.
DELRHO	 a
DIFF23	 Logical flag
=T, differenced 2--.ray/3-way data
F, not differenced 2--way/3-way data
DOPIER	 Logical flag
=T, range-rate measurement
=F, not range-rate measurement
TAIGECSTA	 Geocentric eclx.ptzc coordinates of IS
GECST2	 Geocentric ecliptic coordinates of ISTA2
GECV	 SIC geocentric ecliptic coordinates
GEQSTA	 Geocentric equatorial coordinates of ISTA1
r
.a
J
Variable Definition
GEQV SIC Geocentric equatorial coordinates
HECE Heliocentric ecliptic coordinates
of Earth:
HELP Heliocentric ecliptic coordinates of
ephemeris body.
HECV S/C Heliocentric ecliptic coordinates.
HV Observation partials for 1STA1 station
location parameters.
HV2 Observation partials for ISTA2 station
location parameters.
Ex 2-way observation partials for SIC
state from ISTAI.
HX2 2-way observation partials for SIC
a
state from ISTA2.
1STA •Number of station or star for which
partials are currently being computed.
PITELP When multi-station data is used, infor-
mation for ISTA2 is computed first in
locations HX,HV,RHOHAT, and GECSTA.
NTEMP is number of words which must be
copied from HX, etc. into HK2, etc.
PARKEP Observation ^sensitiviti.es to ephemeris
body elements.
PECCYL Partial of instantaneous station
geocentric ecliptic to cylindrical
coordinates.
PEQCYL Partial of instantaneous station
geocentric equatorial to cylindrical
coordinates.
RHO Range vector from station ISM to SIC
or from SIC to ephemeris body.
RROD¢T Relative velocity vector from station
ISTA to SIC.
:1/
I
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r
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Variable Definition
RHOHAT Unit vector in PEO- direction from ISTAI
RHOHT2 Unit vector in RHO direction from ISTA2
SALPHA SIN Cr
SUM STN 8
5 GAriMA SIN Y
SGNCOS Signuin (COS C o )
S32JL23 Logical flag
=T, simultaneous 2--way/3-way data
=F, not simultaneous 2-way/3-way data
SINN Sin (apparent planet diameter angle)
TATB tan	 tan fj
THR14AY Logical flag
T, 3-way data only
F, not 3-way data only
TWO19AY Logical flag
T, 2-way data only
- F, not 2-way data only
WHAT w	 .
A
XSHAT X
s
Subroutines Called: 7EROM, CYEQEC, VEQj&G,	 UNITV,	 UDOTV, ASIN, LOCLST,
PARSTA, M%JAB, NEGMAT, M&TB,.ATAN2, COPY, ADD,
MUNFAK, SUB, UXV, SQRT, ^NABT, AC¢S, LODCOL
Calling Subroutines: MEAS
Common Blocks: WORK, (BLAINK), COvST, DDIENS, EPHEM, KEPCON,
MASI, MEASR, SCHEDI:, SCHEDR, TRUI, TRAJ2
i
....................
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_ s
Logic Flow:	 S E R V
Zero Work array
Set state vectors for
S/C, earth, e?hem body
Decode cESEVN7
or 5, optical
	
_1, doppler	 G0 Try, 7DAT yF	 ,, 7
--?, range
	
=3, azimuth
elevation3	 s
IBIAS =3
	 I"I'I"kS = C
}	 Doppler	 -TRUE-	 Doppler = -FALSE-
Set data type
to icalsj	 g
Set station number (ISTA)
to second station if
multi-station data type
•	 PASS 2 = • FALSE -
L"ZEQE C	 !
x	 Compute station
eclia ti.c
coordinates
_71
Compute tracking geometry
oairamaterr relative to
'	 station I.STA, and
HX = &y/a(-A,*) from
eqn. 6-2.2
or eqn. 6-2.4
28 9
No
	
	
Are station location
coordinates for IS
augmented to S/C states?
Yes
PARSTA
Compute partials
of station state
to cylindrical
RAT = cl yle s
eqn. 6--2.3 or
e n. 6-2.5
#1600
- 
PASS 2
	
-TRUE-
•FALSE•
Compute S/C
geocentric equa-
torial declination.
and Longitude
TWOWAY	 •TRUE'
FALSE
PASS 2 = •TRUE•
Copy all information
L	
computed above for second
station to RX2, etc.
Set .ISTA to first
station number
i
i
}
i
.	 .......	 ..
290	 ^SSERV-•9
3
i" X17'1i'
- 
1,	 (2--way ;data),y^CO!HOLD
,k
difference
	 '
data	
- z
	 simul	 = ?,	 -way (eta)
-' 2-wa	 3-wa
j ADD
E RK- a yl	+ a y2
HK2 = a_yl	 +	 ay2
Load M into second
•	 ro%. of '--AT.
7C station location errors
nor rirst station, load dV
into Ur:- t rocs°
w
T=difference=? sensitivities
according to eqn.
	
6-•2.8
r
f
f	 1
Load .:X into first xous
Load station location
errors (EV,;-	 ) as
necest;ary
t
• 	 Y
3
t
i
Load bias sensitivities
if station numbers in	 ll	 ,
correct range and
biases augmented	 ?.`
'1
s
Y
3' i
291	 OBSERV-10
4
73000
}ti
t	 NR = 2
ISTA = first station ir
i	 LDROW = l
Zero H2-.4T
Simultaneous Data 	 NR = 4
	
from two	 es	 ISTA = second
	stations?	 station number
LDE ,^V = 3
NO
031030
CYEQEC
Compute station
geocentric equa-
torial coordinates
iT kTB
Rotate S/C pos.
into equatorial
coordinates
^	 A
Compute
DABDX
r
Are Station
location parameters
augmented to
state vector?
Yes
t
Compu te
DABDXS, PEQCYL,
HV
i
F	 '
i
b
I
E,
i
t
N	 I
fl	 -,.
IP3b00
FLoad
:At.DX into ecliptic
load into H:iAT.	 .
as sensitivities
if necessary
AYR _ 2 (only one station)
• ¢R •	Yes D.PASS2 (both station..
computed)	 i
No
I
-PASS2 = • TRUE-
ISTA ' = PSTAI
LDROW I
I
5
#4000
Compute NR,
}	 range vector,
magnitude and
unit vector
1
i
3
IDATYP = 5
j	 (apparent planet	 Yes	 10f	 diameter meas? )
No
F,
s
ti,
E	 293	 JUBSERV-l2
8
i
ISTA = first
star number
NSTAR = 0
#4100
Increment NSTAR
Set ISTA
according to
NSTAR
	
•	 i
Compute angle, sensitivity
Load HIIAT
Load bias sensitivity
if bias augmented
i
NSTAR NT,
Yes (more observation elements	 ji
to compute?)
i
No
#43.00
Celements
L ^ 0
No
9	 hemeris
ugmented?)
i	 Yes
1
i
Load ephemeris sensi-
tivities, transforming
}.	 if Keplerian
s^
E,
I;
k'
1
11 `F
294
10
05000
Compute and load
apparent planet diazeter
sensitivity and bias
if augmented
9
3.3.27 Subroutine,: OUTPTG
PurRose. :	 Print out for user information 'of options
selected and initial values. Conversion of
input to internal units as necessary.
Input/output:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
BIG I C Large constant, 1.E20.
CONRD X C Logical flag.
T, control uncertainties
read in.
F, control uncertainties
not read in.'
CORLON 1 0 Station longitude correlation
coefficient.
J)OPCNT I C Average nuricber of range-rate
measurements taken per, day
during tracking arc.
DYNOI^ I C Logical flag.
= T, compute effective pro-
cess noise-
= F, do not compute effective
process noise.
EPSIG C Array of process noise stand-
ard deviations.
EMU I C Array of process noise cor-
relation times.
EPVAR I C Array of process noise vari-
ances,
GAINCR I C Logical. flag,
= T, create GAIN file.
= F, do not create GAIN file.
OUTPTG-2
Input/ Argument:/
Variable Output Common Definition
GENCOV I C Logical flag.
T, generalized covariance
analysis on current
run,
= P', ao generalized covari-
ance analysis on current
run.
GTAUI C Array of negative inverse
primary process noise cor-
relation times for TRAJ
(Section	 " . ^ )	 Opera-
tive only if PDOT = ,TRUE.
GTAU2 C Array of negative inverse
secondary process noise cor-
rela tion times for TRAJ
{Section	 . S.`	 Opera-
tive only if PDOT = .TRUE.
IAUGST I C Location in IAUG array of
station location parameters.
(GAIN I C Gain matrix algorithm flag.
ISTMF I C STM file usage flag.
LIST I C Array of augmented parameter
numbers.
I_	 I	 _	 I	 I _	 !	 I
295
UNT 0 C Array of dynamic parameters
to TRAJ (Section
Operative only if PDOT =
.TRI)E.
} MCOUNT 0 C Measurement counter.
i
NPFREQ I/O C Measurement print frequency
_ control array.	 c
NAUG I C Length of augmented state
	 ;.
• vector.. ;.
{ 'r	 !F	 NC
t
Eigenvector event counter.
is
297
OUTPTG-3
input/. Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
NENTG C Guidance event counter.
i	 NCNTP
E
C Prediction event counter.
i	 NCNTT C Thrust event counter.
NEiGEN 110 C Total number of eigenvector
events to be scheduled.
NGUID ij C Total number of guidance
events to be scheduled.
NPRCD I/O C Total number of prediction
events to be scheduled.
NTHRST 1/0 C Total number of thrust
events to be scheduled.
NET i C Num'Eer of tracking stations
.^ defined.
g I C Location in blank common of
knowledge covariance.
i
PDOT x C Logical flag.
= T, covariance propagation
by integration of vari-
ational equations.
i W F, covariance propagation
by state transition
matrices.
PG I C Location in blank common of
control covariance.
PGLAB i C Array of control covariance
sub-block Hollerith labels.
PLAB 1 C Array of knowledge covariance
• sub-block to Hollerith labels.
PRNCOV I C Logical array controlling
k	 } covariance sub-blocks printed.
4
^.	
PROM 0 G Logical flag.
1
J
F.
z
r
f
^i
298f
OUTPTG-4
rs^
.p
} Inpu l/ Argument/
Yariable Output Common Definition
T, propagate control
covariance simultane-
ously with knowledge.
= F, do not propagate con-
: trol covariance simul-
taneously with knowledge.
QN¢TSE 0 C. Array of process noise var-
iances provided to TRA3
. (Section	 3 5 i	 when
PDOT = .TRUE.
RAD I C Conversion constant, de-
grees/radian.
SCUM I C Logical flag.
i
= T, mesh failure on reading
STM file is fatal.
= F, mesh failure on reading
STM file is not fatal.
DIGLON T C Standard deviation in sta-
tion longitude.
SIGMES I C Array of measurement white
noise standard deviations.
SIGRS I C Standard deviation in sta-
tion spin radius.
SIGZ I C Standard deviation in sta-
tion z-height.
STALOC I C Array of tracking station
i
r
cylindrical coordinates.
I
TCURR
.
I C Current (and initial) tra-
i jectory time.
.:E TDUR I C Trajectory final time
f (seconds) for TRAS (Section
TEIGEN I C Array of eigenvector event
times.
f
I
r ;
1l
	 -`
f:
E;
Input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Corgi:,«	 Definition
s^l	
1
TFINAL I C Error analysis final time,
TG I C Epoch for input control
uncertainties if COM =
. TRUE .
TGUID I C Array of guidance event
times.
TM I C Conversion constant,
seconds/day.
TOLBAK I C Backcaard tolerance on SDI
file mesh.
TOINOR I C 'Forward tolerance on STM
file mesh.
TPRED I C Array of prediction event
times.
TTHRST I C Array of thrust event times.
VARIES O C Array of measurement white
noise variances.
Local Variables:
	
Ne,.
Subroutines Called: MSCHED, ESCIIED, SCHED, BOM, ATAN, 7EROM, CIRREL,
SDVAR, COPY
Calling Subroutines: DATAG
Common Blocks: WORK, (BLANK), CONST, DATGI, DATGR, DDIENS, 1ABEL,
LOCATE, LOGIC, MEASI, MEASR, PROPI, PROM, SCHEDI,
SCHEDR, TILE , TRAJI, TRAd2
f
n
r.
300	 MPTG-6
OUTPTG
M OID _ 0 .OR. TG <TCURR
Yes	 No guidance events or in-
put contrai epoch no
later than in ut knov)ledgP
No
Schedule propagation
event at input control
epoch to force event
at time TG.
MSCRED, ESCHED
Schedule all
measurements
and events
4100
Check input, for
inconsistencies?
compute mess.
white noise
#650
If PDOT, scale appropriate
covariance terms by number
of thrusters;
=850
rint a priori
knowledge and
control
uncertainties
301
PAmp-i
3„3.2$ Subroutine: PAM.P (X, V, GMU, DXDK)
Purpose:	 To compute Keplerian to cartesian transformation.
Method:	 Central aifferencing.
InQut /Du tput
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common _- Definition
X T A Cartesian position of body.
V A Cartesian velocity of body.
GNU I A Gravitational constant of
central body.
DXDK A Output Keplerian to Cartesian
transformation.
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
XUP	 Body Keplerian elements.
XMINUS	 Body cartesian state using negative
perturbation.
XPLUS	 Body cartesian state using positive
perturbation.
XPERT	 Array of cartesian perturbation levels.
Subroutines Called: CONIC, CARTES
'	 Calling Subroutines: SETGUI, STDIRDR, COVP
Common Blocks
	 WORK	 ,. Y
Logic Flow:	 None
1=
f
302
c	 t PARSTA-1
!	 3„3.25
	
Subroutine: PARSTA (GEQSTA, RSPIN, ECEQ, PECCYL)
E
Purpose: To compute the partial derivative of station
instantaneous geocentric ecliptic cartesian
{ `
E
state wrt station equatorial cylindrical coor^-q	 Y
diva to s .
(	 riethod: Sea Volume 1, Analytical Manual, Section 6.
Input /Ou tou t ",
Input / 	Argument/
Variable output	 Common	 Defini.cion
GEQSTA I	 A	 Instantaneous geocentric
equatorial cartesian state
of station.
RSPIN{ Z	 A	 Station spin radius.
._.. 	 ECEQ Z	 A	 Rotation matrix from equato-
rial to ecliptic cartesian
system.
PECCYL
i
A	 Partial derivative of instan-
taneous ecliptic state of
state wrt cylindrical coor-
dinates.
Local. Variables:
Variable	 Definition
COSEPS, SINEPS	 COS and SIN of Earth obliquity to eclip-
tic.
COSPHI, SINPHI	 COS and SlN of instantaneous station
equatorial longitude.
CPONEG, SPONEG	 COS and SIN of Earth inertial rotation
rate.
f,	 Subroutines Called: None
3
i Calling Subroutines_: OSSER^T 
Common Blocks:	 None
Logic Flow:	 None
t
iI
I .3,30 Zogical Function; PCNTRL (ITYPE, ISUB)
Purpose:	 To control measurement print.
Method: Each general data type (e.g., 2-way range,
simultaneous 2-way/3-way doppler, azimuth-
elevation angles) is assigned a print fre-
quency (14PFREQ) and a counter (MPCNTR) .
A test is made on the counter for the
input data type defined by ITYPE, ISUB.
If the MPCNTR, modulo its MPFREQ, is zero,
the measurement is printed.
	 1
Remarks:	 Two additional features are provided. The
first processed measurement of any data	 s
type whose corresponding MPFREQ element
3
is non-zero is printed. Also, the final
i
:measurement, independent of the data type,
is printed,
Input /output:
Input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common 	 Definition
ITYPE	 1	 I	 A	 Basic data type, corresponds
to IDATYP in common block
MEASI.
1, doppler
= 2, range
= 3
11 
azimuth-elevation
angle
4, star-planet angle
5, apparent planet diam-
eter.
.:J ...	
ISUB	 1.	 A	 Sub-data type for doppler
and range, ignored if
ITYPE ?' 2.
iSubroutines Called: 	 None
Calling Subroutines: MEAS
Common Blocks:	 SCHEDR, SCHEDI
Input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Outi)ut	 Common	 Definition
= 0, 2-way
= 1, 3-way
2, simultaneous 2-way/
3-way
= 3, differenced 2-way/
3-way
PCNTRL	 0	 F'^	 Logical print control vari-
able.
.TRUE., if measurement to
be printed
= .FALSE., if measurement
f
not to be printed.
E	 MPCNTR I/O C Array of data type count-
] arse
MPFREQ I C Array of data type print
.,' frequencies.
TFIXhL I C Trajectory final time.
TMNEXT I C Time of next scheduled
measurement.
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
ICODE Integer subscript locating data type
in MPFREQ and M PCNTR.
Default
PCNTRL = .FALSE.
Compute
Subscript
ICODE
PCNTRL
Yes	
MPFREQ(ICODE) = 0
INo
Increment
NEPCNTR (IC$DE )
Both	
MPm,.rrR(iCODE) = 0
False
	 MPCN'TR(ICODE) Mod
MPFREQ(ICODE) = 0
.	 Either True
I--PC--Nv- rRL = .TRUE.
RETURN
No	 TMNEXT 7 TFINAL
Is This Last
Measurement?
Yes
PCNTRL 	 .TRUE.
3
j
!
`	 3.3.31 Subroutine: PPAK (PBLOCK, MOM, PAUG)
f'
Purpose:	 TO load input covariances from either packed
or	 See unpacked input form to block formp	 p	 (
AUGCb;V, Section 3.3.1).
!
1
s
4
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PPAK l
Input/Output:
E
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
PBLOCK I A Array containing all input
covariance information.
SFORM I A Flag indicating input form
of individual sub-blocks
within PBLOCK.
=	 1, sub-blocks are packed.
-1, sub-blocks are not
packed.
z
PAUG A Output covariance in "block"
form.
E
j WCBLK I C Array locating covariance
{ sub-blacks in "block" form
(PAUG).
HAMM I C Array of dimensions of covar-
iance sub-blocks in PBLOCK.
MAXDIM remains at input
values if input sub-blocks
are not packed and IMAXMI
q is adjusted to UDIM if sub-
blocks are packed.
NDIM T C Array of assumed sub-block
¢ dimensions on output.
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
s
- IBL¢CK Running counter locating current covar-
iance sub-block within PBLOCK.
3
F^
fZI
.......... k	 I	 1	 !	 I	 J
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PPAK»2
Variable	 Definition
MAXSAV	 Array saving input values of MAXDIM.
Subroutines Called: MPAK, MILO, AUGCNV
Calling . Subroutine: INPUTG
Common Blocks: 	 •WORK, DATAGI, DIMENS
Logic Flora:	 None
a
f
}
i
i
c
t
i
I
i
3
•	 'r
W
f
a	 i
:
f
i
!	 7
!	 I
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PROP-7.
3.3.32	 Subroutine: PROP (PIN, PHIMAT, NP, ItiTLSREF, POUT)
Purpose: To propagate an augmented covariance matrix
is
between time points.
Method: State transition matrix with effective process
noise model.
}	 Remarks: PIN and POUT may not share the same location.
k
This routine also propagates the reference
covariance for sequential. weighted least
I squares	 (WLS) filte,-ing. '
G	 Input/Output:
Input / Argument/
r Variable Output Common	 Definition
{
PIN I A	 Input covariance to be
propagated.
PHIMAT I A	 Transition matrix over
time interval.
NP I A	 Demension of input transi-
tion matrices.
WLSREF I A	 Logical flag controlling
propagation of WLS refer-
' ence covariance.
= ,TRITE. and IGAIN = 23
WLS reference propagated,
otherwise not.
PORT 0 A	 Output covariance.
DYNOIS I C	 Logical flag controlling
addition of effective
process noise.
i	 E	 .
= .TRITE., add Q
= :FALSE., do not add QI .
i
i
I^,
ii>	 •
l	 i'
^^}}/^ n(^
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._ pgOp„2
Input/ Argument/
Variable Dut)2ut Common Definition
MAIN I C Integer flag controlling
filtering algorithm
2, use WLS
2, do not use ILLS.
NS¢LVE I C Total number of variables
solved-for (-6 + number of
solve-for parameters).
PWLS I C Location in blank common
of WLS reference covariance.
Q I C Effective dynamic noise
matrix.
i
;	 Local Variables: None
Subroutines Called:	 ZEROM, MUNPAK, 24PAK, SYMT&Z,•AMABAT
PROP
ZEROM
Set POUT
To Zero
iGAIN = 2	 No
and WLSREF = .TRUE.
Yes
MUNPAK
Load Q Into
Upper Left hand
6x6 Sub-block of
POUT
PropagaEe WLS Reference
With Proper Sub-Block
of PHIMAT and
Store in POUT
MPAK, SY,111 t'RZ
Pack NSOLVE x NSOLVE
Block of POUT Into
WLS Reference and
Symmetrize
f	 ZERO'M
Reset Used
( 1	 Portion of POUT
To Zero
is	 --
`1
1
,
i
0
i
}
PROP-4
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3.3.33 Subroutine: MART (A, MAXROW, NROW, NCOL, LABEL)
Entry Points:	 PRCORR, PUNCOR
Purpose:	 To print or punch the transpose of any sub-	 j1
block or partition of a matrix with column
labels for printing and a single matrix naive
j
for punching.
°t
This routine was designed primarily for print-Remarks:
ing partitions of covariance and transition
matrices and punching covariance partitions.
However, it has general applications to any
matrix. PRPAW.0 and PRCORR are functionally
C^' Il
	
	
E format by MART for general matrices and
equivalent - the difference in output being
F format by PRCORR for easy reading of corre-
lation coefficients. PUNCOR punches, and is
valid for general matrices. The calling
sequence requires that the argument A be the
first word of the partition of interest. For
example, given a 9 x 9 state transition matrix,
PHI, which is theoretically partitioned as
... ...	 .....
i 313
I'RPART-2
CALL MART (PHI, 9, 6, 6y LABELI)
where IABELI is a 6--vector of Hollerith labels
for the columns 
of6x6 	 Similarly to print
the transpose of 86x3' we would use
1
CALL MART (PHI (1, 7), 9, 6, 3, LABEL2)
E where PHI (1 1 7) represents the first element
of the 66x3 partition, and LABEL2	 as a 3-vector
F of Hollerith labels for the columns of 66x3 .	 If
!
i . 
PHI is not explicitly dimensioned 9 x 9 in the
Galling routine, this last call could also have
been
fj CALL PRPART (PHI (NPHI
	 (7 -1) t- 1} ,
NPHI,
	 6, 3, IABEL2)
i
where the PHI subscript (NPHI
	 (7-1) + l) comes
from the general formula for locating element
(X, 3) in a matrix dimensioned (M, N),
L¢C	 =	 M	 (J-1) + Z.
Input/Output:
Input/	 Argument/
Variable Output	 Common	 Definition
A I	 A.	 First word of matrix sub--
( block to be pxi.nted or
i'
punched.
MAXROW I	 A	 Number of rows in complete
matrix from which partition
t
is being taken..
'	 {	 NROW I	 A	 Number of rows in partition
to be printed/punched, must .
be less than or equal to
{
MAXR^Sd.	 '
.k
4i
i4 ``
Input/	 Argument/
	
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
	NCOL	 I	 A	 Dumber of columns in parti-
tion to be printed/punched.
	
IABEL	 I	 A	 For PRPART and PRC¢RR an
NCOL-vector of Hollerith
labels for printing.
For PUNCOR, a one-word
Hollerith label, for the
matrix to be punched.
Local Variables:
	
None
i Subroutines Called:	 Done
Calling Subroutines: CORBEL, STMPR, NEASPR, GUIDE
F
€. (	 Common B locks:	 None
Logic Plow:	 None
r	
}
Local_ Variables:	 None
315
is
E:
i;
3,3.34
	
Subroutine: PRSDEV (SDCOR, MAXROV, NROW, LABEL)'
i
Entry Paints :	 PUI3SD	 ^
Purpose:	 To print (PRSDEV) or punch (FUNSD) a matrix of
standard deviations and correlation coefficients.
Remarks:	 The input matrix (SDCOR) may represent a complete
covariance or any diagonal sub--block thereof, It
is assumed to have standard deviations on the
diagonal and correlation coefficients in the
upper triangle. The loaer triangle is ignored.
For further remarks on locating the partition to
be printed/punched, see Section 3.3.33, Subroutine
PRPART under Remarks.
Input/Output:	
',3
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
SDCOR I A First word of partition to
be printed/punched.
iAX_R^W I A Total number of rows in
matrix from which partition
is taken.
NROU I A Number of rows in partition.
IABEL I A PRSDEV - an NROW-vector of
Hollerith labels correspond-
ing to the variables in the
partitions.
7
PUNSD - a one-work Hollerith
label for the matrix parti-
tion.
PRSDEV-2
3	
-
F
i
Subroutines Called:	 None
Calling Subroutines: CORREL, GUIDE, RELCOV
Common Blocks:	 None
Logic Flow:	 None
f
RELCOV-1
3.3.35 • Subroutine: RELCOV {PIN ) DXDX, EIGEN, PREL)
Purpose:
	
	
To compute S/C state uncertainties relative to
ephemeris body.
Input/Output •
Input/	 Argument/
1 Variable Output Common Definition
PIN I A Augmented covariance matrix.
f
DXDK I A Keplerian to cartesian trans-
formation for ephemeris body.
EIGEN X A Logical flag.
= T, compute eigenvectors
and eigenvalues of
i relative covariance.
{ { = F, compute standard devi-
ations and correlation
coefficients only.
PREL ( A Relative covariance matrix.
z-
AUGLAS I C Array of augmented para-
meter Hollerith labels.
Fop I C Final off-diagonal annihi-
lation value for position
eigenvalue computation.
FOV I C Final off diagonal annihi-
lation value for velocity
eigenvalue computation.
i
MUM I C Ephemeris body coordinate
M1
F'
system flag.
F; LIST I C List of augmented parameter
numbers.
LISTPH I C List of ephemeris element
7 parameter numbers.
tl>  i
u+ 1
NAUG I C Length of augmented state
.; vector.
r e==
x
r	 Y
r
i
j
CORR	 Cross covariance of SIC state with
ephemeris body cartesian state.
PEPH	 Covariance of ephemeris body cartesian
state.
3
Subroutines Called: ZEROM, LQADRC, LODC¢L, IR ABT, COPY, N4AB, SYMTRZ,
VARSD, PRSDEV, MPAK, ADD, SUB, SUET, EIGPRN
Calling Subroutines: IfEASPR, GUIDE, SETEVN
Common Blocks:	 WORK, (BLANK), CONST, DIMENS, KEPCON, LABEL,
LOCATE, MEASI
LA
}
i
r
a
I
i
j
t
1
•	 i,}
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RE, LCOV-3
4	
, w
Logic Flow:	 RELCOV
^f
i	 Zero WORK
Load PEPH
and
C
i	 -
No
IEPHE:A1 - 2
(Are ephemeris
elements
Ken lerian?
ies
I
i
{
	
	 Transform PEPo.
CORR into
cartesian
j	 coordinates
i
I
Print
cartesian
ephemeris
uncertainties
Compute
relative
uncertainties
Print relative
uncertainties
T I x+77 ?
	
p^7
	
No
E 1GEN	 • RIIE-
Yes
E 1CPRN
Compute and
print eigenvalues
	 AE'EITRI
and vectors for
relative uncertainty
}
SCHED-1
3.3.36 Subroutine: SCHED (TLAST, TEVEITI, DELI, JEVELIT)
Purpose: To schedule for GODSEP the next measurement
or event to be processed.
Remarks: During normal operation,	 SCHED returns a pre-
computed measurement or event and then computes
i
and stores locally L•he next measurement or
s
event to be processed.	 Therefore, two succes-
sive calls are required to initialize both the
' measurement and event scheduling sequences.
i
s
The purpose in pre-computing times and event
codes is to minimize search time.	 When a mea-
surement is scheduled, only measurements need
I
be scanned for the next scheduling, not events.
i
The reverse, of course, is true when an event
is scheduled.
Input /output:
input / 	Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
E
E	 TDAST	 I	 A	 Time of previous measure-
mentlevent.
i
TEVENT	 0	 A	 Time of new measurement/
event.
i
DELT	 0	 A	 Time difference between
previous and new measure- 	 ^-
meat/event.
F	 ,	 JEVENT	 0	 A	 Integer code of new measure- 	 !,E	 went /event corresponding to
time TEVENT.
BIG	 1	 C	 An awfully large number.
i
3f
s	 J,
a
r.
f	 E
t
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Input/ Argument/
Variable Output CMMon Definition
MODE T C Array of measurement codes
to be scheduled.
MCOUNIT I/O C Measurement counter.
NCNTE I/O C Eigenvector event counter.
NCNTG I/O C Guidance event counter.
NCNTP I/O C Prediction event counter.
hCNIT 1/0 C Thrust event counter.
NEIGEN I C Total number of eigenvector
events.
NGUID I C Total number of guidance
events.
NPRED I C Total, number of prediction
events .
a
a
NSCIED I C Number of schedule times
in SCHEDM to be scanned
for next measurement or
propagation event.
NPHAST I C Total number of thrust
events.
SCHEDX I C Array of measurement sched-
ule times
i
}
SCHED►I(I,l) = Next time to ^_	 1
be scheduled for measurement
type MOODE (I) ,
-V
SCHEDM(2,I) - Stop time for
MC¢DE (I)
SCHEDM(3,I) = Time increment
3
for scheduling MCODE (I) . j
TEIGEN I C Array of eigenvector event
tunes.
is
is
ri
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e i
Input / Argument/
"	 Variable Cutout Common Definition
j	 TFINAL I C F'inr. . l tame.
TGUID I C Array of guidance event
I
times.
TPRED r C Array of prediction event
times.
TTHRST I C Array of thrust event
times.
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
JENE)i Integer code of next event to be sched-
uled.
!.. '	 MXT -Integer code of next measurement to be^
I
scheduled.
_
TENEXT
i
Time of next event to be scheduled.
MM Time of next measurement to be sched-
uled.
Subroutines Called:	 None
v
}
i
Calling Subroutines:	 OUTPTG, STMGEN, GODSEP
j Common Blocks: CONST, SCHEDI, SCMDR
^t
No
^d
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SCHED
.o
T,tirm	 Yes
TENEXT
No
TEVENT = TMNEXT	 TEVENT = TENEXT
TEkT- N'T = MNEXT	 JEVENT = JENEXT
Increment MCOUNT	 Increment Appropriate
Find IMIN Such That 	 Event Counter
SCIIEDma, ImIN)	 TENEXT = BIG
SCIIEDM(1, I)
For All 1 :6 NSCHED
i
TMNEXT = SCHED (1,1MIh)	 TENEXT = Minimum	 {
MNEXT = MCODE (IMIN)	 Of Remaining Event
Increment SCHEDM	 Times, If Any
(1,IMIN)	 JENEXT = Corresponding
by SCHEDM (3,IMIN)	 Event Number
&(1,
DELT = TEVENT - TLAST
TEVENT	 Yes	 JEVENP
TFINAL	 rI
No
RETURN
^i
Logic Flow:
i
^_	 !	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
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3.3.37 Subroutine: SETEVN
Purpose:	 Event print control and propagation control
for prediction events.
In ut/Out ut:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common _	 Definition	 -^
MESEVII I C Event code.
	
f
= 1, propagation.
= 2, eigenvector.
3, thrust switching.
4, guidance.
5,	 prediction.	
a
AUGLAB I C
S
Array of augmented para-
meter Iollerith labels.
DXDKST I C Keplerian to cartesian
transformation for ephemeris
body.
r
EVLAB I C Hollerith event label array.
t
FOP I C Final off-diagonal annihi-
lation value for position
eigentalue computation.
I	 IPROP I C Print control flag for
propagation events.
0, no print
= 1, print standard devia-
tions and correlation
coefficients for S/C
state only	 j
2, full eigenvector event
print.:
{	 NAUG I C Length of augmented state
'
vector.
NCNTP I C Number of current predic-
tion event.	 }
r`	 NEPHEL I C Number of ephemeris elements
ii in augmented state vector.
SET&VN-2
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Input/ Argument/.
Variable output Common - 	 -_Definition^
P I C Location in blank common
of current knowledge
covariance.
PUB I C Array of Hollerith labels
for knowledge covariance
sub-blocks.
PLOCAL I C Location in blank common
of working storage provided
to subroutine RELCOV.
PTEMP T- C Location in blank common of
predicted knowledge covari-
ance.
SCMASS I C Current S/C mass.
TCUFa I C Current trajectory time.
TDUR 0 C Maximum integration time
(seconds) for TRA.I.
TFINAL I C Error analysis final time.
TGSTOP I C Maximum integration time
(days) 4 f prediction event
requires integration past
TFINAL.
TM C Conversion constant, seconds/
day.
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
LP	 Location in blank common of covariance
to be operated on by RF,LCOV and CORREL,
Subroutines Called: JOBTLE, MP^4. - . VARSD, PRSDFV, Pty,,.:KT, AIQPFN, Rte OV,
CORREL, COVP; MASSIQ,^DYNO
Calling Subroutine: GODSEP
'i.
326
SETEVN
Common Blacks: WORK, (BLANK), CONST, DIMENS, GUIDE, KEPCON,
LABEL, LOCATE, LOGIC, MASI, FR$FI, SCHEDI,
SCHEDR, ice, TRAJI .
^7
	- j
327
SETEVN
SETEVN-4
1	 1!	 1	 1!	 1	 1
HE SEVN = 1, and
IPROP = 0.
{Propagation event with
no print?)
No
Write event label
Yes
	 RETURN
i
No	
MESEVN = ^, and
IPROP = 1
{Propagation event with
short print?)
Yes
Print S/C
state uncertainties
only
ME SEVN ? 4
2	 (Guidance
2
3
Yes
328	 SETEVN-5
LP = location
of current
knowledge
covariance
#1100
EYGPRN
Print eigenvectors
and
eigenralues
RELCOV
Compute relative
uncertainty of
any ephemeris
elements
Print std.
dev. and
correlation
coefficients
A	
E SEND ? 5, and LP 
I 
P
(Prediction event and predicted 	 No
covariance not yet
r	 computed?)
Yes
COW	
__ --
Propagate know-
329
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3,3,38 Subroutine: SETGUI
Pulse:	 Set up control for guidance event. performs
all computations which must be done in primary
overlay which consists pr,.marily of interfacing
with TRAJ.
r
9
g
t
r^
ti
t
i
t
i
i,
In ut Out ut•
Input/ Argument/
Variable _Output Coirmon Definition
BIG T C Enormous constant, 1,E2;
v	 p 0 `C Mass and thrust at gti6nce start
and stop
C119RPR(8) I C Logical flag.
= T, generate transition
matrices for guidance
by reading STM file.
= F, integrate transition
matrices for guidance
in TRAJ.
DELAY 0 C Guidance delay time fcr
current event.	 i
DXDKAF 0 C DXDKST evaluated at end
of burn interval.
ADKEIt 0 C DXDKET evaluated at begin-
ning of burn interval.
DXDr,ST 1 C Keple Tian to cartesian
ephemeris transformation
from STMRDR, corresponds
to beginning of guidance
delay interval.
QT I/O C Transformation matrix for
subroutine DYNO evaluated
at end of propagation inter-
val.
QTBURN 0 C GT matrix evaluated at begin-
ning of burn interval.
i
j
F
is
330
SETGUI -2
input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
GTDLAY C GT matrix evaluated at
beginning of delay interval.
GTOFF C GT matrix evaluated at end
of burn interval.
GTSAVE C GE matrix evaluated at begin-
ning of current propagation
interval for subroutine DYNO.
IAUGDC I/O C Dynamic parameter augmentation
flags.
ICALL C Setup parameter for TRAJ
(Section 3.5)
IE. P I C Set Ulu . VP below.
IEPHEM I C Ephemeris element coordinate
system flag.
IGPOL I C Array of guidance policy flags.
IGREAD I C Array of namelist $GEVENT	 j
read control flags.
INTEG C Setup parameter for TRAJ
(Section 3.5)
IPOL C Guidance policy flag for
current event.
r
IPRINT C	 Setup parameter for TRAJ
(Section 3.5)
TREAD {6 C	 $GEVENT read policy for
current event.
ISTOP C	 Stopping conditioet parameter
for TktA,T (Section 3.5)
KUTOFF C	 Flag indicating actual inte-
grator stopping conditions,
C	 List of dynamic parameters
contained in transition
matrix generated either
from STM filp or TRAJ.
E'
rj
^.1
I,
t'
i.
r:
i:.
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Input / Argument/
Variable output Common Definition
LOCTC I C Location in blank common
of transition matrix
returned by TRAJ.
MEVGNT 0 C Setup flag for TRAJ
(Section 3.5)
NAUG I C Length of augmented state
vector.
NCNTG I C Number of current guidance
event.
NPHST14 I C Dimension of transition	 j
matrix returned by subroutine
STERDR or by TRAJ.
NPRY I C Body number of primary
integration body.
NTPHAS I C Number of current thrust phase.
PG1 I C Locations in blank common
of working storage for
PG2 Y C guidance related covariance
computations.	 i
PHI I C Location in blank common 	 d
of transition matrix.
PLOCAL I C Location in blank common of
covariance working storage.
i	 r
PTEMP I C Location in blank common of
covariance working storage.
S C Guidance sensitivity matrix,	 j
cutoff state wrt controls.	 k
SCMASS I C S/C mass.
WA gfi T C Mass of sun.
Inputl Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
TCUTOF T G Array of guidance event
cutoff times.
TDELAY 0 G Guidance delay time for
current event.
TDUR 0 C Maximum integration time
(seconds) for TRAJ.
TEVNT 0 C Event time for TRAJ.
TFINAAL T G Error analysis final time.
TGSTOP T C Maximum integration time
if guidance event needs
transition matrices eval-
uated past final time.
TGUID T C Array of guidance event
scheduled times.
THRACG I C Thrust acceleration vector.
TTMFTA T G Target condition evaluation
time for fixed time of
arrival guidance.
TM T C Conversion constant, seconds/
day.
TOFF 0 C Cutoff time for current
event.
TOIL 0 C Maneuver execution time for
current event.
TREF 0 C TRAJ reference time for
integration initialization.
TSTM	 I	 G	 STM file time.
UP (1,IEP)	 I	 C	 Position of ephemeris body.
VP (1,TEP)	 T	 C	 'Velocity of ephemeris body.
d3TRUE	 I	 G	 S/C heliocentric ecliptic
position vector used to
define STATED for TRAJ
initialization.
3-.
^	 ^ I
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Input / Argument/
Variable	 Output Common Definition
VTRUE
	 I C S/C heliocentric ecliptic
velocity vector used to
define STATED for TRAJ
initialization.
VRNIER	 ¢S C Logical flag.
= T, current maneuver is
vernier
= F, current maneuver is
primary.
i
i
3j
a
-j
^f
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
IHOLDI, IIIOLD2, IHOLD3	 Locations for saving parameter values
I110LD4, IHOLDS, IHOLD6	 which will be changed by tails to
either STMRDR or TRAJ.
TSTMSV Saves STM file time (TSTM) when gen-
erating state transition matrices by
calling STMRDR.
Subroutines Called. : COPY, ZEROM, STMRDR, MPAK, STMUSE, STMPR, PARKEP,
-	 BOMB, JOBTLE
Calling, Subroutine: GODSEP
Ca-uiiaon Blocks: WORK, (BLANK), CONST, DIMENS, EPHEM, GUIDE, KEPC¢N,
LOCATE, LOGIC, MEASI, PROPI, PROPR, SCHEDI, SCHEDR,
TIME, TRAJI, TRAJ2
i
t	 ^
i
r
2
t
334
	
SETGUI-6
SETGUI
Set guidance
variables from
array values
Save NPRI,
NPHSTM, IAUGDC(2)
CHEKPR(8) = .TRUE.
Yes (head transition	 No
matrices from
STM file?) /
#9_9_P
Reset perturbed
parameters
TRAJ
Integrate trans-
ition matrices.
Test KUTOFF fir
abnormal
termination.
S MRDR
Read necessary
transition
matrices from
STM file.
#3000
[— OVERLAY GUIDE
Execute
Maneuver
RETURN
e a
i
t
J
^'
i^
r
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f
3.3.39	 Subroutine: STMGEN
Purpose: Generate STM file.
Remarks:
j
For effective process noise computation subroutine 	 -
( DYNO requires the evaluation at beginning and end
of a propagation interval of the rotation matrix
'. from body-centered magnitude, cone, clock system
to heliocentric ecliptic cartesian coordinates. 	 y
This transformation must be saved on the STM file.
At thrust phase change two such transformations
are required, one for each phase evaluated at the
same time point.	 Calls to the trajectory overlay
are generated to guarantee that this transformation
,i.s always evaluated for the interval just ending,
and an extra call to subroutine EP is required to
evaluate the transformation at the beginning of
• the new thrust phase.	 This pertains to statements
between statement numbers 300 and 400.
input/output:
input/	 Argument/
Variable Outout	 Common	 Definition
CHEf:PR(1) l	 C	 Check print flag.
T, write to output all
trajectory information	 s
written on STM file.
F, no write to output.
DELTIM I	 ^c	 Time difference between 	 }
previously and currently
scheduled events.
f
E 5
input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
LOCM I C Location as blank common of
current S/C mass.
LOCTC I C Location as blank co=non of
current transition matrix.
MESEVN I C Current event code.
NCNTT I G Humber of current thrust
event.
NPHST111 I G Dimension of transition
matrix.
TCURR I C Currently scheduled tra-
jectory time.
TFINAL I G Stop time for STM file
generation.
TM I C Conversion constant, seconds/
day.
TPAST I C Previously scheduled tra-
jectory time.
INTEG
IST¢P
ICALL
I'Mn T
TREF, TEVNT
TCURR, TPAST
NPRI, NTP HAS
APERT, APRIM
CON' hmo (LOCM)
RPACC, THRACC
UP, VP,
1-1p
UREL
rtna+T
Initialization perameters
G
for TRAJ.
i
Trajectory information
written to 5TM file. See
C	 common block descriptions
for individual variable
descriptions.
i
e
w
Y
Y
L
4.
Input/
	
Argument/
Variable	 Output
	
Common	 Definition
.o
VTRUE, UTRUEM	 Trajectory information
VTRUEM, WPOWER 0	 C	 written to STM file. See
GT, GTSAVE,	 common block descriptions
C01010N (LOCTC)	 for individual variable
descriptions.
Local Variables:	 None	 •
Subroutines Called: COPY, SCHED, EP
Calling Subroutine: GODSEP
Common Blocks:	 WORK, (BLANK), CONST, DDFENS, LOGIC, PR¢PR,
, SCHEDT, SCHEDR, TIME, TRAM , TRAJ2
Logic Flow:	 None
i
r`
f,
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3.3.40	 Subroutine: STMk'R (T, TI', PAIMAT)
Purpose: To print state transition matrix partitions
and effective process noise covariance if
computed.
E	 Input/Output: .
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
T I A Trajectory time at beginning
I
" of propagation interval.
TF i A Trajectory time at end of
propagation interval.
PHIMAT I A Augmented transition matrix
over'propagation interval.
^,	 11 AUGLF3B I C Array of augmented parameter
- Hollerith labels.
DYNOIS I C Dynamic noise flag.
LOC_AUG I Array locating sub-blocks
within augmented transition
matrix.
LOCLAB I C Array locating state vector
partions within AUGIAB array.
NAUG I C Length of augmented state
1
vector.
NDI14 I C Array of lengths of individ-
ual state vector partitions.
PRNSTM I C
33
Output control flag determin-
ing sets of transition matrix
sub-blocks, to be printed.
f
= T, print sensitivities of
r relevant state vector
partition to entire
	 ...
augmented state.
= F, no sensitivities printed
for relevant state vector
partition.
z
nq
1	 339
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Input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Outout	 Common	 Definition
(1) - S/C state(2) - Solve-for parameters
(3) - Dynamic consider para-
meters
(4) - Measurement consider
parameters
}	 (5) - Ignore parameters.
Q	 X	 C	 Effective process noiseI	
coveriance.
VECLAB
	
I	 C	 Array of state vector par-
tition Hollerith labels.
Local Variables:	 None
Subroutines Called: PRPART, W TOUT
Calling Subroutines: MEASPR, STMR.DR, GUIDE, SETGUI
Common Blocks:	 WORK, DMENS, LABEL, LOGIC, PROM
Logic Fl--w:	 None
4
s
9
s
i
F
i
f	 -
f.
E
1
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.3.3.41 Subroutine: MUM (T, TF, 10FT)
{
Purpose:	 To read transition matrices and trajectory
r
information from STM file (TAPE 3).
Remarks:	 During STM file creation the user should have
scheduled as fine a time grid of trajectory
points as will ever be necessary for the par-
.ticular mission. Therefore, situations will
occur during STM file reading where many time
points are encountered on the file bets*een
time points requested by the scheduler for
the current error analysis. In this situation
1	 transition matrices over the short time inter-
vals are chained to produce the required transi-
tion matrix over the complete time interval.
Input/output:
Input/	 Argument/
variable output Cormon Definition
T I A Trajectory time at beginning
of propagation interval.
TF I AScheduled trajectory time at
end of propagation interval.
.	 I¢PT I A Option flag.	 9
=	 0, normal read.
= +1, count number of records
head for future back-
space capability.
-- -, same as +1 but compute
guidance sensitivity
i matrix in addition.
k7
CREi:3.'R(1) I C Check print flag.
a
r_i	 I	 I	 I	 I!	 o
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
T, print all trajectory
information read from f
STM file and all inter-
mediate products in
transition matrix
chaining.
F, no print.
li
j
DELTIM I/O C Input as scheduled interval_
1
length.	 If SUI file i-s
already positioned within
forward tolerance DELTIM is
set to O. E
DXDKST C KeplBrian to cartesian
i
transformation for ephemeris
body evaluated at time TSTM.
IEP I C See UP, VP below.
"IEPHEb1 I C Ephemeris coordinate system
{	 J
flag.
LISTDY I C List of dynamic parameters
's
included in transition matrix
read from STM file.
MESH C Logical flag.
P
T, successful mesh of
scheduled trajectory
tunes with STDI file
times.
= F, unsuccessful mesh.
NAUG T C Length of augmented state
vector.
NPHSTM I C Dimension of transition
matrix read from STM file.
PHI I C -cation in blank common of f
output transition matrix.
PLOCAL I C Location in blank common of
transition matrix working =`
storage. for chaining.
341
i
:1w
i
.E
^'	 1
f
k
i1
1 ^y
I,
NPRI, NIPHAS
APERT, APRIM
SCIIASS, RPACC
TH RACC, UP, VP
UREL, UREMI
VREL, VREIM
UTRUE, VTRUE
UTRUEM, VTRUEM
WP¢WER, GT
GTSAVE
Trajectory related informa-
tion read from STM file.
C	 See individual parameter
definitions in common
block descriptions.
s
7
i
i
r
I	 I	 I	 I
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Local Variables:
Variable Definition
MOLD Intermediate holding variable used
when exchanging values of IPH12 and
IPHI3^
IPH12 Initially set to P19CAL and PTEMP
respectively.	 Values are switched to
IPH13 avoid copying of intermediate transi-
tion matrices used in chaining.
NBACK Number of records read when IOPT = 0
to be used for backspacing.
NUPPER Tipper word limit -or . reading PT14 record.
TSTMO Last Value of TSTM Lthen IOPT = 0.
Subroutines Called: VECMAG, PARKEP, BOMB, MMAB, M&MIT, MPAK, STMUSE,
STMPR
Calling Subroutines: COVP, SETGUI
Common Blocks: WORK,	 (BLANK), CONST, DIMENS, EPHEM, GUIDE,
KEPCON, LOCATE, LOGIC, MEASI, PROPR,.SCHEDI,
SCHEDP, TIME, TRAJ1, TRAJ2
t
i
f
f
i
---L	 -
NBACK = 0.OR.
Yes
	
IOPT	 0 (STM
file properly
positioned?)
No
Rewind
STM file, 
skip forward
to correct
position
TF >	 TST;I + 10LFOR
(Requested time ^^
greater than	 No DELTIM =	 0.
filel 	 time +
forward	 tolerance?)
Yes
1	
^
4200 
v
Read RETLIRLQ
transition
matrix and
trajectory
info
FRSTIM = .TRUE.
(Does this ;- ead	 No
sequenec start	 3
frein
file beginning?)
Yes
:
OL
g?
T2 + TFOR
No 	 neXt time
t mesh with
nterval
ginnin
ti
r
Yes
2
^^	 l
1
I
a
r
FSTIM = .FALSE.
mpute DXDKST
 
beginning o£
terval if
necessary
3	
#30
,x.
T > T l+TOFOR
	Requested time
	
Yes	
I
still greater
than file time
No
	
MESH = TRUE
	
No	
BOMB
Yes
	
.OR. SCHFTL j
,TRUE. Successful
	
Terminate
mesh, or failure OK? 	 Processing
I	 I	 I	 I	 I
345
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2
► Read next'
transition
matrix
`Chain transition
matrices
#500
TF; T2+T0LFOR
Final time greater
	
Yes
,then file time?
MESH = .TRUE. .OR.
	
BOMB
SCHFTL ,^ .TRUE .	 No
Mesh successful, 	 Terminate
or failure OK	 Processing
Yes
e	 r
STMUSE
Convert transi-
GD-^-tion matrix to
usa'.rle form
Igo.	 I
f	 346
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', a
	 l
3.3.42	 Subroutine: ST',WSE (THRNUM, DXDK, SMIN, ININ, LISTIN,
{ SITIOUT) NOUT)
i
Purpose: To convert state transition matrix as read from
STM file to state transition matrix as needed
by augmented covariance matrix.
- Remarks: There are four possible operations required to
convert STM file transition matrices to the
augmented transition matrix required for
covariance propagation:
(1)	 ordering of rm-7s and columns with insertions
for measurement parameters and deletions
for unused dynamic parameters as necessary
(2)	 Scaling of thrust parameter sensitivitiess
to account for number of thruster operating
' r
over current phase;
(3)	 the setting to identity of ephemeris element
to ephemeris element sensitivity sub-b7-.ck
if stationary cartesian or Keplerian elements
are augmented; and
(4)	 the coordinate transformation of S/C state
sensitivities to ephemeris elements if those
elements are Keplerian.
Input/Outout:
'Input/	 Argument/
Variable Outout	 Common	 'Definition
TFIRNMI I	 Number of thrusters operat-
ing over transition matrix
interval.
f^^	 I
F	 j
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
DXDK a A Keplerian to cartesian
transformation for ephemeris
elements evaluated at begin
ning of interval.
STMIN I A Input transition matrix.
NIN I A Dimension of input transi-
tion matrix.
LISTIN I A List of parameters included
in input transition matrix.
STMOUT 0 A Output transition matrix.
N$UT 0 A Dimension of outs, : - transi-
tion matrix (required only
variably dimensioning
STMOUT).
IEPAEM I C Coordinate system flag for
ephemeris elements.
LIST I C Parameter list for output
transition matrix.
LISTPH I C Parameter list of possible
ephemeris elements.
NEPHEL I C Number of ephemeris elements
I
134$	 STMUSE -3
Logic Flow:
STIMUSE
t	 .
SCALE
Scale down single
thruster sensitivi-
ties according to
no, of thrusters.
TEPHEM 0
.OR.
	
Yes
NEPHEL = D
	
RETURIN
(Any stationary
ephemeris parameters)
No
IDENT, LOADRC
Load identity
into ephemeris
to ephemeris
sensitivities
_	 IEPHEM ;^ 2
Are ephemeris	 Yes	 RETURN
parameters
cartesian?
No
i
LODCO.L, '2143, LODCOL
Transform S/C state
sensitivities to ephemeris
elements from cartesian to
Keplerian space.
('"RETURN'
6
~	 3
1
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i
_
VERR^ l
f
I
l(II`l	
`-L
3.3.43	 Subroutine: VERR (VARDV, DV, COVERR)
- errorPurpose: To compute the AV	 executioncovariance.
Method: Variances in AV'	 proportionality, resolution
and two pointing angles are applied to the input
i
i
A-ur	 to form the execution error covariance (See
s
Section 6 . 3 of the Analytic Manual).
Input/Output:
Input / Argument/
.	 Variable Output Common	 Definition
VARDV I A	 &V' execution error
variances:
2	 2
FR0 3,	 RES,	 Off.	 64,
AV I A	 d'v = (Av'x , &Vy ! Avz)
C¢VERR O A	 Execution error covariance
Subroutines Called: None
Calling Subroutines: GUIDE
Common Blocks: None
#	 Logic Flow: Done
i
i
,,1
31
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3.4	 Subroutine: SIMSEP
Purpose: To control the overall logic flow of the trajec-
tory simulation mode.
Method: SIMSEP is the main subroutine in the trajectory
simulation mode. 	 Its primary function is to
control the execution of algorithms and Logic
according to the operation and option flags
specified during input.	 This is done in two
f basic cycles within the program.	 The first,
or outer cycle, is the so-called Monte ^arlo
` mission cycle where a complete actual trajectory
is propagated from beginning to end. 	 Included
within the missinn cycle is the guidance event
loop where trajectory estimation and guidance
are performed to keep the "actual" trajectory
on course.	 After many sample missions have been
k-
F flown, certain statistical parameters are ccm-
puted to aid in the deduction of expected trajec-
Lorry characteristics and system performance.
Remarks: One of the key operations performed in SIMSEP
and its subordinate routines is the propagation
of trajectories from one time point to another.
zIftis operation may simultaneously include the
generation of state transition matrices. 	 Since
all communications with the integrator are by
-	 I
c. mmon block variables, the explicit in line
initialization of integrator control variables
prior to calling the trajectory routine is
s
evident throughout SIMSEP. 	 A list of variables
'i
"a
which must be defined to properly initialize
the trajectory is given below.
	
This list should
i
clarify how SMSEP's interface with TRA3 is per-
; formed.
Variable Definition
i
EPOCH Initial trajectory epoch, a Julian
date.
TREF Trajectory starting time (in seconds)
measured from EPOCH.
-	 TDUR Trajectory termination time (in
seconds) measured from EPOCH.
STATED State vector specified at TREF.
SCMASS S/C mass specified at TREF.
f	 NTPHAS Thrust pha p s number of TREE'.
NPRI .Primary body number at TREF.
P	 •
}	 ICALL Trajectory initialization flag.
ICALL = 1, the trajectory is ini-
tialized and propagated.
WALL = 2, the trajectory is ini-
tialized only.
ICAM = 3, the trajectory is propa-
gated from a previous
integration step. i
(	 INTEL Flag indicating which equations are
to be integrated in TRAJ.
r	 ( INTEG	 1, equations of motion and
variational equations are
to be integrated.
r
j ,
i
.i
^II 	 i	 I	 I	 I
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Variable Definition
INTEG = 2, only the equations of
motion are integrated.
ISTOP	 Trajectory stopping condition flag.
ISTOP = 1, the trajectory integration
is ended at TDVR.
ISTOP = 2, the trajectory integration
is ended when closest
approach is detected at
the target body.
ISTOP = 3, the trajectory is stopped
when the sphere of influ-
ence is encountered.
Inut/,
 it put:
Input /
	Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
NREF	 I	 C	 State vector read-in flag.
UREL	 I	 C	 Relative s /c position
vectors.
UREL (!,1) for i = 1, 2, 3
is the heliocentric posi-
tion vector of the s/c.
UREL (i, ITP) for i = 1,
2, 3 is the position vector
relative to the target
r
f	 -
planet.	 {
VREL	 I	 C	 VREL (i,l) for i = 1, 2, 3	 {
is the heliocentric velocity
i
vec to of the s /c .
VREL (i, ITP) for i = 1,
	 1,
2, 3 is the velocity vector
'	 relative to the target
planet.
i
BLANK	 I	 C	 Current s/c mass at any
(LOCH)	 given instant along the
trajectory integration,
TSTOP	 I	 C	 Trajectory stop time rela-
tive to EPOCH.
}
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SIMSEP-k
IUPut/ Argument/
Variable Output Comore 3efinition
f	 1
EPOCH I C Initial epoch of the mis-
Sion.	 A Julian data corre-
sponding to the launch of
h
the mission.
^
f	 TGE I C Epoch of a guidance event.
IRAN I C Random number seed.
NOISED I C Thrust process noise flag.
If NOISED - 1, time varying
dynamic noise is activated
in the trajectory Integra-
tor.	 if NOISED - 0, there
is no dynamic noise.
PG I C Initial a/c control cov-
ariance in ei envector/
eigenvalue form.
KTERR I C Flag to indicate whether
or not a trajectory is to
be propagated after a given
guidance correction to the
designated target to eval-
uate target errors.	 If
17LERR
	 : 8 target errors
are computed.	 If KTERR
0, no target errors.
NSAMP I C Ptevious number of Route
Carlo cycles that have been
processed for a given
guidance event.
MC I C Previous number of Monte
Carlo cycles that have
been processed for the
total fission.
RSGE I C Reference trajectory state
vectors at guidance events.
RMGE I C Reference s/c mass at guid-
ance events.	 f
RKTAR I C Reference trajectory state
at the target tie.
RNTAR I C_ Reference s/4 V$Bo 4t the
target tinge.
i	 i	 i
__! I I I I	 I
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MSEP-5
input/F Argument/g
Variable OutRut Common	 Definition
THRUST I C	 Thrust control array.
XTPR I C	 Thrust control phase number
at guidance events.
STHRT3 I C	 Stored thrust control array
for the reference trajectoryi thrust profile.
NGUID I C	 Number of guidance events
for this mission.
NCYChE I C	 dumber of Monte Carlo
cycles for this SIMSEP
run.
Focal Variables:
Variable Definition
IC Monte Carlo cycle counter for complete
missions.
2^1AIr^ Guidance event counter for completed
guidance events within a mission.
MZEFO Initial reference trajectory state
vector.
ZA. Actual trajectory state vector.
$E Estimated trajectory state vector.
XT Actual trajectory final target vari-
ables.
IPRNT Print	 output flag.
ii
j
;i
'i.
}j
1	 l	 I	 I	 I	 I
Variable Definition
DELTAU Guidance control corrections computed
at a guidance event.,
IGUID Guidance law flag.
Subroutines Called: COPY9 CSAMP, DATAS, EPHSMP= ERRS14P, EKGUID,
LGUID, NLGUID, NOISE, OD, OPSTAT, TRAJ,
R.ERRT3, SET, SPRNTI, STAT, TCOMP, VECMAG,
2EROM
Calling, Subroutines: MAPSEP
Common Blocks: CONST, CYCLE, DYNOS, EDIT, EPHEM, IASM,
SIM7. 9 ISM, SIM2 0 ISM, SI2UAB, STOREC9
TM, TRA3l, TRA32 9 WORK, (BLANK)
X356
Logic Flow:
n	 SIMSEP
DATAS
Read Namelists And
Initialize Program Data
SET L+4)
Initialize Actual, Estimated,
And Reference Trajectory
Constants And Parameters
NREF = i	 Yes
SIMSEP-7
Compute reference trajectory
conditions at the guidance and
target points
Start of Monte Carl
Cyc le
IC = IC+I
SET (-3)
Set All Nominal Working Arrays
Used By .TRA3 Wi.th'The-Reference
E Valves
i
^
^	 `	 >
^	 \`]
`
^- -
/
^	 .	 .
'
^	
^	 357
CSAMP
Sample PG To form XA
Sample Ephemeris Error To
Form Actual Ephemeris
Planet Orbits
ERRSMP
Sample S/C Parameter Errors
To Form Actual
THRUST, SCMSS, Etc.
-T
Save All Actual Parameters
That Have Been Sampled In
The SSI-Arrays
Start of Guidance
Cycle
Set All Nominal Working
Arrays With The Actual
Parameter Values
Propagate Actual Trajectory
To Guidance Event
OD
Sample AuVented Knowledge
Covariance To Form Estimated
State Vector XE
^
'
2
IIGUIDI = 2	 No
E
Yes
NLGUID
Compute Nonlinear Guidance
Correction, DELTAU
No
IC NVFG! 1
Divergence	 Gu
 has	 Yes
Occurred In
/Divergence
he Nonlinear
Guidance	 No
(	 Logic	 ICN`VEG^2
_	
We a k
Convergence
	
4	 Yes, Convergence
EXGUID
Sample Guidance
Event Execution
Errors And Form
Actual Correction
5
STAT
Compute Cumulative
Statistics For This
Guidance Event
^	 EXGUID
Sample Guidance Event
Execution Errors And Form
Actual Correction
SIMSEP-10
r a }
Yes	 IC <
5	 Recycle in	 NCYCIFE
Monte Carlo
Cycle
RETURN
Print And -
P.uneb DutPu_t
Y
KTERR rio
F.
OVERLAY (TRAJ)
i	 Propagate The Actual Trajectory
s	 To The Target And Evaluateij	 Target Errors
G	 Yes	 IRAN <Recycle in	 NGUTA
Guidance Cycle
No
OVERT AY (TPW )
Propagate Actual Trajectory
To The Final Target
STAT
Compute Cumulative Statistics
For This Mission
Input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
EVEC	 I	 A	 Variably dimensioned
(NN-'X (1%'N+I)) array of eigen-
vectors and eigenvalues.
The (NN X NN) square matrix
.	 360	 CSAMP-1
I 	 IY
3.4.1 Subroutine: CSAMP (EVEC, NY, REFVEC, SMPVEC, IRAN)
Purpose:	 To sample a n-dimensional covariance matrix in
order to formulate a zero-mean, Gaussian, error
vector	 which is added to the reference value.
Method:	 From an input array of eigenvalues corresponding
to a specified covariance matrix in an uncorre-
lated representation, a standard Monte Carlo
sampling technique is used to define a random
vector. This random vector is then multiplied
by the modal matrix of eigenvectors to rotate
it back into the original state space. It is
added to the reference vector to obtain a sample
vector.
Remarks:	 This routine is used in SIMSEP for constructing
random actual state vectors relative to the
reference state at the initial time from the
input control error covariance. It is also
used to compute an augmented estimated state
vectors from the input knowledge covariances at
guidance events. The maximum dimension a
covariance matrix may have is 20 X 20,
Input/Output:
k
R
i
'y
3
Y
a
y'
i,
i3
361
input/	 Argument/
Variable	 Outout	 Common
is
ma
ve
{
t
e
NN	 I	 A	 Di
ma
REFVEC	 I	 A	 Re
t
ad
SMI.'VEC	 0	 A	 Sa
i s
th
IRAN	 I	 A	 Ra
Local Variables:
Variables	 D
D Sampled error
REFVEC. Equ'
the WORK co
Subroutines Called: RNUM, MMAB, ADD
Calling Subroutines: SIMSEP, OD, El^IiSMp
Common Blocks:
	
WORK
Logic Flow:
^	 1	 .
CSAMP-2
Definition
the so-called modal.
trix which has eigen-
ctors as columns.
	 The
IN + 1) column vector is
he (NN X 1) vector of
igenvalues.	 1
mensianality of . the EVEC
trix.
ference state vector to
he sampled error vector is
ded.
milled state vector which
different from REFVEC by
e sampled error vector.
ndom number generator used.
efiniti.on
 vector to be added to
.valence s to elements in
moron.
I
i
J
R
1	 --
1
CSAMP
Sample
am(square roots of)a lue
Eigenvalues and Form D
SMPVEC REFVEC + EVEC * D
PUM IURN
365 2
CAMP-3
K.
is
363 DATAS-1
r.
3.4.2 Subroutine: DATAS
Purpose:	 To make calls to SDAT1 and SDAF2 in order to
read the SIMSEP input.
Methoc:	 DATAS is a macro-logic routine which serves
j
exclusively to call SDAT1 and SDAT2 in suc-
cession.
Input /Qutut_:	 None
Local Variables:	 None
Subroutines Called. SDAT1, SDAT2
	 r
Calling Subroutines: SIMSEP
Common Blocks:
	
None
i
4	 Logic Flow:	 None	 fj,
3
a
w
f
i
i
1
	
' 	
1
•	
^7I
i
j.:
4
F
Pages 364 through 374 have been deleted.
I`
i
l'
i
f
375	 EPHSMP-1
3.4.4	 Subrouti .n.e: EPHSMP (7PRNT)
Pur nose:	 To make random samples from the input ephemeris
planet error covariances and the gravitational
constant uncertainties.
Method:	 A standard Monte Carlo sampling procedure is
used to form discrete errors in the Cartesian
state vector of the ephemeris planets. This
sampling is made at a specified apoch and is
transformed into changes in the Keplerian orbital
elements. The analytic ephemeris is modified to
reflect these ephemeris errors. Likewise, errors
are computed for the solar and ephemeris planet
gravitational constants.
Input/Output:
Input / 	Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
7
SMASS I/O C
PMASS 1/0 C
9 ^
I
PIANET 1 C
I
I
CSAX
I
I
1/0 C
CECC
it
110 C
CINC
1
I/O C
Solar gravitational
constant.
Planetary gravitational
constant.
Hollerith array of planetary
names.
Analytic ephemeris semi-
major axes.
Analytic ephemeris eccen-
tricities.
Analytic ephemeris inclina-
tions.
-input/- Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
COM I/O C Analytic ephemeris argu-
ments of the ascending
mode.
COMEGT 1/0 C Analytic ephemeris argu-
ments of the apsis.
CMEAN I/O C Analytic ephemeris mean
anomalies and mean motions.
M1ERR I C One sigma uncertainties in
the gravitational constants.
XEPH I/O C Ephemeris planet state
vector at epoch.
NEP2 i C Flag array specifying the
ephemeris planets.
EPHERR I C Eigenvector/eigenvalue
representation of the
ephemeris error covariance.
TEPH I C Epoch at which the ephemeris
errors are evaluated.
6
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
GMUS
	
	 Temporary storage for the solar gravi-
tational constant.
GMU	 Sum of sampled solar anu p1snetary
t
masses.
•	 XX	 Temporary storage for the sampled
Cartesian ephemeris planet state.
EL	 Temporary storage for the sampled
orbital elements.
!:..:.`_ .`'Subroutines Called: 	 RNUM, CSArP, CONIC, COPY, gERSk1
l
S77
	 APHSMP-3
Calling Subroutines: SIMSEP
Common Blocks:
	 CONST, DYNOS, EPHEM, Slbll, ISFMI $ WORK
t
EPHSMP-4
EPHSMP
Sample GMERR(l) for a
Solar Mass Error to Add
to SMASS
DO 11 = 1, 2
2
NEF2 (11)	 10
No
GK SMAS S + PMASS
CONIC
ompute Conic Elements,
EL, Corresponding To
XX
i
S^P
EE-phem!rri
Cartesian
s Errors To
m: XX
Sample GNERR (11+1) For
Planetary Mass Errors To Add
to MASS
Load Actual Coni c Elements,
EL, into the Ephemeris Arrays
CSAX, CSCC, CINC, COMEG,
CQMEGT, CMEAN
r
i	 RETUM
I
I
Ye^IRETURN
Page 379 has been deleted.
Initial S/C mass.
Thrust exhaust velocity.
Electric power at 1. A.U. i
I
Thruster efficiency.
I
E
Radiation pressure coeffi-
cient.
i
Thrust control array.
	 i
Thrust, control noise.
Thrust control noise time
correlation coefficients
for the first process.
{
^INow
li
^' f	 I
fE
30	
ERRSMP-1
5	 I 	 I
3.4.5	 Subroutine: ERRSMPa'	_ 	
I
Purpose_:	 To wake random samples from input SEPS parameter
i
errors, thrust biases and thrust process noise
in order to formulate actual values for these
parameters used during the propagation of an
actual trajectory.
Methods:	 A standard Monte Carlo sampling procedure is used
1
to compute random errors which are added to the
i
1	 reference values to form "actual" parameter
values.
Input/Output:
I
-	 Input/	 Argument/
i	 Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
I
ii
SCMASS I/O C
ENGINE(10) 1/0 C
ENGINE(l) I/O C
(=POWERO)
ENGINE(II) 1/0 C
(=;THMFF)
ENGINE (15) I/O C
(=CRA)
k	
THRUST 1/0 C
j	 TNOTSE 0 C
QTAU1 0 C
3 ERRSHP-2
m^5^i'	 I	 /i
Input/ Argument/
Variable _Output co=on Definition
GTAU2 0 C Thrust control noise time
correlation coef ficient'a
for the second process*
SCERR I C SEPS parameter error&.
TOERR I C Thrust control biases.
Is
	
TVERR I C Time varying thrust control
im I C Total number of active
thrust phases.
is
MIN I C Thrust phase number for the
first active phase
Subroutines Called: RHUM
Calling Subroutines: SIMSEP
Co=ou Blocks: CONST, DYNOS, Ste, ISM 3, TIME, TW13,
TRAJ2, WORK
382
Logic Flow:	 ERRSMP-3
ERRSMP
Sample SCERR to
Form SCMASS, EXHVEL
POWERO, THREFF, CRA
I	 Sample TCERR for
Thrust Control Biases
To Form THRUST
.pi
I
I
1
IPRNT:1
Y7^
Print; Diagonal of
the Correlation
Time Matrix and
Initial Thrust
Control Noise
RETURN
i
i'
`	 384	 EXGUID-1i
1
3.4.6A Subroutine: EXGUID (XA, DELTAU, IMAN, IPRNr)
4
Purpose:	 To execute commanded thrust control changes or
impulsive delta-velocity corrections which have
k
i been computed by the guidance algorithm,
Method:	 For a low thrust guidance event, the actual
thrust controls are changed according to the
Ecommanded corrections computed by the guidance
I
algorithm. These updated thrust controls still
reflect thrust biases which were determined as
f	 random samples from the input error sources.
For an impulsive guidance event, the commanded
f
delta-velocity is corrupted by randomly sampled
^	 1
i	 execution errors and is then added to the actual
state vector as an instantaneous velocity change.
input/Out'eut:
Input/ Argument/
Variables Output Common Definition
XA I/O A Actual s/c state vector.
DELTAU I A Commanded thrust control
correction or delta-
velocity change.
IMAM I A Number of the currant
guidance event.
385 EXGUID-2
Input/	 Argument/
	
Variable	 Output	 Common _
	
Definition
NTC	 I	 C	 Number of active thrust
controls.
IGL	 I	 C	 Guidance law specifica-
tion flag.
Local Variables:
	
Variable	 Definition
EDVM	 Magnitude of the commanded delta-
velocity correction.
ADVH	 Magnitude of the actual delta-
velocity correction.
UEDV
	
Unitized estimated delta-velocity
vector.
AE	 Angle measured it the ecliptic plane
from the positive X-axis to the pro-
jection of the commanded delta-velocity
correction.
BE	 Angle measured out of the ecliptic
plane to the commanded delta velocity
correction.
AA Angle measured in the ecliptic plane
from the positive X-axis to the pro-
jection of the actual delta-velocity
correction.
BA Angle measured out of the ecliptic
plane to the actual delta-velocity
correction.
r
Subroutines Called: 	 VECMAG, UNITV, RNUM, ZEROM, ADD, SET, MA6TOUT, COPY
r
Calling Subroutines: SIMSEP
	
Common Blocks:	 CONST, DYNOS, IASTM, SIM1, ISIM1, SIkiLAB } STOREC,TW1
	
P.
RETURN	 IGL:O	 7	 2
C1
EDVM	 DELTAU
F
EDVM : RIALL
ZEROM
..._.^......,^.^..^..^......,..
	
DELTAU = U
;UEDV = DELTAU/ ll DELTAU A
i
C
RETURD
AE = A'TAN (UEDV (2) /UEDV (1))
	 {
BE = ASIN (UEDV (3))
Sample it and Out of Plane	
3
Execution Errors to Form:
	 J
AA and BA
Sample Proportionality and
Resolution Execution
Errors to Form:
	
ADWI	 3
orm Actual Delta-Velocity:
DELTAU (4) =ADV-%V-COS (AA)4-COS (BA
s	 DELTAU (5 ) =ADS rYr5IN(AA)+COS ($A
DELTAU(b)=ADVM SIN(BA)
Y
.7
Priat: Commanded
and Actual Delta-
Veloaity.
Corrections
RETURN
M
I	 SET (-1)	 1
Restore the Actual Thrust
Controls in the THRUST
THRUST = THRUST + DELTAU
SET(+I)
Restore the S-1 f,rrays
With the Actual
Thrust Controls
No
1PRNT=O
Print: Commanded
Yes	 Thrust CentralCore
ctions and
s' Actual Thrust
Controls
f
RETURN
MOM
i
i
r-:
n
E
I
! 387-B	 GUIDHX-1
3.4.6B Subroutine; GUIDMX (MI, THETA, ETA, GAM14A, W, NT, IGUID,
` IMAN, CONWT)
ur ose:^	 ^ To calculate the guidance matrix used by the
linear guidance algorithm.
Method: The guidance matrix, T
	
, is computed from tra-
jectory sensitivities evaluated about the
reference trajectory according to the guidance
policy specified during input. 	 The computational
steps in formulating V	 are discussed in the
Analytic Manual, Section 7.3.1.
	
Once the guid-
ance matrix has been determined, it is stored
and used on successive Monte Carlo cycles, thus
eliminating the need to re-evaluate trajectory
sensitivities.
Input/Output:
Input/	 Argument/
Variable Output	 Common	 Definition
PHI I	 A	 State to state transition
matrix,
	 I .
THETA I	 A	 Control variable to state
component transition matrix,
B .
u
ETA I	 A	 State to target variable
transformation matrix,.
GAMMA Q	 A	 Guidance matrix,	 1
NC I	 A	 Number of cgntrol variables.
NT I	 A	 Number of target variables,
F.	 IGUID I	 -A	 Guidance maneuver type flag.
1L_.-
387-C GUIDMX-2
input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
MAN I A Guidance event number.
CONWT I A Weighting, factors for the
control variables.
Local"Variables:
Variable Definition
TMSI Temporary matrices staring TMX2 intermediate calculations.
TMX3
Subroutines Called:	 GENINV, MMAB, MPAK, SCALE
Calling Sutsroutine: 	 REFTRJ
Cvm+ston Blocks: None
i
i
i
E i
i	 .
{
387-D GUIDMX - 3
388
	
LGUID - I
3.4.7 Subroutine: LGUID (XE, MAN, IPRATT, DELTAU)
Purpose: To compute law thrust or impulsive guidance
si
corrections using a lLi ,?ar, non-iterative
guidance law.
Method: Using the
r
dlinear guidance matrix,	 formu-,
s
lated in.GUIDMX, LGUID computes a set of low
thrust or impulsive corrections according to
i
the matrix equation
# Au - r cXE
1
where	 J X 	 is the state vector difference
I
between the esti7wated and reference trajectory
stage at the guidance point.
'	 Input/Outsgut:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition__
XE I A Estimated S/C state vector.
IMAN I A Number of the current guid-
ance event.
1'liNl' I A Print output flag.
DELTAU 0 A Output vector of low thrust
or impulsive velocity cor-
f
rections.
SMAT I C Saved guidance matrix pre-
viously computed.
r'	 NTC I C Number of control variables.
RXGE I C Reference trajectory state
f vector at the guidance
^^	 i point.
fL6cal Variables:
Variable	 Definition
DKF	 Deviation of the estimated
state vector relative to
the reference trajectory at
the guidance point.
GAMA	 Guidance matrix, 1 .
EDU	 Temporary storage for the
computed control correction.
Subroutines Called:	 COPY, MAB, SUB
Calling Subroutines: SIMSBP
Common Blocks:	 IASTM, STKI, ISIMI, SM.,AB, STORBC, TIME, WORK
Logic Flow:
	
None
390
	
NLGUID-1
3.4.8 Subroutine: NLGUID (XE, IMAN, IPRNT, DELTAU, ICNVEG)
Pur ose:
	
	
To compute low thrust or impulsive guidance cor-
rections using a nonlinear guidance algorithm.
Method: The estimated state is propagated to the designated
target time where target errors relative to the
reference: target conditions are evaluated. 	 State
variations with respect to guidance controls are
computed with the estimated trajectory propagaEion.
From the target errors and the resultant sensitiv-
ity matrix, a linear control correction is calcu-
lated and applied as an update to the current con-	 i
troll.	 This process is repeated until the target
- errors are within specified tolerances. 	 If the
target tolerances are not satisfied after NMAX
'- iterations, further guidance corrections for the
current Monte Carlo mission are aborted and the 	 a
mission is ended.	 A more complete discussion of
the nonlinear guidance problem and the method of
solution which has been implemented here is given
in the Analytic Manual, Section 7.3.4.
t	 f	 INPUT /OUTPUT: INPUT/	 ARGUMENT/ DEFINITION	 iI	 VARIABLE OUTPUT	 COMi+N
XE I	 A	 Estimated S/C state vector.
lMAN I	 A	 Number of the current guidance 	 1
event.	 j
i	 IPR.NT I	 A	 Print output flag.
D)3LTAU 0	 A	 Computed low thrust or impulsive
control corrections.
j	 ICNVEG 0	 A	 Convergence flag. 	 d
= 0, No convergence after ITMX
iterations or after the quadratic
c error function, Q, has increased
i on three successive iterations.
f 1, Weak convergence after ITMX	 ^
iterations and Q being less than
j AOX.
= 2, Strong convergence (Q!- 11.
' -	 TOL I	 C	 Array of target error tolerances
!; FS -used in computing the quadratic
1
error function.
tions allowed.	 kXnput as NMAX).
OK I C Weak convergence tolerance.
IEPH I C Code for the ephemeris body.
NTPL I C Code for the target body.
NTAR I C Number of target variables.
NTC I C Number of control variables.
TGE I C Time of the guidance event.
TTAR I C Designated target Lime.
LSTAR I C List of target variable codes.
XTARG I C_ Reference trajectory target con-
ditions at the designated target
time.
SMAT I C Stored sensitivity matrix.
CONWT I C 'Control variable weights.
THRUST I C Array of thrust controls.
STHRT2 I C Stored array of estimated thrust
controls.
RXTAR I C Reference trajectory state at the
designated target time.
UNTAR I C Conversion factor which convert
target variables from internal to
external units.
DV= I C Maximum delta-velocity magnitude
change.
f	 i
i
1
t
I'
391 NLOUID -2
INPUT/ ARGUMENT
1	
K4ATABLE
	 OUTPUT COMMON DEFINITION
IGL	 I C Flag designating the type of
t guidance correction to be computed.
t If IGL = +2, the guidance is low
ff
I' thrust.	 If IGL 
W 
-2, the guidance
li
is impulsive.
ITMX	 I C Maximum number of guidance itera-
392
	 NLGUID-3
INPUT/	 AFGUMENT
VARIABLE OUTPUT
	 COMMON	 DEFINITIONi
IJH I	 C	 Array of indices wt;i.ch identify
the position in the THRUST array
l
i
of the active controls.
I	 PHI 0	 C	 State to state transition matrix
between TGE and TTARG.
THETA 0	 C	 Controls to state transition matrix
1
F
between TGE and TTARG.
LOCAL VARIABLES
VARIABLE DEFINITION
WW Weighting matrix used in formulating the quad-
ratic error function.	 WW is diagonal with the
reciprocal target tolerances squared for the
{ non-zero entries.
j
XXE Estimated trajectory state vector at TSTOP.	 1
r
ITER Current iteration counter.
r
!	 [-.	 Q2 Value of the quadratic error function evaluated
on two previous iterations.
Q1 Value of the quadratic error function evaluated
on one previous iteration.
3
QO Current value of the gitadratic error function.
ETA Transforufia*ion matrix mapping differential state
variables into differential :Rrger variables.
EDV Delta-velocity guidsnce correction at the cur-
rent iteration.
I	 E UD uDelta-thrust-control guidance correction at theg
i current iteration.
I	 ARGX Target variables evaluated on the estimated
trajectory at TSTOP.!
TAURR Target error at TSTOP.
GAMMA Guidance matrix which maps target errors into
control variables.
Sub'routines Called:	 ZEROZ45, MATOUT, COPY, SET, MMAB, GENINV, VECMAG,
- SCALE, ADD, THCOMP, TCO14P, SUB, M IATBA, SCOMP,
4393	 NLGUID-4
uauLng snosoucines: bimw!
Common Blocks:	 CONST, TRAJI, TRAJ2, SIMI, ISIMI, TD E, (BLANK)
f	 ^
a
9
I
NLGUID
INITIALIZATION
AND
SET-UP
ITER = ITER+1	 11
THCOMP
Compute Estimated Trajectory
and
PKI and THETA Matrices
TCOMF
Compute Target Variables On
The Estimated Trajectory:
Yes
QO	 No
AOK	 2 ivergene
Yes
Weak	 ICNVEG = 0Conver-
gence
ICNV.EG = 1
RETURN
<0
Impuisive
Compute Guidance Matrix:
GAHMA
EDV = [GAMMA] * [TARERR)
XE = XE + EDV
2
^E
is
	
QO < 1	
Ye s
Strong Cow7ergence^
No	 ICNVEG = 2
DIVERGENCE_..
+No
	
RETURN
ECj5M1'
Compute
Transformation
Ma trix; EP
	
IGUID	 >0
Low Thrust
Compute
Matrix:
EDU =;vAMW
THRUST = 7
Pages 396 through 402 have been
deleted
i.
if
403	 OD-1
3.4.9A Subroutine: OD (XA, XE, IMAM, IPRNT)
Purpose_:	 To estimate the s/c state vector and parameters
which have been augmented to the state at a
	 1 .
1	 l^
guidance event.
Method:	 Since an explicit orbit determination process
and measurement models are not included in
SIMSEP, OD, in-effect, performs the state esti-
mation function. A knowledge covariance, which
has been transformed into an eigenvector/
i
eigenvalue representation, is randomly sampled
to form an error, 1C XE , in the estimated state
vector relative to the actual, i.e., S X - 	 E
E
XE - XA . If parameters such as ephemeris errors,
i
thrust biases, etc., have been augmented to the
six-component Cartesian state, estimated errors
I
for these parameters are simultaneously computed
by sampling an augmented knowledge covariance.
The formulated error vector is added to the
corresponding actual values to define an estimated
state and estimates of the augmentation parameters
to be used to calculating guidance corrections.
Input/Output:
Input/
	
Argument/
Variable	 Output __ 	Common,	 Definition
XA	 I	 A	 Actual s/c state vector
(position and velocity).
1
Input l Argument/
Variable .
	output Common Definition
XE 0 A Estimated s/c state vector
(position and velocity).
IMAN I A Number of the current guid-
ance event.
IPRNT I A Print output flag.
BLANK I C Array of eigenvector and
eigenvalues ' corresponding
to the augmented knowledge
covariance.
ENGI14E (1) 0 C Estimated electric power at
ME RO) 1 A.U.
SP03 I C Saved reference value of
the electric power at I
A.U.
ENGINE(10) 0 C Estimated thrust exhaust
EXML) velocity.
SEKV3 I C Saved reference value of
the thrust exhaust velocity.
ENGIVE(11) 0 C Estimated thruster effi-
THRUT) ciency.
STEFF3 I C Saved reference value of
the thruster efficiency.
ENGINE(15) 0 C Estimated radiation pressure
CRA) coefficient.
SCRA3 I C Saved reference value of
the radiation pressure.
SCMM 0 C Estimated SEPS .
 mass,
RMGE I C Reference SEES mass,
THRUST 0 C Estimated thrust control
array,
STURT3 I C Saved reference thrust
control array.
4 0	
OD-2
r	 ^ .
......	
........
i,
405
	
OD-3
input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
KDIM I C Dimension of the augmented
knowledge covariance.
IEPH I C Ephemeris planet number
for the current knowledge
covariance,
W2 I C Active actual ephemeris
planet number.
SMASS I/O C Estims.ted solar gravita-
tional. constant.
PMASS- I/O C Estimated planetary grav-
itational constant.
XEPH I/O C Estimated ephemeris planet
Cartesian state vector.
GMERR I C Solar and planetary gravita-
tional constant uncertain-
ties.
CSAX 0 C Estimated semi-major axis
for the ephemeris planet.
CECC 0 C Estimated .eccentricity for
the ephemeris planet.
CINC 0 C Estimated inclination for
the ephemeris planet.
COMEG 0 C Estimated longitude of the
ascending node for the
ephemeris planet.
COBECIT 0 C Estimated longitude of
periapsis for the ephemeris
planet.
CMEAN 0 C Estimated mean anomaly for
the ephemeris planet#
4
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Local Variables:
Variable Definition
AXA Augmented actual state vector.
	 The
dimension and packing are determined
by KTY.
AXE Augmented estimated state vector.
Like AXA, the dimension and packing
are determined by KTY.
EL Estimated osculating ephemeris planet
orbital elements.
INDEXI Index identifying the position in the
EVEC matrix of the first element
corresponding to the current augmented
knowledge covariance.
Subroutines Called: 	 ZEROM, CSAMP, COPY, CONIC
Calling Subroutines: SIMSEP
jj Common Blocks:	 CONST, TRAJI, EPHEM, TIME, SIMI, STOREC, WORK, TSR4
(BLANK)
Op
Set Thrust Controls Equal
To The Nominal
Mission Controls:
THRUST = STHRT3
Set Basic S/C Parameters
Equal To'The Nominal. Values:
SC14ASS = RXGE
POWER0 = SP03, EXHVEL = SEXV3, ETC
LD
t
I	 1
o
1X407-A
OD-5
3.
Compute INDEXI
KDl'M	 Yes
Construct Actual Aug vented
State Vector, MAF,
According To Vie
Dimension And Parameters
Speci fied By IPM
CSAMP
Sample
Augmented Kaowledge
Covariarice To Form The
Augmented Estimated
State Vector: AXE
RETURN
^	 I_	 1	 I	 I	 !	 I	 I
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3.4.9B	 Subroutine: OPSTAT
Purpose: To output statistics evaluated during the
Monte Carlo mission simulations.
Method: After completion of Monte Carlo cycles in
SIMSEP, OPSTAT transforms variances and
covariances which characterize the statistics
of the "real world" trajectories into standard
deviations and correlation coefficients. 	 The
standard deviations, correlations, and means
are printed as a part of the standard SIMSEP
output whenever the number of Monte Carlo
cycles is greater than one.	 Arrays of these
numbers are also punched (if requested by the
user) in a format rea,ly to initialize a sub-
sequent SIMSEP run.
Input/Output :
Input/	 Argument/
Variable Output	 Common	 Definition
NGUID I	 C	 Dumber of guidance events
occurring on-the mission.
NSAMP(i) I	 C	 Number of Monte Carlo cycles
executed in accumulating
•	 statistics for ith guidance
events.
GCCOV(i) I	 C	 Control error covariance
and vector mean evaluated
at the ith guidance event.
F	 GMCOV(i) I	 C	 S/C mass variance and mean
( evaluated at the i th guid-
ance event.
r'
1
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Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
?.	 DVCOV (i) I C Delta-velocity covariance
and vector mean evaluated4 for impulsive maneuvers at
the it 	guidance.event.
DVMAGS(i) I C Delta-velocity magnitude
( variance and mean for
	 j
I impulsive maneuvers at the
it	 guidance event.
CNOOV(i) I C Thrust control correction
covariance and means
	 a
evaluated for low thrust
maneuvers at the i th guid-
ance evert.	 1
I	 NTC(i) I C Number of low thrust con-
j; trols active for the ithguidance event.
TCCOV(i) I C Control error covariance
and vector mean evaluated 	 ^?
aththe target time on the 	 j
i	 guidance event.
TMCOV(i) I C S/C mass variance and mean
evaluated at the target
time an the i th guidance
^ event.
TE€tCOV(i) I C Target error covariance and
means evaluated at }fe tar-
get time on the i th guidance
event.
c	 NTAR(i) I C Number of target variable
for the ith guidance event.
	 E
.	 MC(i) I C Number of Monte Carlo cycles
executed in accumulating
statistics.
ENDCOV I C Control error covariance
	 f
iI and vector mean evaluated q t 	 i
4 the trajectory end time 	 s`(TEND) .
AMASS I C a/C mass variance and mean
evaluated at the trajectory
end MNID) .
r{ 1e
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OPSTAT-3
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition._
_
ADVT I C Delta-velocity magnitude
variance and mean evaluated
for all impulsive maneuvers.
ATHCOV C Covariance of active thrust
c,rtrols used throughout the
mission for all low thrust
maneuvers executed.
KATHC I C Dimension of the ATHCQV
matrix.
Local Variables: 	 done
Subroutines Called: MATOUT, S'YMUP, VARSD
Calling Subroutines: SIMSEP
f	 Common Blocks,:	 SIM1, ISIM1, SIM2, ISIM2
I,F
JJ	 Logic Flora_:	 Done
I.
r^.
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3.4.9C Subroutine: 	 REFTR3
Pur2a132;	 (}) To compute reference trajectory condition
e.g., state, mass, sensitivities,, etc., at the
guidance points; (2) to evaluate reference tra-
jectory target conditions at designated target
times; and (3) to compute the guidance matrix
I3
to be used at linear guidance events.
Method:
 	
REF'TRJ performs the trajectory calculations
necessary whenever INREF is read as zero during
the $SIMSEP namelist input. These calculations
are done by repetitively calling ether the TRAJ
overlay or the THCOMP subroutine. In addition,
REFTPJ prints *nd punches the reference trajec-
tory data so that they may be used to initialize
subsequent SDSEP runs (with INREF = 1).
Input/Output:
Input / Argument/
Variable Output Common Definitiony
TGE T C Epoch of a guidance event.
WAR I C Designated target epoch.	 1
NGUID I C Number of guidance events.
NTAR I C Number of target variables.
NTC I C Number of controls.
. NTFL I C Target planet code.
IGL I C Guidance law flag.	 E
LSTAR I C List of target variable::';
codes.
407-F REFTRJ-2
5 Input/ Argument/ I
"Variable Output, Common Definition
.	 RXGE 0 C Reference trajectory state
at the guidance event.
BINGE 0 C Reference S/C mass at the
guidance event.
1RXTAR 0 C Reference trajectory state
at the target time.
RMTAR 0 C Reference S/C mass at the
target time.
,j
XTARG 0 C Reference target conditions
at the t;:rget time.
XEM 0 C Reference trajectory state	 j
at the final trajectory
time (TEND).
-MEND 0 C Reference S/C mass at the
final trajectory time.
SMAT 0 C Sensitivity or guidance
matrix for guidance maneu-
vers.
PHI 0 C
E
State to state transition
matrix.	 4
THETA 0 C Thrust controls to state
transition matrix.
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
ETA State to target variable transformation
matrix.
GAMMA Linear guidance matrix.
TMK1 Temporary storage of intermediar'f
calculations.	 r
Y
Subroutines Called:	 COPY, ECOMP, GUIDMX; MMAB, MPAK, TRA3,, TCOMP, THCOMP	 #.
L	 Calling Subroutines: SzMSEP €
i
S
REFTRJ -3
Crymmon Blocks:	 CONST, EPHEM, IASTH, SIMI, TSIMI., SIMLAE, TIME,
TRAJ I_ , TRAJ 2 , (BLANK)
3
1
u
3
J
l
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3.4.9D	 Subroutine: SDATI
Purpose: To read input data from the $SIMSEP namelist and
to initialize the trajectory simulation mode.
Method: Once the default values have been initialized, the
$SIESEP namelist is read from input.	 Names	 dimen-
sions, and definitions for variables contained in
$SIMSEP are discussed in the User's Manual (Section
2.4, page 37).	 The input data are processed and
stored in common blocks so that they may be used by
Monte Carlo cycle logic in SI14SEP.	 Variables con-
tained in this namelist control the degree of data
preparation and computational operations performed
within the main cycle of the program.
Remarks: Many of the variables appearing in SDATI are initial-
ized from namelist with units specified in the User's
Manual,	 Before they are transmitted to other routines
and used by the program, they are converted to in-
ternal units which are kg, kw, km, sec, km/sec, and
radians.
Input/Output :
Input / 	Namelist/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
AOK	 I /O	 N/C	 Backup convergence tolerance
for weak convergence t3st.
MIA	 I /O	 N/C	 Computer processing time limit
for the current SIMSEP run.
DVMKN I/O N/C
INREF 1/0 N/C
LOUT 1/0 N/C
IPUNCH I/O N/C
IRAN I/O N/C
NCYCLE I/O N/C
Maximma delta-velocity magni-
tude step.
State vector and trajectory
parameter read-in flag.
s^
Print output flag.
Punch output flag.
In ut/Out ut:
Input/ Namelist/
Variable Output Common Definition
NGUID I /O N/C Number of guidance events
to be executed on each
Monte Carlo mission simu-
lation.
EPHERR I /O N/C Ephemeris error matrices
for the ephemeris bodies.
GMERR I/O N/C Gravitational constant
errors.
NEP2 I/O N/C Active ephemeris planet
numbers,
XEPH 0 C Cartesian state of the ephem-
eris body at TEPH.
PG I/O N/C S/C control error matrix.
TEPH I/O N/C Epoch of evaluation of the
ephemeris errors.
EXVERR I/O N/C Midcourse velocity correc-
tion execution errors.
SCERR I/O N/C SEP and S /C errors.
TCERR I/O N/C Thrust bias errors.
TVERR I /O N/C Thrust process noise.
ADVT I/O N/C Total delta -vdlocity magni-
tude statistics.
ENDCOV I /O N/C Accumulated S/C control error
statistics at TEND.
AMASS 1:10 N/C Accumulated S/C uass statis-
tics at TEND.
ATHCOV I/O N/C Accumulated total thrust
control statistics.
XENl]	 I/O	 N/C	 Reference trajectory state.
vector at TEND.
s
1-
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Input/output.
SDATI-3
Input/ Namelist/
Variable Output Cotomnon Definition
MEND I/O N/C Reference S/C. mass at TEND.
SPFnV I/O N/C Chemical propulsion system
specific impulse.
DVHWT I/O N/C Chemical propulsion system
mass flow rate.
MC I/O N/C Number of previous Monte
Carlo cycles.
KATHC I/O N/C Dimension of the ATHCVV
matrix.
J 0 C Number of the last active
thrust control phase between
trajectory times TSTART and
TEND.
3MIN 0 C Number of the first active
thrust control phase after
TSTART.
Local Variables: 	 None
Subroutines Called: COPY, EIGENV, FPUM, MATOUT, SDVAR, ZEROM.
Calling Subroutines: DATAS
Common Blocks:	 CONST, CYCLE, DYNOS, EDIT, EPOM, SIMI, ISIMI, SIM2,
ISIM2, SIMIAB, TIME, TRAJI, TRAT2.
Logic. Flow:
Convert SCERR, TCERR, and
TVERR To Internal Units
is
SDATI
Initialize Default Values
for %SI'MSEP Variables
Read $SIMSEP
SDVAR
Convert PG Correlation
Coefficients To a
Covariance Matrix
EIGENV
Transform PG Into An
Zigenvec tar /Eigenvalue
Representation
SDVAR
Convert EPHERR Correlation
Coefficients Into A
Covariance Matrix
EIGENV
Transform EPHERR Into An
Rigenvector/Eigenvalue
Representation
407 M
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3.4.9E	 Subroutine:
u
SDAT2
F
i	 Purpose: To read input data from the $GUID namelist and to
define the guidance philosophy, guidance control
variables, targets, etc., at each guidance event.
Method: Since the number of guidance events considered for a
given SIMSEP run has been specified by the NGUID vari-
able which was read in SDAT1, the SDAT2 subroutine
reads the $GUID namelist NGUID-times.
	 Names, dimensions,
default values, and definitions for the variables con-
tained in $GUID are discussed in the User's Manual
(Section 2.4, page 37).
	 The input data from $QUID are
stored in common blocks for subsequent usage during
the execution of guidance maneuvers.
	 The user specifies
through input the type of guidance, duration of the
guidance event, target variables and controls.
Remarks; Variables appearing in SDAT2 are initialized from name-
list in external "user" units.
	 As was done in SDATI,
these variables are converted to internal units before
	
i
being transmitted to the rest of the program.
!	 Input/output'
1.
Input/
	
Nameli.st/
Variable Output	 Common
	 Definition
TGUID I	 N	 Guidance event epoch
	 j
TGE 0	 C
XGREF I	 N Reference trajectory state
vector at the guidance
RXGE 0	 C point.
MGREF I	 N S/C mass at the guidance
point.
RMGE 0	 C
S I	 N	 Sensitivity or guidance
matrix.
i	 SMAT 0	 C
H I	 N	 Array of on/off flags used to
identify active thrust con-
trols at a guidance event.
1 13 ti 0	 C	 Matrix of active control
variable indices.
t
A
P
i
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Input / Namelist/
Variable _ Output• Common , ._„ Definition^
UWATE I N Control variable weights.
COM 0 C
IGUTD I N Guidanca law flag.
:.	 IGL 0 C
NMAK I N Maximum number of iterations
in the nonlinear guidance
ITMK 0 C algorithm.
NEP I N Ephemeris planet number.
IEPH 0 C
t
NTP I N Target p? riet number.
NTPL 0 C
NTAR 0 C Number of target variables.
NTC 0 C Number of control variables.
TTARG I N Target epoch.
WAR 0 C
TARGET I N Target variables evaluated
on the reference trajectory.
XTARG 0 C
XTREF I N Reference trajectory state
at the target epoch
PXTAR 0 C
ITREF I N S/C mass at the target
epoch.
BMTAR 0 C
TARTOL I N Target: variable tolerances.
1	 l	 T¢L 0 C
ITARGT I- N Target variable selection
flags.
LSTAR 0 C
d
i
i	 ^	 -
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Input/Output:
input/ Namelist/
Variable Qrz^ut Common Definition
N Augmented knowledge error
covariance at a guidance
PS I N event.
CxS I N
BTANK 0 C Eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
KDnMN I N' Dimension of the augmented
knowledge covariance. 
XDIM 0 C
KTER I N Option t1ug for computing
target errors.
XTERR 0
CC*VG I N Accumulated control error
statistics at the guidance
GCCOV 0 C point.
GMSC#V I N Accumulated S/C mass
stat istics at the guidance
GMCOV 0 C point.
CNTWV I N Accumulated active thrust
control error statistics.
CNC*V 0 C
DVMCUV I N Accumulated delta-velocity
vector statistics at the
DVCOV 0 C guidance event.
DVMAG I N Accumulated delta -velocity
magnitude statistics at the
DVMAGS 0 C guidance event.
CCOVT I N Accumulated control error
stat=istics at the target
TCCOV 0 C point.
U499 I N Accumulated S/C mass
statistics at the target
IMCOV 0 C Point.
TARCOV I N Accumulated target error
statistics.
TERC*V 0 C
input/ Namelist/
Variable Output Cot=on Definition
MSAMP T N Number of previous Monte
Carlo samples on the
NSAMP 0 C accumulated statiutics.
MTPH 0 C Thrust phase number at a
guide-ze event.
ICYL72 0 C Recycle flag. 
UNTAR 0 C Vector of target variable
conversion factors.
i
i
3
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Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
PP	 Temporary storage for the
augmented knowledge covar-
iance matrix.
IRAN	 Guidance event counter.
WDEKI	 Index marking the position in
blank common after which eigen-
vectors corresponding to a par-
tict,lar augmented knowledge co-
variance are stored.
INDEK2 Index like INDEKI except it
marks where ezgenvalues are
stored.
Subroutines Called: COPY, EIGENV, ICOPY, MATOUT, MPAK, MUNPAK, SDVAR,
SXMLI, SYMUP, ZEROM.
Calling Subroutines: DATAS
Common Blocks:	 CYCLE, EDIT, EPHEM, IASTM, STMT, ISIM1, SIM2, ISrM2,
STMLAB, TINE, TRA7l, TRAJ2, (BLANK) .
t407-Q	 SDAT2-5
rSDAT2
•.l
f
Eize Default Values
$GUID Variables
f
3
IMAN = IMAN + 1
Read $GUID
INREF = 1	 x..^
Yes
Toad Reference Trajectory
Data *FBF, MGRFF S
iEtc. Into Common toraee
407-R
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MSAMP tS C	 Ye s
No
Convert Accumulated
7^
St
r
=at
^y
i
^^
s
y^
t
n
i
m
c
f
al
y^^
Data
r 	
I rLtc
Covariance Matrices zk.nd Load
A Them Into Comuxon Storage
Pack P, CXS, and PS Into Pp
SDVAR
Convert PP Into
Covariance Matrix
EIGENV
Transform PP Into An
Eigenvectsar/Eigenvalue
Representation Arid
Store in (BLANK)
3	 No	 IMANA 5
Yes	 i
HC do
	
Ye s
No
s
Convert Accumulated Statistical Data THCOV
And AI'COV'Into Covariances and Load Them
Into Common Storage
E
n.	
RE,'URN
3.4,.1QA Subroutine: SET (ISTORE)
Purpose:
	
	
To set and store physical parameters (ephemeris,
gravitational, etc.) and SEPS parameters (thrust
controls, mass, exhaust velocity, etc.) needed
by the trajectory integration routine for generat-
ing the actual, estimated, and reference trajec-
tories.
Method:	 SET simply performs multiple copy operations in
transferring the working values used by the
trajectory integrator into designated storage
arrays, Sl, S2 and S3. By calling SET with
ISTORE equal to +l, +2 or +3, the corresponding
Sl, S2 or S3 array is equated to whatever is in
the regular working arrays. If ISTORE equals +4,
all three S-arrays are set. When SET is called
with ISTORE equal to -1, -2, or -3, then the
working arrays are re-set to whatever is stored
in S1, S2 or S3, respectively.
Remarks:	 This routine is essential to SIMOSEP in that it
allows the program to use the same trajectory
integrator to evaluate each of the different
types of trajectories needed for a mission simu-
lation.
7 ^ - M
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Input/Output :
Input/ Argument/
Variables Oer2ut Co:mnon Definition
MOIRE I A Flag controlling the SET
logic flora.
ENGINE (1) 1/0 C Electric pourer at l A.U.
ENGINE(10) I/O C Thrust exhaust velocity.
(=EXHVEL)
ENGINE(11) I/O C Thruster efficiency.
(=THREFF)
ENGINE(15) I/O C Radiation pressure coeffi-
(=CRA) ci.ent.
SCMASS I/O C SEPS mass.
SMASS I/O C Solar gravitational
constant.
PMASS I/O C Planetary gravitational
constants.
A?TPHAS I/O C Current thrust control
phase number.
XEPH I/O C Ephemeris planet state
vector..
THRUST 1/0 C Thrust control array.
CSAX I/O C Semi.-major axis ephemeris
constants.
KIN 110 C Lunar ephemeris constants.
CECC I/O C Eccentricity ephemeris
' constants.
CINC I/O C Inclination ephemeris
constants.
COMEG 1/0 C Longitude of the ascending
node e phemeris constants.
f
t	
'^
i
i
i
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input/ Argument/ .
Variable Output_ Common Definition
COMEGT 1/0 C ' Argument of the apses
ephemeris constants.
CIE-AN 1/0 C Mean anomaly ephemeris
constants.
SSZdI 1/0 C Stored solar gravitational
. constant.
SSCM1 I/O C Stored SEPS mass.
.	 SEXVZ 1/0 C. Stored thrust exhaust
velocity.
STEM 1/0 C Stored thruster efficiency.
SCRAI 1/0 C Stored radiation pressure..
SPOT i/Q C Stored electric power to
-{ 1. A.u.
SPMl 1/0 C Stored planetary gravita-
tional constants.
SXEPHZ 1/0 C Stored ephemeris planet
state vectors.
SSAX1 7:10 C Stored semi-major axes.
SEMNI 1/0 C Stored lunar ephemeris
constants.
SECCI 1/0. C Stored eccentricities.
I
SiNCI 1/0 C Stored inclinations.
j
?	 SOMEGI 1/0 . C Stored longitudes of the.
I	
_ ascending node.
SOMGTI 1/0 C Stored arguments of the
apsi.s.
SMEANI 1/0 C Stared mean anomalies.
STHRTI 1/0 C Stored thrust controls.
,a-
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(Comment: It: addition to tliese storage arrays and variables, there
are also corresponding S-2 and S-3 arrays.)
	
I
Local Variables:	 None
Subroutines Called:	 COPY
Calling Subroutines: SIMSEP, NLGUID
Common Blocks:	 EPHEM, SIM1, ISIM1, STOREC, TRA.TI, TP.A.T2
a
I
1
a
412
1
- Lac Flow:
	
SET	 SET-5
3
V`
^i	
)
r}
 1
RETURN
	 ISTORE:O	 1
i
ISTORE
I
I or - 4	 - 2	 3i
Store SMASS, SCMASS,
EXHVEL, POWERO, THREFF,
CRA, NTPHAS, PMASS,
XEPH, CSAX, EMN. CECC,
CINC, COMEG, COMEGT,
CMEAN, and THRUST into
the S-1 Arrays.
1
_	 Store SMASS, SCMASS,
ISTORE:4
	
- EXHVEL, POLTERO, THREFF,
CRA, NTPHAS, PMASS,
XEPH, CSAX, EMN, CECC,
CINC, COMEG, CO?1EGT,
CMEAN, and THRUST into
the S-2, Arrays.
i
Store SMASS, SCMASS,
ISTORE:4
	 EXHVEL, POWERO, THREFF,
CRA, NTPHAS, PMASS,
	
•^ 	 VTtTTT	 IT liIV	 TSlI.T AT/'TP1	 1
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IABS (ISTORE)
^ 2
Store SSMI, SSCH1,
"SEXVI, STEFFI, SCRA1,
SPO1, SPHI, SXZPHI,
SSAX1, SEMN1, SECCI.,
SINC1, SOMEGI, SOMGT1,
tsrrays.
M^NI, SMTPHI, and
TMRTI into the Nominal
Store SSM3, SSCM3,
Sv:XV3, STEFF3, SCRA3,
SP03, SPH3, SXEPH3,
SSAX3, SEMN3, SECC3,
SINC3, SOMEG3, SOMGT3,
SMEANS, SNTPH3, and
STHRT3 ir-to the
Nominal Arrays.
E
Store SSM2, SSCM2,
SEXV2, STEFF2, SCRA2,
SPOT, SPM2, SXEPH2,
SSAX2, SEMN2, SHCC2,
SINC2, SOMEG2, SAIM ,
SMESAN2, SNTPH2, and
STHRT2 into the
Nominal Arrays. 	
i
t
I RETURN
t
i
}
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3.4.108 Subroutine: SPRNT1 (XA, XB, XREFO, IC, IMAM)
Entry Points:	 SPRNT2, SPRNT3, SPRNT4
Purpose:	 To print actual, estimated, and reference
trajectory data computed during Monte Carlo
mission simulations.
Method:	 SPRNTI, or one of its various entry points,
is called from SIMSEP whenever printout of
trajectory information is desired. A call
to SPRNTl results in the "Output Data for
the Actual Trajectory Initialization". (See
the sample case in the User ' s Manual, Pages
119 through 132.) SPRNT2 generates the
"Output Data for Guidance Event" which
includes printout for actual, estimated,
and reference trajectory data. SPRNT3
generates the "Output Data at the Designated
Target Time" when KTER = 1 and the corrected
trajectory is propagated after a guidance
event. At the end of each Monte Carlo mission
simulation, SPRNT4 is called to display the
"Monte Carlo fission Summary".
input/Output:
Input / 	Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
XA	 T	 A	 Current actual S/C state.
XE	 T	 A	 Current estimated SIC
state.
^1 .
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Input/ Argument/
Variable
-..	
Output Common Definition
is
XREFO I A Current reference S/C
state.
IC I A Current Monte Carlo cycle
number.
MAN I A Current guidance event
F number.
TCERR
t
I C Thrust bias errors.
SCERR I C S/C and SEP errors.
GMERR T C Gravitational constant
errors.
GTAU1 I C	 z Negative reciprocal of the
correlatAon times for the
GTAU2 I C thrust process noise.
TNOISE I C Vector of random thrust
l control perturbations.
}	 TGE I C Guidance event epoch.
WAR
E
I C Target. epoch.
XTARG I C Reference target variables.
UNTAR I C Vector of target variable
¢ conversion factors.
SSCMI I C Actual, estimated, and
SSCM2- I C reference S/C mass.
SSCM3 I C
SEXV1 z C Actual, estimated, and
SEXV2 I C reference exhaust. velocity.
SEXV3 I C
SPOl I C Actual, estimated, and
SP02 I C reference electric power.
SP03 I C
I
STEFFI I C Actual, estimated, and
STEFF2 I C reference thruster
i_,	 :STE.FF3 I C efficiency.
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common	 Definition
SCRAI I C	 Actual, estimated, and
SCRA2 I C	 reference radiation pressure
SCRA3 I C	 co-efficient.
STHRTI I C	 Actual, estimated, and
STHRT2 I C	 reference thrust controls.
STHRT3 I C
SSM1 I C	 Actual, estimated and
SSM2 I C	 reference solar gravitational
SSM3 I C	 constant.
SXEPMI I C	 Actual, estimated and refer-
SXEPM2 I C	 ence Cartesian state for
SXEPM3 I C	 the ephemeris body at TEPH.
SPM1 I C	 Actual, estimated, and refer-
SPM2 I C	 ence gravitational, constant
SPM3 I C	 for the ephemeris body,.
Local. Variables:
Variable Definition
DXE Vector deviation of the estimated
state from the reference and/or the
actual.
DXA Vector deviation cf the actual state
from the reference.
ELA Keplerian elements corresponding to
ELE the actual, estimated, and reference
ELR Cartesian states of ephemeris body.
34ASS Actual S/C mass evaluated at TEND.
Subroutines Called; CONIC, SUB
Ca 11irig ., Subroutines:	 SIMSEP
Common Blocks: CONST, DYNOS, EPHEM, SIMI, ISIMI, SIMLAB, STOREC,
TIME, T12AJ1, TRAJ2, (BLANK)
Logic Flow: None.
5
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Subroutine: STAT (XA, XR, N, N1, ACOV, M, PCOV)
Purpose:
-	 3
To compute a covariance matrix and mean, 	 {'
recursively, from a sequence of error vectors,
Method: For the I,; 
h Monte Carlo cycle, an error vector,
X, is computed as the difference between an
actual and a reference vector. 	 This error
'vector updates the previous mean based on 	 (M-1)
samples according to the equation
Xri	 -	 (X^i + (14-1) X M-
1
} l^	 C -.
for M = 1, 2, 3, ....	 The covariance matrix is	 .
t also updated by the relation,
T
TM-2r
i	 - Lei-1J GM-1
	
XM--1 XH-1
•
1T
	
M	
T
11-1	 I&
for M = 2, 3, 4, ...., whereGli-1 is the previous
covariance matrix and CM the new covariance,
Input/Output: °.
input/Argument/.
Variable Output	 Common	 Definition
XA s	 A	 Actual sampled vector.
XR I	 A	 Reference vector.
Id" 3	 A	 Dimension of XA and XR.
is
N1 I	 A	 NI - N + 1.
s
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
ACOV I A A-prior covariance matrix:
and mean, based on M-1
samples.	 This is a (N-.K,%)
array with the variances
and coveriances being
stored in the first N-
columns and the means
being stored in the Nl-
i
columns.
I	 M I A Number of Monte Carlo sem-
pies used to formulate the
I
i
updated covariance matrix.
PCOV I A Updated output covariance
j matrix and vector of means.
The storage is in the same
format as AGOV.	 ACOV and
.} PCOV may, in fact, share
the same core locations.
• Local Variables:
-Variable	 Definition
I
X	 Error vector, X = XA - XR,
I
I
i	 XX	 Temporary storage for the new means.
XXT	 Temporary store c for the outs*x prod-
uct of two vectors.
^	 I	 I	 I	 !	 I	 f
Logic Flow:	 416
	 STAT-3
I
Commute New Covariance:
=	 M-2	
C	
r	 --T	 -F	 .)	 T
cm
	 ^^1-1 )	M-1
- M ])	 X7&
-
RETURN
J
417	 THC¢MP- 1
`I 2 Subroutine: THC MP	 XyE TSAVE MAN THETA_.	 3.4.1  	 ^	 { ,
	
)
Purpose:	 To compute the matrix of partial deviatives of
3	 state coordinates at the tar get with respect to
thrust controls; namely,
y —6 - (X,  Y, Z,
2P	 n
where n is the number of control variables.
Method:	 Small perturbations are forced to each control
variable of concern and an integrated trajectory
is propagated to the target time. The final
state vector of each variant trajectory'is
differenced with the standard, or nominal.,
state to form numerical partials.
RemarRs:	 This subroutine is used by both the linear and
nonlinear guidance subroutines in SIMSEP.
Conversion of THC¢MP to use augmented state
transition matrices integrated during the tra-
jectory propagation would principally affect this
routine and would considerably reduce the computa-
tional expense of numerically di.fferencing.
Input/Output:
•	 Input/	 Argument/	 .
Variable	 Outeut	 Common	 Definition
XE	 I	 A	 Initial state vector which
is to be perturbed in
comput ;.ng the partials.
i
418	 -	 THCOMP-2
t
i
i
Input.' Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
XKE I A Final state vector on the
standard as nominal trajec-
tory.
TSAVE I A Trajectory propagation
interval between the
guidance event and the
target time.
IMN I A Number of the current guid-
ance event.
THETA 0 A (D - matrix of partial
derivatives.
THRUST I/O C Thrust control array.
IHMAT I C Array of indices that specify
. the thrust controls which are
to be perturbed.
HMT I C Array of thrust control
perturbations.
UREL I C Target body relative position
vector at the target time.
VREL I C Target body relative velocity
vector at the target time.
NTCON I G 'Number of perEurbing controls.
Local Variables:
	
None
Subroutines Called:	 TRAM', COPY
Calling Subroutines: LGUID, NLGUID
Common Blocks:	 CONST, TRAJI, TRAJ2, TIME, SIM1
La .
Logic - Flow	 THCOMP -3
THCOMP
Initialize Variables ror
Trajectory Propagation
THRUST = THRUST + MAT
Z
Propagate Trajectory To
Obtain
UREL, VREL
u
1
r
i
r	 420	 TRAJ-1
l
3.5	 Subroutine: TRAJ'
J
	
Purpose,	 To control, the overall trajectory initialization
and propagation.
t
Remarks:	 Since TRAJ is used by the three modes, it must
be capable of reproducing the same trajectory
for each mode, independent of the augmented state
form, event times or print times. Special prob-
lems arise when the equations to be propagated
include the transition matrix or covariance
between events. For example, at the beginning
of an event either the transition matrix must be
reset to an identity or an updated covariance
must beiven to TRAJ. To solvelve these problems,
Logic was incorporated into TRAJ to make use of
	 1
event logic in the subroutine PATH with an entry
point FLIGHT.
Beginning at the trajectory epoch t0 , the tran-
sition matrix or covariance is initialized and
is propagated to the first event (E 1). MAPSEP
logic returns to the calling routine which per-
forms its operations. Upon reentering TRAJ, the
transition matrix or covariance is again reini-
121
f	 TRAJ-2
t 
El
tp
w
i
propagated front E l to EZ .	 Ire order to propa-
i gate the transition matrix or covariance from
E2 to E3 and preserve the trajectory grid, the
'1
spcci.al logic in TRAJ calls FLIGHT to propagate
1
the appropriate matrix from E2 to t i e	 Then the
spacecraft state is propagated from t o to ti.
Now having the state and transition matrix or
covariance at t l , the appropriate matrix is prop-
agated to E 3 .	 This process is continued until
all events have been satisfied.
Input/output:
Input/	 Argument/
Variable Output	 Cormnon	 Definition
ICALL I	 C	 1, initialize the trajec-
tory and propagate to
r	an event or stopping
condition.
2, initialize the tra.;"-
tory only.
3, propagate from a pre--
+ viously defined point
in the trajectory.'f
INTEG I	 G	 = 1, propagate the state
and transition matrix.
= 2, propagate the state.
= 3, propagate the state
! and state covariance
4 matrix.
 
i 	 e
is;
f	 f
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	 TRA3-3
Input/ Argument/
Variable output Common Definition
DSC I C The blank common array.
The following	 :Iage will be
used to locate specific
information.
LOGET I C Previous event.
L¢CX I C Trajectory time.
LOCH I C Integration stepsize.
LOCTC I C State transition matrix or
Covariance.
LOCFO I C Deviations (from conic) of
state (reference).
LOCDY I C Deviations (from conic) of
state derivatives	 (reference).
LOCYT I C Deviations of state (event).
LOCDT I C Deviations of state deriva-
tives (event).
XEQS I C Dimensions of the covariance
or transition matrix.
TEVNT I C Next event time.
IAUGDC I C Flags used to augment the
covariance or transition
matrix.
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
TEVNTS Stored value of TEVNT.
IAUGDS Stored value of 7AUGDC.
Subroutines Called: PATH, FLIGHT, IDENT, COPY, LOA
f
3
TRAJ-4
Cal
-
ling Subroutines: TOPSEP, GOASEP, SMSEP
f
Common Blocks:	 TRAJ2, WORK, (BLANK), CONST, EDIT, EPHEM, TIME,
TRAJ1.
i
1
,i
t
g4^
is
F
i
Logic "Flaw
}s
I	 I	 I	 I	 i
424
i
J^ll
tE
r
;i
425
2
1hTEC
2
l
I
Make The State
Transition
i Matrix
An Identity
Call 1DEN7
I
1
r
Reinitialize
The Transition
Matrix
Differential
Equatior
Copy Updated
Covariance
Into Working
Array
Reinitialize
The Covariance
Differential
Equation
4
i
3
i
i
f
A
474. _._	 = B7G
No
Is	 Propagate The
G	 The next	 ;0	 Transition
went t.+1	 Matrix Or
Covariance To
t i + l
Call FLIGHT

E 3.5.1	 Subroutine: DNOISE (T)
Entry Point	 NOISE
Purpose:	 To compute thrust acceleration perturbations
due to time-varying process noise.
Method:	 A vector of thrust control perturbations, S u,
is computed during the trajectory integration
at the beginning, middle, and end of each inte-
gration step. The time correlated thrust noise
is assumed to be a Gauss-Markov sequence accord-
ing to the equation
	
U.
	
- A Su
m. + W.-i+l
_ dt/T1
where	 A =	 e	 ^ r
t/T2
e
r
•
•
&t /T
e
a
and &t = ti+1
	
ti . The factors T l , T2,
F
are the correlation times associated withTx
6
each stochastic process, 	 uj. The vector
s is assumed to remain constant over the interval 	 r
{	 '}	 t with its effect on Su 	 being diminished
{
DNOISE-2
by the exponential decay terms in A. 1+1 is
a vector of independent random variables which
have Gaussian distributions. The standard'
deviation, Tw.; , is given by
{1-e	 T"'
in order to sati3fy the requirement that the
process be stationary.
Input /Output:
Input/ Argument/
4	
f I	 Variable output Common Definition
',	 of fl
T I A Current trajectory time.
GTAU1 I C Negative reciprocal of the
correlation times for the
' first process.
F GTAU2 i C Negative reciprocal of the
correlation times ,-or the
i
second process.
TVERR I C One-sigma values for the
time-varying thrust control
i
errors.
IRAN I C Random number seed.
TNOISE I/O C Vector of thrust control
t
'
perturbations.
	 !
f
Local Variables:
s
i
i
Variable Definition
Tl Trajectory time at the previous point::;:
of thrust noise evaluation.
F
i
Variable	 Definition
H	 Time increscent since the previous
thrust noise evaluation.
Subroutines Called:	 RNUM
Calling Subroutines:	 EP, SZMSEP
Common Blocks:	 TRA TI , DYNOS* TRA32
430
DNOISE-4
3.5.2 Subroutine: DPHI (T, DS, DSTM, M, N, LOG)
Purpose: To compute the time derivative of the State Transition
Matrix {^)
Method: 'A = F 0
Input/Output' Y
input/ Argument/
Variable -	 Output Gammon Definition
IAUCDC I C Flag indicating the augmeucation
of the STM and covariance Matrix.
T I A Trajectory time
DS I A Independent variables
DSTM 0 A Differential equations
M I A Number of rows in DS and DSTM
N I A Number of columns in DS and DSTM
LOO I A Routing flag
INl'EG I C Set = I Propagate the State and
Transition Matrix
Set = 2 Propagate the State
Set = 3 Propagate the State and
State Covariance
IRECT I C Index used to check whether the
current call to DPHI is for rectifi-
cation purposes only (i.e. IRECT =1) 
Local Variables:
IAUGS	 index used to check whether the F matrix heeds to be
augmented.
Calling Subroutines: NUMIN
Subroutines Called: MOTION, L¢ADFM, GRAVAR
Common Blocks:	 TRAJ2
t432
l
1
	
.._. _=	 Logic Flow:
DPHI
Propagate the State to
Time T and Evaluate
Partial Derivatives
for the F Matrix:
4	 Call MOTION
VNc
 
No
Yes
s	 {
	
-	 Compute the
Augmented
Elements of r
Call GRAVAR
Load the F Matrix
and Compute 0;
Ca 11 LOADERS
s
Return
t
DFHI-2
433 EP-1
I°.
I
t
5
{:	
T J 3.5.3	 Subroutine: EP (T, CMP.SS)
i'
Purpose_:	 To compute the effecti ge low thrust accelera-
tion vector and matrix of partial deviatives
for transition matrix or covariance propagation
in a control phase.
Method:	 The magnitude of the low thrust acceleration is
a = 0.002 q P TL
M c
where
P = power available to the thrusters	 a
= thruster efficiency
M	 spacecraft mass
c = exhaust velocity
n
TL	throttling level.
s
The acceleration hector can be expressed in one
of two spacecraft centered coordinate systems.
One system is the cone and clock system and the
other is the In plane and Out of plane or orbit
plane system, (Section 4.1, Reference 1). luting
C = Cone Angle
CL = Clock Angle
_ in plane angle
Out of plane angle.
r
r
4
1
1
ay = a sin (CL + CLt) sin (CN + CNt)
az = a cos (CN + CNt)
and
ax = a cos (7'+t t) cos (5 +i t)
.ay = a cos t) sin {5 +d t)
a = a sin t)Z
where t is the trajectory time from the begin-
ning of the control phase. The acceleration is
then transformed from the spacecraft system to
the inertial system by the matrix A (See Section
S
rg3
1
The acceleration vectors for each system are
ax = a cos (CL + 6
L
 t)sin (CN + CNt)	 a
4.1. of the Analytic Manual),
a - A a'
EP also computes the matrix of partial derivatives
^ a
g -u
where u is the vector of thrust controls in the 	 j.
—	 _	 I
current segment, NTPHASE. The controls aret	 Y	 .
throttling level and the two pointing angles
A
IA
435
	
EP-3
(cone/clock or in/out of plane) which correspond
to THRUST (3, NTPHAS), THRUST (4, NTPHAS) and
THRUST (5, NTPHAS), respectively.
For the.,cone/clock system,
3
p
az	 a cos (CL + CL
 t) cos (CN + C t) -aY
	
= a^	 a sin (CL + L t} cos (C Z^  + CH t) a^ i
az -a sin (CL + CL t)	 D
and for the orbit plane system
3
a
x 
-a	 -a sin (r 4t) cos (9+S t )
	
g' = a^	 az -a sin (;'+^ t) sin (S +9 T)
az	 Q	 a cos (T+'C t)
gf
 is then transformed to the inertial reference
system by
ii
g ` A gr
When SIMSEP calls TRA3, tame-varying noise is
added to the thrust controls and the noised
controls are used to com pute a and e.
1	 I	 !	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
f
` 436 EP-4
a
Input/Output:
s
Input/ Argument/
Variable output Common --.. -	 Definition
!t T C Trajectory time in seconds.
CMASS i C Current spacecraft mass.
EXHVEL I C Exhaust velocity (c),
..: (Equivalenced to ENGINE(l0).
i
t
Thruster efficiency (^),
(Equivalenced to ENGINE(11),
. NTPHAS I C Current thrust phase number.
WPOWER 0 C Power available (P).
UREL I C Heliocentric position
vector.
UREUI I
a
C Position magnitude array.
NOISED I C Flag that causes EP to add
} noise to the controls.
THRUST I C Matrix that contains a set
of controls for each seg-
ment.	 (THRUST (i, b°TPHAS))
where i is the desired
information for the NTPHAS
phase.
i W 1, thrust'policy
i	 2 , phase end time in
seconds
i	 3, thrust scale factor'
i - 4, CN or S	 dependent
uponi- 1
• i
1 = 5, Cy
 or	 dependent
} upon
r
::
- i -- 6, CN or	 dependent
f
i
uponi-1
 E
1	 ^  r
437	 EP-5
DELTAT	 Time from the beginning of the control
O"ase (t)
Subroutines Called:	 POKER, DNOISE, UNITV, UXV, MMAB, ZEROM
s:
Calling Subroutines: MOTION
s
Common Blocks:	 CONST, EPHEM, TRAJI, TM,712, WORK
r	 ^
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
i = 7, CL or	 dependent
upon i = I
^a
cT 0 C g= a u
THRACC 0 C a
UTRUE Position vector relative
to the primary body.
VTRUE Velocity vector relative
to the primary body.
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
ACCEL a
ALONE
C 
ACLOCK CL
AIN
A¢UT
ROnIAT The transformation Matrix A.
WORK Used to store the matrix gf.
ITYPE Thrust policy for the NTPHAS segment =
THRUST (1, NTPIMS).
a
x+38
Logic-Flow:
	 EP	 EP-6
IT YPE
THRUST
(1, N-FPHAS )
	
NTPHAS = 1
	
Yes	 DELTAT = T
No
DELTAT = T-THRUST (2, NTPI AS- 1)
Compute
Thrust
Acceleration
Ma gnitude
Compute
	 Compute
	
C  + CN*DELTAT	 ITYPE
	
2	 + •S '^DELTAT
	
CL + 6L*DELTAT	 W + -C DELTAT
---F	.	
3 , ... , 9
Yea NOISED = 0	 Yes1	 i	 NOISED = 0
Set a w 0
No	
g=0
No
DNOISE	 MWISE
_	 r
439
EP-7
NO
s
Compute
9^	 9
a
. 3
a
Compute
IAUGAC
Compute
e
g, g
0
i
(2)	 Yes	 RETURN
No
A L
k
ti
.i
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EPHEM-1
3.5.4	 Subroutine: EPHEM (NO, D3, R, V)
Purpose:	 To compute the heliocentric position and
velocity vectors of a given planet or body.
Method:	 The orbital elements (a, e, i,	 , W , M) of
^	 1
the desired body are computed from time vary-
ing expressions, for example, the semi-major
axis
a(t) = a o + a l ts + a2 td
2
 + a3td3
where a o is the value at the ephem..ris epoch
1900, January 0.5, tJ is the time from the
epoch, and a l , a 27 a3 are constant coefficients.
tj is measured in days for all elements except
mean anomaly of the planets where t. is measured
in units of 10
..4 
days. After the osculating
orbital elements are computed, they are trans-
formed into cartesian position and velocity
vectors.
r
A unique case occurs when EPHEM is used to 	 a
compute the position and velocity vectors of
the earth's moon. The position (r^) and
f
velocity (V^) vectors of the earth are com-
puted and added to the position (-r-,i) and	
r
velocity) vectors of the moon relative	 F
t_
4
r	 Y
•	 3
I;
i^
j
441
	
EPHEM-2
to earth. The heliocentric position (r and
velocity (_V) are
_	 + rM
v - v^ + ^.i
I	 Input/Output. •
i
input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
.	 NO L A Number of the planet for
which r and v are desired.
DJ I A Trajectory time in Julian
3
Days from launch.
R A r•
V A•
SMASS I C Gravitational constant of
the sun.
MASS I C Array of gravitational
constants for the planets
and	 moon.• the
CSAX I C Semi.-major axis constants
(a)
CESS I C Eccentricity constants (e).
CINC I C Inclination constants (i).
'	 COMEG I C Longitude of the Ascending
Node constants (11 ).
COMEGT I C Longitude of Eeriapsis
constants (Os).
CMEAH I C Mean Anomaly constants (M).i
a_ V
	 I	 I	 I
442	 EPHEM-3
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
EMN I C Array of constants for the
moon.
1-4	 Longitude of the Ascend-
ing Node constants.
5-8	 Longitude of
Periapsis constants.
9-12 Mean Anomaly constants.
13	 Inclination constants.
14	 Eccentricity constants.
15	 Semi-major axis con-
stants.
Px 1 C 3.14159..... (`f )
DJ1900 T C 2415020.
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
XPLAN	 Array used to storerE and YE.
NP	 Planet code, initially 'set equal to
N^f .
P12 2
A	 a.
E	 e.
X1	 i.
OMEGA	 1
SOMEGA	 .. w
•	 XMEAN	 M.
1	 ^
i
k
r,
EPHEM-4443
1
3.
Varicble Definition
GNU SMASS + PMASS(hT), for the planets.
PMASS(3) + PMASS(11), for the moon,
POLY3 Statement function that performs
o;1 (t)	 = ai + t0 (bi + tJ
(ci + di t3))
POLY1 Statement function that performs
o i (t)	 - a, + bi. t.J
D Days from 1900.
DD D110000.
T D/3b525.
Subroutines Called:	 CAWx-::;
Calling Subroutines:	 SOLAR
Common Blocks:	 CONST, EPHEM
r
i
111
444
EPHEM-5
EPHEM
1
s
Compute
D, T, DD, NP
i
J^
3
Set
ZNO = 11 Yes	 NP 3
.co .on	 For the
Earth
No
Compute
a, e, i, a
M For The
hTP Planet
Compute The
Heliocentric
Position of
The Moon
L' v_
RETURN
.r
i
i^
4
445
	 FPHEM-6
1
Compute
a., 	 i ; IQ ,
co, M For The
Moon
CARTES
Compute
r,M' 41
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FIND-1
3.5.5	 Subroutine: FIND
Entry FIND.I, F'IND3
purpose: (1)	 To compute the location in Blank Common arrays
that will be used by TRAJ and the number of equa-
tions to be integrated, (2) to copy integrated
parameters into mode accessible	 locations, and (3)
to initialize the F matrix.
Method: None
Remarks: All WCXX variables indicate locations within
{
t
Blank Common
Input/Output:
Input/	 Argument/
Variable Output	 Common Definition
!i LOCS I	 C Location in Blank Common
' where TRAJ can start array
allocation.
INTEG I	 C Set = 1 Propagate State &
Transition Matrix
Set = 2 Fropagate State only
Set = 3 Propagate State and
I
Covariance
IAUGDC I.	 C Flag array determining thej
components of the Transition
Matrix or Covariance to be
propagated.
jMEQ 0	 C Total number of equations
to be integrated.
NEQ8 0	 C MEQ-8
MEQS 0	 C MEQ8
I L,; Q}	 C Integration 
Step 
size
LOCK C Trajectory time in seconds
E
j LOCK C Trajectory print time
LOCET C Trajectory event time
LCPR C Trajectory time for print
LOCT C Trajectory time stored for
interpolation
''F
i
I
i
r:
F
'	 is
! 447
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FIND-2
^si
Input/Output: 
(Continued)
4{
Input / Argument/
Variablequt2ut Common Definition
LOCR ¢ C Position magnitude stored
for interpolation
LOCYC 0 C Dependent variables
I	
LOCDY 0 C Differential equations
LOCYT 0 C Dependent variables for
print and events
LOCDT 0 C Differential equations for
print and events
LOCYP C Temporary locations for
integration
LOCTE 0 C Future modifications
LOCFIf 0 C F matrix	 4) =	 F
LOCM 0 C Mass
LOOM
i
0 C Mass variation
LOCTC 0 C Transition or Covariance: matrix
Local Variables:
Variables Definition
ISTATE Array containing size of augmented dynamic parameters
Subroutines Called:	 COPY, IDENT, MUN PAK, ZEROM
Calling, Subroutines: PATH
Common Blocks:
1
(BLANK), DIMENS, TRAJI, TRAJ2, WORK
r
1
.k,
448
	
FIND-3
Logic Flow:
initialization
control phase	 FIND
change
FIRM	 define dimensions of
dynamic transition or
covariance matrix and
locations of parameters
to be integrated
event
exit
FIND3
Copy integrated
parameters into mode
related locations
IAUGDC(2) = 0 Yea	 no thrust
No	 augmentation
initialize F matrix
RETURN
No 5TEG = 3
es
(covariance
integration)
i
r.
t	 ^
4
I	 '
449	 GRAVAR-1
3.5.6-A Subroutine: GRAVAR
Purpose: GRAVAR computes the variational matrices, with the
exception of the gravity gradient matrix ( GII),
needed to formulate the matrix differential equations
which integrate into the augmented state transition
matrix.
Method: The variational matrices are formulated as follows 	 Q
(Reference 1, p 122):
^
G12 = k = ^—
r	
3r rT - r2
 I -	 3A P -P I]
c^ r= L e	 --e--e —e 	 p	 e e	 e
	
e	
e
n
G22 = p = ire _ _ 3 are re - rC I
—e 	 e
r
GM1I - m = 
^
_ "—
	
Ps	 P
to
GM12 = d - Ae = _ Pe
	
t)/le 	 Pe'
GM21 = s -
are - - re
^$ _ ^
GM22 = q - ale - _ re
all
	
e	 e
f	 r
where:
a
r is the s/c heliocentric position vector
r
e 
is the heliocentric ephemeris planet position vector 	 j
t
e is the gravitational constant of the ephemeris planet 	 t `
ps it the gravitational constant of the sun
P is the position vector of the s/c WRT the ephemeris planet
450
GRAVAR-2
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument/
Variable output Common Definition
UP I C Heliacentric position vectors
of all bodies in the integra-
tion
IAUGDC I C Array of flags used to augment
the state for STM or covariance
integration
PMASS I C Planetary gravitational can-
stants
SMASS I C Solar gravitational constant
UREL 1 0 Position vector of sle rela-
tive to all bodies considered
in the integration
UREIM I C Magnitudes of 'OREL
G12 C k
G22 C p
GKil C M
GK12 0 C d
CM21 S
GM22 C q
1EP I C Ephemeris body identification
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
UPM WORK(10)) Magnitude of position vector of the
ephemeris planet.
SMUK WORK(4)) Gravitational constant of ephemeris planet
Subroutines Called: VEMAG
Calling Subroutines., DPHI, PDOT
Common Blocks: EPHEM, TRA31, TRAJ2, WORK
IAUGDC(4)
No
Calculate
GM12, CM22
Yes
431
GRAVAR
Initialize
Constants
GRAVAR-3
Yes
IAUGDC(3)
No
Calculate
G12, G22
IAUGDC(5) = 0
No
Calculate
GM11,	 GM21
Ye s
RETURN
3.5.6-B
Pu_ rgose:
Method:
R
452	
GRAVVO-1
Subroutine: GRAVFO M)
The subroutine GRAVFO has two principal purposes.
The first is the calculation of differential ac-
celerations acting on the s/c, due to gravitational
bodies being considered in the analysis. The second
purpose is the computation of the gravity gradient
matrix, G'1, which is used in the algorithm determin-
ing the step size for the trajectory integrator
(PATH). G11 is used also with the other variational
matrices, G12, G22, GM12, GM12, GM21, and GM22 (all
computed in GRAVAR) to formulate the matrix differen-
tial equations which integrate into the augmented
state transition matrix. In addition, GRAVFO per-
forms many auxilliary calculations which determine
the relative geometrics among all planetary bodies
and the s/c. These geometric) quantities are stored
in common blocks accessible to other routines where
they may be used without further computational ex-
pense.
TRA3 uses Encke's formulation of the equations of
motion for propagating trajectories, (Section 4.1,
Reference 1). The differential acceleration computed
by GRAVFO is
r - - P3 f (4'C 	 /u
r
I L + f (&. i ) " r J
where
i	
453	 GRAVF,0-2
i L -- r,C + ^ r
I.
^,	 r - rc + ^r
k^
_ __ a (3 +3 OX + caC2)
f {
	 + (l + C)3/2
{	 r - 2r)
r
Ci = r + r - r.
E
3 +30^ +0C2
f ( OK
	 3 /2l+ ^i+
	 i )	 S
	
p(i W cr
i
p 	 	 - 2 r ' =i
	 s
t	
e i	 Pi	
r 
^i	 y
 1
r	 - reference Ironic position vector of the
rC
spacecraft.
- position vector of the spacecraft relative
to the its body.
r - heliocentric position vector of the space-
craft.
ri - heliocentric position vector of the ith
body,
N - number of bodies included in the integrz,tioa
other than the sun.
r - heliocentric position vector of the primary
-r	 body.
	
i
gravitational constant;
o-
is	 t_
i	 .
t
i
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	<<;	 GRAVFO also computes the gravity gradient matrix,
Gil, which is used for state transition matrix
i
propagation and as a determinant in the integrator
step size logic. (Reference 1, p 122)
	
a	 ^
Gil = f =	
fi + fPi
	
i^ ap i 	 P
p
	
i	 T	 2
	
Pi S 	 3 Ai Ai - A i
+	 [3A P T	 A- 	 2 111
•	 ^ p
	
— p — p	 — p
The subscript i refers to the ith perturbing
4
body and the subscript p refers to the primary
body. ? indicates body relative position vectors
i
while Ij is the gravitational constant.	 1
t. L
7
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Input/Output:
input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common ^	 ^	 Definition^
UA I A The first three elements
contain	 S r.
a
The second three elements
contain
UENC I C rc
UENCY. I C rc
VENC I C =c
U TRUE 0 C r
UTRUEM 0 C r
VTRUE 0 Cr
VTRUM4 0 C r
APERT 0 C Array that contains the per-
i
Curbing acceleration vector
for each body included in the
integration.	 APERT (x, IPRI)
I = 1.3 contains the vector
sum of these perturbations.
SMASS I C Solar gravitational constant. I	 I
i
PMASS I C Array of planetary gravita-
tional constants.
UREL 0 C Array containing each A
UREIM 0 C Array containing each 	 {.?i.
1
VREL 0 C Array containing each	 Vii .
I	 '.3
VRELM 0 C Array containing each
t
k
E	 -.
UP I C Array containing each
	
xi.
Y
VP I C Array containing each
r	 _-
i
E
iE
;.i
Q (- WQRK(21))
I
__	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 Ii
is
456-A
r
GRAVF0- 5
r
Input/ Argument/
Variable output Common Definition
i
NB I C Array contaixling planet codes
of each body in the integration.
APRLM 0 C r
—P
ATOT 0 C r
Gil 0 C f
MPLAN I C N + I
IPRI I C Flag used to locate information
concerning the primary body in
the UP, UREL, URELM, VP, VREL,
and VRELM arrays.
Local. Variables:
Variable Definition
ADEL (= WORK(I), I = 1,3) - r f( a } r	 +	 13
J
N
iAPERT (J, IPRI), -
p 3
r	 +	
€ ((I i) 	 ri3 = 1,3 L+ i-1	 i
Statement function equivalent to
f(a) and f( ai} .
Subroutines Called:
Calling Subroutines:
Common Blocks:
a	 a
VECNAG s
a
MOTION
EPHEM, TRAJ1, TRA32, WORK	 3
Logic Flow;
GRAVFO-6
456-B
i
GRAVFO
Compute
r W r + r
r - rC + z
-"'
i - 1
'^.... `	 3.5.7
	
Subroutine: L¢ADFM (DS, DP, INDEX) 	 :e
Pur ose:	 To compute the F matrix and the matrix of deriv
atives	 = F^ or P = FP + PFT + Q for
3	 transition matrix or covariance, respectively.
(Sections 4.5 and 4.6, Reference 1).
Method:
	
	
The non-zero components of F are stored in appro-
priate sub-matrices, according to the degree the
state is augmented.
Remarks:	 Case I: State transition matrix.
Given the augmented' state vector
r
r
i
1
x --	 r
r
--e
i
	
Pe
/s
where	 .
r - spacecraft position vector.
x - spacecraft velocity vector.,
u - constant spacecraft controls.
r
e
 - position vector of the spacecraft
relative to the ephemeris body.
r - velocity vector of the spacecraft
458
	
WADRI-2
The linearized equations of motion for the
augmented state are
s
^x = F ^x
.4	
where
. ^ x
r
x
0 I 0 0 0 0 0
f 0 g k 0 d m
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F= 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 p 0 q s
0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 J
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
where I is a 3x3 identity matrix and
Case 2; Covariance matrix.
Given the augmented state vector
^ 14
r
n S
}C r1J
E	
- 	 j
t
I	
7
I
K2
-3
I
where
time varying thrust parameters.
r. -	 tracking; station position vectors.
and
0 I	 0 0	 0	 0 0
f 0	 g n	 0.	 0 0 i
0 0	 0 0	 0	 0 0 T
F
F 0 0	 0 h	 0	 0 0 i
0 0	 0 0	 0	 0 0
0 0	 0 0	 0	 0 0
I
0 0	 0 0	 0	 0 0
t,
where I is a 3x3 identity matrix,
1
.
S
k	 I
x rf4.
• i3
-
sk
s:
S
rl
fJ
U.	 g g
and h is the matrix of process noise correlation
times
0
h 0	 0
T2
0	 0	 -1
T6
The matrix Q is the process noise,
0	 0	 0	 0 0 0 0
0	 0	 0	 0' 0 0 0
0	 0	 0	 0 0 0 0
0	 0	 0	 2•h - E	 G 0 0 0
0	 0	 0	 0 0 0 0
0	 0	 0	 0 0 0 0
0	 0	 0	 q 0 0 0
The dimensions of	 F and 0. are determined
by the highest degree of augmentation of the state
vector. The flag array that controls the aug.,men-
tation is the IAUGDC array.
input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
INDEX ; A = 1, Load the F matrix
. and compute. F.
= 2, Load the F matrix
E and compute
= 3, Use current F, compute P	 1
. E = 4, Use current F, compute	 f
DS I A = P for Covariance propagation.
for Transition Matrix
propagation
DP O A = P for C variance propaga-
tion,	 for transition
matrix
C
MOCK) I C Location in Blank Common to use
IAUCBC I C
for F matrix storage.
Array of flags where each element
determines what is to be loaded:
in the F matrix.
Gil I C f
GT I C g
G12 I C k	 j
G22 I C p
GN12 I C d
GM22 I C q
GMII I c m
GM21 I C s
GTAUI T C .Upper left 3x3 of. h
GTAU2 i C Lower right 3x3 of h
WOISE X C Q = process noise
MQS I C Dimensions of 	 ,	 , P, P,
and F.
1
}
1
F
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MHAB, MUNPAK, SCALE $ SYMTRZ, ZEROM
DPHT, PDOT, T'RAq
(BLANK), TRAJI, TRAJ2, WORK
Subroutines Called:
Callint Subroutines:
Common Blocks:
Logic Flow:
i
I
3
i
iE
Is
LrCATE-I
3.5.8 Function Routine: LOCATE (INDEX)
Purpose:	 To locate the target body, ephemeris body,
launch body or 'primary body in the hB array.
riethad • None
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
INDEX X A SET = l Locate target body
2 Locate ephemeris body
- 3 Locate launch body
4 Locate primary body
NI'F I G Number of the target body
E
i
Mir	 I	 C	 Number of the ephemeris body
NLF	 I	 C	 Number of the launch body
NPRI	 I	 C	 Number of the primary body	 '	 l^
. Local Variables:	 None
3
Subroutines Called:	 bane
f
Calling Subroutines:	 PATH, GRAVFO
Common Blocks:	 TRAJ2
Logic Flow:
i465 MOMON.-3
3,5,9
	
Subroutine: MOTION (T, Ds, DSD, M, N, LOC)
Purpose: To compute the	 SIC accelerations and to rectify
the reference conic.
Method: Encke's formulation of the equations of motion.
'i
Input/Output:
i ' input/ Argument/
Variable OutRut Common Definition
a
T I A Trajectory time
DS I A Dependent variable
DSD 0 A Differential equations
M T A Number of rows in DS and DSD
N I A Number of columns in DS and DSD
( LOC X A 1Routing flag
EPOCH I C Julian Date of Launch
U1 L C Conversion from seconds to days	 jy	 	
E IVEL I C
.
Exhaust velocity
a
ATOT	 I	 C	 Differential acceleration plus
perturbing gravitational
a cc elera tions
a
THMCC	 I	 C	 Thrust accelerations	 ;.
RFACC	 I	 C	 Radiation Pressure acce? era tian
Local. Variables:	 None
Subroutines Called: REFINE, SOLAR, OSCUL, GRA'VFO, EP, RPRESS, ADD, COP
Calling Subroutines.- MIN, DPHI, PD¢T
Common Blocks:	 CONST, TDIE, TRAJI, TRA32, WORK
f	 466	 MOTION- 2
` — 
1	
Logic Flow:
';.	 OTW
Rectify the	 No	 LAC 2
	
Yes
conic:
Call REFINE
Is Yes Yes
Compute the
this the 1st states of the ime
integration step? gravitating <thesame as the
bodies: tame?
No Call SOLAR
Compute the dif- Compute the dif- Compute the
ferential accel •- ferential accel- conic state
1 era tion due to era ta_ons : and the Sta to
gravity: Call GRAVFO of the gravi-
Call GRAVFd Call EP tating bodies: 4^
Call RPRESS Call QSCUL
I Call SOLAR
Is
this a pri-- No
mary body or
control phase
change?
Yes
Compute the Compute the
accelerations due sum of the
to thrust and F differential
ratia ti.on pressure: accelera tions
Call	 EP ^	 ^
Call	 RPRESS
t
{ RETURN
i
"J,
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f	 I
NEWTON-1
3.5.10- Subroutine: NE14TON MALUE, YVALUE, X, Y, INDEX)
Purpose: To fit a third Order Polynomial through 4 data
points for either interpolation or finding the
minimum of the polynomial..
Method: Newton's third Order Divided Difference Interpolation
Polynomial.	 (See Appendix 3, Reference l)
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common	 Definition
XVALUE I A	 Table of independent values
YVALUE I A	 Table of dependent values
X I/O A	 For interpolation, the value
of X for which Y is desired.
(Input)
For a minimum, the value of
X at the minimum.	 (Output)
Y 110 A	 For interpolation, the
interpolated value of Y.
(Output)
For a minimum, the value of
Y at the minimum.	 (Output)
INDEX I A	 Set = 1, Find the minimum
Set = 2, Interpolate
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
DDX The Divided Differences
A, B,-C, D Coefficients of a 3rd Order Polynomial
Subroutines Called: None
Calling Subroutines:	 PAM
Common Blocks: None
i
I
r
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3.5. 11 Subroutine: NUMIN (M, N, X, H, YC, YF, F, DER1V)
Entry Points:	 SETUP, RUNG2, RUNG4
Purpose:	 To integrate an MxN matrix of first order
differential equations.
Method:	 4th Order Runge-Kutta formula (RUNG4) and 2nd Order (RUNG2)
Input/output:
Argument/
Variable I/O Common Definition
, II A Number of rows
N I A Number of columns
X I/O A Independent variable
H I A Integration step-size
YC I/O A Matrix of dependent variables
YP ¢ A Temporary storage matrix
F 0 A 4 - Temporary storage
oratrices
DERI'V I A Name of the subroutine
containing the
differential equations.
jt
ALPHA Array of 4 integration constants
(0,	 ^, 11,	 i) or	 (0, 1,	 0,	 0)
BETA Array of 4 integration constants
(0, ^, ' ,	 1) or	 (0, 1,	 0,	 0)
CHI Array of 4 integration constants
( 1/6, 2/6,	 2/6,	 1/6) or (,
	
0 , 0)
LOC Output flag to DERIV
Subroutines Called: DERIV (defined by argument, e.g., DPHI, MOTION, PDOT)
Calling Subroutine: PATH
Common Blocks:	 none
i
i
NUMIN-3
IMMIN
I LOC=1
SET:
ALPHA(I)
BETA(I)
CHI (I)
RETURN
i
CALL DERIV
SETUP	 TO INITIALIZE
THE DERIVATIVES
S &T i LOC=I
RETURN
EVALUATE THE
KUNG2 or
	 DERIVATIVESV AT
RUCIG4	 X, X+QH AND AT
X+H
3
COMPUTE THE
YC AT X+H
c} 14	 rn1n-i
3 . 5 .12	 Subroutine: PATH
Entry Point: FLIGHT
t.
Purpose: PATH initializes all trajectory routines, while
it FLIGHT controls trajectory propagation.
Remarks: Based upon input flags, PATH determines how
FLIGHT will function as well as all the other
trajectory routines.	 FLIGHT tests for and
I
executes trajectory rectification, primary body
changes, thrust control changes, trajectory
termination conditions, trajectory print and
trajectory events.
1
l The most significant feature of PATH is the use
j of blank common as a working area for the Fourth
_
Order Runge-Kutta numerical integration routine
i (Appendix 2, Reference 1), applied to a matrix
' of first order differential equations.
h
Yk+l — Yk + 6	 {F1 + 2
	
F2 + 2	 F3 + F4)
i
I
where
F 1 = F ` (xk, Yk)
h
F2 = F' . k + 2 , Yk + 2k e F1)
9
1
S
1
i
r
F	 1
d{	 1
#T3
hhF3 
F' (xk + 
2k Yk 
+ 
2k F2)
F4 = F' (xk + h  , Yk + h 	 F3 )
The values of Y and F are stored in a blank
common array (DSC) and their order depends
upon whether some or no events are processed
within the normal integration step (h k ).
Case l: If no events occur between X k and 
^ hk, then a normal integration stepXk+l = X
will be taken. The values of Yk and Fl
(Y,k, Yk) are used 'for the Runge-Rutta inte-
gration and at the completion of the step the
DSC array appears as
DSC Yk+l' F1(Y-k + hk' Yk+l)'
F2 , F3 , F4 ,	 >	 > Yk+I
where the first two entries (Y and F l) are at
the updated Kk+l point, the next three entries
contain values of F in the hk interval, there
are two unused storage arrays, and the last
entry is a running value of Y (which becomes
Yk+l at the end of the step). The next
t4 74	 PATH--3
s'
integration step (hk+l) can now be taken and
starts with Yk+l' Fig
Case 2: If an event or print has been specified
by either the calling mode or TRAJ itself, and
it occurs between 
X  
and Xk+l , then a short
integration-step (`h) is taken to the event.
The resultant blank common storage at the event
(Xk + ^h) is then
DSC - Yk' F1' "Yk+l' ".Fl ;x k 
+ *h k 3 *Yk+l
~F2' *F3' *F4' *yk+l
f	 where asterisks M refer to values for the
event integration step. The first two entries
are stored values of Y and F at Xk, to preserve
values such that a normal intr gration step can
be taken after the event has been processed.
The next six entries are -used for the event
integration step. If no more events occur
before Xk + hk, then normal integration resumes
+	 with the stored values Yk and F l , and the results
are shown in Case 1. if more events occur before
Xkthk, then the process of Case 2 is repeated
using"Yk+i and 
*F1 
until all events have been
'	 .^	 processed. Since TRAJ can integrate the
i;f
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transition matrix or covariance in addition to
the state deviation from the reference conic,
an additional array is needed. This array is
used to store the partial deviativns contained
in the F matrix (Appendix 4, Reference 1). The
locations for the F matrix begin after the last
word of Y  (or '^Yk). The amount of blank common
used by TRAJ varies with the number of equations
to be integrated. For the state only case,
^x
Y —
m
^m
	
where Sr and	 v are deviations from the conic
state, m is the spacecraft mass and S m is the
mass variation. When the transition matrix A)
or the covariance (P) are to be integrated
^r
Y	 --	 m
•	 Mw
or
t	 m
{	
Ik ~
	
S +"
E[
.1^
yyi
i
1
j
i
3
1
i	
^JJ
k	
f
f,
t.
i
S
1
t-
I,
For state only integration, Y is an 8 x l.matrix.
When the transition matrix or covariance is to
be integrated, the dimension of Y varies with
and P. The dimensions of ^ and P are those for
the highest degree of augmentation. The sub-
routine FIND determines the number of equations
to be integrated, the dimensions of I or P and
the number of locations in blank common needed
for numerical integration.
Other information stored in blank common are:
Xk
 - Current trajectory integration
time (t);
h - Integration stepsixe;
t  - Integration event time;
to - Next mode event time;
tPR - Next mode print time;
ti - Four stored times used for interpo-
lation;
rz - Four stored position magnitudes
corresponding to the t i 's, also
used for interpolation;
Input/Output:
Input/
	
Argument/
	
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
4	 ^	 .
	INTEG	 I	 C	 Flag that determines the
equations to be integrated.
^^	
r
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common 'Definition
:C, State and transition
matrix;
= 2, State;
= 3, State and covariance.
IPRINT I Flag that determines when
to print.
= 1, Every IPRINT integra•
tion step;
• = 0 	 No print;
=-I: Every XPRINT days;
At trajectory event.
HPIAN I C Total number of bodies to
be considered in the NB
array,
LOCC G First location the integra-
tion routine can use for
storage.
ISTOP T C Flag that determines trajec-
tory termination.
I - Final trajectory time
(TDUR);
2 - Radius of Closest
Approach to the target
body;
3 - Sphere of influence of
the target body;
4 - Stopping radius relative
to the target body.
KrRAJ I C Slag used to test for con-
trol phase change.
4 0 - Not in use;
>0 - Test for control
phase changes;
-0 - Do not test for control
phase changes;
NEVENT 1 C 0 - Do not test for events;
- Test for events.
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Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
NPIIASE I C 0	 Primary Body Changes.
I	 No Primary Body Changes.
IPFLAG 1/0 C I	 No Thrust Phase Change
has occurred.
2	 Thrust Phase Change has
occurred.
JPFLAG I/O C 1	 No Primary Body Phase	 •
Change has occurred.
2	 Primary Body Phase
Change has occurred.
IRECT 0 G 0	 Rectification due to
primary body or control
phase change.
I	 Trajectory rectification.
ISTIEF 0 C Number of integration step.
NB I C Array containing the bodies
to be cosidered in the inte-
gration.
XBOD I C Total number of non-zero
entries in the NB array.
NFRI 0 C Number of the primary body.
IPRI 0 C Location of NPRI in the NB
array*
NTPHAS I/O C: Number of the •current con-
trol phase.
NAP I C Number of the ephemeris
body.
IEP 0 0 Location of NEP in the UB
array.
DRMAX I C Maximum deviation from the
reference conic before
-rectification.
STITEO I G -Initial state vector.
ai
Input/ Argument/
' i	 Variable
i
Output Common Definition
VTRUE 110 C Position vector relative
to the primary body.
VTRUE I/O C Velocity vector relative
to the primary body.
ACC T C Trajectory Accuracy level.
FRCA I C Percentage of the semi-
major axis of target body
to begin closest approach
detection.
`	 SCMV'AR T C Initial mass variation.
SCMASS I C Initial S/C mass.
THRUST I C End of the current control
(2, NTPHAS) phase.
VTRMI I C Magnitude of VTRUE.
UTRUMI I C Magnitude of VTRUE.
XPRINT T C Time increment of Print
(seconds).
Gil I C The gravity gradient.
TDUR I C Trajectory stopping time
in seconds..
TEVNT I C Event . time in seconds„
TCP 0 C Total integration times
'k 	 TREF• I C Initial Trajectory Starting
time in seconds.
TSTOF 0 C Time that a stopping criteria
:i has been reached in days.
.^ NRECT I C Number of Rectifications.
ALPHA T C Inverse of semi-major axis,.
j.	 BIG I C 1020
i
,.y
•	 v
j!	 y
i;	 input / .	 Argument/
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
G'Lb.T3X Z C Thrust noise correlation
i
I	 •
times.
GTAU2 I C Thrust noise correlation
times.
NTP I C Number of the target body.
ITP I C Location of target body in
the NB array.
•	 QNOISE I C Process noise matrix.
E
RSTOP Z C
^
The stopping radius rela-
tive to the target body.
SPHERE I C Array containing all the
sphere's of influence.
TSOI 0 C Time at the sphere of
influence of tha target
` body.
	 1
TH Z C 86400 seconds.
j TRCA C Time at the closest approach
..	 f to the target body.
UREL I C Relative position vectors
of the spacecraft.
VREL Z C Relative velocity vectors
of the spacecraft.
DSC 1/0 C The blank common array where
the following flags (LOCH to
LOCX) are used to locate data.
. LOCH I C Integration step-size (h).
I	 LLCM I C Spacecraft mass (*m).
L0CF1 I C F matrix (F) .
-,	 LOCPR
'
I C Trajectory integration print
time
t=y,I ± 1
i
Variable
input/
Output
Argument/
Common Definition
LOUT I C Trajectory print time (tp).
WOM I C Mass variation (Sm).
LOOT I C Differential equations for
events and print ('Fi).
LOCDY I C Differential equations for
. the reference	 (Fd .
LOCET I C Event integration time (t e) .
LOCFO I C Location of the input
covariance.
LOCR I C Location of the stored
position magnitudes (ri).
L¢CT I C Location of the stored
position trajectory tames
(ti ) .
LOCTC I C Location of the output
transition matrix or
covariance (^P or 4).
LOCYC I C Integrated equations for
the reference (Yk+l) .
LOCYP I C Integrated equations
working array (Yk
L¢CYT I C Integrated equations for
events and print. (-Yk+l),
LOCK I C Trajectory time (Xk).
MEQ I C Total, number of equations
to be. integrated.
HEQ8 I C MEQ--8 .
MEQS I C MEQS
.	 ;t
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PATH 11.
Input/ Argument/
Variable	 Output
r;
Common	 Definition
KUTOFF C	 This flag indicates to the
mode calling TRAd why the
trajectory was terminated.
Other than termination on
final time and an event,
the other termina Lions,
closest approach, sphere
of influence and stopping
' radius are not always satis-
fied.	 Therefore this multi-
valued flag gives a different
value for the actual stopping
condition.	 The following
table shows the relationship
between KUTOFF and ISTOP.
Recuested IST P	 Actual	 KUTOFF
I
Final Time l Final Time	 1
Closest Approach
f
2 Final Time	 2
Sphere of Influence 3 Final Time	 3
Stopping Radius 4 Final Time	 4
Closest Approach 2 Closest Approach	 5
Sphere of Influence 3 Closest Approach	 6
j	 Sphere of Influence 3 Sphere of Influence	 7
Stopping Radius
	
-
{
4- Stopping Radius	 8
4	
Event Time NA. Event Time	 ti 9
Local Variables:
	
Variable
	 Definition
RUNT _ _Event integration. step-size.
^.^	 HPRNT
	
_	
-Print integration step-size.
	 -
	
IRSTP	 Indicates termination for determining
KUTOFF.
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The following variables are used in assigned GO TO statements and are
in the TRAJI common block. When these statements are used in FLIGHT,
there are implicit tests made. The majority of the tests are made in
PATH. ITRAJ, IPHASO, IPHASI, IPHAS2, JPHASI, JPHAS2, JPHAS3, JTE ST,
KSTOP, LOCAL, MSTOP, NSTOP, IEVNTI, IEVNT2, IEVNT3, INTEG2, INTEG3,
IPHASE, IPRT, IEVENT.
Subroutines Called:	 COPY, DPHI, FIND, FINDI, FIND3, IDENT, LOCATE,
MOTION, NEWTON, PDOT, PRINTT, RUNG2, RUNG4,
SETUP, UDOTV, VECMAG, ZEROM
Calling Subroutines: 	 TRAJ
Common Blocks:	 (BLANK), CONST, EFHEM, TIME, TRAJI, TRAJ2,
WORK
Logic Flow:	 The functional flow of PATH and FLIGHT is given
on the next two pages, followed by a more
detailed logic flow.
r
0
1	
^	 ^
r	
r
1464
PATH
Initialize All Trajectory
Parameters And Routines
Initialize The Logic
Flow in FLIGHT With
Assigned 60 TO Statements
Summary
Logic Flow:
Initialize The Equations
To Be Integrated
EXIT
FLIGHT 1, 11 1i 	 Rectify The Orbit
Test For A Primary
Body Change
Test For Rectification
rr ^v,i^•rnrir . eea
Compute The
Integration Stepsize
Test For A Coatrol
Phase Change
Test For Trajectory
Terainataon
i
r
1
t
r
4$S
L
Test Far Trajectory Print
^esG For Trajectory
Event Times
Integrate The Equations
PATH-14
i
i
i
i
I
Exit If A Termination Criteria
,Was Detected, Otherwise Recycle
Back To Primary Body Change lest
h
f
r
j
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Detailed	 PATH
Logic Flaw:
FIND
Compute The
Necessary
Blank Go, on
Locations
Set IEP, IFFLAC,
IPRI, IRE£T,
ISTEP, ITP,
JPFUG, KUTOFF,
NRECT, RCA
Set The Times
DSC(L¢CX),
DSC(LOCET),
DES(LOCPR)
f487
PATH- 16
k	 No	 IPRINT = -2 IPRINT: 0
Yes
F`
E'
Assign Statement 	
Assign Statement Assign StatementNumbers To Print	
Numbers To By	 Numbers To Printp	 Every XPRINT	 Every MINT
'.	 Hays	 Pass Print	 Integration Step
IPRT = 735	 IPRT = 800	 IPRT = 710
LPRINT = 885	 L	 MINT = 885
IPP_ACE = 950	 MACE = 950
JTEST = 740	 JTEST = 800
No
IPRINT = -2
Ye s
rint Every Event
LPRINT = 730
MACE = 950
JTEST = 885
Assign Statement
Numbers To Test
For Control Phase
Changes
IPHASI = 500
Assign Statement
	Numbers To By Pass
	
No ME NT = 0	 yes	 Numbers To Test
s	 The Test For Events	 For Events
IEVENT = 900
	 IEVENT = 810
k	 ^
STEP	 KTRAJ:O
Assign Statement
Numbers To By Pass
The Test For Control
Phase Changes
IPHASE = 500
Assign Statement
Assign Statement Assign Statement Assign Statement Assign. Statement
Numbers To Test Lumbers To Test Numbers To Test Numbers To Test
For Final. Time For Closest For Sphere Of For The Stopping
KSTOP = 650 Approach And Influence, Radius And Final,
Final Time Closest Approach, Time
ESTOP = 610 And Final Time KSTOP = 640
MSTOP = 650 KSTOP = 630 MSTOP = 650
MSTOP = 650
x	 Iiv"TEG
	
3
2
	Assign Statement	 Assign Statement	 Assign Statement.
Numbers To
	
Numbers To
	
Numbers To
Integrate The	 Integrate The	 Integrate The
State And	 State Only	 State And
	
Transition Matrix
	 Covariance
a
1
NPHASE = 0
No
9
Yes
	
-
'	 Assign Statement	 Assign Statement
Numbers To Test For
	 Numbers To Bypass Test
Primary Body Changes .
	_Primary Body Changes
LOCAL = 200	 L^bGA3, = 300
TTEST = 200
	 - TTEST = 300
fi
_I
!	 I	 I	 I	 I
1	
INTEG
	 j
2
Initialize All Initialize The Initialize All
Equations Encke Equations
Pertaining To Differential Pertaining To
Transition Matrix Equations Covariance
Integration I Integration
190
Execute The
New
Primary	 Yes Primary Body 4
Body Change
LOCAL = 300
i 300	 NO
?
q
1
F
^
t Yes
fir--	
r
LOCAL = 400 [^
 Max
No I
Compute The
S Intergation
Stepsize H
rabolic
Change The
4yperbolic
Print
Integrati on "Motion Is
.
Stepsize Parabolic"
p
STOP
,..
PATH-20
IPHASE	
bQ0
i
520
Test For And
t	 Execute
Qontrol Phase
Changes
ri
I	 10
12	
650	 KSTOP	 64
a
a
	
bll	 b3
No	 r i^- (FRCA)	 }
l	 (Semi-Major	 r:rSOI
1	
Axis)
^	 JJ
11	
Yes
E
Is
t	 No	 r Beyond
Closest
Approach?
Yes
	NEWTON	 NEWTON
	
Interpolate	 Interpolate
tcA	 tSOI
i
	
h = t -tom	 h = t -tSOI
	
IRSTP = 3	 IRSTP = 4
t}	 LOCAL = 900 	LOCAL = 900
.	 !.	 ITEST = 940	 ITEST = 940
^i
sI
I
L•,.' i 1
For
Interpolation
dux
12	 t ?	
Yes
	 ITEST = 940
IRSTP = 0
No
	
IPRT	
800
720
740
PRIM
.r	 13	 Trajectory
4-	 Print
9b0	 3TEST.18
i
800
11j
	
IEVENT	
900
810
i
Test For Trajectory
Events. Exit If At An
14 810
	 Event Or Propagate To
The Event And Then Exit
Otherwise Continue.
	
RUNGE	 -	 -
i	^	 15	 900	 Integrate The
k	 ^	 ?Equations
	
-..... _	 i
14 93
PATH-22
i
i
j
Y
it
a
I
z
a
i
i
^k
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3.5.13 Subroutine: PDOT (T, DS, DP, M, N, I#C)
Purpose:	 To compute the time derivative of the state
covariance (P)
Method:	 P - FP + PFT + Q
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
T I A Trajectory time
DS I A Independent variables
DP 0 A Differential equations
M 1 it Number of rows in DS and DP
N I A Number of columns in DS and DP
LUC I A Routing flag
INTEG I C Set = l Propagate she state
and Transition Matrix
Set = 2 Propagate the state
Set = 3 Propagate the state
and state covariance
1AUGDC I C Flag indicating the augmentation
of the STM and covariance matrix
i
F
f	 ^
IRECT	 I	 C	 Index used to check whether the
current call to PEOT is for
rectification purposes only
(i.e. IRECT = 1)
a
Focal Variables
Variable	 Definition
INdGS	 Index used to check whether the
F matrix needs to be augmented
r
Calling -Subroutines: NUMIN	 r
Subroutines Called:	 MOTION, LC/ADFM, GRAVAR
t _'
Common Blocks:
	
TRAJ2	 y
t:
I	 _I	 I	 I	 I	 I
'	 495
Logic Flow:
PDOT
140TI OI
Prov,agate the state to time T
and evaluate partial derivatives
for the F matrix
PWT- 2
RE, CT ; 0 Yes
No
Y NM = 2 Yes
No
Yes
IAUGS = a
No
GRAVAF
Compute the augmented
elements of F
Load the F mat
and compute
RETURN
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3.5.14 Function: POWER (R, TT)
Purpose; P¢ICR computes the power available to.the
thrusters of the low thrust spacecraft for
solar electric and nuclear propulsion.
Method: The power	 is computed from the following
` expression.
A	 A	 A[A,
Po	 2 +	 512 }	 3	 5
i r	 r	 r	 r
I
i solar
r exp
	
-PL (t-tDL)	 - PUK, electric
P
P	 if P '7 P	 or r4r	 solar
^,,• max,	 max
	
mart,	 electric
I ;
Po exp	 -PL (t-tDL)	 -	 P
,
	nuclear
Po 	- Power available (at 1 AU for solar,
f
at energizatioa for nuclear)
,
(Empirical) Constants defining solar 	 t
array characteristics
r	 - Heliocentric position magnitude of
the SIC
PL 	- Power decay constant
t	 - Time from epoch
{ _	 tDL	 -_Time delay
4,,' FHK	
' Housekeeping powerW
i ^	 ^
4 97
P	 - Maximum allowable solar electric
max power
r	 - Heliocentric disEanee for which P
min is less than max
Input Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
a
R I A Heliocentric distance in
A.U.	 (r)
TT I A Trajectory time in seconds
(t)
P¢WERO I C. P	 (Equivalenced
o
to
ENGINE (1) )
PHK I C P	 (Equivalenced to
.
HK ENGINE (2) )
PMAX I C Pmax (Equivalenced to
ENGINE (3) )
Al I C A.	 (Equivalenced to
' - ENGINE (4) )
j A2 I C A2	 (Equivalenced to
ENGINE (5) )
A3 I C A3	 .(Equivalenced to
ENGINE (6) )
A I C A4	 (Equivalenced to
ENGINE (7) )
A5 I C A5	 (Equivalenced to
€ ENGINE (8) )
I RMIN I C min (Equivalenced to
PLOSS I C PL	 (Equivalenced to
ENGINE (12))
r	 ? TDL I C tI L	 (EquivalencedENGINE (13) 3
to
i
J
}
498 POWER-3
`.::. Input/.	 Argument/
	
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
I,	 1ENRCY	 l	 C	 Flag that determines the
type of power
a -- nuclear power
1 -- solar electric power
	
POWER	 0	 F*	 Power available to the
thrusters.
Local Variables:
	
Variable	 Definition
lSR r
j	 AI A2	A3 A^	 A5
	
SCALE	 2 + 5/2 } 3 + 7/2 + 5E	 r	 r	 r	 r	 r
I
Subroutines Called:	 bone
I	 _
Calling Subroutines: EP
i
	
Common Blocks:	 CONST, TRASI, TRA32
*Function Value Output.
t
^r
yM
M
C^
4}9
'Logic Flow:
	 POWER-4
RETURN
a	 ._,	 JJ
is 0
500	 PRINTT-1
3.5.15 Subroutine: PRINTT (XT, MASS)
Purpose:
	
To print trajectory and spacecraft related infor-
mation.
Input/output
Input/ Argument/ -
Variable output Common Definition
NTPHAS I C Number of. the current
thrust phase.
•	 NPRI I C Number of the current
primary body.
NEP I -C Dumber of the epnemeris
s
body.
1	 NTP I C Number of the target body.
PLANET I C Array containing the names
s of the planets.
ti
MASS I A Current spacecraft mass.
i,	 WP¢WER I C Current power available to
the spacecraft for thrust.
TT I A Trajectory time in days.
TDUR I C Trajectory termination
l
time in seconds,
EPOCH I G Trajectory initial time
i - (Julian days),
TM I C 86.00.	 seconds.
APRIM I C Acceleration vector due
to the gravity of the
primary body.
TERACC I C Acceleration vector due
to thrust.
a	 RPACC.: I C Accelerations vector due_
to radiatxon pressure.
i
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input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
IPpIAG I C Flag that indicates control
phase change.
JPFLAG I C Array containing only the
names of the planets
included in the integration.
APERT I C Matrix containing the accel-
eration vectors due to the
gravity of the non-primary
bodies.
UREL I C Matrix of spacecraft posi-
tion vectors relative to
the bodies considered in
the integration.
URELM I C Array containing magnitudes
of the position vectors.
-VREL I C Matrix of spacecraft veloc-
ity vectors relitiv^ to the
bodies considered in the
integration.
VRELM I C Array containing magnitudes
of the velocity vectors.
NFIAN I C Total number of bodies
included in the integration.
THRUST I C Array containing the thrust
control.	 To locate informa-
tion for the current control
phase NTPHAS is used as
follows:	 THRUST (i, NTPHAS)
where i is the desired infor-
mation.
r1
1
i
501
Local Variables:
	
Variable	 Definition
	WORK	 Temporary storage array.
	
PHASE	 Ar%.ay that contains headings for control
and primary body changes.
502	
PRINTT-3
i Subroutines Called:	 None
Calling Subroutines: PATH, IEASPR
Common Blocks:	 CONST, EPHEM, TIME, TRAJI, TRAJ2
Logic Flow:
t	 -
i
i '	 PRINTT
Sum Up The
Perturbing
Accelerations
(APERT)
0^1, IPPLAG = I Yes
No
h	 ,
{ The
f
FConvert.
Control
Parameters
t for Print:
Reset IPFLAG
Print:	 The
Controls of
the
I
_	
NTPHAS ^
f
E	 it
E i
Print:	 The
€
Relative State
Vectors UREL,
URELM, VREL,
VREUI
rint:	 The
cceleration
ctors APRIM,
[A?ERT,E  T?-iRACC ,
•
I
RPACC
RETURN
E
F
504	 _	 RPRESS-1
+	 3.5.76	 Subroutine; RPRESS (CMASS)
Purpose:	 RPRESS computes the effective acceleration
acting on a spacecraft due to radiation pres-
sure.
y	 Method:	 The effective acceleration is computed from
the following expression.	 T
a	
(1.024 x 10$) CrA	 r
m r
2	 r
r - heliocentric position-vector of the space-
craft:
m - spacecraft mass.
Cr -• coefficient of reflectivity multiplied
by the effective area of the solar array.
In the event that r t rmin , where rmin is the
distance at which the solar electric power is
a maximum, the effective cross sectional area
of the solar array is changed by tilting (or
folding) them. Therefore, the effective accel-
eration is reduced.,
ii
RPRESS-2
s
f	 Input/
	
Argument/{
i- Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
GRA	 G	 CrA (Equivalenced to
ENGINE (15)) .
CTILT	 I	 C	 cos CC' (Equivalenced to
ENGINE (16)).
'q
r
RMIN	 I	 C	 rmin (Equivalenced to
ENGINE (9)) .
URE-LM(1)	 I	 C	 Heliocentric position of
the spacecraft.
uRr,.L(I, l) I	 G	 Heliocentric position
vector of the spacecraft.
RPACC	 ¢	 C
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
RPA	 a^
Subroutines Called:	 None
Calling Subroutine:	 MOTION
Common Blocks:	 CONST, TRA31
'j
l	 '.
506 S$LAR-1
3.5.17 Subroutine:
t
SOLAR (3DATE)
.	 .
Purpose: To compute the position and velocity of the planets.
Method: None
Input/Output:
Input Argument/
Variables Output Common Definition
NB I C Array of bodies for which the
position and velocity are to
be computed.
3DATE I A Julian Date at which the
position and velocity are to
be computed
`	 UP ¢ C Array of position vectors
VP C Array of velocity vectors
Local Variables:	 None
Subroutines Called: EPHEM
Calling Subroutine: MOTION
Common Blocks:	 TRAdI, TRA32
Logic Flow:
SOLAR
Compute the
position and
velocity of
the planets:
Call EPHDI
RETURN
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3.6 Utility Routines
A number of subroutines and function routines are used in each
mode that are (1) standard to many scientific computer programs, or
i
(2) common to more than one MAPSEP mode. These utility routines are
if
described in this Section. The first group (3.6.1) contain relatively
i
minor and straightforward routines that perform matrix manipulation
and vector operations. The second group (3.6.2 through 3.6.11)
describe more complex utility routines, all of which apply standard
mathematical techniques to compute specific parameters required by
MAPSEP.
3.6.1 Minor Subroutines
The following utility routines are straightforward in usage and
internal computation. Their description consists of name (and any
entry points), input and output arguments, and function. No common
blocks are contained in these routines and all are subroutines ex_ cept
UD¢TV and VEGMAG which are function routines.
r
I	 ,r
i
i
....	 .....
i
.
t
I
i
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1
.L	 Subroutine
,(Entry Points) Arguments Function
ADD A,	 B,	 C, ADD performs the matrix opera-
M, N tion ECI
	
[Al
	 [B]MxN	 MxIQ+	 MxN
matrices.
COPY(ICOPY)
Zz
A, B, M, N COPY copies a real matrix A
into matrix B, where A and B
are b" .
a ICOPY assumes A and B are integer
matrices.
COPYT CT, C, M, N Copies the transpose of the matrix
CT into matrix C, where CT is NxM
and C is MxN.
EIGENV A, N, FOD, EIGENV computes the eigenvalues
W2, V and eigenvectors of a N X N matrix A,
using Jocobi's method of successive
rotations.	 FOD is the tolerance for
the off diagonal elements of A.
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors
jl are returned in the vector arrays
W2 and V, respectively.
IDENT C, N Creates an NxN identity matrix C.
INVSQ-4 A, N, XB, INVSQM inverts an NxN matrix A
RTEST, IX, by the Gauss-Jordan elimination
IY method.	 The results are returned
in A.
	
INVSQM requires folsr Nxl.
Al e
vectors, XB, RTEST, IX and TY,
for temporary storage (to keep
core requirements to a m.%nimum).
j	 JOBTLE None JOBTLE is " used by GODSEP to eject
a page and to print out the job
title, a row of asterisks and the
trajectory time.
MATOUT A, NROW, MATOUT prints a matrix A, NRO1xNC¢L,
NCOL, LABEL with a 6 character Hollerith label,
LABEL.
i
MM ("AB} A, B, C, M, I*W performs the matrix operation
L, N I CI MxN
= 	` MxL^	
B 
LxN'
AM performs the matrix operationI C1MxN _	 C] MxN + I A] MxL	 JBILY
i
z, .
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Subroutine
(Entry Points) Argmenta Function
IMABAT A, B, C $ MMABAT performs the matrix 	 .
i.	 (AMABAT) M, L, N operation lC]MXM
 _ [AJMxL
s; [AIT	 (Note:	 N(BILL
	
MxL
is not used).
AXABAT performs the matrix
' operation LCI	 -	 [C]	 -'rMxri
	
rixM
1AIML
	
[ B 'I A M L.L
•	 MMABT (ANABT) A, B, CO MMABT performs the matrix
M, L, N operation JCJMxN	 JAI MxLT
JB I NXV1
AMABT performs the matrix
operation 
ICIM.N	 ICIMxN +
JAI 	 [BIT
 [BIT
t MMATB (AMATB) As B, C, MMATB performs the matrix
,- M L s N operation	 C	 A]TP	 ^MxN	 LXDpa
B]LxN•
AMATB performs the matrix
j operation 
ICI I&N	 ICIMxN +
}
A]T * 
[B]LxN'LxM
MMATBA (ANATBA)	 A, B, C,
M, L r N
MMATBA performs the matrix
operation 
L ClbixM JAITLxM
LBILxL * [A3Lx11' Note: N
is not used.
AMATBA performs the matrix
operation M.', = EcbL'M 
s
• IAI T* [ B]LxL - [Al	 'L-x
IMAM (AMATBT)
	
A, B s C,	 MMAT'BT performs the matrix
H. L, N	 operation IC]	
= jAjTT
B NxL'
AMTBT • performs the matrix
operation 
LCIWI = ICIMxN +
[A]Lx^i  
_.
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Arguments Function
A, C, M, N NBGMAT negates a matrix such
that JOHO -	 JAIMxN.
FACTOR, A, SCALE multiplies a matrix A by
M, N, B a scalar FACTOR and returns the
result in a matrix B, [BI
FACTOR * [A1.112ffl.
COVIN, SDVAR takes an NxN matrix
COVOUT, N COVIN of standard.deviations
and correlation coefficients,
and operates on the lower
triangle of COVIN to create a
full covariance matrix COVOUT.
VARSD takes an NxN covariance
matrix COVIF and operates on
the upper triangle to create
a matrix COVOUT, where only
the upper triangle contains
the cprrelEtiongcoefficients,
the diagnal the standard devi-
stion and the lower tv4,angle
remains unchanged.
A,	 B, C, SUB subtracts matrix B from
M, N matrix A and returns the results
as matrix C.	 The dimensions of
A, B. and C are MxN.
As B, C, SUET subtracts matrix BT frc-m
M, N matrix A and returns the results
as matrix C.	 The dimensions of
A and C are YxN, B is NxM.
SCALE
SDVAR (VARSD)
SUBT
Subroutine
(Entry Points)
NEGMAT
SUB
t
1`
1_	 !_	 I	 I	 1
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t	 ` t
_.	 Subroutine
(Entry Points) Arguments Function
SYMTRZ PSYM, N Symm, takes an N%N matrix
(SYMLO, SYMUP) PSYM and makes it symmetric by
averaging each corresponding
• off-diagonal pair.
SYMLf takes an N%N matrix PSY,i
and makes the upper triangle
equal to the lower triangle.
SYDiUP takes an NxN matrix and
makes the lower triangle equal
to the upper triangle.
VDOTV U, V UD¢TV performs the vector
operation U • V, for three
I
dimensional vectors.
j	 UNITV U, UV UNITV take a three dimensional
vector U and makes it a unit
I
vector UV.
'
UXV YJ, V, W UXV performs the vector opera-
1	 }, tion UxV = W_, for three dimen-
^(	 f sioaal vectors.
VECMAG U VECMAG computes the magnitude
of a three dimensional. vector.
ZEROM A, MROW, ZEROM creates a MROW x MCOL
512	 BPIANB-1
3.6.2	 Subroutine: BFLANE (R, V, TO, NTP)
Purpose:	 To compute osculating B-plane parameters
(Section 4.2 of Reference 1) relative to a
specified body from a cartesian state vector.
Also, BPIANE computes a number of other osculat-
ing parameters, e.g., radius of closest approach
(rca) .
Method:
	
Given the spacecraft planeocentric ecliptic posi-
tion and velocity vectors, r and v_ respectively,
at time t relative to a target body, compute the
B-plane parameters, B . T, B • R, and the asso-
ciated conic elements. In order that all B-plane
parameters are computed, the target relative
osculating conic should be a hyperbola with its
radius of closest (rca ) approach inside the sphere
of influence (SOI) of the target body. Assuming
that closest approach is within the sphere of
influence (r SOI). Then using the orbital elements
(a, e, i, A 0, M), calculated from the conic
formulas of Section 3.6.4
rCA	 a {1 - e)
s:
513
Vhp 	 - j
P	 = a	 eZ}
where Vhp is the hyperbolic excess velocity.
The R,S,T coordinate system for the B-plane
parameters is defined as
^^	 v5	 --
v
T	 S x k
^	 h	 ^
R = S x T
t.
where k is a unit vector in the direction of
the Z axis in pl.anetocentric ecliptic coordi-
nates. The magnitude of the B vector is
IB l - Ip jai
and the unit vec^:or in the direction of B is
B - 	
-.rxvS x { it x v1
therefore the B-plane parameters are
B	 T	 B} . 'T
_	 n
R -- {jB^ B}	 R
	514	 BPL.4HE --3
Two other important parameters to know are. ther:.	 . 
time of closest approach and the time at the
i'	 sphere of influence.- The time at closest
approach (t^^) is
f'
3
k	
M
t^ 
r 
t n
i	 •_
where M is the value of the mean anomaly at t
i
and n is the mean motion. The time at the
sphere of influence (t 5o1) is computed from
the following equations
cbshF - ^ (1 ^ a)
.	 sinhF = sign (^  v_)	 {coshF l) -1
coshF	 - 1 {^ _ r5o2)	I
Sol e	 a
sinhFSOI sign (r	 0sv) (c.hFSal) 2 -X	 i
t$01 _ t + n (sinhFSOI  sinhF) e
t
+ (F 
FSol)	3
.	 I
f
	
	
}
For the case where closest approach is outside
t.	 of the sphere of influence, the sphere of
1
515
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
R T A Position vector relative
to the target body.
V T A Velocity vector relative
to the target body.
TO I A Time associated with R and	 3
V.
BDT 0 C B e T.
i
influence is assumed to be closest approach.
All calculations are the same except
tSol - tCA
When closest approach is outside the sphere
of influence, the B-plane parameters are
undefined; but closest approach parameters can
be defined from the following equations.
ccsE	 (l - r}
_ r • v
e-sinE - V
tanE _ sinE
cosE
E - e s_nE
t-M
n
M
tCA
1 ED, 4/output :
I516	 BPLANE-5
Input/ Argument/
Variable Out2ut ^- Common
 Definition
BDR 0 C B • R.
TSOI 0 C Time at the sphere of influ-
ence, tSOI•
NTP I A Number of the target body.
This flag is used to locate
the SOI size and mass of
the target body in the SPHERE
and PMASE arrays.
VHP 0 C Hyperbolic excess velocity,
Vhp.
PI I C 3.14159....
PMASS I C Array containing the masses
of the planets.
SPORE I C Array containing the sphere
sizes of the planets.
VCA 0 C Velocity at closest approach.
RCA 0 C Radius of closest approach.
TCA 0 C Time of closest approach.
A 0 C Semi-major axis of the oscu-
lating conic.
E 0 C Eccentricity of the osculating
conic.
XINC 0 C Inclination of the osculatin
t
I'
t
f
r
t
'	 I
ii
^,
conic.	
g
j6MEGA	 0	 C	 Longitude of the ascending
node.
SOMEGA	 0	 C	 Argument-of periapsis.
MEAN	 0	 C	 Mean anomaly.
537	 BPIrANE-6
Input/ Argument/
Variable
i
Output Common	 Definition
TA.
ii
0 C	 True anomaly.
BIG I C	 143O.
Local Variables:
5
Variable Definition
GMU Mass of the target body.
RS SOl size of the target body.
.	 XN Inverse of the mean motion, n
Sv S
BV B	 i
r	
7r B
TMAG S
RVX, RVY, RVZ Components of R
THETA
n
Angle between B and the T axis..
`r
4	 COSHFI cosh F
VOSH2 cosh FSOI
i	
SINFI sinh F
SINF2 sinh FSOT
!	 F1	 FI	 'I
F2	 FSOI
DT	 Time from the sphere to r.
CE	 Cos E
E	 p^v
a7J.'	 sin E
^	 ECC	 E	 .
i
f^	 XM	 Mean anomaly, M
f'
ti
F^	 Y ^6
i'
S ;^,.
I	 ^
rx
4
4	 .,.
j	 ..
y^
i
1	 '.
j
{	 ;.
yS
l
7	 j^j
1	 :.:'.	 1
$^
	 -.
.'
k ;
^..
"'
1	 '
r r,
`V—
Compute:
z
xCA , vCA, n
CONIC
Compute the
Orbital Elements
of the Osculating
Conic
(a, e, i, .{L ,w)M)
Is Compute:
the Orbit
	
No tCA
perholie? Set: 2
t Sol =BIGYes
Compute:
Iviv, B, B, T, R RETURN
tCA , B .2:, S . R
Is
Closest Approac
	
No
Inside the SOT?
	
	
Set:
tSOT _ tCA
Yes
Compute:
	 RETURN
tSol
I
t
Ei
i 
4f4
	
yya
t 	
F
520	 CARTES-1
3.6,3 Subroutine: WiTES (A, E, XI, X, W, XM, Gm, R, V)
Purpose	 To compute-the Cartesian state vector corres-
ponding to a set of orbital elements at a given.
time. Time is implicit in the Mean Anomaly X3.1.
Method:	 Conic Formulae for Elliptic and Hyperbolic
Motion.
Input/output:
Argument/
Variable 1/0 Common	 Definition
A I A	 Semi-major Axis	 (a)
E I A	 Eccentricity	 (e)
X1 I A	 .Inclination	 (i)
1{	 1 1 A	 Longitude of the Ascending
Node	 (S2)
W 1 A	 Argument of Periapsis (m)
GMU I A	 Gravitational Constant (p)
R 0 A	 Position Vector	 (r)
V 0 A	 Velocity Vector (v)
P1I C	 3.14159............
XH I A	 Mean Anomaly (M)
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
ITT Iteration Counter for Kepler's"Equation
NITT Maximum iterations for Kepler`s Equation
l	 FP _ Derivative of Kepler's Equation WO;(xn))
521	 CARTES-2
Variable'	 Definition
ECC	 Eccentric Anomaly (x )
n
FN	 Kepler T s Equation (f(xn')
I-#-E
SQE
TA	 True Anomaly
Rbi	 Magnitude of the Position Vector
SINHE	 XM/E
COSHE	 Fj+SINHE2
SINHEC	 Hyperbolic Sine of ECC
COSHEC	 •Hyperboli.c Cosine of ECC
1	 P	 Sethi--latus Rectum
TH	 Argment of Latitude
CdSTH	 Cosine of TH
SINTH	 Sine of ^TH
COSO	 Cosine of
SINS	 Sine of
COSW	 Cosine of W
4
COST	 Cosine of XI
SINI	 Sine of XI
VA	 TG—,klu I 
f
522	 CARTES-3
)rbital elements ,a, e, i, S2, w and the
Ltational cons tafit P.
)osition r and the velocity v.
LRM: e.L"PLJ-Ca-L Udse aria n Isar Lne nypereoIae
'	 in terms of M, the mean anomaly. For the
elliptical case
M = E - e-sinE
f	 and for the hyperbolic case
M e • sinh H - H
Since both equations are transcendental we must
f	 salve them interatively. The method used to i
solve these equations is Newton's Method of
•	
3
the form
f (xn)
xn+1 - xn - f ` (xn)
Therefore, for the elliptical case the expression is.
E --a-sinE -M
__	 n	 n
En+1 n - 1--e • cosE
n
and for the hyperbolic case the expression is
-sink H -H --M
11
_ _
	
	 n n
+1 - n e-cosh H -1	 -
n
Depending on the kind of orbit defined by the orbital elements,
the appropriate equation is iterated upon unii1
(f (x) l < lo-10-	 -
ti.
or
523
f (x} i	 1Qf'W< l0
far  a finite number of iterations.
Now that we have E or H we can find r and v
from the following equations:
Elliptical
	
Hy2erbolic
tan {)
	 '+)' tan ()	 tan [} -- ^
e+
	
tanit {}
r a (1-e • cosE)	 r =, a` (1-e • cosh H)
g = a (1'-e2 )	 P = a (e2-1)
cost cose - sin2 • sine • cos i
r = r sine • cose + cosn-sin6 • cos i	 where = w + f
sin6•sin i
cost (sin6 + e •s inw) + sinSZ • cos i (cos 6 + e • cosw)
v p	 s in&I (s in6 + e • s i nw) - cosS2 • cos i (cose + e • c.osw)
(cose + e • cosw) • sin i.
524	 CARTES-5
Subroutines Called: None
Calling Program:	 EPHEM
Common Block:	 CONST
Logic Flow:
s
CARTES
Set:
ITT, NITT,
FP, ECC
1 Q >
A
C
Compute:
SINHE, COSHE,
ECC
<>
Compute:	 A 0	 Compute:
SINHEC, COSHEC	 FN
FN
	
	
_
	
<0 :14-10
Print: The
<
	
	 Orbit is	 2	 >
FN :10
>	 3
3	 STOP	 FN	
-10
<	 ^FP^' 10
<
	 J
10-10FP	 }
Compute:	 4	 Compute:
FP	 FP
525
y
Compute:
TA, COSTH,
SINTH, COSO
SINO, COSW
SIMI , COST, SINI
CEte.co"'u
VC,
FA.,,vvB
RETURN
a	 i
526	 CONIC -1
3.6.4 Subroutine: CONIC (R, V, GMU, A, E, XINC, ASEGA, SOMEGA,
XMEAN, THETA)
.Pur ose:
	
	 To compute the orbii elements given a state
vector and the corresponding time.
Method:	 Conic Formulae for Elliptic and Hyperbolic
•	 motion.	 -
Remarks:
Given:	 The position vector r, the velocity vector v
and the gravitational constant P.
Find:	 The orbital elements a, e, i, 9 w and M
and also a
h r v
w = h/h
r = r •vV --
	 i
e = i (v X h) - r Jr	 j
i
ip — h1H
i
(2 - v2)
a = r u
p - e/e	 s
KXP
h•.ry
sine	
r	
-
h2- u
Cosa
J am .....	 y	 .
-	 '......	 it
1
a=—
a
e
i = cos-1 (wy)
32 = tan-1 (wX/-wy}
w = tan-1 (pz/qz)
9 = tan-1
 (sin6/cos9)
cosE= 1--r•a
r .a
sinE = v
U	 3
for the elliptical case	 for the hyj2erbalic ca s&
E tan 1 (sinE/cosE)	 sinhH - sinE/e
M E - e•sinE
	 coshes = cosE/e
H = ln(sinh H - cosh H)
M= e • sinhH - H
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Now
Input/output'
Argument/
Variable I/O Common
R I A
V A
TO I A
Grill T A
A 0 A
E 0 A
XINC 0 A
Definition
Position Vector (r)
Velocity Vector (v)
Time Corresponding to r ;md v
Gravitational Constant (i+)
Semi--Major Axis (a)
Eccentricity (e)
Inclination of the orbit
plane (i)
•	 1
528
r	 ; (^j	
^s	
4
_	 CONK-3	 Yr
F - Argument/	 -.
Variable 1/0 Common	 -	 Definition
OMEGA 0 A	 Longitude of the Ascending
Lode (9)
SOMEGA 0 A	 Argument of the Periapsis
	 (w)
r
XMEAN 0 A	 Mean Anomaly
r PI c	 3.14159... 
••
Local Variables:
i
r Variable Definition
H Magnitude of the Angular Momentum
Vector	 (h)	
k
RV Angular Momentum Vector (h)
WV Unit Vector in the direction of (V)
RM Magnitude of r
VM Magnitude of v
RDV 3r •v
EV e
RAA
P
a:.
P Semi--Latus Rectum
FV ele
QV A	 th x (ere)
THETA Argument of latitude',
STR Sine of THETA
y.
i
l CTH Cosine of THETA
i ; ECC Eccentric Anomaly'
(;y CE Sine of ECC	 __ ---
529	 CONIC-4
r
.	 .
Variable	 Definition
SE	 Cosine of ECC
	 f
FCC	 Hyperbolic Anomaly
CHF	 Hyperbolic Sine of FCC
SHP	 Hyperbolic Cosine of FCC
Subroutines Called: UXV, VECMAG, UNITV, UDOTV
Calling Subroutines: BPLANE, FROP, EPHERR, OD, PGM, DATAT, PEGS
Common Blocks:	 CONICS, C,iNST
Logic Flow:
CONIC
Compute:
HV , H, WV , Rli
Vial, RDV,EV, E,
PV, AA, A, P
Compute:
XINC, OiEGA,
QV, SOMEGA,
STH, CTH, THETA,
CE, SE
Compute;	 A:C	 9
SHF, CHF,
FCC, XWEAN	 r
Compute:
RETURN
	 ECC, LMEAN
-	 1
y
t
i	 ^
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ECOMP-1
3.6.5 Subroutine: ECOMP (XX, VV, TSTOP, NTARG 9 NTP LISTAR, ETA)
Purpose: To compute the transformation matrix which transforms
state vector deviations into target variable
deviations at the target time; nanely 
(TI , T2 , ....T
 m)
C) (X, Y,	 Z, X,	 Y, Z	 (mx6)
where m is the number of target variables.
Method: Small changes to the trajectory state vector at
the target,ti me permit this transformation matrix to
be computed by numerical differer.cing. 	 Central
difference partial derivatives are used.
Remarks: Currently, the state vector deviations used to
generate the numerical partials are 10 km for
position and 10 m/sec for velocity. 	 For some
applications, in particular for missions to the
inner planets (Mercury and Venus), these values
may have to be reduced.
.Input/Out
Input/ Argument/
Variable _ Output	 _ Common _	 Definition
XX I A State vector position
components.
W I A State vector velocity
components.
ii
f531 ECOMP-•2
.F_
Input/ Argument/
Variable output Common Definition
TSTOP I A Epoch of state vector
evaluation; generally the target
time.
LISTAR I A List of target variable codes
to be passed to TCOIgP.
NTARG T A Number of target variables.
NT.P I A Target plsnet number-.
f	 ETA 0 A - matrix of partial
i
derivatives.
i
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
1.	 DEL
'	 1
State vector perturbations.
X'TI Backward step target variables.
XT2 Forward step target variables.
Subroutines Called: TCOMP
r
Calling Subroutines: LGUID, NGUID, GUIDE, NLGUID, REFTR3, STMTAR
Common Blocks:	 WORK
Logic Flow:
i
i
5
4
t
i
{
A
1
J
1i:.
g
a
s-
i1


V I I I
t_.
i
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3.6.6 Subroutine: ENCON (T)
Entry Points:	 REPINE, OSCUL
Purpose:	 To prop.-, gate the reference conic from rectification
to time t.
Method:	 Conic equations for elliptical and hyperbolic orbits.
See MAPSEP Analytic Manual (Reference 1),
Appendix 1 (Section 9.1).
Remarks: Common block ENCON contains local variables (denoted
by asterisk) to save these values when GODSEP (using
the PDOT option) temporarily replaces the TRAJ over-
lay with the MEAS overlay. Thus, COMMON/ENCON/ is
required only for a very specific application.
Input/Outpcs .
Input/ Argument/ i
Variable Output Common  Definition_	 _
T I 4 Trajectory time in seconds
TSTOP I C The sign cf TSTOP determines
whether the propagation i-,
backwards (-) or forwards
r
NPRI I C A flag that is used to locate
the mass of the primary body
in the PMASS array.
PMASS I C Array containing the masses
of all the bodies.
ALPHA 0 C Inverse semi-major axis ().
UTRUE I C Position vector at rectifica-
tion (r0
VTRUE I C Velocitv vector at rectifi-
cation	 {'Jo).
UENC C Osculating conic position
	 j
vector at time t.
UENCM C Magnitude of UENC.
	
1
VENC C Osculating conic velocity
vector at time t.
ENCM C Magnitude of VENC.
af
t 
535	 ENCON-2
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
* TZER$ Time of rectification (to).
GMU Mass of the reference body.
* UZERO Position vector at t o ,	 (ro)
* VZERO Velocity vector at te,r{o).
CZERO 1 + e cos E 	 for the elliptical case.
1 + e cosh Ho
 for the hyperbolic case.
UALPHA 1 - e cos E 	 for the elliptical case.
e cosh Ho - 1 for the hyperbolic case,
* LIBETA Absolute value of UALPHA.
BETA Absolute value of ALPHA.
* Al Mean angular motion (n).
* A2 a sin E 	 for the elliptical case.
e sin Ho for the hyperbolic case.
* A3 a cas E 	 for the elliptical case.
e cosh H	 for the hyperbolic caseo
C1	 a exp [ Ho]for the hyperbolic case.
9
C2	 a exp [-H ] for the hyperbolic case.
DELE	 E -Eo for the elliptical case.
* X	 exp I  -Ho ] -1 for the hyperbolic
case.
HIV	 The angular momentum vector Cr x v ).0	 0
ARGI	 1 -	 i - cos (E -E)	 fox the
r	 oo
elliptical case.	 =:
'	 ^	 3
actually contained in COHMN/ENCON/
r	 }
536	 ENCON-3
Variable	 Definition
cosh (H -H0) -1 for the
0
hyperbolic case.
ARG2	 n L sin(H -E0) -e (sirs E - sinEO)^
for the elliptical case.
n[e (sink H -sink Ho) -sink (h -Ho
for the hyperbolic case.
'=aARG3	
- r sir. (E -E ) for the ell :ptical0	 0
i	 case.
^F—T sinhHH -) for the h
rr	 (	 0	 yperbolic0
case.
ARG4	 1 -	 1 - cos (E -E0 ) for the
elliptical case.
1 r [ cosh (H -Ho ) -1 1 for the
„zZCWAR-4
iaLl
I
_I	 !	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i	 i
q
Find the Conic
Position and
538
ENC$N- 5
I -
Iterate On Iterate On
Keplers 1`	
? Keplers
Equation for :0 Equation far.
The Hyperbolic The Elliptical
Case Case
Compute: Compute:
xk , f (Xk) xk v .€ (xk)
f ` (xk) f (xk)
+1	 -1)10-10(xk Yes	 Yes (1k+'	
10
xk! x
No No
iia s Ha s
No	 The Dumber The tiumber	 No
Of Iterations Of Iterations
Reached 15? Reached 15?
3
Yes Yes
Write: Compute: Write:
Reached Maximum ARG1, ARG2 Reached Maximum
Number Of ARG3, ARGG Number Of
Iterations iterations
TSTOF:0
3
f Set:
ARG3 = -ARG3
Compute: RETURN
t ARG 4 - ARG2^. r, v
i
rf	
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3.6.7 Subroutine GENINV (A, M, N, B)
Purpose:	 To compute an inverse B for any m x n matrix A.
Remarks:
	
There are three cases for which GENINV will
compute an inverse.
Case 1:
	 m { n
B = AT(A A T
Case 2:	 m	 = n
A`1`"
Case 1:	 m	 ;P n
--1$ =TAT A]	 AT
The matrices A and B can share the same location
only if m
	
n.
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
A I A The matrix to be inverted.
M I A Number of rows in A (Columns
in B).
N Number of columns in A
(Rows in B).
B I A Inverse of A.
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
WORK Array used for temporary calculations.
•1
I
i
I
i
.y,
i!!
	 I	 I	 I	 I
540
o	 ,
GENIAIV-2
Variable	 Definition
MIN	 Number of needed locations for tempo-
rary calculations.
L¢C	 Lumber of needed locations for the
inverse.
Subroutines Called:	 COPY, KMABT, MMATB, IITVSQM
f	 Calling Subroutines:	 GUIDE, LGUID, NLGUID
Common Blocks:	 IORK
t	 Logic Flow:
i f
541.
= GBNINV-3
MMTB
M	 N Yes
KAWOR	 -- T
No
s
r
INVSQM f
Compute The
. inverse of
WORK
{
i COPY
f Yes --°-^-
M - N
-B -- WORK
r^ No
MMATB 1
M <N
Yes
B	 AT	 WORK
E
NO
3
j
i
MMP`BT
Yes
M }N TB	 WORK	 A-
_	
1
}
E	 l NO
1f
RETURN
j^
i
542
I EPA K- i
i
f '	`` ^ L ^.6.8
	
Subroutine: MPAK (A, M, N, ASUB, MSUB, NSUB)
1'ur2o se : HFAK is used to (1) copy subblocks of matrix A into a
matrix ASUB,	 (2) copy the diagonal elements of matrix A
i into ASUB which can be a vector (or
row matrix) or
(3) 'pack" the matrix A.	 M and N are the dimensions
of A, and MSUB and NSUB are the dimensions of ASUB.
F Method: An mxn matrix is stored internally in the computer by
columns.	 Take the 3 x 3 matrix
e ll	 e12	 e13
E = e21	 e22
	
e23 i
e31	 e32	 e33
t In the computer, E is stored as
Column, i	 eZl.
i
e21
.
i
®r e31
Column 2	 e12 R`
j e22
e23
Column 3	
e13
e23
e33
Y`. P
w
i543	 MPAK-2
	
y:
MQAK uses this information to perform one. of the three
following cases, (1) to copy sub blocks of E, (2) to
	 i
}	
copy the diagonal elements of E, and (3) to pack E.
f,
Case 1:	 Given a 3 x 3 matrix
ell	 ell	 e13
E —	 e2I	 e22	 e23
e31	 e32	 e33
copy the sub block
E
F --	
e21
	 e22
i
e3l	 e32
Case 2:
into the 2 x 2 matrix F. In order to accomplish this,
MPAK must know the first element of the sub block to i
be copied. For this problem, it is e 21 . The FORTRAN
call to NPAK must transmit this information. Such a
call would be
i
CALL NPAK (E(2, I) , 3, 3, F, 2, 2)
Given a 2 x 2 matrix
all	 a12
A
all	 a22
copy the diagonal terms a 	 the 2 x I row
vector B. The call to MPAK is
CALL M?AK (A, 3, 2, B, 1, 2)
a12
Column 2	 a22
This particular call - cakes MPAK copy the elements all
iand a22 nto B.
Case 3:	 Given the 3 x 3 matrix
a	 C	 a
A	 b	 d	 0
0	 0	 0
pack it so that
d	 0
V-1
A	 b	 0	 0	
•
C	 0	 0
Pack as used here, means to order the nonzero elements
of A into consecutive locations internally. if
a	 C	 e	 0
b	 d	 f	 0
A
0	 a	 0	
0
0	 0	 Or
545
than packing A would result in
a	 e	 o	
.Q
b	 f	 0	 0
A
C
	 0	 0	 0
d	 0	 0	 0
The appropriate call to MPAK would be
CALL MPAK (A, 3, 3, A, 2, 2)
for the first example (3 x 3 A), and for the second example:
CALL MPAK (A, 4, 4, A, 3, 3)
i
i
irimut•/output :
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
A' I. A The matrix to be operated on
M: X A The number of rows of A
N' I A The number of columns of A
ASLIB 0 A The resultanLt matrix
14SUB	 I	 A	 The number of rows of ASUB
tt
1	 NSUB	 X	 A	 The number of columns of ASUB
€oLoral Var^.ables:	 None
n
Subroutines Called:	 None	 }
Calling Subroutines:	 SIZE, SDAT, (GODSEP, et aL)
 3
f;	 Common Blocks:	 None
i^	 ^	
E
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3,6.9	 Subroutine: MUNPAK (ASLIB, MSUB, NSUB, A, M, N)
Purpose:	 MUNPAK is used to copy a matrix ASLIB into a
large matrix A, to copy a row matrix ASLIB onto
the diagonal of A or to "unpack" the matrix
ASLIB.
riethod:	 MUNPAK, like HPAK takes advantage of the way a
i
i	 matrix is stored internally in a computer.
I	 '!	 MUNPAK performs the reverse function of MPAK:
r
(1) copy a matrix into a larger matrix, (2)
copy a row matrix onto the diagonal of a matrix
or (3) unpack the matrix.
Case 1: Copy a 2x2 matrix
i	
all
	 a12
i	 A
a21
	 a22
into a 3x3 matrix B so that
B . 	-	 0	 0	 0
0	
all	 a12
0a21	 a22
I
This is accomplished by specifying where the
first element of A is to be locared in B; The. 	 -
I	 FdRTE AN call to' IMWAK is	 -	 -
4^ J
I_.
	 i	 _. I 	 I	 J	 I
54.7
GALL MUNPAK (A, 2, 2, B (2, 2), . 3, 3)
Case 2: Copy the lx2 row matrix
A	
all	 a12
into the 2x2 matrix B. In the call to MUNPAK,
•	 the dimensions of B are given as a 3x2. The
net result is
a
B
0
	 a12
54$ MUNPAK-3
. The callto MUNPAK to accomplish this operation,
is
.E
I	 : GAIL MUNPAK (A, 2,	 2, A, 3, 3) .
Input/outQut:
Input/ Argument./
'	 Variabler' output Common Definition
i
•	 ASUB I A The matrix to be operated
is on.
MSUB I A The number of rows of ASLIB.
NSUB I A The number of columns of
ASUB.
A o A The resultant matrix.
F
M I A The number of rows of A.
N 1 A The number of columns'of A.
i
,R
3	 Local Variables:	 None
Subroutines Called:	 None
f
Calling Subroutines: SIZE, SDAT, {GODSEP, et a Q
Common Blocks:	 None
i
j	 3
1
E	 ?	 n
-lk
549	 RNUM-1
3.6.10 Function:
]purposes
i
Method;
1
Input/Output:
f
RNUM (SIGMA, IRAN)
To sample a uniform distribution and generate
random samples on a Gaussian distribution.
Two random samples from a uniform distribution
are made to form a random sample on a zero-mean,
Gaussian distribution which has a unit standard
deviation. The random variable on the Gaussian
distribution is scaled according to the input
standard deviation, SIG^ik. For IRAN equal to
zero, a one-sigma, forced Monte Carlo sample is
computed and returned.
Input/	 Argument/
	
Variable	 Output	 Common	 Definition
	
SIGMA	 I	 A	 Standard deviation of the
random variable being
sampled.
3
	IRAN	 I	 A	 Flag to indicate whether
or na't a forced Monte Carlo
sample is to be returned.
	
RNUM	 0	 A	 Resultant random variable.
^t	 iLocal Variables:
Variable	 Definition
D1	 First random sample from a uniform
distribution.
D2	 Second random sample from a uniform
distribution.
Subroutines Called:	 RANF
IRNU14.2550
mm
Calling Subroutines: CSAMP, EXGUID, EPHSMP, ERRSMF, DNVISE
Common Blocks:	 CONST
Logic Flow:
^r
i
i
7
i
j
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3.6.11 Subroutine: TCONP (XX, VV, TSTOP, NTP, NTARG, LISTAR, XTARG,
IPASS)
Entry:	 TCOMP1
Method:	 The BPLANE utility routine is called to compute
osculating values of target variables correspond-
ing to a given state vector. Individual target
values are loaded into a target vector according
to the target codes in the LISTAR array.
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument
Variable Output Common Defirition
XX I A State vector position components
VV I A State vector velocity components
TSTOP I A Epcch corresponding to the state
vector; generally the target time.
NTP I A
-i
Number of the target planet.
NTARG I A Number of target variables.
	 {
LISTAR I A List of target variable codes. i
XTARC 0 A Target vector.	 l
IPASS I A flag to control logic transfer,
VHP I C Hyperbolic excess velocity.
RCA I C Radius of closest approach.
BDT I C T-coordinate in the B-plane.
BDR I C R-coordinate in the B-plane.
TSOI I C Conically interpolated time of
arrival at the sphere of
u
influence.	 3
!
i
}
s
_t
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Input/ Argument
Variable Output Common Definition
TCA I C Conically interpolated time
of arrival at the radius of
closest approach.
A I C Semi-major axis evaluated on
an osculating conic.
E I C Eccentricity evaluated on an
osculating conic.
X3NC I C Inclination evaluated on an
osculating conic.
OMEGA I C Argument of the ascending
node evaluated on an oscu-
lating conic.
SOMEGA I C Argument of periapsis evalu-
ated on an osculating conic.
XMEAN I C Mean anomaly evaluated on an
osculating conic.
TA I C 'True anomaly evaluated on an
osculating conic
Local Variables: None
Subroutine Called:
	
BPLANF, VECMAG
Calling Subroutines: ECOMP, NLGUID, REFTRJ, SIMSEP, STMTAR, TREK

554 THCOMP-1
1.6.1`!	 :iuhrouli ►u=: •I'llf;0141'	 ('X114,	 MIN,	 101011,	 f^I.'lr.,	 1.111,	 •1(:0,	 THALT,
IMAN, ROUT, MOUT, THETA, PHI)
Purpose: To complete the d	 and §	 matrices which are
u
used for trajectory targeting over a specified
trajectory arc.
Method: THCOMP computes and stores certain partitions
of th
e
e
,,
 augmented state transition matrix into
the V
	
and i matrices as outlined in Appendix
u
7	 of the Analytic Manual.
Remarks: This routine is used by TOPSEP and SIMSEP for -
n
evaluating 19)
	
and	 TOPSEP also has anu
alternate set of logic which uses a numerical
differencing algorithm: for the same purpose.
SIMSEP uses THCOMP exclusively.
Input/Output:
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
XIN I A Initial stare vector.
MIN I A Initial SIC :Hass.
NPRIN I A Primary body code to which
XIN is referenced.
NATC I A Number of active thrust
controls.
3
3
3
E	 1
IJU	 I	 A	 Array of active thrust 	 s
control codes.	 iI
i
TGO	 I	 A	 Initial trajectory time.
nowi4
9
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Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
THALT I A Final trajectory time.
IM I A Guidance maneuver number. 	 i
X¢UT 0 A Output state vector.
MOUT 0 A Output S/C mass.
THETA 0 A Output control to state
transition matrix,
j	 d
PHI 0 A Output state to state j
transition matrix,'
E
THRUST I C Array of thrust controls.
i
BLANK I C Blank common storage of
trajectory variables,
	 i.e,
the augmented state transi-
tion matrix.
TEVNT I C Trajectory event time.
MEVENT I C Trajectory event test flag.
LOCTC I C Location in blank common of
the first element in the
augmented state transition
matrix.
1AUGDC I C Flag used to augment the
transition matrix for inte-
gration.
1
TREE I C Initial trajectory time	 {
transmitted to TRAJ in sec-
onds.
TDUR I C Final trajectory time trans-
mitted to TRAJ in seconds,
INTEG I C Flag to indicate to TRAJ
that the augmented state
transition matrix is to be
integrated.
ICALL I C TW initiali4ation flag.	 '°
556	 THCOMP-3
F
5
ih
i
f
i
1
{
f
j
k
F
Local Variables:
	
Variable	 y	 Definition
NPHI	 Dimension of the augmented state transition
matrix.
JJC	 Logic control flag.
JJ l
JJ2
PHI21	 Temporary storage for the I matrices output
PH132	 from TRAJ.
A
THET21	 Temporary storage for the Q u matrices output
THET32	 from TRAJ.
Subroutines Called: COPY, ICOPY, IDENT, IZEROM, MMAB, MPAK, TRAJ,
ZEROM.
Calling Subroutines: STMTAR, REFTRJ, NLGUID.
	
Common Blocks.	 CONST, TIME, TRAJ1, TRAJ2, WORK, (BLANK).
E
a
TxcOmp-4
Initialize TRAJ control variables
(IAUGDC, TDUR, TREF, INTEG, MEVENT, etc)
for integrating the augmented state
transition matrix.
2
Compute next TEVNT from the list of
active thrust control indices, IJH.
Propagate the trajectory to next event
and compute the augmented state transi-
tion matrix.
Store partitions of the augmented state
transition matrix, BLANK, into PHI32,
THEM.
-_-
\^.^	 ^/
.-_'
REFSEP-1
ii
Purpose:	 To monitor the subroutine flow in the REFSEP mode
of MAPSEP.
3	 Remarks:	 A complete view of the REFSEP hierarchy is revealed
in Section 2.3, page 12-B of this manual.
Subroutines Called: BATREF, TRAK
E-
Calling Subroutines: MAPSEP
Logic Flow:
	
See macrologic listing
DATREF-1560
. . . . L 	 ^ 
,I
f'	 3.1.1 Subroutine: DATREF
Purpose:	 To initialize REFSEP parameters and the trajectory propagator.
i,
Remarks: proper initialization of the scheduler requires two consecutive
s'
calls to subroutine SCHED. Also, TRAJ is called only to in-
i:: ialize parameters not to propagate the trajectory.
Input /Output : C
,.... Input / Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
GAINCR 0 C GODSEP variables which are de-
faulted in DATREF to avoid in-
IGAIN 0 C correct computations in sub-
routine SCHED.	 None of these
NOTE 0 C variables is relevant: to execu-
tion of REFSEP.
NG'NTG 0 C
NCNTP 0 C
i.
NCNTT 0 C
NEIGEN 0 C I.'
'NGUID 0 C
NPRED 0 C f
NfHRST 0 C
ICALL 0 C Flag used to initialize TRAJ.
1	 INT'EG 0 C ..
4
Flag indicating the equations to
r be integrated in TRAJ.	 }
KARD;I I C Number of print schedule cards.
L.
d	 ,	 .
i	 I	 __. l	 I_	 I	 I
W 561 DATREV -2
Input/ Argument/
Variable
—QU--tPAt Common Definition
LABEL () G Rol leritb names of all possible
Larget parameters.
MEVENT 0 C Flag used to set event detection
logic in TRAJ.
MNEXT 0 C Next scheduled print code.
NSCHED 0 C Number of print schedule cards.
A.CURR 0 C Current trajectory time.
TEND I C Trajectory end time.
TFINAL 0 C Trajectory end time.
TM I C Time conversion constant (days to
seconds).
TMNEXT 0 C Time of next print code execution.
TREF 0 C Initial trajectory time.
TSTART I C Initial trajectory time.
Purpose- .	 To print trajectory informarion ar the uimes eesignazea on
the formatted schedule cards.
Remarks:	 The blocks of
L
trajectory information to be printed are cued
'. by the print code which is stored in the variable IT.	 A
discussion of the print code may be found in the User's
i`
Manual, Section 2.5, page 52-B.
Input/output_:
Input/ Argument/
Variable output Common Y	 Definition
APERT I C Gravitational acceleration vectors
due to the perturbing bodies.
ATOT I C Total differential acceleration
vector.
B Y C Magnitude of the B-vector.
BDR Y C B • R
i
BDT I C B • T
I BODY I C Hollerith label of the planets in-
cluded in the integration.
BV I C Unitary B-vector.
CA I C Closest approach radius computed
in BPIANE .
ECC i C Eccentricity.
EPOCH I C Launch epoch
F1 I C Hyperbolic anomaly
i
IPRI I C Flag used to locate information
about the primary body.
ISTEP I C Number of integration steps taken.
IT I A Print code.
ITP I C Flag used to locate information
about the target body..
f
;
i
563	 DE'WL-2
...... .....
input/ Argument/
Variable Out ut Common Definition
LOCH C Blank common- location of the step
size.
IOCM I C Blank common location cf the S/C
mass.
WC'YT I C Blan'- common location of the
temporary integrated solution.
HPLAN I C Number of bodies included in the
integration.
NPRI I C Planet code of the primary body.
NRECT I C Number of rectifications executed
during the trajectory integration.
t
NTP I C Target: planet mode.
NTPHAS I C Number of the current control phase.
OMEGA I C
s
Longitude of the ascending node.
PV I C Unitary peripoint vector.
QV I C Unitary peri-velocity vector. }
RAD I C Angular conversion constant
(radians to degrees).
SMA I C Semi-major axis.
SAGA I C Argument of periapsis.
SV I C Unitary hyperbolic excess velocity
vector.
TA I C True anomaly.
l
TAIl4 I C Angle between B-vector and T-axis.
TCA I C Time of closest approach computed
in BPLANE.
TCURR I C Current event timte, i
TEVNT I C
a
Current trajectory tim .
is
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definit ion
THRACC I C Acceleration vector due to thrust.
TM I C Time conversion constant (days to
seconds).
TSI I C Time of SOI crossing as computed
in BPLANS.
VENC I C Reference conic position vector.
UP I C Position vectors of all bodies
included in the integration.
UREL I C Position vectors of S/C relative
to all bodies considered in the
integration.
UTRUE I C S/C position vector relative to
primary body.
VGA I C
,
Velocity at closest approach as
computed in BPLANS.
VENC I C Reference conic velocity vector.
VHP I C Magnitudue of hyperbolic excess
velocity.
VP I C Velocity vectors of all bodies con-
sidered in the integration.
VREL I C Velocity vectors of S/C relative
to all bodies considered in'the
integration.
VTRUE I C S/C velocity vector relative to
the primary body.
WV I C Unitary momentum vector.
XINC I C Ecliptic inclination.
=AN I C Mean anomaly.
i
i
t
}
5
i
A
i
i
i
i
I
v^
Local Variables:
Variable Definition
ATOTM Magnitude of total differential acceleration
vector.
BVEC B-vector.
D3 Julian date of current trajectory time.
IBOD Primary body code for BPLANE calculations.
KRAK Intermediate print code.
LBID Location of IBOD in the NB array (i.e.
IBOD = NB (LBOD)).
PFV Peri-point vector.
PVV Peri.-velocity vector.
UA Delta-position vector and delta-velocity
vector.
UAM Magnitude of delta-position vector.
UPM Heliocentric position magnitudes 	 of bodies
considered in the integration.
UR Unitary position vector of the S/C relative
to the primary body.
UV Unitary velocity vector of the SIC relative
tc= the primary body.
VAM Magnitude of the delta-velocity vector.
VH Hyperbolic excess velocity vector.
VPM Heliocentric velocity magnitude of bodies
considered in the integration.
Subroutines Called: BPLANE, COPY, PRINTI, TSCHED, UDOTV, UNII'V, VECMAG
Calling Subroutine: REFSEP
Common Blocks: (BLANK), CONICS, CONST, EDIT, SCHEDK TARGET, TIC,
- TRAJI, TRAJ2, 14ORK
I
r	 r.
I	 .	 I
565	 DETAIL-4
ii
DETAIL
Identify first
digit of print
code (KRAK)
r,
566
	
DETAIL-5
<_ 0
KRAK
>D
PRIM
Print standard
trajectory data
l
t^
Print trajectory
time
Print additional
trajectory data
accordine to the
MR code
Identify second
digit of print
code (KRAK)
1.
a
'3
567 DETAIL-6
R,
 
,
i ___ 1	 i	 I	 I
r.
.'	 1
568	 DETAIL-7
i0
j'
t
569
	
TRAK-1
3.7.3 Subroutine:
Purpose:	 To control the point to point (event time to event
time) integration of the trajectory Propagator.
Remarks:	 The event times which are input into the trajectory
propagator are obtained from the scheduling subroutine
SCHED. After TRAJ performs the integration to the
desired event time, subroutine DETAIL is called to
print detailed trajectory information.
Input /output :
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
BDR 0 C B • R
BDT 0 C B. T
CA 0 C Closest approach radius as computed
in BPLANE
ECC 0 C Eccentricity
ISTOP I C Desired trajectory termination flag
ITP I C Target body index 	 (i.e. NTP=NB(ITP))
KUTOFF 0 C Actual trajectory termination flog
LABEL I C Hollerith labels for tt:rm;inal condi-
tions
LOCM I C Blank common location of S/C mass
XPRI 1/0 C Primary body code
NTP I C Target body cote
MGA 0 C Longitude of ascending mode
RAD I C Angular conversion constant (radians
to degrees)
RCA 0 C Radius of closest epproach computed
in TRAJ
SMA 0 C Semi-major axis
i
}
^t
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Input/ Argument/
Variable Output_ Common
 Definition
SftGA 0 C Argument of periapsis
TA 0 C True Anomaly
TCA 0 C Time of closest approach com-
puted in BPLANE	 i
.-" TCURR 0 C Current event time
TEVNT 0 C Next event time
TM T C Time conversion constant (.days
" to seconds)
TRCA 0 C Time of closest approach com-
puted in TRAJ
TSI 0 C Time of SOI crossinb computed
2
in BPLANE
TSOI 0 C Time of SOI crossing computed
in TRAJ
TSTART I C Trajectory start time
TSTOP 0 C Trajectory stop time
- UREL 0 C Position vectors of SIC relative
to all bodies considered in the
i.ntegra t ton
URELM 0 C Magnitudes of UREL vectors
VCA 0 C Velocity at closest approach
" VHP 0 C Hyperbolic excess velocity
VREL 0 C Velocity vector of SIC relative to
t all bodies considered in the in
	
i
tegration
VRELM 0 C Magnitudes of VREL vectors
XICA 0 C Inclination of orbit relative to
target body
XINC 0 C Inclination
XMEAN 0 C Mean anomaly
i	 l
s
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Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
DE'LT	 Time between events
ISTOPN	 Hollerith labels of requested stopping
conditions
.IEVNT	 Print code
KOFF	 Hollerith labels of actual stopping
conditions
MISS	 Flag indicating whether the target body
is the primary body at the trajectory
end time
Subroutines Called:	 BPLANE, DETAIL, SCHED, TRA3
Calling Subroutine: 	 REFSEP
Common Blocks:	 (Blank), C¢NST, EDIT, EPHEM, PRINTH, SCHEDI,
S CHEDR, TARGET, TIME, TRAJ 1, TRAJ 2 , WORK
TRAK-4572
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BPLANE
Compute osculating
conic data at
the terminal time
Print termination
data
^i
i: TRAK-5
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3.7.4	 Subroutine: TSCHED
Purpose: To compute and print S/C tracking information
Aiethod: S/C rise and set times are computed for a selection
of tracking stations.	 The primary assumption, which
has been made to simplify the computations, is that
the S/C moves very slowly across the celestial sphere.
3 Thus, the rise and set times are poor approximations
for near-Earth orbital missions.
Input/Output:
i Input/	 Argument/
Variable Output	 Common	 Definition
I ECEQ I	 C	 Equatorial to ecliptic trans-
formation matrix
ELVMIN I	 C	 Minimum elevation angle
j
GRZERi I	 C	 Greenwich hour angle at launch
;' I¢SS I	 C	 Index of astronomical observatory
in STAWC
	 + `
TTP I	 C	 Index of target planet in NE
MPLAN I	 C	 Number of bodies considered in
the integration
NB I	 C	 Vector identifying bodies con-
sidered in the integrationt .
F
NSTA I	 C	 Number of S/C tracking stations
c
NTP I	 C	 Target planet code
"GAG T	 C	 Earth rotation rate
f
PI I	 C	 77"
IiAD T	 C	 Angular conversion constant
is
(radians to degrees)
v
STAI4C I	 C	 Station location coordinates
575	 TSCHED-2
Input/ Argument/
Variable Output Common Definition
TM I C Time conversion constant (days
to seconds)
UP I C Heliocentric positions of bodies
considered in the integration
UREL I C Position vectors of SIC rela-
tive to bodies considered in
the integration
URELM I C Magnitudes of UREL vectors
VP I C Heliocentric velocities of
bodies considered in the in-
tegration
VREL I C Velocity vectors of SIC relative
to bodies considered in the in-
tegration
VRELM I C Magnitudes of VREL vectors
i
Local Variables:
Variable	 Definition
AZMUTH	 Azimuth of SIC relative to the tracking
station
DEC	 Declination of 5/r
ELEV	 Elevation of SIC
GECSTA	 Geocentric ecliptic station coordinates
GEQSTA	 Geocentric equatorial station coordinates
t
GAA.	 Greenwich Dour angle
CHZERO	 Greenwich hour angle at launch
LAMDA	 Right ascension minus Greenwich hour
angle
RANGE	 '	 SIC range from Earth
RHO S/C range vector
RISE S/C rise time at each station
4
RRATE S/C range rate from Earth
RTA Right ascension
RVIANG Range-velocity included angle
SESANG Sun-Earth-S/C angle
SET S/C set lame at each station
SINELV sin (ELV)
SLAT Station latitude
STATE S/C equatorial state
TM Time conversion constant (days to seconds) 	 j
M,
TWOPI 2 x 7T"
UPM Magnitude of planet position vectors
Subroutines Called: CYEQEC, MMATB, SUB, UDOTV, UNITY, UKV, VECMAG
Calling Subroutine: DETAIL
Common Blocks: C*NST, EDIT, SCHEDR, TIME, THAJI, TRAJ2, TRRDAT,
WORK
Logic Flow: See listing
j
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